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Summary of the Thesis 
Building on the forin-critical assessment of the Lukan ascension story (Lk 
24: 50-53; Acts 1: 1-12) as a rapture story (Entrackungserzahlung), and 
motivated by the consideration that the 'monotheistic principle' almost 
inevitably must have led to a reestimate of the meaning andfunction of rapture 
in comparison with the heathen rapture stories (the issues of immortalisation 
and deification), the present study seeks to investigate the Lukan ascension 
story in the light of thefirst-century Jewish rapture traditions (Enoch, Elijah, 
Moses, Baruch, Ezra, etc. ). 
It is shown that the Jewish rapture speculations had evolved into a more or 
less fixed narration pattern, the constituent parts of which are: period offinal 
instructions preceding the rapture (in some cases 40 days) - rapture (includes 
the conventional rapture terminology and motifs) -a period of temporary 
preservation in heaven - eschatological return. In first-century Judaism a 
rapture was understood as a divine act of temporary withdrawal to God of a 
privileged figure for an eschatological task. 
It is argued (1) that pre-Christian (or at least pre-Lukan) Judaism provides a 
more plausible horizon of understanding for the interpretation of the ascension 
of Jesus than the Graeco-Roman rapture tradition (whereby the ascension is an 
integral part of the 'rapture-preservation paradigm), and (2) that Luke 
develops his 'rapture christology' not as a reinterpretation of the primitive 
exaltation kerygma (as G. Lohfink argues), but as a response to the 
eschatological question, i. e. the delay of the parousia, so as so to secure the 
unity of salvation history. 7he appendix contains a discussion of the text of the 
ascension story (in response to M. C Parsons, Boismard-Lamouille et alii). 
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LYMODUCTION 
My interest in the ascension story has been aroused by one of my earlier fields of 
study as a theological student, the problem of NT hermeneutics. Luke's ascension 
story makes us acutely aware of what G. E. Lessing called 'der garstige breite 
Graben' that separates the world of the Bible from our modern (post- 
Enlightenment) world'. The modern reader is struck if not embarrassed by the 
naive cosmology which underlies Luke's story presentation. And the study of 
comparative religion has uncovered an uneasy number of competitive ascension 
stories, which have been a source of embarrassment from the very beginnings of 
Christianity. 
As is well-known, R. Bultmann has dismissed the ascension story as a typical 
example of the mythological world view of the NT. But, granted that 'myth' is a 
valid and appropriate category in biblical studies provided that the terms of 
definition are clear, it seems to me that a more positive appraisal of Luke's project 
is at place. Granted that Luke wholly remains within a first-century context of 
understanding, what is the message he wants to convey? 
Others, on the other hand, less bothered by hermeneutical or apologetic concerns, 
have built ingenious dogmatic constructs upon the narrative details of the story as 
Luke presents it and put them in the service of their ecclesiastical interests (e. g. in 
the Lord's Supper controversy during the Reformation and the doctrine of the 
' The expression is found in G. E. Lessing, 'Uber den Beweis des Geistes und der 
Kraft' (1777), in: Lessings Werke 6 (hrsg. v. Th. Matthias; Leipzig: M. Hesse, o. J. ) 
140. 
' E. g. in the opening paragraph of his epoch-making Neues Testament und 
Mythologie. Das Problem der Entmythologisierung der neutestamentlichen 
Verkiindigung (hrsg. v. E. Jiingel; BEvTh 96; Chr. Kaiser, 1941; repr. '1988) 12- 
13. 
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exaltation in the old-protestant orthodoxy). 
Io let the Bible message speak anew to us, we must be prepared to approach the 
text afresh. Before a fusion of horizons (HortzonNerschmehung) can be effected, we 
must have an accurate knowledge of Luke's horizon of understanding and the 
present study attempts no more than that: to penetrate in the first-century context 
of meaning of the Lukan ascension narrative, to describe as it were the Alanguage 
game' of the ascension. To attain this the Wirkungsgeschichte of the ascension 
appears to be a particularly complicating factor. We are so familiar with the NT 
message that we are at risk not to really hear the text as the first hearers and 
readers did and thus fail to appreciate the text in its "otherness". To reduce this as 
much as possible my approach will be historical (as opposed to dogmatic) as 
strictly as possible. We should not make Luke mouthpiece of later dogma, nor 
should we let him speak with a johannine or Pauline voice. 
I consider the present study as a modest exercise of someone who is committed to 
the Anselmian dictum fides quaerens intellectum. Especially K. Barth's classic 
study on Anselm3 has deeply impressed my theological thinking. I have not written 
the last word on the ascension of Jesus. 1 have rather pointed out a new direction 
in which we can approach the subject to come to a fruitful understanding of the 
ancient text. 
The present work was submitted as a doctoral dissertation at the University of 
Durham (UK) in March 1996.1 am especially grateful to Professor J. D. G. Dunn, 
who supervised my dissertation with great care and interest. At times his patience 
was severely put to the test, when 1 gave him a --foretaste of the things to come-- in 
the form of preliminary drafts, rather than completed chapters. Hopefully, his 
longing for the Final consummation has now been satisfied. I am also grateful to 
Dr. L. T. Stuckenbruck (Durham) and Dr. L. C. E. Alexander (Sheffield), who acted 
as examinors. 
Of those who have read (parts of) the manuscript, I am particularly indebted to 
Drs. G. van den Brink (Doorn) and Mr. M. Rotman (Soest) for many helpful 
' K. Barth, Fides quaerens intellectum Anselms Beweis der Existenz Gottes im 
Zusammenhangseinav theolo ischen Programm (hrsLy. v. E. Jungel. 1.11. Dalferth-. 9 
/13; 711, - Theologische- 11331; rep- 11092V1 C-A 2,3 . 
WIE 
ý& Aß%, a%, AAL%, Jkg A --1 AA VJN A*A -ý %. P A to 
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criticisms and corrections; to Dr. P. M. Head (London) for reading chapter 8 in an 
earlier draft; to Prof. Dr. AJ. M. Wedderburn (Miinchen) for having accepted 
chapter 8 for publication in NTS; to Drs. P. Rosseneu (Leefdaal, Belgium), who 
helped me out many times when library services failed, and to B. and S. McNeal 
(Strijen) for correcting the manuscript. I also would like to extend my thanks to 
my parents, my wife, and my two children, without whose support and 
encouragement this time-consuming project would not have been possible. To 
them I dedicate this book. 
Finally, a matter of detail, if in the running text quotations from the Hebrew 
cover more than one line, one should begin reading from the last Hebrew word 
rather than from the end of each separate line. 




Except for some concise Forschungsberichte, an up-to-date overview study of the 
Lukan ascension narratives in NT scholarship is lacking. The purpose of the 
present chapter is to fill this gap and to clear the ground for further investigation 
so as to gain a clear picture of the critical issues involved'. Since D. F. StrauB as 
'der eigentliche Vater einer kritischen und zugleich traditionsgeschichtlichen 
Auslegung der Him melfah rtsgeschichte' (G. Lohrink)' has exercised an immense 
influence upon subsequent scholarship even up to the present, he forms a natural 
starting-point for our survey. 
2. The Origins of Modern Ascension-Forschung 
D. F. StrauB (1808-1874) has given ample treatment of the ascension in volume 
' The most extensive is Larrafiaga (1938) 8-129, covering the period from H. S. 
Reimarus to 1938, with an introductory section on the first centuries. Further 
Davies (1958) 69-167, a history of dogma study from the NT to the monastic 
movements in the eleventh and twelfth century; Bovon (1978) 181-191. Brief 
summaries are found in: Stam (1950) 70-81; Lohrink (1971) 15-23; Griisser (1977) 
4-6; O'Toole (1979) 106-110; Pdhlmann (1986) 334-341, a history of dogma 
overview; Parsons (1987) 14-18. 
2 If, in what follows, a particular interpretation of Lk 24: 50-53 stands or falls with 
a text-critical decision, this is briefly indicated by the designation 'shorter/longer 
text', dependent upon its treatment of the words icocit ave(pepeco ciý -ro'v 
o0pavOvv. 51 (and npoarcuvTjaocvceý ocu-r6v v. 52). For a separate discussion 
of the text of the ascension narratives, see the Appendix, 'The Text of the 
Ascension Narratives (Lk 24: 50-53; Acts 1: 1-2,9-11)'. 
Lohfiink (1971) 21. 
For a full bibliography, see infra Bibliography A. To reduce the number of 
footnotes page numbers of works under discussion usually are given in the body of 
the text (in parentheses). 
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two of his famous Das Leben Jesu kfifisch bearbeitet. Averse to the orthodox 
supernatural explanation of the ascension as a physical elevation into the air - an 
idea he rejected with much the same zeal as the idea of the resurrection as 'eine 
naturliche Wiederbelebung' - and equally dissatisfied with the rationalist attempts 
to eliminate the miraculous elements from the story so as to arrive at a 'natural' 
explanation, StrauB set out to interpret the ascension in terms of 'myth' (i. e. as an 
expression of a theological idea)6. While the first impression of the ascension 
narrative is admittedly that it reports a literal elevation of Jesus into the sky 
(where God lives), StrauO claimed that the underlying conception of heaven as a 
superior region in the atmosphere belonged to the childish imagery of the ancient 
world, which was incompatible with the modern view of reality: 'Wer zu Gott und 
in den Bezirk der Seligen kommen will, der, das wissen wir, macht einen 
überflussigen Umweg, wenn er zu diesem Behuf in die höheren Luftschichten sich 
emporschwingen zu müssen meint, und diesen wird Jesus, je vertrauter er mit Gott 
und göttlichen Dingen war, gewiß nicht gemacht haben, noch Gott ihn denselben 
haben machen lassen' (2,652). To assume that God accommodated himself to 
primitive views and beliefs of ancient men, as some of his orthodox opponents held, 
would turn him into a deceiving actor ('ein tRuschender Schauspieler') (2,653). 
Yet with equal vigour Straufl repudiated the superficial reconstructions of the 
' StrauB wrote two (two-volume) books under the title Das Leben Jesu. The first, 
Das Leben Jesu ktifisch bearbeitet (1835-36 ;4 1840) 2 vols. (= KB), was by far the 
most influential. His Das Leben Jesuffir das deutsche Volk bearbeitet (1864) 2 vols. 
(= DV), hardly drew the attention of the academic world. For Stratio's own 
comments on his first 'Life' and the subsequent scholarly debate see 1 (1864) 1- 
2.14-15. On Straufl, see further Schweitzer (1984) 106-154.632-635 (literature! ); 
Harris (1973); Lawler (1986). 
6 In this respect, StrauB was particularly indebted to Hase (1865) 11-13.267-284, 
who, unwilling to assign the origins of the resurrection and ascension story to 
fraud on the part of the disciples, as did H. S. Reimarus, assigned it rather to the 
creative activity of the early Christian community: 'Die Himmelfahrt Jesu ist nur 
zu begreifen als eine, nicht im engern Sinne apostolische, durch das Bedürfniß 
eines bestimmten Schlußpunktes für den geheimnißvollen Ausgang der Geschichte 
Jesu, durch den Glauben an sein nunmehriges Sitzen zur Rechten Gottes [Mc. 16, 
19. Ps. 110,11 und durch die Hoffnung seiner Rückkehr in den Wolken des 
Himmels [Act. 1,11. Dan. 7,13s. ] veranlaflte, in der Weltanschauung des 
Alterthums begründete, mythische Auffassung seines Heimganges zum Vater' 
(282). See further Harris (1973) 259-273. 
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rationalists because their solutions were forced and in gross conflict with the 
meaning of the words. 
A typical example of the rationalist approach is H. E. G. Paulus (1761- 
1851). He believed that Jesus had not died on the cross but had only 
slipped into a coma. After the crucifixion, not being mortally wounded by 
the spear thrust, he was removed from the cross and placed in the tomb 
where aromatic spices soon made him regain conscience. He could leave 
the grave because an earthquake removed the stone. He then stayed forty 
days in the company of his disciples. At the end of this period he departed 
from them and with his last strength walked off into a mist cloud on the 
mountain, where he finally succumbed to the injuries of his body. The 
disciples then mistook two casual passers-by (who were in fact two 
accomplices from Jesus' secret followers in Jerusalem) for angelic 
messengerS7. 
In an effort to move beyond the impasse in which the orthodox-rationalist 
controversy of his time had ended up, StrauI3 claimed that the ascension narratives 
were never meant to be taken as ad litteram reports as both the orthodox and the 
rationalists did. Paul and the traditionally alleged eyewitnesses, Matthew and 
John, were obviously unacquainted with a visible ascension (2,655-658)8 and the 
accounts that describe the ascension as a physical, visible act performed by Jesus 
and observed by the disciples (Lk 24; Acts 1; Mk 16) are mutually contradictory9. 
Straufl, alternatively, suggested that the ascension was the result of a more or less 
unconscious mythologising process. In line with the early community's tendency to 
make Jesus agree with OT predictions, the ascension was to be regarded as a 
mythical expression of its belief in Jesus' heavenly exaltation based on the OT 
Scripture. But while the dominant tradition in the primitive Church expressed no 
more than the logical implication of Ps 110: 1, viz. 'dafl Jesus sich zur rechten 
Gottes erhoben habe, ohne Über das Wie etwas zu bestimmen, oder sich die 
' Paulus 1/2 (1828) 280M, 318ff. For other rationalist explanations, see StrauB 2 
(1840) 653-655 (e. g. e' 7c TI p OTI as 'ein blofles Sichaufrichten'.? ); Schweitzer (1984) 
83-84 (Bahrdt), 86-87 (Venturini); Larraflaga (1938) 28-33 (Paulus, 
Schleiermacher). 
8 Already the objection of Reimarus (1910) 437-492, esp. 465.492. Cc also Hase 
(1865) 283 Anm. d. 
" In Mk 16: 19 Jesus seems to depart from a room in Jerusalem immediately after a 
meal; in Lk 24: 50 somewhem in the open C"(oq eiq B, 90avlav (= Tewtus 
Receptus). Both texts date the ascension on Easter Sunday; Acts 1: 3 forty days 
later. 
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Auffahrt dahin als eine sichtbare vorzustellen' (2,661), the ascension tradition had 
been developed out of the Son of Man tradition and the expectation of his parousia 
on the clouds. To reconstruct its tradition-historical genesis the angelic words must 
be read in reverse: 'wie Jesus dereinst vom Himmel wiederkommen wird, so wird 
er wohl auch dahin gegangen sein' (2,661)". Although especially the story of 
Elijah's assumption (2 Kings 2) may have inspired the early Church to 
conceptualise Jesus' entrance into heaven in visual terms - note in particular the 
link of the seeing with the promise of the Spirit (ko&v 181q 
ccvaIccPPav6Pcvov ivrl. 2 Kings 2: 10) (2,662) - StrauB nevertheless judged 
that the biblical exaltation imagery of Ps 110 and Dan 7: 13 had been more 
constructive for the development of the ascension myth than its OT-Jewish 
precedents (Enoch, Elijah, and Moses) or pagan parallels (Heracles and Romulus) 
(2,662). 
Later, in Das Leben Jesuffir das deutsche Volk bearbeitet 2 (1864), Straufl refined 
his theory and sketched how in his view the Gospel post-Easter appearance stories 
had come into development. He argued that in the earliest kerygma the visions of 
the risen Jesus, which were in fact psychologically induced 'subjective visions' (i. e. 
hallucinations), were regarded as evidence of Jesus' resurrection-exaltation, his 
entrance into the new messianic life. As Jesus was now in possession of immortal 
life, made occasional appearances from heaven and was expected to return soon, 
the idea of an ascension (in the sense of a final departure) found no soil. But in the 
course of history the Christian community began to realise that Jesus had ceased 
to manifest himself any longer as he had done in the early days of the Church. The 
appearance to Paul seemed to be the last of its kind (2,154). Thus the idea of an 
intermediate post-resurrection state (i. e. Jesus risen but not yet exalted) grew 
naturally out of the experience of the early Church. As on the one hand it was not 
desirable to allow for too much time between the resurrection and exaltation, and 
on the other hand a sufficiently elongated period of time was required to 
encompass the various appearance stories of the risen Lord and to have the 
apostles fully instructed (Weder der Unglaube, noch der Unverstand werden mit 
" StrauI3 2 (1864) J56. Likewise: Hase (1865) 282; Meyer (1905) 57; Michaelis 
(1925) 108.109; Redram (1927) 200-201. More recently: Schille (1984) 74. 
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Einem Schlage gewichen sein 2,155)9 the number forty, being a sacred number 
in Jewish and early Christian circles (cf. Ex 16: 35; 24: 18; 1 Kings 19: 8; Lk 4: 2; 4 
Ezra 14: 42), was a natural choice for the early Church to fix the date of Jesus' final 
departure (2,155)". 
Straufl' contention that the ascension myth had come into development in the 
early Church was further developed by A. Harnack (1851-1930). He applied 
himself to investigate and reconstruct the historical circumstances in which the 
ascension myth (or legend) could have developed. 
Typical of Harnack's historical interest is the fact that he discusses the 
ascension narratives (both in his earlier and later writings) in the context 
of the problem of the date of Luke-Acts. In his Geschichte der 
aftchristfichen Literatur (1897) he argued that it was not easily explained 
how the legends of the appearances and the ascension could come into 
existence in a pre-AD 70 setting, when possible eyewitnesses were still 
alive". As Luke's prologue seemed to imply that the Gospel was written at 
least half a century after Jesus' death, and the detailed descriptions of the 
destruction of Jerusalem and the temple gave the impression that the 
catastrophe had already taken place, Harnack surmised that Acts was 
written in the final decades of the first century,, presumably between AD 78 
and 93 (1/2,250.718). In due course, however, Harnack revised his 
chronology. In 1906 he suggested a date around AD 80 would be nearer the 
truth than a date in the ninth decade: 'Mir ist es sogar ... sehr 
unwahrscheinlich, dass man sich vom Jahre c. 80 abwärts weit entfernen 
darf. Wer das Geschichtswerk um d. J. 80 ansetzt, wird wohl das Richtige 
treffen' 13 . Two years later he cautiously suggested the possibility of an 
- 'Lukas schrieb even earlier date of Acts, somewhere in the early sixties. 
zur Zeit des Titus oder in der früheren Zeit Domitians, vielleicht aber 
schon am Anfang der sechziger Jahre"'. And only three years later he 
argued 'dafl die Apostelgeschichte, ffir sich betrachtet, die Abfassung vor 
" Straufl was inter alios followed by Zeller (1849) 6-8; (1854) 76-79; Renan (1866) 
xx-xxi, 50-52; Keim (1872) 616-621; Hase (1865) 281-284. Among his opponents, 
Oosterzee (1843) 526-578. 
Other contributions in this period (1835-1900) include: Kinkel (1841) 597-634; 
Thoden van Velzen (1844) 7-43; Robinson (1845) 162-189; Brouwer (1854) 74-138; 
Oosterzee (1856) 530-546 (a response to Brouwer); Brouwer (1856) 353-378; Prins 
(1860) 449-458; Hanna (1866); Peters (1870) 85-111; Schenkel (1871) 83-85; 
Woolsey (1882) 593-619; Hoelemann (1885) 210-248; Rieker (1886) 305-315; Resch 
(1889) 18-31; Milligan (1891) 75-93; Nestle (1893) 30; Vollert (1896) 389-427; 
(1896) 937-963; Korff (1897). 
12 Harnack (1958) 246-250.718. 
" Harnack (1906) 18 Anm. 1. 
14 Harnack (1908) 217-221 (quotation from 221). 
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der Zerstörung Jerusalems und vor dem Tode des Paulus fördert`, and: 
'Die Schlußverse der Apostelgeschichte, im Zusammenhang mit dem 
Fehlen jeder Anspielung auf das Ende des Prozesses des Paulus und auf 
sein Martyrium im Buch, machen es im höchsten Grade wahrscheinlich, 
daß das Werk geschrieben worden ist, als der Prozeß des Paulus in Rom 
noch nicht beendet war' 16 ,a view he held the rest of his life. 
Harnack espoused the view that the ascension legend was the culmination of a 
three-stage process of materialisation of the traditional belief in Jesus' 
resurrection-exaltation 17 . While the ascension in the oldest preaching had no 
separate place from the resurrection-exaltation (I Cor 15; Mt 28; Mk 16: 1-8), 
Luke, while composing his Gospel, replaced this primitive tradition (against his 
better knowledge) with an inferior one, that is, the ascension tradition preserved in 
Lk 9: 51 and 24: 50-53 (shorter text! )18, which according to Harnack referred to an 
invisible ascension on Easter Sunday (128). When Luke wrote Acts he substituted 
this secondary tradition (once more against his better knowledge! ) with the 
detailed narrative of Acts 1: 3,9-11, which describes a visible ascension on the 
Mount of Olives after forty days, reminiscent of the Elijah narrative. Ancient 
though this tradition was, it could not possibly have originated in the circle of the 
Eleven (the alleged eyewitnesses). The period when the apostles, under the pressure 
of persecutions, were forced to leave Jerusalem and the Church came under the 
direction of James, must have provided the best conditions for the growth of the 
ascension legend: 'Die Zerstreuung der Apostel nach 12 Jahren und die 
Zerstreuung der jerusalemischen Gemeinde während des großen Kriegs sind die 
Voraussetzungen gewesen, daß die Legenden über die Erscheinungen des 
Gekreuzigten in Jerusalem so üppig und tendenziös wuchern konnten' (127)". The 
objection that eyewitnesses would protest to such a transformation was ruled out 
by Harnack by the assertion that even they, as time passed on, were in the process 
of change: '... selbst die Erinnerungen von Augenzeugen transformieren und 
Harnack (1911) 81. 
Harnack (1911) 69. 
Harnack (1908) 126-129. 
Supra p. 8 n. 2. 
'9 As believers tended to pattern the traditions of the final days of Jesus after local 
legendary fashions, Harnack (1908) 127 suggested that the localisation of the 
ascension at the Mount of Olives perhaps originated from a Jerusalem tradition. 
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stilisieren sich unter der Herrschaft des 'Es mußte geschehen". ' (128-129). Later 
Harnack affirmed that although in the course of his study of Acts he had retracted 
the time interval between the death of Jesus and the composition of Acts from 50- 
60 years to only 30 years, he did not think this would invalidate his triple-tradition 
hypothesis: 'Muss die dargebotene Ldsung wie eine Revolution innerhalb der 
Kritik wirken, so ist es doch nur eine Revolution der Chronologie - die 
Untersuchungen über die Bildungsgeschichte der Tradition werden zwar auch 
durch sie etwas modiriziert, aber doch nicht erheblich betroffen: schadhafte 
Balken eines Gebäudes werden durch den Nachweis, dass sie bedeutend älter sind, 
als man bisher annahm, nicht besser und tragfähiger! 920 . The signiricant notion in 
Acts 1 finally, is the period of forty days in which the Risen One communicated 
with his disciples, which is likely to rest on a very primitive tradition. The number 
40 is a messianic-apocalyptic theologoumenon, denoting 'eine Vorbereitungszeit 
vor Einsetzung in die himmlische Messiaswürde' (114)21. 
As much a historian as Harnack, E. Meyer equally tried to reconstruct the 
tradition-historical framework of the ascension narrative, but arrived at a very 
opposite conclusion". While Harnack (and StrauB for that matter) had opted for a 
pre-Lukan origin, Meyer regarded Acts 1: 2-14 practically in toto as a second- 
century interpolation 23 . Had Luke consistently followed the conventions of 
contemporary Greek historiography he would have continued the resume of his 
former treatise (introduced by ItEv, Acts 1: 1) with a statement about the content 
of his second book (introduced by 8 6). Its absence together with a number of other 
textual incongruities" convinced Meyer that the passage had been heavily 
Harnack (1911) 65. 
For a more detailed analysis of Harnack's views regarding the ascension 
(including further bibliographical references), see Larrafiaga (1938) 48-50.64-74. 
" Meyer 1 (1924) 34-46. 
23 This view was earlier defended by Sorof (1890) 51L; Spitta (1891) 5-11; Feine 
(1891) 158-159; Gercke (1894) 373-391, esp. 389-391; Hilgenfeld (1898) 619-625, 
who earlier (1895) 65-115, had rejected the interpolation hypothesis; Norden 
(1913) 311-316. 
24 0V .0 Such as the problematic question what 8ta 7uve6ILa-roq aytou (v. 2) refers to 
(a verse which in the present text is practically untranslatable), the clumsy 
transition from the main clause into several incongruous relative clauses ('ein 
wahres Satzungeheuer'g 1,38). the chronological discrepancy with Lk 24, the 
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reworked: 'An der Tatsache, daß hier eine große Interpolation vorliegt, daß in die 
Worte des Lukas ein ihm ganz fremder Bericht hineingellickt ist und die 
ursprüngliche Fortsetzung der Eingangsworte dem zum Opfer gefallen ist, ist nicht 
zu rütteln: so wie der Text jetzt lautet, hat nie ein Mensch seine Gedanken 
formuliert, sei es mündlich, sei es schriftlich' (1,36)". Given the various attempts 
to define the period of post-resurrection appearances in Gnostic circles - the 
Ophites and Valentinians, e. g., prolonged the risen Lord's instructions to a period 
of 18 monthS26 _ Meyer suspected a Gnostic provenance of Acts 1: 2-5 (1,40). Like 
Acts 1: 2-5, the ascension narrative proper (Acts 1: 6-14) is secondary, shown by its 
independent position in the text (ot gev auvElOovrEý, v. 6 contradicts 
auv (xX tC6 pe voý, v. 4) and inconsistencies and doublets in the narrative (e. g. the 
totally unnecessary question about the Kingdom after the disciples had been fully 
instructed about it for forty days, and the double mention of the Spirit). In 
comparison with vv. 3-5 the ascension pericope is the older (yet post-Lukan! ) piece 
of tradition. Luke's own perspective was found in Lk 24 and Acts 10: 34-43, where 
he shows no awareness of a longer period of appearances and restricts the 
appearances exclusively to Easter Sunday". 
Interpolation hypotheses in one form or another have been defended by a 
number of authors. The wide variety of hypotheses forbids an easy 
class ificatio n. Especially influential has been an article by Ph. H. Menoud. 
Menoud regarded the entire section from Lk 24: 50 to Acts 1. -5 as an 
interpolation by a second-century redactor in Rome 28 . Luke-Acts must 
erroneous attribution of a Baptist logion to Jesus (v. 5; cE Mk 1: 3), etc. 
" The variant solution of Bacon (1909) 254-261, to regard Acts 1: 3 as an 
interjected parenthesis (so that the forty days are subsequent to the ascension), has 
won but little support, cE Wilder (1943) 312; cE Lake (1933) 2-3; and more 
recently Bouwman (1988) 50. See Enslin (1928) 63-64; Creed (1934) 180, for a 
critique. 
26 See inter alios Bauer (1909) 275-279, and infra pp. 124-125. 
2' Later Meyer 3 (1923) 12 Anm. 1 admitted that he had overlooked Acts 13: 31, 
which explicitly mentions post-Easter appearances over an extended period of time 
(ý n1l, ý g6 pag nX c 1. o -o g). But he consigned this piece of conflicting evidence to 
Luke's careless taking over of a source without integrating it into his thought. 
28 Menoud (1954) 148-156. In addition to the authors listed supra p. 14 n. 23, 
interpolation theories were defended by: Lake (1933) 3-4 (Lk 24: 50-53); 
Bauernfeind (1980) 18 (Acts 1: 1f. ), 311-322 ('Bearbeitungshypothese'); Hirsch 
(1940) 6 (Acts 1: 3ff. including the ascension); Wilder (1943) 311 (Lk 24: 50-53); 
Sahlin (1945) 11-18.343-347 (Lk 24: 50-53 + Acts 1: 1-5); Kfimmel (1948/49) 9 
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have been a one-volume work, with the original text running straight from 
Lk 24: 49 to Acts 1: 6, thus forming a coherent narrative. When at the 
formation of the canon (second century AD) Luke-Acts for the sake of 
convenience was separated into two parts, the books were provided with a 
ritting conclusion (Lk 24: 50-53) and an appropriate beginning (Acts 1: 1- 
5). Later, Menoud would revoke his interpolation thesiS29. 
Among the critics of Meye? ', it was W. Michaelis" who pointed out that 8C 
ýýLep6v -recFacparcowra (Acts 1: 3) did not as in the later Gnostic line of 
interpretation signify an uninterrupted period of Jesus living together with his 
disciples but a period 'fiber den Zeitraum von 40 Tagen verteilt in einzelnen 
-rErcgýpta' (-rciqtýpta standing for the individual appearances) (102)32. Says 
Michaelis: 'Also keine Daueroffenbarung des Auferstandenen, keine Konkurrenz 
und Steigerung seines Erdenlebens, keine esoterische Vertiefung seiner Logia, 
sondern die Reihe der in der Urgemeinde bekannten Offenbarungen des 
Auferstandenen. ist gemeint' (102-103). Since Lk 24: 50-53 (shorter text! ) describes 
an 'apostolic christophany' in the vicinity of Bethany (106-107) and Acts I is a 
departure scene (distinguished from other appearance stories only in that it rounds 
off thefinal appearance), there is no real conflict because they simply relate to two 
separate OCCaSionS33. Nor is there a discrepancy between the primitive kerygma 
(which, with Luke, does not restrict the appearances to one single day, cf. 1 Cor 
Anm. 1 (Acts 1: 3-14), who later rejected this in (1983) 125-127; Conzelmann (1977) 
86 (+ Anm. 3) (Lk 24: 50-53; v. 51b authentic but interpolated); Kretschmar (1954) 
253 Anm. 198 (Acts 1: 1-5); Grafl (1964) 43-51, who regarded Acts 1 as 'eine 
Dublette aus einer anderen Tradition' (45.47 Anm. 4) and as 'spa**te(u) Legende' 
(49), followed by Kiimmel (1959) 335. Further: Trocine (1957) 30-34 (Lk 24: 50-53 
+ Acts 1: 1-5); Schweizer (1962) 60; Leaney (1968) 417-418; Schulz (1967) 290 (Lk 
24: 50-53); Fitzmyer (1984) 419 (an originally continuous story from Lk 24: 49 to 
Acts 1: 3 "an attractive alternative'); Bouwman (1988) 53-55 (Lk 24-051b + Acts 1: 6- 
14, perhaps also w. 15-26); Boismard, Lamouille 1 (1990) (infra pp. 50-53). 
29 Infra p. 27. 
" Inter alios Wager (1932/33) 491-495. 
31 Michaelis (1925) 101-109. 
32 Likewise Acts 13: 31 ýnlt Tlg6paq nXctouý (103). Michaelis (1925) 103 
regarded Acts 10: 41 DE it sa mae (ýttepaý -rcaaepdKowra '40Tagelang')asa 
later interpolation, contra Zahn 1 (1920) 359; cf. (1916) 346-347 with considerable 
reservation. 
33 Likewise (unless indicated otherwise with shorter text): Michaelis (1944) 89-91; 
Leaney (1966) 296; Lohse (1961) 39; Ellis (1974) 279-280; Betz (1982) 688 (longer 
text! ); Goulder (1989) 790.798 (longer text! ). 
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15) and Luke (who, with the old kerygma, does not know of a continuous post- 
Easter presence of Jesus but only of various isolated traditional units describing 
post-Easter appearances). As the appearance to Paul on the Damascus road 
indicates, the primitive Church apparently did not experience the ascension as a 
final brea W4. Michaelis in his turn was criticised by A. Fridrichsen for ignoring the 
strong literary unity of Lk 24: 35-53 and Acts 1: 4-11, firmly established by their 
common subject-matter and motiveS35 . From a literary point of view it is quite 
clear that the function of Lk 24: 50-53 is to describe a final farewell scene (the 
appropriate conclusion of the travel section 9: 51ff. ) and not, as Michaelis 
suggested, a temporary departure of Jesus only to return on later occasions. 
Although the timing differs the two accounts agree in that the intermediate state of 
the risen Lord is portrayed in rather massive terms. Fridrichsen detected here a 
Wergro-berung der Vorstellung vom Auferstandenen' (339) and a 'Konkretisierung 
... des Erh6hungsvorganges' (340) and suspected that 'hier eine volkstfimliche, 
materialisierende und legendenfrohe Entwicklung friih eingesetzt hat und hinter 
Lukas liegt' (339). But whether or not there was ever a pre-Lukan tradition of a 
visible ascension of Jesus he left undecided (340). Earlier, L. Brun had expressed 
his doubts about the ascension ever being part of the oldest apostolic kerygma: 
'Vielmehr muss die Frage erhoben werden, ob sie überhaupt in einem konkreten 
Erlebnis der Jünger ihre Grundlage hat, oder ob sie einfach als plastischer 
Ausdruck des Glaubens an die Erhöhung Christi und als anschaulicher Abschluss 
der JUngerchristophanie (und der für den Glauben der Apostel und der Gemeinde 
grundlegenden Christuserscheinungen insgesamt) entstanden ist". Brun did not 
rule out the possibility that the ascension narrative was based on some experience 
which the disciples had had (e. g. during one of the appearances related by the 
apostle Paul), but if not, 'werden wir eine ideale Bildung auf dem Boden des 
34 Later, Michaelis (1944) 73-96, substantially maintained and refined his position 
in special response to Hirsch (1940), who argued that the official ecclesiastical 
Easter legend found in the Gospel tradition regards the appearances taking place 
% auf dem Wege vom Grabe zum himmlischen Wohnsitz seines Vaters' (5). Hirsch 
regarded this as an aberration from the original (visionary! ) Easter kerygma. See 
further also Michaelis (1952) 5-8 (a response to M. Werner); (1967) 355-361. 
31 Fridrichsen (1927) 337-341. CE also (1927) 32-47. 
3' Brun (1925) 97. 
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jerusalemischen Gesamtbildes anzunehmen haben' (97)37 . For Brun the function of 
the ascension was threefold: 1. it closes the christophanies to the disciples, the post- 
Easter appearances in general, and the whole life of Jesus; 2. it is an expression of 
the exaltation of Christ at the right hand of God, from where he sends the Spirit; 
and 3. it is a prefigumment (Vorzeichen) of the parousia of the Son of Man to the 
final consummation (97). 
Here we must also make reference of an important article by G. Bertram 
in a Festschfift to A. Deissmann". Bertram argued that among the various 
models (Darstellungsformen) which the early Church used to express belief 
in Jesus' entrance into the heavenly glory - resurrection, ascension from 
the grave (empty tomb), ascension after a shorter or longer period, 
appearances, parousia - the conception of an immediate 'ascension from 
the cross' (EvPe 5: 19) must have been prominent in the oldest strata, but 
was supplanted soon by mom developed ideas. Yet some traces of this 
primitive conception are found in the NT (e. g. in Lk 23: 43; 24: 26, and 
texts that juxtapose death and life, cross and glory, without mentioning 
the resurrection: Phil 2: 5ff., Rom 5: 10; 2 Cor 4: 4; Gal 3: 1; 1 Cor 1: 23; 
2: 2; Heb 1: 3)". 
3. From V Larrafiaga to J. G. Davies 
The publication of the massive doctoral dissertation of the Spanish Jesuit V. 
Larrafiaga launched a new phase in the study of the ascension narratives". 
Larrafiaga developed his arguments in response to the triple-tradition theory of 
" Cf. Enslin (1928) 60-73: 'Granted the belief which was apparently held by the 
early followers of Jesus, at least from the time of their restored hopes, that he was 
in heaven and would speedily come again, it would perhaps be only a question of 
time when some daring and imaginative follower would seek to visualize the 
snatching up to heaven' (60). The silence of the other NT writers and early 
Christian literature on the visible ascension after forty days suggests that it was 
absent in the earliest traditions, as it is in Luke's first volume (shorter text! ) (66- 
72). The story of the forty days (and consequently the tradition of an ascension 
distinct from the resurrection) could nevertheless become the standard of Christian 
theology, since Scripture was believed not to contradict Scripture: 'Harmony has 
usually been purchased at the expense of historical accuracy' (73). 
Bertram (1927) 187-217. 
Likewise: Fischer (1980) 97-105. Holzmeister (1931) 46-54 provides a convenient 
list of patristic texts brought forward in support of the 'ascension from the cross' 
(includes critique). 
4' Larrafiaga (1938). See also (1933) 77-87; (1934) 311-374; (1936) 145-167; (1937) 
129-137. 
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Harnack and the interpolation hypothesis of Meyer (V)41 . As Harnack's theory was 
to a large extent dependent upon his text-critical stance (the shorter text of Lk 
24: 51), Larrailaga made a detailed study of the MSS tradition and early patristic 
evidence in order to establish the original text of the ascension narratives (131- 
213). Contrary to the popular opinion of the time (established by inter alios WH 
and Tischendorf), he arrived at the conclusion that the primitive text of Lk 24: 50- 
53 and Acts 1: 2,9 was best represented in the Alexandrian text-type ('1a recension 
orientale'), that is, including the wordsKoc't ocve(pepe-ro etý rov oupacvov (Lk 
24: 51) and 6cvcXT1 tt(p OTI (Acts 1: 2), their absence in the Western tradition 
reflecting an unfortunate attempt to alleviate the assumed chronological tension 
between Lk 24: 50-53 and Acts 1: 3". In opposition to Meyer Larrafiaga 
demonstrated on the basis of a meticulous statistical analysis of Luke's vocabulary 
and idiom that Acts 1: 1-14 formed an integral part of Luke-Acts (219-269): 
Wapres les resultats obtenus, nous observons: 1) que, sur cinquante 
mots de la pericope, 35, c'est-a-dire 70%, portent la marque du lexique 
propre a saint Luc; 2) que, sur ces 35 mots, 20 au moins presentent une 
parente tres accusee avec le vocabulaire exclusivement propre a saint Paul. 
Dans ces conditions, la conclusion de la critique West pas douteuse: le 
lexique de Act. 1,2-14 coincide avec le lexique de I'auteur des Actes et du 
troisieme Evangile, et quelle que soit la valeur que nous concedions a cet 
argument, tout critique impartial devra convenir avec nous que 1'etude du 
vocabulaire confirme singulierement I'authenticite de la pericope' (230- 
231). 
" In the extensive introductory section (7-129), Larrafiaga argued that the modern 
opposition to the mystery of the ascension (Reimarus, Straufl etc. ) was really 
nothing new but went back to the earliest times of Christianity: the Jewish leaders 
of Jesus' time vehemently rejected the idea of Jesus being seated at the right hand 
of God (Acts 7: 55-60; Mk 14: 55-64parr.; Than 2: 65.59 tr. Bill. 2,542). Evidence 
from Justin, Tertuflian, Origen and Augustine (8-17) likewise convinced him that 
the bodily ascension of Jesus was a belief under criticism from very early days. But 
Larrafiaga maintained that it was with the rise of biblical criticism (Reimarus) that 
the ascension was questioned within the Christian camp itself. 
4 2 Larranaga paid particular attention to the ascension texts in the writings of 
Augustine (where both the Western and non-Western versions are attested) and 
offered a thorough critique on the many hypothetical reconstructions of the 
primitive (Western) prologue of Acts 1 (182-204). Other significant contributions 
in the area of textual criticism of the ascension narratives in the period under 
discussion are those of Ropes (1926) 256-261; Plooij (1929) 39-58; Creed (1934) 
176-182 and Jeremias (1967) 138-145 (Jeremias changed his judgement in due 
course in favour of the longer text). 
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In an attempt to refute Meyer's assertion that the absence of be in the prologue 
of Acts pointed to textual corruption, Larraftaga made a detailed analysis of 
transitionary prologues ('prologue-transitions') in contemporary Greek literature 
to prove that the use of f0v-sofitarium was not an irregular device in Greek 
preface writing (270-329). In the Hellenistic period, he distinguished three types. L 
The most common type marks the perimeters separating the two volumes by 
means of a double summary, viz. of the preceding book(s) and of the following 
book, usually with a Itev ... 8e construction"3; 2. A second type marks the 
transition by means of a single summary, viz. of the preceding book, without 
anticipating the content of what will follow, usually with a Rev ... be 
construction"'; 3. A third type marks the transition by merely indicating the 
content of the following, the ItEv ... 86 construction generally being replaced by an 
initial be". Acts 1: 1-3 is a prologue of the second type: it only refers back to the 
content of the former book without specifying the content of the present book. 
Luke preferred the second to the first since he wished to relate in more detail what 
had happened before the ascension: 'A la suite du resume de I'Evangile: -co'v Itev 
7rPCOTOV XOYOV ý-KOt'9GaATjV 7EEP't 7raV-r(A)V, 4) OCO(PUE ... 
&XPt T19 
ýItCpaý &veXTIft(pO, 9, saint Luc ne pouvait pas continuer: Ite-ra 8e cf1v 
&v(X, XTjft*tv ..., puisqu'il devait encore, dans la premier page, revenir sur le 
theme final de son premier livre' (325). That the corresponding 8E is lacking is not 
inconsistent with Luke's style. Larrafiaga quite boldly concluded: "Le prologue- 
transition de Act 1,1-3, point de mire des attaques des critiques qui y voient une 
interpolation, Woffre aucune irregularite par rapport aux methodes litteraires de 
I'historiographie grecque' (631). Since Lk 24: 44-53 and Acts 1: 1-14 correspond in 
structure and Acts 1 does not attempt to rectify the former account (364-367), both 
passages describe the same events (contra Michaelis). The notion of the forty days 
"' Polybius, Histotiae 2,1; 3,1; 4,1; DiodS 1,42; 2,1; 3,1; 4,1.5; 19,1; 20,2; DionHal, 
AntRom 190,2; cE VH 73-VM 1; Philo, VitHos 2,1; 3,1; SpecLeg 2; Plant 2; QPL 
2; Josephus, Ap H1 (1-2); Artemidorus, Oneirocyiticum 2,1; Eusebius, HistEccl 2 
(1-2). 
44 Josephus, Ant VM (1-2); XIH (1); Herodian, Hist 3,1; 4,1; 5,1; 6,1; 7,1; 8,1; 
Xenophon, Anabasis 2,1-2; 3,1-2; 4,1-2; 5,1-2; 7,1-2. On the disputed authenticity 
of the prologues to Xenophon's Anabasis, see Larraftaga (1938) 301-306. 
4' Appian, RomHist 7,1; 2,1; DiodS 5,2; Eusebius, HistEccl 8 (1). 
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(which Larraftaga on the basis of a very extensive analysis of OT, NT and patristic 
data took as a historically exact date 46 ) does not run counter to Lk 24, because 
there is a time gap assumed in Lk 24: 44, which separates the ascension 
chronologically from the preceding events (448-461). Larraftaga, finally, claimed 
that Harnack's theory, that the two passages were the result of legendary 
evolution, was irreconcilable with Harnack's own early dating of the Book of Acts 
(between 58 and 62 AD). A legend would require considerable time to emerge. If 
the ascension story were a legend, its development would have taken much longer 
than only three decades (remember the eyewitnesses ! )47. 
In many respects concurring with Larrafiaga, P. Benoit claimed in a very 
influential article 48 that, taken by itself, the ascension narrative (Acts 1: 9-11) 
46 More cautious: Hotzmeister (1931) 81. 
47 Taking 8t' ýpep6v to denote individual appearances spread 
over forty days, W. Tom (1938) 404-411 raised the question where Jesus was 
during the forty days at times he did not appear to the disciples. As Scripture 
articulated no other goal for this period than the instruction of the disciples and to 
convince them of the reality of his resurrection, it had no independent significance 
for Christ himself (e. g. a continuous, progressive glorification and spiritualisation 
of his body; Jesus received a uwfta 7rV6DJLMrvK6v at the resurrection). 
Accordingly, whenever Christ appeared to the disciples, he appeared from heaven 
and afterwards ascended thither. Acts 1: 9 describes Christ's final appearance and 
ascension. C. J. Goslinga objected that Tom undermined the unique character of 
the ascension as a salvation-historical event: 'De overgang van de aarde naar den 
hemel is te zeer een feit van eerste orde, van heils- en wereldhistorische beteekenis 
dan dat het wel enkele malen zou kunnen gerepeteerd worden' [Goslinga (1938) 
5581, and was at risk to interfere with the once-for-all character of Pentecost. Tom 
in return responded that the idea of provisional ascensions did not necessarily 
jeopardise the once-for-all character of the (definitive) ascension, as Scripture is 
silent on Christ's whemabouts during the forty day period [Tom (1939) 303-3061. 
Unlike the incarnation and the resurrection, he maintained, the ascension was 
(only) a local transfer (304-306). Goslinga objected that it is not justified to speak 
of the ascension if Jesus in fact had ascended at least ten times [Goslinga (1939) 
519-5221. After the resurrection, Christ could only increase in glory, not decrease 
(not even temporarily): 'Dit staat toch onder ons ontwijfelbaar vast, dat Christus 
na Zijn levendmaking alleen maar verhoogd en niet meer vernederd worden kan. 
Na ZIP opstanding kan Hij alleen maar meer verheerlijkt worden. Na zijn 
hemelvaart kan Hij alleen maar op den troon, niet meer op de voetbank zetelen' 
(522). Tom finally suggested to distinguish Jesus' assumption ('opneming) on 
Easter-day fmm his glorification ('verheerlijking') forty days later, when he 
received his full glory [Tom (1940) 129-1311. 
4' Benoit (1961) 363-411. See also (1971) 87-91. 
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provides no serious difficulties to the interpreter. the story as such is clear and '... 
il ny a rien en elle qui ne puisse etre admis par quiconque ne rejette pas a priori la 
possibilite du surnaturel et du miracle' (363-364). The physical resurrection was 
the only way the risen Lord could convince his disciples of the inauguration of the 
messianic reign. An immediate assumption into heaven on the analogy of Enoch 
and Elijah or the Roman emperors would not have convinced the disciples of 
Jesus' triumph over death. Most primitive traditions regard the resurrection and 
the exaltation at the right hand of the Father as two practically simultaneous 
events, two complementary stages of the glorification of the Lord. Benoit rejected 
the idea that the primitive Church conceived of Jesus' victory over death in merely 
spiritual (non-corporeal) terms, because this would be unacceptable for a faith 
rooted in Judaism and contradicted by the NT evidence (377-391). Luke may have 
received the information about the forty days after the closing of his first volume 
(399)49. It should perhaps not be pushed in all its literalness, although the historical 
reality of the ascension is firmly established by the very precise location of the 
event: on the Mount of Olives, at some point on the road to Bethany (400). 
Theologically speaking, we should distinguish two different aspects of Christ's 
entrance into his glorious life, viz. the invisible exaltation at the right hand of the 
Father on the day of his resurrection (followed by appearances of the risen Lord 
from heaven) and the visible ascension forty days later, as the conclusion of the 
period of appearances. 'Ce sont bien la deux faits, qui concernent bien un meme 
mystere du Christ, mais qui 1'envisagent de deux fapns diffirentes, ici dans son 
depart visible de ce monde, la dans son arrivee invisible dans un autre monde. 
I. N Tandis que l'un est dordre sensible et a pu etre l'objet d'une experience concrete, 
I'autre echappe par definition a toute constatation des sens et ne peut etre saisi que 
par la foi, comme un objet de connaissance spirituelle et theologique' (401)'0. 
Compared to the exaltation, Jesus' visible departure is only of secondary 
" Likewise Straufl 2 (1840) 659; Hase (1865) 281; Blass (1895) 44; Wendt (1899) 
62; Plummer (1922) 564; Streeter (1930) 142-143; Enslin (1928) 61-62.72; StAhlin 
(1956) 294 n. 11; Moule (1956/57) 207; (1957/58) 60; Williams (1964) 54; Reicke 
(1957)12. 
11 A distinction adopted by Heuschen (1960) 43-100, a study otherwise strongly 
dependent upon Benoit. Cf. further (1960) 321-333. 
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importance, 'une concession indulgente faite a notre faiblesse d'etres sensibles' 
(402)5'. This explains why the other NT writers mention the exaltation without 
alluding to the ascension. For Luke, the ascension is not the occasion of Jesus' 
exaltation or glorification, but his final departure, which concludes the period of 
appearances from heaven (405) 52 . The cloud foreshadows the eschatological cloud 
on which Christ will return at the parousia: 'Montrer Jesus partant sur une nuee, 
clest evoquer par avance le retour glorieux qu'il fera sur cette nuee' (406). 
Despite the relative frequency with which Larranaga and Benoit are quoted in 
literature, one cannot say that their conclusions have met with general acceptance. 
Scholarship in general felt more attracted to the relatively negative judgement of 
the ascension story by R. Bultmann, who in the 40s and the 50s of this century was 
working on his demythologising program. The ascension was represented in his 
work as a stock-example of a mythological worldview, which did not lend itself to 
an existential interpretation and therefore was to be eliminated 53 . 
Generally speaking, the scene up to now had largely been dominated by German 
scholarship. The English-speaking world did not play a role of significance in the 
debate. In the beginning of this century H. B. Swete wrote two books on a more 
popular level, one on the appearances, the other on the ascension (or, more 
precisely, on the present ascended status of Christ)", but all in all the contribution 
of British scholarship in particular had been small. A first breakthrough was 
effected by a brief article by A. M. Ramsey, in which he questioned the theory that 
the resurrection and the ascension in the apostolic preaching were two separate 
events in time". He argued that the allusions in Acts (Acts 2: 32,33; 5: 30,31) and 
the epistles (Rom 8: 34; Col 3: 1; Phil 2: 8,9; Eph 1: 19-20; 1 Tim 3: 16; 1 Pet 3: 21,22 
and Hebrews) do not give a clear testimony to a belief that there had been an 
ascensiong distinct in time from the resurrection 56; in the Fourth Gospel, death, 
11 Cf. Metzger (1968) 86. Further Brunner (1962) 39. 
52 Followed by Robinson (1957) 134-136. Earlier, Wilder (1943) 307-318, had come 
to a similar conclusion. Also Wikenhauser (1961) 31-32. 
53 See Bultmann (1941). CE Stempvoort (1957) 145-166; BrIindle (1958) 207-211. 
54 Swete (1907); (1910). 
55Ramsey (1965) 135-144. CE (1957) 22-23. 
56 Ramsey (1965) 140. 
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resurrection, and ascension (visible in Jn 6: 62; 20: 17) are drawn together as in one 
single act (140-142). Like Mt 28 and Mk (14: 62; 16: 7), Acts 1 describes a 
theophany (that is, a manifestation of the already ascended Lord) (143). 'The story 
in Acts 1, even taken literaRy, does not tell us that men saw Jesus leave earth or 
enter heaven. But it does not stand alone as evidence that the disciples saw an 
appearance which brought home to them not only the Resurrection but also the 
glorious heavenly status of their Master' (144). 
The first major critical study on the ascension by a British scholar was the book 
that resulted from the 1958 Bampton Lectures by J. G. Davies". Starting from the 
premise that allusions to the ascension may take a great variety of forms, he boldly 
asserted that there is scamely a New Testament writer who does not testify to 
the Ascension (56)". Taking 6*6 (&) (and 6"n epu*6 w) in its primary meaning 
('a movement from a lower to a higher level'), he suggested that we have here an 
equivalent of &vocPaivca, which, if the context warrants it, may be taken as a 
reference to the ascension (e. g. Rom 10: 6,7; Phil 2: 8-11; Acts 2: 33) (28-29). As the 
NT never uses 6*ow of the resurrection alone, exaltation texts confirm belief in 
the ascension as an act distinct from the resurrection". Similarly, session (Col 3: 1) 
and parousia texts (I Thess 1: 10; 2 Thess 1: 7) presuppose belief in the ascension as 
an accomplished fact. Davies further argued that eyetipw and its synonym 
&via -r q pt, when used of the resurrection, do not imply an immediate entry into 
heaven but only a restoration to earthly life (30-34), inferring on the basis of LXX- 
constructs as 6c vaa -r aq&va Pq 0t (Gen 35: 1; Josh 8: 1; Jer 31: 6; 1 Macc 9: 8) that 
&v1a -cq lat is used differently from &vaPaIvw: 'anastasis precedes anabasis' (33, 
his italics). Having thus taken (and mixed up! ) exaltation, session, and parousia 
Davies (1958). 
Similarly, Stam (1950) argued that it cannot be maintained that the original 
tradition and the early Church were not familiar with the ascension as an act 
distinct from the resurrection. The silence of Matthew and Mark is in agreement 
with their intention to portray Christ's victory on earth (11-17). John, Paul, 
Hebrews, and [11 Peter all knew of the fact of the ascension (24-69). Cc more 
cautious, Argyle (1954) 240-242: 'if the Ascension is not stated in the earliest 
preaching, it is clearly implied' (241, with reference e. g. to 1 Thess 1: 10 and 
Hebrews). 
19 in opposition to Bultmann, who equated resurrection and exaltation. 
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texts as evidence of belief in the ascension, Davies took recourse to the evangelists' 
alleged use of prefigurement to substantiate his thesis (the ascension precedes the 
coming outpouring of the Spirit on the disciples, as much as Elijah's ascension 
preceded the empowerment of Elisha; the transfiguration story bears strong 
resemblances to the ascension story)". The use of the christological titles (Son of 
Man, Messiah) presupposes the ascension (36-39.43). Luke, the only NT writer to 
describe the occasion and circumstances of the ascension, may have shaped his 
stories amund a Raphael typology in Lk 24 (Tob 12) and an Elijah typology in 
Acts 1. The notion of forty days is not a chronological but a typological statement, 
pointing to the connection with the Elijah story (I Kings 19: 8 LXX) (52-53). 
'There is no reason to suppose that in doing so he expected his readers to press the 
details literally or that he thought that this involved any serious contradiction of 
what he had previously written' (53). For Luke, the ascension is the occasion of 
Jesus' glorification (54.61). It 'marks the reversal of man's verdict upon Jesus of 
Nazareth by the verdict of God' (Acts 2: 34-36) and is 'a final parting which brings 
to an end the Resurrection appearances' (64). 
4. Ascension-Forschung in the Period of Redaktionsgeschichte 
The introduction, in the mid-1950s, of the method of Redakdonsgeschichte, 
developed, as far as Lukan studies are concerned, by H. Conzelmann (Luke) and 
E. Haenchen (Acts), signalled an important turning-point in the study of the 
ascension narratives. Whereas earlier scholarship had been predominantly 
concerned with the history of tradition and the place of the ascension in the NT 
preaching, Conzelmann and Haenchen focused their attention on the contribution 
Luke - as a theologian in his own rights - had made in the process of selecting, 
organising and editing his materials. According to Conzelmann 61 the author of 
Luke-Acts, writing in a period in which the delay of the parousia of Christ had 
caused a serious crisis in the Christian community, sought to come to terms with 
the ongoing history by offering a philosophy of history that accounted for the past 
(the life of Jesus) and the actual experience of the Church. Luke categorised 
" CE Davies (1958) 15-26; (1955) 229-233. 
6' Conzelmann (1977); see also (1974) 43-63; (1972) 10-13; (1993) 160-162. 
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biblical history into three sharply differentiated periods, the period of Israel (from 
creation, concluded by the ministry of John the Baptist, Lk 16: 16), the period of 
Jesus (a period considered free from the influence of Satan, grosso modo from 
Satan's departure in Lk 4: 13 to his reappearance in 22: 3; cf. also Lk 4: 16-20; Acts 
10: 38) (158) and the period of the Church (between ascension and parousia) (I- 
11)62 . Luke transferred the parousia to the indefinite future. Instead of maintaining 
fervent Naherwartung, Luke showed that the delay was divinely planned, that the 
End would be 'sudden' (Pl6tzlich) rather than 'soon' (bald), and that the cardinal 
virtue for the Christian community in the present was that of f) -x o fto v i'l (87-127). 
The ascension, in this construction, signals the end of the second epoch of salvation 
history (the period of Jesus) and the opening of the third (the period of the 
Church). More precisely, Conzelmann marked the period of post-Easter 
appearances up to the ascension as 'eine heilige Zeit zwischen den Zeiten' (189) 
and the period between ascension and Pentecost as 'ein geistloser Zwischenraum' 
(171, with H. von Baer). Theologically speaking, the ascension is 'der Vorgang der 
Erhijhung' (190 Anin. 1)". 
In a similar attempt to uncover the peculiarities of Luke's story, Haenchen" 
observed that in comparison with later apocryphal ascension stories (e. g. in the 
Gospel of Peter), Luke's version was very discrete and devoid of legendary details 
and personal impressions: 'unsere Geschichte ist unsentimental und von fast 
befremdender Niichternheit' (157). Haenchen believed Luke was not the first to tell 
the story of the ascension, although he failed to provide firm evidence to sustain his 
thesis. The tradition of the forty days enabled Luke to commence his second book 
with the Risen One giving directions for the future (instead of the disciples being 
left alone)". The narrative focus is on the event itself and the angelic message. The 
story does not clarify the ascension but tries to correct the disciples' attitude (the 
" Following H. von Baer (1926) 77 etpassim. 
' Conzelmann was inter atios followed by Grfisser (1977) 178-215; (1979) 99-127. 
"Haenchen (1977) 142-158. 
6' Later, Haenchen (1963) 157-161 [cf. (1966) 260-2611 corroborated his thesis: 
Luke took up the tradition of the forty days to give a believable portrayal of the 
message of the resurrection, which for Luke was the dividing issue between 
Judaism and Christianity (Acts 4: 2). 
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problem of Naher)vartung)66. It was not Luke's goal to give a spectacular account of 
the ascension: 'Nicht der Historiker und nicht der fromme Erzähler Lukas, 
sondern der verantwortungsbewußte Christ, der seinen Brüdern zu dem 
gottgewollten Verständnis ihrer Existenz verhelfen wollte, hat die Gestalt dieses 
Abschnitts geformt, wenn man es einmal so überspißt ausdrücken darr (158). This 
explains the absence in Acts I of the disciples' reaction (cf. Lk. 24: 4! ) and of the 
blessing gesture (Lk 24: 51): their personal relation to Jesus was subordinate to 
their role as representatives of the Christian community who need to grasp the 
proper relation between ascension and parousia. Luke replaced the expectation of 
the imminent parousia with an attitude, 'welche auf jede Datierung der Parusie 
verzichtet und insofern nicht mehr im Sehen lebt, sondern sich hier mit dem 
Unanschaulichen bescheidet' (158). 
Whereas Haenchen believed that Luke had drawn the forty days from a source, 
Ph. H. Menoud 67 , who in an earlier article had defended a second-century 
provenance of the forty days", in 1962 rejected his former thesis and was by now 
convinced that the number forty was a Lukan creation, a theological, not a 
chronological statement69. In defence of his thesis he adduced three arguments: 1. 
Jesus addresses himself to the Twelve (not to the wider circle of disciples): the 
function of the forty days of instruction is to authenticate their role as custodians 
of the faith (149-150); 2. The number forty has symbolic associations (150452). 
'Quarante est un nombre cyclique commun a tout I'ancien Orient et qui, en Israel, 
delimite des periodes a part, de jours ou d'annees, dans ]a vie des serviteurs et du 
peuple de Dieu' (151); 3. The fortieth day after the resurrection is not a Christian 
date, neither for Luke (who does not immediately link the forty days to the 
ascension) nor for the Christian Church of the first three centuries, which did not 
celebrate the ascension as a distinct day. Pentecost was dated not in relation to the 
"' Haenchen (1977) 157. 
67 Menoud (1962) 148-156. 
68Supra pp. 15-16. 
69 He admitted by now that the few stylistic arguments and the total lack of MSS 
support for his 'single volume theory' formed too narrow a basis for his case. Had 
the forty days been inserted, it is not clear why, seeing that it did not play a 
significant role at that time. 
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ascension but in relation to Easter (152-154)70. 
Redaction criticism positively contributed to the understanding of the ascension 
narrative in that it made clear that Lk 24 and Acts 1 were in themselves carefully 
structured. P. Schubert, e. g., showed that the structure of Lk 24 as a whole was 
determined by literary and theological concerns, in particular a proof-from- 
prophecy pattern, and noted a progressive change of attitude of the disciples in 
chapter 24, beginning with their state of perplexity (v. 4) and ending with their 
continuous praise of God in the temple (v. 53) (176-177)71. 
P. A. van StempVoort72 made it clear that Lk 24 and Acts 1 were two different yet 
complementary interpretations of the ascension 
73 
. Lk 24: 50-53 (longer text) is a 
" According to Kretschmar (1954) 209-254, the custom of the Eastern Syriac and 
Palestinian Church (up to the fourth century AD) to celebrate the ascension on the 
fiftieth day after Easter (that is, on the day of Pentecost), represents an ancient 
liturgical tradition, independent from Luke-Acts, which may reach back into first- 
century Palestine, and even antedate Luke-Acts (211.246f. ). The festival of 
Pentecost is derived from the ascension festival on the fiftieth day. As from the 
fourth century AD this tradition had to make room for the canonical chronology of 
Acts 1. The celebration of Pentecost in the primitive Church is very similar to that 
of the community of the covenant at Qumran and similar sectarian groupings (as 
e. g. in the Book of Jubilees). References are found in Holzmeister (1931) 61-67; 
Kretschmar (1954) 209-211. On the date of the ascension in the early Church, see 
further Goudoever (1961) 195-205.251-260; Schmidt-Lauber (1986) 341-344. 
Kretschmar's thesis was criticised by Lohfink (1971) 137-144. 
71 Schubert (1957) 165-186. 
72 Stempvoort (1958/59) 30-42. 
73 Van Stempvoort argued that &vc XTjp(p0,9 (Acts 1: 2) ought to be taken in its 
normal meaning 'to die, to be taken up in the sense of to pass away, removal out of 
this world' (32) [cL also Plooij (1929) 11; Michaelis (1944) 81-831 and concluded 
'that Acts i, 2 do not speak about the 'ascension' in the developed technical sense, 
but about the 'passing away and being taken up' in the sense of Luke ix, 51' (33). 
Dupont (1967) 477-480, criticised Van Stempvoort's thesis on several grounds: 1. 
the technical meaning of &v aX agP -a' v 6) is attested in NT (Acts 1: 11,22; 1 Tim 
3: 16; Mk 16: 19) and LXX (2 Kings 2: 9-11; 1 Mace 2: 58; Sir 48: 9) and is required 
by the immediate context (Acts 1: 9-11,22); 2. 'AX ptýýý fte paq... &VCXýft(pelj 
should not be interpreted in the light of Lk 9: 51, where &vaXijg*tq has 
admittedly a broader meaning (including passion, death, resurrection and 
ascension). The closer parallel is rather Acts 1: 22 e"'(, ) q -r fte paq (singular! ) 
T qq&v cX 11 ft(p Oq 6c (p ftC) v. Since Luke says that his former treatise ends with 
the 'day on which he was taken up', &veX il p(p Oq must refer to the ascension; 3. 
The ascension took place 'after having instructed' his disciples. The parallel is 
between Acts 1: 4 and Lk 24: 49 (the command to stay in Jerusalem, which in both 
sections precedes the ascension). More recently a variant of Van Stempvoort's 
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"doxology with the refined style of worship' (36-37.39), portraying Jesus as a 
blessing priest (following the example of Sir 50), who fulfils the unfinished 
leitourgia of Zechariah at the beginning of the Gospel. The description of Acts 1: 9- 
11, on the other hand, is 'hard and realistic, leading into the future, but at the 
same time into the history of the Church, beginning from Jerusalem' (39). The 
typically Lukan realism of the narrative surfaces in the concrete description of the 
event by ý 7r p Oil, the emphasis on the visibility of the event, and particularly in 
the verb 67c oXattp Mv (o ('to take up by getting under', 37-38, according to Liddell 
and Scott). Van Stempvoort writes: 'If we follow the normal meaning of 
67roXattP[avw] in this way, the cloud is not a fog cloud hiding a mystery but a 
royal chariot showing the reality of the disappearance of Christ' (38). The Acts 
version ('the ecclesiastical and historical interpretation [of the ascension]', 39) 
attempts to explain why the christophanies had ceased, why the end had not yet 
come and why the disciples had to stay in Jerusalem 'where the prophets were 
killed' (39)". 
In opposition to the view that Luke's theological program was dominated by the 
delay of the imminent parousia (H. Conzelmann and E. Graiisser), E. Franklin 
espoused the view that Luke's eschatological outlook was determined by the 
central significance of the ascension as the climax of redemptive history". Through 
-7; 19: 28-29,37,38; 19: 38 a number of editorial changes (Lk 22: 69; 21: 27; 21. 
(13: 35); 9: 31; 9: 26; Acts 7: 56) (192-194), Luke wished to make clear that the 
ascension rather than the parousia was God's decisive eschatological act in the 
thesis was defended by Parsons (1987) 129-134; (1988) 58-71 (including a response 
to Dupont). See further infra p. 48 n. 146. 
' According to Stempvoort (1958) 39-42, Acts 1: 12-2: 1 has a Jewish colouring 
which reflects Luke's concern to write history with a view to the geographical and 
historical beginnings of Christianity. So 'a sabbath day's journey' (v. 12), the 
% upper room' (v. 13, the alyah of the disputing rabbis, cE Bill. 2,594), the twelve 
names of the %patriarchs of the new people of the Church' (v. 13), the holy number 
40 (v. 3), the expression 6v -vCa aulan, ýilpo6aOat 'rhv ýpCpocv -rýý TI 
ncv -r qxoa -r (Acts 2: 1). Van Stempvoort rendered the latter phrase: %and when 
it was going on for the (great day, i. e. the fiftieth) day of P[entecostl' (40) and 
commented: 'He [= Luke] does not place the event on the great festive day, the 
fiftieth, but, e-g-9 on the day before. The Christian events did not coincide with the 
great Jewish festive days' (41). See further Stempvoort (1962) 97-103. 
7' Franklin (1970) 191-200. 
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history of the Jewish people": 'The Ascension ... becomes for Luke the entry of 
Jesus into his full authority. He now enters into his glory (24.26): now, God has 
made him 'both Lord and Christ' (Acts 2.33-36): he is 'Lord of all' (Acts 10.36): 
the prophecy of Psalm 110.1 now rinds fulfilment (Acts 2.34)' (194-195). The 
parousia will only reveal what is already a reality in heaven. In a subsequent study 
Franklin argued in a similar vein that the ascension is an expression of belief in the 
present Lordship of Jesus". For Luke, it is not the resurrection, but the ascension 
which marks the moment of Christ's glorification. In defense of his thesis he 
argued: 1. Luke's resurrection appearances are devoid of any hint of glorification; 
2. The cloud, as the sign and means of Jesus' entry into heaven, witnesses to the 
glorification; 3. The ascension and the outpouring of the Spirit are not simply a 
series of events but the ascension actually enables the gift of the Spirit which 
testifies to the exaltation (Acts 2: 33); 4. The lack of theophany marks is due to 
Luke's belief that the glorification occurred in heaven, not on earth (31-32). 
Without the ascension Jesus would have been no other than one of the prophets. 
'The ascension becomes the confirmation and acceptance of the resurrection 
vindication of Jesus' Messiahship, and the Pentecostal gift of the Spirit is 
established as the fulfilment of Jesus' post-resurrection teaching and promise' (39). 
In his study of the architecture of Luke-Acts and the principle of balance, C. H. 
Talbert attributed the ascension narratives for the most part to the artistic hand of 
Luke and circumscribed the ascension as a guarantee device to ascertain the 
corporeality of the ascension and the continuity of the dying and rising one with 
the ascending one, against a docetic tendency which advocated a spiritual 
ascension". 
Meanwhile, with all the emphasis on the creative role of Luke, the search for a 
pre-Lukan ascension tradition continued 79 . G. Haufe raised the possibility 
that the 
" Similarly, Laverdiere (1978) 1553-1559, who notes that Luke presents the end of 
Jesus' life not in terms of the passion-resurrection but in terms of the ascension. 
77 Franklin (1975) 9-47. 
7' Talbert (1974) 58-65.112-116. See also (1966) 17-19.27-32. In another essay he 
presents the ascension as a reflection on a mistaken 
identification of Jesus' 
av aX -9 p* t4 and his parousia, see Talbert (1970) 176-178. 
71 Bouwman (1970) 257-263, made the following methodological remarks with 
particular reference to the exaltation christology of Luke-Acts: 
1. Luke's theology 
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earthly Jesus had already expected his Entrfickung. On the basis of the rapture- 
preservation pattern in the Jewish rapture stories of Enoch, Elijah, Moses, Baruch 
and Ezra, he concluded that only those historical figures which were physically 
taken up to God could exercise an eschatological role 
80 
. He then concluded: 'Wul3te 
sich Jesus zum Menschensohn designiert, dessen baldicres Kommen auf den f5 
Wolken des Himmels feststand, so muß er zuvor seine persönliche Entrückung 
erwartet haben' (112)". F. Hahn 82 argued that the ascension in Acts 1: 9-11 was 
patterned after the OT rapture narratives and regarded Jesus' present status in 
heaven as transient, 'bis zur fbernahme seiner eigentlichen Funktion in der 
Endzeit' (126), a primitive (pre-Lukan) conception that originally competed with 
the view that Jesus was exalted from his resurrection onwards". R. H. Fuller 14 
commented on Lk 24: 50-53: 'Since it is a literary product and integral to the 
structure of Luke-Acts, we think that Luke has deliberately composed this closing 
scene. But the central statement ('and was carried up into heaven) may well be 
based on a primitive kerygmatic formula, belonging to the Palestinian-Aramaic 
christological stratum' (122-123)". 
is not uniform. There is a tension between tradition and redaction, which he 
(perhaps on purpose) did not solve. 2. If some theological feature is only attested 
by Luke, it does not automatically follow that it is Lukan 'Eigengut' with no value 
whatsoever for the oldest tradition. 3. Development within the theology of Acts 
may indicate that Luke is working with authentic material (e. g. preaching 
schemes). Bouwman summarises his own conclusions thus: 'Die zeitliche Distanz 
zwischen Auferstehung und Himmelfahrt ist zweifelsohne luk[anischel Theologie. 
Dasselbe kann man sagen vom Entrückungsmotiv, das erst dann auftritt, als die 
theologische Aussage der Erhöhung sich zu einer historischen Darstellung der 
Himmelfahrt entwickelt hat. Ob auch die Nebeneinanderstellung der 
Auferstehungs- und Erhöhungstheologie lukanisch ist, scheint uns zweifelhaft. 
Jedenfalls ist damit nicht ausgeschlossen, daß die Auferstehung vom Anfang an 
erfahren wurde als die Rechtfertigung des Propheten, als die Erhöhung des 
Gerechten' (263). Cf. also the criteria developed by Hahn (1979) 131-135. 
Haufe (1961) 105-113; followed inter alios by Schweizer (1962) 49-50. 
A critique of Haufe's central statement is found in Strobel (1967) 64-71. 
12 Hahn (1964) 126-132. 
83 Hahn's view was criticised by Vielhauer (1965) 141-198, esp. 167-175. 
84 Fuller (1980) 120-130. 
" Fuller (1980) held Luke responsible for having changed the traditional sequence 
resurrection-assumption-appearances into resurrection-appearances-assumption 
(= ascension). 
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The most daring attempts in this period to defend a pre-Lukan origin were 
undertaken by G. Schille and R. Pesch. Schille" attempted to determine the Sitz im 
Leben of Acts 1: 3-12 as a cult-etiology of the Jerusalem Church on the fortieth day 
after the Passover, on which occasion the local Christian community used to reflect 
on the ascension of Christ (184-190). He argued that the function of Acts 1: 9-11 
was to recall to mind the most elementary facts of an otherwise known fact and 
that it may have been taken out of larger narrative unit. According to Schille 
various elements betrayed a liturgical concern: 1. The fact that the Quadragesima 
(usually understood as a period of preparation) follows rather than precedes Easter 
suggests that a specific day is in view. Since the date of Pentecost had been 
established according to the Jewish calender, not for historical but for liturgical 
reasons, the same may be the case with the date of the ascension; 2. The 
unexpected crovepXecOut (v. 6) may be taken as terminus technicus for the 
coming together of the Christian community in worship (I Cor 11: 18,20; 14: 23,26; 
cf. Acts 10: 27; 16: 13; 28: 17) (186); 3. The sudden transition to v. 9 is rather 
awkward. The setting has changed (mealtime setting, v. 4 - Mount of Olives) and 
the dialogue scene (vv. 4-8) makes room for a descriptive part (vv. 9-11). Schille 
comments: `Hatte Lukas die Darstellung durch das Essen und den Dialog 
menschlich aufgelockert, so halten die streng objektiviemnden Verse 9-11 alle 
derartigen ZUge nieder, ein Stilbruch, den ich mir nur mit 
überlieferungsgeschichtlichen Erwägungen erklären kann' (187); 4. Vv. 6-8 are an 
appendix to the proemium (which contains a variety of traditional material), which 
comes in the place of a conventional preview of the book. Where the excursus ends 
traditional material may be expected; 5. The actual description of Jesus' rapture, 
brief and concise, reflects an almost hymnal structure (parallefismus membrorum, 
chiasms). In the present context the reference to the parousia is unexpected (a 
command to await the outpouring of the Spirit in Jerusalem, v. 4, Lk 24: 49, would 
be mom in place); 6. V. 12 does not add new material. This may indicate the 
presence of a source in the previous verses. That the distance is measured 'a 
sabbath day's journey' from Jerusalem may also reflect a liturgical concern: 
" Schille (1966) 183-199. 
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'Schon der Gedanke, eine Entfernung an der Sabbatgesetzlichkeit zu messen, 
obgleich das Berichtete nicht dem Anspruch erhebt, an einem Sabbat geschehen zu 
sein, ist seltsam. Wer den Rekurs auf das lukanische Unwissen für verfehlt hält - 
schon die Bezeichnung 'Sabbatweg' offenbart ein bestimmtes, allerdings 
merkwUrdiges Wissen -, wird hier noch einmal ein irgendwie gottesdienstliches 
Moment angezeigt finden' (190). The specific location on the Mount of Olives 
(different from Lk 24: 50 Bethany) is not due to the author's supposed lack of 
knowledge of local geography but stems from tradition. Schille concludes: 'Die 
Erza**hlung war eine Jerusalemer OrtsUberlieferung. Ffir die Erinnerung an eine 
Entrfickung voin Olberg aus war zuerst Jerusalems Gemeinde zusta**ndig' (191)87 . 
Schille, finally, detected several traditional components in the ascension narratives, 
viz. a Galilean component (the vocative 'men of Galilee', together with the 
mountain and appearance motif; cf. Mt 28), a Jewish-Christian component (the 
expectation of the parousia) and a baptismal-liturgical component (exaltation 
christology) (196-199). 
A critique on Schille's thesis was offered by S. G. Wilson". He criticised Schille in 
the first place for ignoring the fact that the language and style of Acts 1: 9-11 were 
predominantly Lukan5 which makes it highly probable that the narrative is a 
Lukan construction rather than a piece of tradition (269). The fortieth day is 
simply Luke's attempt to fill up the hiatus between Easter and Pentecost. There is 
no linguistic evidence that cF uv8pXea0a1 (Acts 1: 6) has the technical meaning of 
A coming together to worship' (272-273). The narrative is brief not because of its 
supposed mnemonic function, but because the emphasis is on the proper response 
of the disciples to the ascension rather than on the event itself (273). Wilson 
concluded "that there is no good reason to suppose that Acts 1: 9-11 is a unit of pre- 
Lukan tradition whose original Sitz im Leben was the worship of the early 
" In view of Kretschmar's thesis that the early Church did not attach any 
significance to the feast of ascension (supra p. 28 n. 70), Schille argued that ancient 
Jerusalem traditions may have survived the catastrophes of the Jewish Revolt (Bar 
Kochba) in two ways, viz. by their adoption in non-Jewish churches (as e. g. the 
Markan Passion narrative, and the feast of Pentecost), or (which he believed was 
the case with the ascension) through their survival in the recollection of the 
Jerusalem Church (195). 
11 Wilson (1968) 269-281. 
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Jerusalem Christians. Much of the evidence points to a Lukan origin, and certainly 
none of it is irreconcilable with this view' (274)89 . Luke was not concerned with the 
problem of the delay of the parousia (a remark addressed against Haenchen) since 
A o, 6 -r ct) gU co ae -c at6v -r p6nov is hardly an adequate answer to men expecting 
an imminent pamusia. 'Rather, they are an answer to those who were inclined to 
deny that there would be any Parousia at all. Luke is not dealing with the problem 
of 'Naherwartung' as such. He is dealing with a problem that arose as a result of a 
disappointed 'Naherwartung, ' namely a denial that the End would come at all. In 
the face of this denial Luke firmly reasserts that the End will come (v. 11)' (277). 
Luke responded to two issues, namely the fervent renewal of false apocalyptic 
hopes (the imminent parousia, praesumptio) and loss of faith (denial of the 
parousia, desperatio). 
The second effort to uncover a pre-Lukan stratum of the ascension story is that of 
R. Pesch, who published an exegetical study on the opening verses of Acts in one of 
the preparatory volumes to the EKK-Commentary series". He observed that the 
emphasis in the carefully structured 'letzte Jesusszene' (Acts 1: 1-11)" is on the 
dialogue section (vv. 4-8) focusing on 'time of the Church' (7-9). Despite the Lukan 
form and style of the passage Luke has made abundant use of source material. In 
addition to the material drawn from the Synoptic tradition (so e. g. the mealtime 
setting)q traditional material is found in the notion of the forty days (following 
Haenchen) (13-14), the ascension (15-18), the promise of the Spirit and the 
missionary command (18-19). Vv. 9-11 come from Luke's hand, except v. 9b (Kalt 
ve(pe, xil 67ce', Xapev au'-ro'v 6&7uo' -r6v 0'(pOaXpd)v au', rd)v) which is 
traditional (12-13). Because Acts 1: 1-11 reflects a more Lukan style than Lk 24: 50- 
53, source material is easier to recover in the latter passage. Lk 24 is inspired by 
the Elijah narrative and Sir 50: 20-22, whereas Acts 1 only reflects an Elijah 
" This possibility was explicitly accepted by Leaney (1968) 417: ý... in my view it 
was Luke who invented the Ascension as a physical event involving his Jerusalem- 
centred geography-cosmology; it is a theophany-type story, myth expressing reality 
otherwise almost impossible to express, that reality being - to express it again 
metaphorically - the enthronement of Jesus as Lord at the right hand of God over 
all the universe'. 
" Pesch (1971) 7-35. 
9' Pesch (1971) 7-8. 
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tradition. On the basis of a stylistic analysis Pesch made the following 
(hypothetical) reconstruction of the pre-Lukan source: 
KOCIL (60 lijoof)ý) 7rocp6c(julj(JcV ýOcwro, v (d)v-roc ... 
iv -K OXX 0 ^t 
'CC KIIII PtOiq, 
8t' ýRCP(2)v -rco(japocKowcot 67rc(yv6fLp-vog au-roiý. 
II K(Xt (JUVOOLtCOgCV0ý 7roCpTjyyCtXeV (Xj')-rojý 6c7co' 'lepo(yoXl) ILt (A) V 
ph X(JL)Ptcc(jooct 
6CX, XtX 7t8ptfICVCtV- K(XOt(Y(X-rC kV Vn- 'nO)LEI, 
cwý ol) ýV80, (JIJ(706 kc U"*Ouý 8u, vocAlv. 
C'El'Iyayev be' au"co'k (gEw) Ewý -xpo' ý BTIOavilav, 
K(X'L 8te(3-ril &7r' OCI)'r(; )V K(X'l Ocvc(pcpeTo etý TOV oupocvov 
KOCt VE(PCX 11 6 TC EX (X 06V (X 6T0V& 7C 0T 6) V 0' (p 0 ocX IL6 v oc f) -r 6v (17)". 
In addition, Pesch observed that as early as the pre-Lukan tradition, the 
ascension was connected with the conferring of the Spirit (18-19). 
5. The Conhibution of G. Lohfink and the Subsequent Debate 
The most comprehensive analysis of the Lukan ascension and exaltation texts so 
far is the doctoral dissertation of G. Lolifink", which is the first serious, systematic 
attempt to take the refigionsgeschichtfiche parallels into account as a basis for 
understanding the Lukan ascension narratives" and to provide clear definitions 
and descriptions of the various ascension forms in antiqUity95. 
Surveying Graeco-Roman literature (32-50), Lohfi*nk identified two different 
types of ascension, viz. the heavenly journey of the soul (Himmelsreise der Seele) 
and the rapture (Entrfickung). The first reports the transportation of a soul 
(*uXTI, nvc6fta) into the heavenly realm either in ecstasy or at the end of one's 
92 German translation in Pesch 1 (1986) 76 (where he partly resumes his thesis, 72- 
77). 
9' Lolifink (1971). See further (1962) 84-85; (1963) 44-84; (1965) 43-48; (1965) 49- 
52; (1969) 223-241; (1972). 
9" Shortly after Lohfink, Schmitt (1973) analysed the OT rapture and assumption 
texts and concluded: 'Entriickung, Aufnahme und Himmelfahrt im AT 
demonstrieren deutlich, dafl mit diesem Vorstellungsbereich die Grundlagen ffir 
die neutestamentlichen Himmelfahrts- und Erh6hungstexte gegeben sind' (346). 
See also (1982) 34-49. 
9' Significant preliminary work in the refigionsgeschichtfiche field has been done by 
Rohde (1925) 2 vols., esp. 1,68-145; 2,371-378; Bousset (1901); H6hn (1910); Diels 
(1922) 239-253; Bickermann (1986) 70-81 (including a Nachtrag); Holland (1925) 
207-220; Schrade (1930) 66-190; Usch (1933); Pease (1942) 1-36; Strecker (1962) 
461-476. 
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life. The narrative focus of the heavenly journey story is on the events during the 
upward journey itself or the arrival in the heavenly world rather than on the 
destiny and is (necessarily so) always reported (sometimes quite dramatically) from 
the perspective of the traveller himselE 
Unlike the heavenly journeys the accent of rapture stories is on the spatial 
terminus a quo and terminus ad quem: a person is taken away from the human 
world and transported to the world of the gods. They are always told from an earth- 
bound perspective, which implies that nothing more is reported than human 
beings could reasonably tell from their earthly perspective (sometimes bystanders 
simply infer from one's sudden vanishing that a rapture has taken place). Rapture 
narratives may describe the locus dramatis in quite some detail and usually heavily 
emphasise the role of witnesses. Furthermore, a rapture is experienced by the 
whole person: body and soul are taken up into heaven. Graeco-Roman rapture 
stories employ a variety of technical terms, of which &(pavitýogat and its 
cognates have become the most favourite (42-43)". Literary motifs of a rapture 
include: mountain, pyre, flash of lightning, storm, chariot, eagle, cloud(s), 
accompanying phenomena (Begleitmotive, such as solar eclipse, earthquake etc. ), 
heavenly confirmation, subsequent veneration and institution of a cult (42-49). 
OT and Intertestamental' Judaism (51-74) also distinguish between heavenly 
journey (TAb B 7: 19-8: 3) and rapture (Gen 5: 24; 2 Kings 2; 2 En 67; 4 Ezra 14; 2 
Bar 76), but in addition know of two other types of ascensions, viz. the ultimate 
assumption of the soul at death (TAb B 14: 6-7) and the ascent at the conclusion of 
an (angelic) appearance (Tob 12: 20-22). As Jewish heavenly journeys purport to 
be revelatory, they never conclude (as in the Graeco-Roman tradition) the earthly 
life of the person involved: the traveller is supposed to deliver the divine oracles to 
his fellow people and his descendants. Like the pagan heavenly journeys, this type 
of story is told from the perspective of the traveller himself. The Jewish sources 
lay 
much emphasis on the physical nature of an ascension. Not only the soul 
but the 
whole body is - in line with Jewish anthropology - taken up 
into heaven". Jewish 
96 Cf. Friedrich (1973) 53-54. 
97 E. g. TAb B 7: 18 ýv awFtix-u-t. Lohflink (1971) 53 comments: 
'Mann muß wohl 
von dem Prinzip ausgehen, daß überall, wo nicht ausdrücklich 
das Gegenteil 
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heavenly journey stories very often employ rapture terminology", even though a 
clear distinction exists between the concepts themselves. The assumption of the 
soul (Aufnahme der Seele) is a final departure of the soul from the body, from 
earthly life (TAb B 14: 6-7; LAE 32-37; TJud 9: 3; 10: 2; TJob 52), that is, only the 
soul is taken up into heaven, the body remains in the grave. 'Aufs Ganze gesehen, 
ist die Aufnahme der Seele nichts anderes als eine feierliche Todesschilderung, die 
allerdings in ihrem eschatologischen Horizont über die Möglichkeiten des Alten 
Testaments hinausgreift' (54). Unlike the heavenly journeys and assumptions of 
the soul, a rapture is concerned with a physical taking up of a human being into 
Paradise or heaven as the final conclusion of his earthly life (Enoch, Elijah, Ezra 
and Baruch). The ascent after an appearance of a heavenly being (an angel, the 
angel of YRWH or YHWH himself) is in fact a return to heaven (Gen 17: 22; 35: 13; 
Jub 32: 20; ParJer 3: 17; Jud 6: 21; Tob 12: 20-22 S; TAb B 4: 4). In Jewish tradition 
the same form-critical motives occur as in the pagan narratives. 
On the basis of this evidence Lohfink concludes that, form-critically, Luke's 
ascension narrative belongs to the rapture type (Entrfickung). This is clear from 
the mountain motive (Acts 1: 12), the farewell setting (Acts 1: 6-8), the cloud (Acts 
1: 9), the proskynesis (Lk 24: 52), the heavenly confirmation (Acts 1: 11), the 
adoration (Lk 24: 53), the narrative perspective (seen from the by-standing 
witnesses), and the final departure setting ('a cloud took him from their eyes'). 
'Ava. XajiPavoAixt (Acts 1: 2,11,22; cE Lk 9: 51) is the most important rapture 
term of the LXX 
Lohrink then turns to NT writings other than Luke-Acts to analyse the 
theological significance of ascension and exaltation (80-146). In the earliest 
traditions resurrection and exaltation were placed in one event. Texts like Eph 4: 8- 
10; 1 Tim 3: 16 and 1 Pet 3: 19,22, despite describing a heavenly ascent, do not 
conceptualise it in visible terms and are therefore, soicto sensu, not 
Entrfickungstexte. Lolifink concludes that there was no tradition independent from 
gesagt wird, die Reise kv a(i)liaTt geschieht. Selbst wenn vom 
'Geist' oder der 
'Seele' die Rede ist, muß damit gerechnet werden, daß die alttestamentliche 
Vorstellung von der nl'l beziehungsweise der V-93 bestimmend geblieben 
ist'. 
" E. g. GkApEzra 5: 7. 
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Luke-Acts that knows of a visible ascension of Jesus in front of witnesses, distinct 
in time from the resurrection: 'Nirgendwo finden sich auch nur die kleinsten 
Indizien einer sichtbaren Himmelfahrt beziehungsweise einer Entrückung, wie wir 
sie von Lukas her kennen. 1 Kor 1593-8 und Mt 28,18-20 scheinen die lukanische 
Konzeption sogar völlig auszuschließen. Auch von einer Zwischenzeit, die 
Auferweckung und Erhöhung (oder Auferstehung und Himmelfahrt) voneinander 
trennt, ist nirgens die Rede' (95). The same verdict goes for the early patristic 
writings: 'Sie zeigen nirgends eine Spur der lukanischen Darstellung oder gar einer 
vorlukanischen Tradition. Statt dessen bieten sie eine genaue und geradlinige 
Fortsetzung des neutestamentlichen Erh6hungskerygma' (145). It is only as late as 
Justin" and Irenaeus"' (second century AD) that the Lukan conception is carried 
through, albeit parallel to the exaltation kerygma, which persisted into the fifth 
century AD (145). 
In a chapter discussing the form-critical aspects of the Lukan ascension texts 
Lohrink observes that the final part of Luke (24: 36-53) consists of three 
components (147-148): (a) narrative (vv. 36-43) = recognition scene; (b) speech of 
Jesus (vv. 44-49) = teaching scene; (c) narrative (vv. 50-53) = farewell scene. Lohfink 
suggests that (c) does not belong to the original tradition for the following reasons: 
1. There is no compelling relationship between (a) and (c). The recognition scene 
suggests a first appearance rather than a last departure (c). The farewell scene does 
not need to be introduced by the recognition scene; 2. (b) does need a conclusion 
(c), but since the teaching scene (according to Lohrink) is a Lukan composition one 
cannot hold that (a) and (c) belong together; 3. the form recognition scene + 
teaching scene is traditional (Jn 20: 19-23; 21: 1-23; Acts 10: 34-43); 4. When (a) + 
(b) is traditional, there is much to say for understanding (c) as a Lukan 
composition. Adding a conclusion to an appearance scene is a distinctly Lukan 
technique"'; 5. Kalt ijaav 8ta -nawro'g kv -r6) icp6) euXoyo6v-reg 'co'v 
0e0v (v. 53) is a typical Lukan summary (151). Lohfiink concludes that the original 
"I Justin, Apol 1,50. 
'0' Irenaeus, AdvHaer 1 10,1; H 32,3; M 10,6; 12,1.5; 16,8; 17,2; V 31,2; Dem 41; 
83; 84. 
"' Lk 1: 38; 2: 15; 9: 33; 24: 31; Acts 10: 7; 12: 10. But see the correction by Parsons 
(1987) 59-61. 
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textual components of the ascension narrative of Lk 24: 50-53 are a very small part 
of the whole. Acts 1: 3 is a Lukan summary of Lk 24: 50-53 (the forty days are 
Lukan redaction 102); the search for tradition should therefore concentrate on vv. 9- 
11. There are only two elements that the two Lukan ascension narratives have in 
common, viz. the actual description of the ascension (&veye'PETO Etý TOV 
o0pavOv Lk 24: 51 and ý7rTl p071 Acts 1: 9) and its location on the Mount of 
Olives (if E"wý npk BTIOavlcev be so understood). From a tradition-critical 
view, however, the two Lukan accounts differ. Lk 24 is determined by the motifs of 
benediction and proskynesis, Acts I by the cloud motiE The function of the cloud is 
to conceal, to convey, and to symbolise God's presence (187-193) 103 . Since the 
motifs, as they stand, fit their contexts so perfectly, it is highly unlikely that Luke 
had two different ascension traditions at his disposal, which he reworked 
separately"'. Other doublets (such as the conversion narrative of Paul) are equally 
Lukan constructs'05. It is also unlikely that Luke disposed of only one ascension 
tradition containing the motifs of benediction, proskynesis and the cloud together, 
which he subsequently separated into two different accounts. It is impossible that 
the proskynesis (the definite response, recognition) stems from the same tradition 
as the angels' scene (which suggest an indefinite, open future). The only solution 
(according to Lohfink) is that the two accounts are both the result of Luke's 
composition technique. 
in a thorough motivktifische analysis Lolifink further reduces the materials 
eligible for the redaction-critical quest to the mere concept of the ascension, Le. the 
words 6. ve(pepe-ro and k7rApOll. 'Was also bleibt, ist Überhaupt keine 71 
Erzählung mehr, sondern nur noch das Motiv der Entrückung selbst' (210). This 
raises the question where Luke got his theme from. Having investigated the other 
Lukan ascension and exaltation teXtS106, Lohrink comes to the conclusion that the 
See our discussion infra pp. 220-221. 
Likewise: Luzarraga (1973) 220-225. Luzarraga's study (his doctoral 
dissertation) has been reviewed and introduced to English readers by Sabourin 
(1974) 290-311. 
104 So e. g. Davies (1958) 49. 
101 Lohfink (1965). 
106 Lk 9: 51; Acts 1: M; 1: 21; 3: 19-21; 2: 32-35; 5: 30-32; 13: 32f. and Lk 24: 26. 
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only Lukan texts that have an exaltation background are Acts 2: 32-35; 5: 30-32 
and 13: 32L Without denying that Luke may have had access to the original 
exaltation tradition he asserts that Luke 'historicised' the exaltation in terms of an 
ascension: '( ... ) aus einem unsichtbaren Vorgang wird ein Ereignis, das bezeugt 
werden kann' (240). In other words, Luke is responsible for having converted the 
Erhbhungskerygma into a rapture story. The two ascension accounts, then, go back 
to Luke himself, not to earlier tradition. 
According to Lohfiink the significance of the ascension for Luke is fourfold: ]. the 
ascension is the termination of the earthly ministry of Jesus; 2. the ascension looks 
forward to the parousia; 3. the ascension demonstrates the continuity between 
Jesus and the Church; 4. the ascension is the visible exaltation of Jesus. 
Lohrink closes his study with some remarks on the question of historicity, which 
he feels assumes an unfortunate distinction between historical-unhistorical, and 
which wrongly assumes that Luke's concern is the reporting of an event (Ereignis) 
and that this event is a histmical one. Luke's realistic picturing cannot be pressed 
as to describe a historical event in time and space (276-283) 107 . 
Lohfiink has put his mark upon a number of exegetes, such as E. Kriinkl"', J. M. 
107 The question of historicity has been a matter of sharp debate between D. W. 
Gooding and J. D. G. Dunn. Gooding (1980) 95-119 sharply criticised the what he 
called 'new generation of demythologizers' for 'not believing what Luke has 
written', and criticised Dunn in particular, who in a passing comment had 
suggested that the ascension was a (literal) description depending on a first century 
cosmology no longer possible to us; see Dunn (1979) 285-307 (the critical passage 
on p. 300). Gooding quite vigorously argued that the story must be taken as it 
stands, i. e. as mporting a literal ascension into the air, which has nothing to do 
with first century cosmology. In his responding article, Dunn (1981) 15-27 objected 
that it is not at all self-evident what Luke means when he speaks about heaven. 
Defining demythologising as 'the translation of the language of the NT into the 
language of today while remaining as faithful as possible to the original meaning of 
the NT writers' (18), he argued that the modern interpreter must accept that the 
biblical writers were men of their own time. 'What Dr Gooding does not like to 
accept is that Luke thought of heaven as a place beyond man's sight high in the 
sky ... a three-dimensional entity within the time-space complex' 
(23). Luke was a 
man of his own time and shared the world view of his contemporaries. He may not 
be depicted as 'in effect sensitive to the sensibilities of a believer in the scientific 
age' (26). 
101 KrAnk1 (1972) 149-166. 
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Guillaume'", M. Do**merl'o, J. Hug"', and I Zmliewskil". 
While the vast majority of NT scholars has accepted Lohfink's form-critical 
assessment of the ascension as an Entrfickungsendh1ung, K. Berger"put forward 
the view that Lk 24 represents the pattern A resurrection-manifestation-ascent to 
heaven' ('Auferweckung, Sichtbarwerden und Hinaufgehen in den Himmel', 474) 
(as in Rev 11: 3-13; EvPe 10), while the narrative of Acts 1 forms the conclusion of 
an appearance (171). But his thesis has not won much scholarly support. In 
response to Berger, A. Weiser objeeted: 'Gegen diese Sicht sprechen (1) das 
deutlich erkennbare EntrUckungsschema (nicht nur einzelne Entrückungsmotive), 
(2) das mehrmalige Erscheinen des Auferstandenen vor den Jüngern und die 
Erscheinungsgespräche, (3) die lukanische Bewertung der Himmelfahrt als 
114 Abschlufl der gesamten Erdenwirksamkeit Jesu' . 
J. F. Maile criticised Lohfink for placing the ascension narratives too firmly in the 
category of rapture stories and suggested the influence of the form of an 'ascension 
at the end of an appearance' and of the OT parting scenes"'. 
Lohrink's attempt to assign the entire narrative to Luke's creative activity, 
however, met with much stronger opposition. F. Hahn"' objected to the 
straightforward identification of resurrection and exaltation and repeated his 
earlier thesis that exaltation and ascension traditions may have coexisted (422- 
117 423) . One should reckon with pliable borders between visual (as in the ascension 
narratives) and invisible representations of the ascension (as in the cosmic 
ascension texts of Colossians, Ephesians, 1 Timothy and I Peter) (423). Perhaps the 
fact that the period of appearances had come to a close (1 Cor 15: 5-10) has played 
"9 Guillaume (1979) 203-262, with a more positive appraisal of the influence of the 
Jewish rapture and vindication-exaltation texts. 
"' Do**mer (1978) 95-128, but preferring the term Aufnahme to Entriickung or 
Himme4fahrt (108 Anm. 43). 
... Hug (1978) 128-153. 
11' Zmijewski (1994) esp. 68-72. Further e. g. Wanke (1973) 117; Hendrickx (1984) 
97-102; Perkins (1985) 168-169; Weiser (1986) 332; Lfidemann (1994) 185. 
"' Berger (1976) 170-174.471-475. 
114 Weiser (1986) 332. 
"' Maile (1986) 40-44. He builds on the study of Munck (1950) 155-170. 
116 Hahn (1974) 418-426. 




a constitutive role. In the light of Mk 2: 20; Acts 3: 20f.; 1 Thess 1: 10; Rev 12: 5; Jn 
20: 17 and Barn 15: 9, it remained an open question for Hahn '... ob nicht doch mit 
einer größeren Vielfalt nebeneinanderher laufender Traditionen in vorlukanischer 
Zeit zu rechnen ist. Lukas hätte dann gerade der Himmelfahrtstradition eine 
besondere Stellung und spezielle Prügung verliehen' (424). The Gnostic attempts to 
assign a specific term to the period of appearances are unlikely to be totally 
dependent upon Luke (425). F. Bovon"' similarly felt that Lohfink had overstated 
his case and challenged the legitimacy of distinguishing the (visible) ascension from 
the (invisible) exaltation. In this respect the conception of the Fourth Gospel and 
Hebrews may be closer to Luke-Acts than Lohrink was willing to concede. Was 
Luke really the only writer to 'historicise' the exaltation? "' Jewish Christian texts 
as EvPe 9: 35-42 and Barn 15: 9 may reflect the same intention to squeeze the 
120 exaltation into salvation history (188) 
Generally speaking, Lohrink's case for redaction was felt to be more convincing 
for Lk 24: 50-53 than for Acts 1. M. C. Parsons, for one, remarked: '... whatever 
pristine tradition may have existed prior to Luke is irrecoverable from the heavily 
redacted passage in Luke 24.50-53' 121 , but he continued his quest for sources 
in 
Acts 1. On the basis of the peculiar vocabulary of Acts 1: 9 (P IE 716 v *r wva wc 6) v, 
k 71 CC IP (0 96noI cc ft Pav (o, ve (p eI TI, 
6 (p 0 cc I go q) and extra-biblical texts like Mk 
16: 19, Codex Bobiensis on Mk 16: 3 and Barn 15: 9, which in Parsons' view might 
well provide independent evidence of an ascension tradition (140-149) 122 , Parsons 
concluded that the present text '... may best be explained as the result of an 
ascension scene which was transmitted through the tradition and compressed in 
"' Bovon 0978) 18t-190. 
119 Cf. Bovon (1989) 522-523, where he is more cautious. 
120 Schneider (1980) 209-211. CC Schille (1984) 75-76, who accepts Lohrink's form- 
critical assessment but thinks he decided too rash for redaction. 
121 Parsons (1987) 63. Likewise Dillon (1978) 220. But Parsons thinks it is 
I plausible, at least, that for literary and theological reasons, Luke shaped an 
ascension story inherited from primitive tradition into a final departure scene in 
Luke 24.50-53 and a heavenly-assumption story, complete with apocalyptic stage- 
props, in Acts 1' (63). 
122 Parsons (1987) 250 n. 167 tentatively suggests: 'Since the longer ending of Luke 
24.51 has been judged as spurious in this study, it would be possible to suggest that 
p 75 also reflects an independent ascension tradition'. 
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the Gospel to construct a leave-taking scene along the lines of a biblical farewell 
account, and expanded in Acts by formal elements of heavenly assumption stories' 
(62) 123 . 
In addition to disapproval of Lohfink's redaction-critical thesis, criticism was 
levelled against his VerhdItnisbestimmung of the resurrection-exaltation-ascension 
complex. Calling for a methodology that would embrace the whole of Luke-Acts, 
R. F. O'Toole"' developed the following theses: 1. in the light of Luke-Acts as a 
whole it is clear that the resurrection, not the ascension or the exaltation, 
dominates Luke's thought (contra Franklin); 2 Luke presents the same event in 
two different ways: 'From one point of view, Luke understood the resurrection to 
be identical with Jesus' ascension and exaltation; fmm the other, the resurrection 
was distinguished from the ascension and exaltation. Thus, the double tradition 
about the resurrection causes Luke's readers more trouble than it did Luke' (112); 
3. Luke not only interprets the resurrection in light of Davidic messianism (Acts 
2: 25-36; 13: 32-37) but also in connection with the Son of Man theology (e. g. Lk 
22: 69); 4. The resurrected Christ should not be viewed as inaCtiVe125. 
From various other sides Lohrink's rigid identification of ascension-exaltation has 
come under criticism, so e. g. by L. Goppelt126, M. C. Parsons 127 , and K. Giles 
128. In 
this respect the studies of J. G. Lygm, J. A. Fitzmyer and J. F. Maile deserve 
particular mention. Lygre argued in his doctoral dissertation that both the 
resurrection and the ascension are essential aspects of Jesus' exaltation- 
123 Authors after Lohfiink claiming tradition (without extensive discussion of the 
issue): Dillon (1978) 174-175; Marshall (1978) 908; Bauernfeind (1980) 343-345 
(but without recourse to Lohrink); Wilckens (1981) 68-69; Lambrecht (1983) 170; 
Maile (1986) 37-38; Lfidemann (1987) 35; Hengel (1993) 192; Barrett (1994) 62-63. 
124 O'Toole (1979) 106-114. 
125 O'Toole elaborated this idea in (1981) 471-498, in opposition to the so-called 
I absentee christology' of inter atios Moule (1966) 179-180; see also Krinkl (1972) 
176-186 and MacRae (1973) 151-165. 
126Goppelt (1978) 293-294. 
127 Parsons (1987) 149, cautiously suggests '... that the tradition of a narrated 
ascension did not necessarily derive solely from the exaltation kerygma ( ... ) One is 
able cautiously to conclude that the growth of the tradition of a narrated ascension 
is independent of direct influence from the exaltation kerygma, yet nevertheless 
informed by its basic message' (his emphasis). 
121 Giles (1992) 46-50. 
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enthronement 129 . Defining resurrection as 'God's raising Jesus from the dead' 
(6.60), ascension as 'Jesus' being lifted up from earth to heaven' (137; cE 6), and 
exaltation as 'God's granting Jesus sovereign status' (6.61), Lygre concluded: 
"Although resurrection and ascension are distinguished in Luke's 
presentation and given individual identities, they are to be considered as 
aspects not of one another, but of exaltation-enthronement. Luke uses 
exaltation-enthronement to express dynamically God's act in granting 
sovereign authority to the crucified, raised and ascended Jesus' (196); 
Luke conceives exaltation to be an overarching datum that 
incorporates resurrection and ascension. Jesus' exaltation-enthronement 
constitutes the historico-theological perspective from which Luke portrays 
resurrection and ascension in terms of the fulfilment of Old Testament 
prophecy, Jesus' victory over death, and the new relationship of Jesus' 
followers to the exalted Christ' (205)'30. 
In line with Benoit, Fitzmyer stressed the importance of making the proper 
distinctions between the various assertions about the ascension 131 . In the earliest 
traditions references to Christ's existence following his burial were cast in terms of 
his exaltation (that is, his being taken up to the glorious presence of the Father), 
sometimes without an express mention of the resurrection (Phil 2: 8-11; 1 Tim 3: 16; 
the Johannine exaltation texts), sometimes with it (Acts 2: 33; 5: 30-31; cf. Rom 
6: 4). Belief in Christ's glorious exaltation is implied in NT texts that simply refer to 
his presence in heaven without specifying how he arrived there (1 Thess 1: 10; 4: 16; 
Rev 1: 12-18 etc. ), and in references to the resurrection without a mention of the 
exaltation (I Cor 15: 3-5) (410-413). In dealing with the ascension two sorts of 
references are to be distinguished: texts that allude to Jesus' exaltation as an 
ascension (Heb 4: 14; 9: 24; 1 Pet 3: 22; Rom 10: 6-8; Eph 4: 7-11; Jn 20: 17) (413- 
416) and texts that describe or depict the ascension (Lk 24: 50-51; Acts 1: 9-11; Mk 
16: 19) (416-421). Lk 24: 50-51 (longer text) utilises the apparently more primitive 
expressions of the ascension, couched in the passive", and describes an 
Easter 
129 Lygre (1975). 
"' Cf. also Korn (1993) 129-192.259-269: 'Im Sinne des Lukas ist die Alternative 
falsch, daß entweder die Auferstehung oder die Himmelfahrt den entscheidenden 
Wendepunkt darstellt' (169), and: ýDie Himmelfahrt ist wie die Auferstehung als 
Erhöhung zu verstýehen. Sie ist aber nicht die Erhöhung des Gekreuzigten, sondern 
die des Irdischen in die Sphaire Gottes' (269). 
131 Fitzmyer (1984) 409-440; (1985) 1586-1593. 
132 Cf. Braun (1971) 173-177, on the tension between an older (pre-Pauline) 
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Sunday evening ascension. In Acts 1: 9-11 Luke situates the ascension in space and 
time with the aid of apocalyptic stage-props (clouds, angel- interpreters). 'The 
exaltation is already pre-Lucan, even if the graphic details of its mode are not' 
(420-421). Since the resurrection of Jesus is never presented in the NT as a return 
to his physical, terrestrial life as e. g. in the case of Lazarus, the question arises, 
from where Jesus appeared to his disciples. Lk 24: 26 suggests Jesus had already 
entered the glorious presence of the Father before his conversation with the 
Emmaus disciples, so that the ýspatial' terminus a quo of his appearances was his 
Father's glory (cf. Rom 6: 4), the difference with Paul's Damascus road experience 
being only temporal (postpentecostal vs. prepentecostal) (422). This may rind 
confirmation in the fact that Jesus was not immediately recognised when he 
appeared: "one must recall what Paul says of the difference between a 'physical 
body' sown in death and a 'spiritual body' raised therefrom ([I Corl 15,42-44)' 
(423). The ascension is 'nothing more than the appearance from glory in which 
Christ took his final leave from the community of his followers' (424, his 
emphasis) 133 . The forty days (a round number) are preparatory 
to the more 
important fiftieth day. The interval is not meant for some development of Jesus' 
role in salvation history, but for the instruction of the disciples (438). 
J. F. Maile'4 likewise argued that both Lk 24 and Acts 1 describe the conclusion 
of the resurrection appearances of the already exalted Lord (39-44) and that Luke 
in this respect is in agreement with the rest of the NT in that he marks the 
resurrection as the occasion of Jesus' exaltation (44-48). Maile defined the 
ascension as a confirmation of the exaltation of Christ and his present Lordship. 
The ascension, according to Maile, explains the continuity between the ministry of 
Jesus and that of the Church 135 and forms the culmination of the resurrection 
appearances. It is the prelude to the sending of the Spirit (Acts 2: 33), the 
adoptionist, subordinationist christology and more recent (early-catholic) 
theologoumena in the resurrection texts of Acts. But see the critique of Marshall 
(1970) 92-107. 
Fitzmyer (1985) 1588. 
Maile (1986) 29-59. 
13' Following Menoud and Lohfink with respect to the redactional character of the 
number 40, Maile calls the forty days "a vital vehicle for conveying 
Luke's theology 
of continuity' (48-54). 
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foundation of Christian mission and the pledge of the return of Christ (54-59). 
In a study focusing on the Lukan understanding of the ascension, F. Schnider 136 
argued that for Luke the ascension marks the End of the Way of Jesus (167-169), 
that it is a sign of the parousia (169-170) and marks the beginning of the mission of 
the Church (170-171). While Luke puts the time of the Church on equal footing 
with the time of Jesus, as the parallel structure of Luke-Acts demonstrates, 
Schnider argued against R Overbeck, W. G. Kilmmel and Ph. Vielhauer that Luke 
thereby did not isolate the Church from the life of Jesus but made it clear that the 
time of Jesus is the prerequisite for the time of the Church (171-172) 
137 
. 
The relation of the time of Jesus to the time of the Church was the particular 
focus of I Zmij*ewskil38 , who argued that the way Luke structured the opening 
verses of Acts I showed his concern to stress 1. the literary-critical continuity of 
Acts as the continuation of the Gospel (67-69), and 2. the heilsgeschichtfiche 
continuity between the Christ event and the time of the Church (69-75) 139 . 
136 Schnider (1981) 158-172. 
137 According to Michiels (1974) 3-35, resurrection, ascension and the giving of the 
Spirit are expressions of one reality of faith (the verryzenisgeloqj), the theological 
unity of which (disrupted by Luke's chronology) needs to be stressed. Acts 1: 9-11 
is a 'haggadic midrash' (9-10), influenced by the Elijah narrative (the cloud as 
theophany motif), apocalyptic concepts (Dan 7: 13) and hellenistic elements (with 
reference to Lohfiink). A categorisation of the ascension narrative as midrash is 
rare in the scholarly discussion, cE also Kuitert (1992) 169, who calls it' een joodse 
midrasj'. According to V. Kesich (1980) 249-260, Luke-Acts, different from the 
rest of the NT, clearly separates ascension and resurrection as two distinct 
eschatological events (251). Lk 24 and Acts I are two different moments in time, 
which do not agree as to the 'when' (reason for textual emendation). Acts I 
describes 'the last departure of the already ascended Christ' (254, following 
Benoit). 
131 Zmij*ewski (1986) 67-84, now also in (1994) 34-41.42ff. 
139 See further Donne (1983). Toon (1983) 195-205.291-301; (1984) 16-27-112-119; 
(1984). Toon (1983) distinguished between ascension and exaltation: 'The 
Ascension is the removal of the resurrected body of Jesus from space and time into 
the immediate presence of God. The exaltation is the Father's placing His 
incarnate Son in the position of His Vice-regent. Exaltation presupposes both 
resurrection and ascension; but it is not the sum of them' (198). He concluded: 
'Perhaps it is best to think of His resurrection, ascension and exaltation as three 
different but yet complementary models' (203). 
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6. Recent Developments 
We have already referred to the study of M. C. Parsons on several occasions. His 
major contribution is in the area of literary criticism 140 . With the help of the tools 
of traditional historical criticism (textual, form, source, and redaction criticism = 
diachronic analysis) and narrative analysis (narrative and canonical criticism = 
synchronic analysis) he has tried to determine how Lk 24: 50-53 and Acts 1: 1-11 
function (both independently from each other and taken together) in their 
historical, literary and canonical context (18-25). Text-critically, Parsons defended 
the shorter reading of Lk 24: 50-53 on the basis of a supposed tendency on the part 
of the scribe of P", the oldest extant copy of Luke (29-52) 141 . As neither the OT 
theophany stories nor the primitive apostolic commissioning scenes - the most 
likely candidates for the Gattung of Lk 24: 50-53 - had a fixed pattern of conclusion, 
Parsons suggested that 'Luke was forced to look elsewhere to bring his final story 
to a proper denouement. Having already used the form of the biblical farewell 
address in Luke 22, it is most natural that he return there at the end of his Gospel. 
By delaying the concluding elements to this point in the narrative., Luke is able to 
tie the entire passion, resurrection, and departure of Jesus into an inclusio 
introduced by the farewell address of Luke 22 and concluded by the departure of 
Jesus in the pattern of a departing hero in Luke 24' (58). With the help of M. 
Torgovnick's literary theory on narrative closure techniques 142 . Parsons studied 
closure and plot development in Luke. Through the device of circularity (= 'the 
recalling at the end of a story of characters, settings, or situations which have not 
recurred since the beginning', 73), Luke connects the infancy narrative (Lk 1-2) 
with the resurrection narrative (Lk 24)43. Parsons comments: 'Certainly the 
"" See Spencer (1993) 381-414, for a general assessment of literary approaches to 
the Book of Acts. 
"' See my critique in the Appendix, 'The Text of the Ascension Narratives (Lk 
24: 50-53; Acts 1: 1-2,9-11)1. 
142 Torgovnick (1981). 
11 So the priestly blessing (Lk 1: 23; 24: 51), the return to Jerusalem (Lk 2: 45; 
24: 33,52). the role of heavenly beings (as characters in the story, Lk 1: 11,26; 2: 13 
and the resurrection narrative), the emphasis on the pious people of God and the 
dominant role of the temple and Jerusalem in the opening and closing chapters of 
the Gospel. 
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painting evangelist of the Third Gospel has effectively related the end of his story 
to the beginning, and in so doing has drawn his own circle on the Gospel canvas. 
The narrator ends the narrative where it started and the readers, already familiar 
with the Gospel, are able to know the place and the story perhaps for the first time' 
(77). The pattern of parallelism (= the relationship between the ending and the 
middle of a narrative work, 77), which helps to develop the plot of the narrative 
and leads to its denouement, is developed in the Gospel through conflict scenes 
(mealtime conflicts, misunderstandings by the disciples and temple and synagogue 
confrontation scenes), the motif of prophecy and fulfilment, and the journey motif 
(78-93). In the ascension narrative itself the following literary devices seem to have 
been employed by the author: the device of linkage or interlacing"' is particularly 
prominent in Lk 24 and Acts 1, and serves to connect the story of Jesus with the 
story of his followers. The literary device of incompletion presents themes which do 
not rind fulfilment in the Gospel. Thus the expectation of salvation of Israel and 
the promises of the infancy narratives are left unresolved in the Gospel. And the 
promise of Jesus' &va1ijji*tq (Lk 9: 51) does not (! ) find its fulfilment in the 
Gospel (95)". Of the two types of closum developed by Torgovnick - the overview 
ending, in which either the narrator's and reader's understanding is superior to 
the characters, or the conclusion is related 'from a point much later in or more 
cosmic in knowledge than that available to the novel's character' and the close-up 
ending, in which there is no temporal gap between the body of the narrative and its 
conclusion (96) - Lk 24: 50-53 falls under the latter category. It is a 'silent' scene 
which creates distance between the reader and the story (as in Lk 1: 1-4). In the 
Book of Acts 146 the narrative plot is developed through circulatity (the prominent 
"" CC Dupont (1984) 24-36, providing extensive examples of interlacing in Luke- 
Acts. 
"" Here, it should be noted, Parsons is particularly dependent on his text-critical 
stance. If the longer text is original, as will be demonstrated infra in the Appendix, 
'The Text of the Ascension Narratives (Lk 24: 50-53; Acts 1: 1-2,9-11)', we do not 
have incompletion. but parallelism. 
146 As for Acts 1: 2, Parsons (defending the authenticity of 6cveXT11it(pOi1) believes 
the word was intentionally, but erroneously, removed from the text to harmonise 
the text with (the shorter mading of) Lk 24: 51. Taking up and partially modifying 
Van Stempvoort's arguments and responding to Dupont's criticisms (supra p. 28 
n. 73), Parsons argued that Luke would have the word refer to Jesus' entire journey 
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position of the Kingdom of God in the beginning and ending of Acts, Acts 1: 3,6; 
28: 23,31; the connection between the command of worldwide mission, Acts 1: 8. 
and the activity of Paul in Rome, Acts 28: 23-31; the term 8t8a(JKW, Acts 1: 1; 
28: 31) and parallelism (Luke's treatment of the Jews, an acceptance or rejection 
pattern, conflict scenes, the Christian community in Acts). In Acts Luke employs 
an empty centre narrative patterning (about a character who is 'absent but 
curiously present ... around which both the major action and the various 
characters' thoughts revolve'"'): Jesus himself is gone but his impact is still there. 
The device of reverse linkage (in which a sequel refers to its predecessor) is 
employed in various ways: Acts 1- Lk 24; Acts I- Lk 9; and Acts 1 and the 
resurrection narratives. '( ... ) The narrative beginning of Acts has sufficient reverse 
linkage with the Gospel that the readers are constantly called upon to remember 
the story of Jesus, while learning about the story of the early church' (173). The 
viewpoint at the beginning of the narrative (which provides access from the world 
of the reader to the world of the text) moves from an external point of view to an 
internal point of view: 'When Jesus is lifted up and a cloud removes him out of the 
sight of the disciples, he is also removed out of the sight of the narrator and reader 
as well' (175). Whereas in Luke it is the narrator who orients the presentation of 
the event (= external focalisation), the Acts narrative is viewed from the 
perspective of the disciples (= internal focalisation). The device of defamiliarisation 
(challenging norms held by - in our case - favourable characters) is found in Jesus' 
response to the disciples' question (vv. 6-8) and the angels' rhetorical question 
(v. 10). The narrator employed this device in order to correct two insufficient values 
held by the disciples and the implied readers regarding the place of Israel in the 
kingdom of God and the significance of the ascension. The primacy effect (the 
effect of the reader's first impmssion of a character, either favourable or negative) 
is employed here in a positive sense: '... the apostles are presented in a very 
favorable light; their values are correctedg but they are still Jesus' chosen witnesses 
back to God (burial, resurrection, exaltation), but that later (Western) revisers 
erroneously interpreted it as a reference to the ascension. Augustine may be 
blamed for the excision of the ascension in the Western tradition. 
147 M. Kreiswirth, quoted by Parsons (1987) 161. 
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and spokespersons' (183, his emphasis). In the concluding section Parsons analyses 
the departure of Jesus in canonical context. The similarities and differences 
between the two narratives are best explained, not in terms of interpolation or 
source theories, but in terms of their literary function. The literary device of 
1,18 
redundancy (exemplified in repetition , variation"' and context) enabled Luke to 
tie his two volumes together and to move his story ahead. The temporal 
discrepancy is likewise to be explained on literary grounds. The mention of the 
forty days would be inappropriate at the end of the Gospel because this would 
destroy the effect of the close-up ending (which has no temporal gap between the 
ending and the body of the novel); it is, however, appropriate in an overview scene 
such as Acts 1 (194-195)"'. 
At the risk of oversimplifying and thereby misrepresenting the intention of the 
authors, we confine our discussion of M. E. Boismard and A. Lamouille to their 
contribution to the ascension narratives"'. For the sake of fairness it must be 
borne in mind that their conclusions form part of a larger theory on the 
composition of Luke-Acts as a whole"'. Some pmliminary clarifications, however, 
are indispensable. According to the authors, the Book of Acts in its present form 
has come into existence in three successive editorial stages (Act 1, Act H and Act 
111), whereby each editor has to a greater or lesser extent used and modified 
written sources. The composition of Act 1 (1,3-30), written around 60-62 AD by an 
"' Repetition appears from the same characters (Jesus and the disciples); the 
double description the same last appearance of Jesus to his disciples; the 
commission to preach; the promise of the Father (192-193): 'By so connecting 
these two accounts, the narrator strengthens the retrospective patterning of the 
reader who understands the cryptic reference to 'he departed from them' as an 
opaque reference to the ascension' (192). 
"' Variation appears from the chronological difference, the site of the ascension, 
the destiny and activity of the disciples after their return, etc. (193-194). 
"0 Other studies on the ascension narratives (Lk 24; Acts 1) from the perspective of 
literary-criticism include: Tannehill (1986) 298-301 (following Parsons' original 
Ph. D. -thesis); (1990) ad loc-; Marlow (1988). CE Palmer (1987) 427-438; 
Mussies 
(1991) 175-180; Kurz (1993) 21-23.28-30.33-34.68-77. 
"' For a more detailed interaction with their text-critical stance, see the Appendix, 
ýThe Text of the Ascension Narratives (Lk 24: 50-53; Acts 1: 1-299-11)1, 
152 For what follows9 see Boismard, Lamouille 2 (1990) 27-31.93-97.142-143.201; 3, 
35-40. For a convenient summary of their theory, see Boismard, Lamouille 1 (1990) 
3-51; 3,7-26. 
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unknown Jewish Christian (1,30) 153 , goes back to a period in which Luke-Acts was 
still a one-volume book". Act I had a Document P (of predominantly Petrine 
traditions) 15' at his disposal for the first part of Acts (the exploits of Peter, Acts 1: 6- 
12: 25 except 9: 1-30) and a travel account (Journal de voyage') for the second (the 
exploits of Paul, Acts 9: 1-30; 13: 1-28: 31). For both sections he had access to a 
Document J, comprising Baptist traditions'. Act 1, in turn, provided the main 
source for Act 11 (1,31-43). a rewritten and polished version of Act I composed by 
Luke the Physician, the traditional companion of Paul, in the eighth decade of the 
first century AD (1,41-43). He rewrote his source with the help of Document P and 
the original Document J. The result corresponds to the Western text. Act III (1., 43- 
51) marks the final stage of composition, in the last decade of the first century, 
probably in Rome (1,50-51). The editor used Act 11, Document P, Act 1, and the 
travel account. His text concurs with the Alexandrian text. The oldest version of 
the ascension (Document P) corresponds to Lk 24: 50-53 minus the words 
ýYE 00U 'vETO kv TCP E 'AOYEiv aci), c 'v a6, co' q (v. 51): '50 or il les fit sortirjusquIa 
Bethanie et, ayant leve ses mains, il les benit 51 et il fut separe d'eux et il etait 
emporte vers le ciel. 52 Et eux, s'etant prosternes devant lui, revinrent a Jerusalem 
avec grande joie. 53 Et ils etaient sans sesse dans le Temple, louant Dieu' (2,27-31). 
"' Boismard, Lamouille 1 (1990) 30: "L'auteur qui a redige Act I etait un judeo- 
chretien reste attache a un messianisme politique encore vivace dans les milieux 
juifs du premier siecle. II attendait la liberation du peuple de Dieu, soumis au 
pouvoir des Romains, et, selon lui, Jesus de Nazareth devait revenir sur terre, 
comme Roi-messie, pour effectuer cette liberation. Precisons encore que son peu 
d'interet pour la mission aupres des paYens le classe dans la categorie des hebraeo- 
chretiens, et non dans celle des helleno-chretiens. Mais c'est tout ce que l'on peut 
dire sur lui. Son nom nous demeure inconnu. ' 
i. e. proto-Luke and Acts. 
For a list of contents of Document P. see Boismard, Lamouille 1 (1990) 12; 2,21 
(worked out in detail in vol. 3). 
"" Document J (for its content see Boismard, Lamouille 1 (1990) 4.24-26; 2,73-87) 
announces John the Baptist (as in the Benedictus) as the New Elijah (i. e. as 
Messiah), who will realise 'la promesse de Dieu a Abraham en vertue dune 
alliance sollenelle ... qui annonce la restauration politique du peuple de 
Dieu ... ' (1, 
25) and thus stands in a certain tension with the Christian community. The 
authors suggest Document J may be more or less identical with what they coin 
Document C IcE Boismard, Lamouille 2 (1977) 16-251, to which Origen, De 
principfis I., Prooem. 8 (... ex illo fibello, qui Pefti Doctrina appellatur ... ) supposedly 
refers (1,15). 
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This description is reminiscent of the Elijah narrative, although the author did not 
purposely portray Jesus as the New Elijah"'. He sees Jesus as the New Highpriest 
of the New Covenant (cf. the blessing gesture based on Lev 9: 22; Sir 45: 15; 50: 20; 
fulfilling Ps 110: 4; cf. Heb 5: 1) and as King (the motif of proskynesis), both 
elements inspired by Ps 110 (King: Ps 110: 1; Priest: Ps 110: 4). The royal element 
finds confirmation in the location of the event in Bethany (as a fulfilment of Lk 
19: 38). Since in Document P the ascension is the only and final post-Easter 
appearance, the joy of the disciples (v. 52) is inspired by the recognition that their 
Master lives forever (this would otherwise be a bit awkward after Jesus' final 
departure): 'La joie qui les envahit West pas autre que la joie paschale, la joie de la 
resurrection' (2,30). The disciples are continuously present in the temple (v. 53) at 
the hours of prayer (Acts 3: 1), 'c'est a dire a I'lieure oU' l'on immolait I'agneau du 
sacrifice (Ex 29: 38-42) et oU' un pretre allait deposer 1encens sur I'autel des 
parfums (Lc 1,8-20; cf. Ex 30,1-9)' (2,30). In sum, the intention of the author is to 
make it clear that Jesus fulfils the double oracle of Ps 110: 1,4 'Sit at My right hand 
... You are priest forever' (2,31). The next editorial stage is found in Acts 1: 6-14a, 
which is the result of the rewriting of Document P (Lk 24: 50-53) by Act 1 (2,93- 
97). The worship in the temple (Lk 24: 53) has now made room for private worship 
(Acts 1: 14), mflecting the state of affairs of the editor. In Act I Jesus is identified as 
the New Elijah (confirmed by the parallels between Acts 1: 6-14a and 2 Kings 2). 
The cloud motif (absent in Lk 24: 50-53) betrays the influence of the Danielic Son 
of Man, and the location of the event at the Mount of Olives alludes to Zech 14: 4. 
The phrase 'was removed away from their eyes' (Acts 1: 9) marks Jesus' final 
separation from his disciples. Its wording reminds us of the 'removal of the bride' 
(Lk 5: 35), an occasion of sadness. That Jesus' ascension likewise evokes sadness is 
confirmed by the fact that Act I does not recall the motif of joy. The author of Act 
11 (= Luke) is then msponsible for fusing Document P and Act I together. To avoid 
a discrepancy between Luke and Acts he adopted Act I unalteredly and 
transformed Document P into a final departure scene by omitting rccclt 
&Vc(pepe. ro ctg -rov oupavov and 7cpoar,, uvT1G(xvTE9 awrov. This 
157 Boismardq Lamouille 2 (1990) 28-29. 
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(Lukan! ) text survived in the primitive Western text (2,142-143). In the final stage 
of composition (Act 111) (2,201) the omitted words were reinserted into the text by 
the final editor (2,142). 
7. Conclusions 
Drawing together the lines of this survey we are now in a position to derine the 
direction and progress of modern Ascension-Forschung and to situate the present 
study. There appears to be a general agreement that the author of Luke-Acts is, to 
a significant degree, responsible for the style and formulation of the ascension 
pericopae (Lk 24: 50-53; Acts 1: 1-12). This has been demonstrated conclusively by 
the investigations of V. Larraftaga and G. Lohrink and has been reaffirmed by the 
literary-critical analysis of M. C. Parsons. One of the continuing controversies 
revolves around the question whether and to what extent Luke is also responsible 
for their content. Is the ascension story a free creation of the author or can it be 
traced back to a pre-Lukan stage of tradition-history? And if so, in what form did 
it exist? 
A further area of agreement is the general recognition of the key role of the 
ascension in the narrative structure and in the theological outlook of Luke. But 
authors who have recently treated the issue are far from unanimous in their 
assessment of what the ascension means theologically or christologically: does it 
constitute the moment of Christ's exaltation (and if so, does that mean a 
denigration of the resurrection? ) or is it an 'afterthought' with no real 
christological implications? And, granted that the ascension is important to Luke. ) 
why is it an apparently marginal belief in the rest of the NT and early Christian 
thinking? 
A third point of agreement which is virtually undisputed since the work of 
Lohrink is that the Lukan ascension story is presented as a rapture story 
(Entrfickungsendh1ung). 
There are two further areas in the study of the ascension narratives that require 
closer examination. 
Firstly, whereas the bearing of Graeco-Roman rapture stories (Lohfink) and the 
OT rapture stories (Schmitt) on the Lukan narrative have received ample 
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treatment in contemporary scholarship, the impact of early Jewish 
('intertestamental') sources has received relatively little attention 151 . As I shall 
discuss below, pre-Christian (or at least pre-Lukan) Judaism may provide at least 
as plausible a horizon of understanding (if not a better one) for the interpretation 
of the ascension as the Graeco-Roman rapture tradition. 
Secondly, closely related to this, the predominant tendency of scholarship since 
StrauB has been to establish the meaning of the ascension in the light of the 
resurrection-exaltation kerygma, that is, in concreto, as a narrative expression of 
Jesus' exaltatio ad dewterain Dei (Ps 110: 1). This tends to inhibit an understanding 
of the ascension from a different perspective and not rarely leads to a minimising 
of the importance of the ascension in its own right and/or in a different 
constellation. We must bear in mind that from the perspective of 
Religionsgeschichte, strictly speaking, resurrection and ascension (in the sense of a 
bodily Entrfickung) are competitive (not to say mutually exclusive) 
conceptualisations: a person who is taken up alive into heaven does not die and 
consequently need not be resuscitated. If his earthly existence is to be continued at 
all (! ), in Jewish belief a return from heaven rather than a resurrection from the 
dead would be the proper way to resume life on earth! This implies that it may be 
premature to define the Verhdltnisbeslimmung of resurrection and ascension in the 
light of each other. This is only a second step., the first step being to establish their 
meaning both in their own right. 
The present investigation will be pursued along the following lines. First of all it 
will be necessary to explore the wider first-century context of understanding to 
have a general appreciation of how and to what extent first-century Jews and 
Christians employed ascension language (or, more accurately, rapture language) 
(chapter 2). Then we will turn to the writings of Luke for an initial appreciation of 
his 'rapture christology' (chapter 3). Since the ascension pericopae are framed in 
the narrative context of the resurrection, the outpouring of the Spirit and the 
parousia, we will have to define the meaning of the ascension in relation to the 
resurrection-exaltation complex (chapters 4 and 5). Finally, we must assess the role 
1-11 This is true of Lukan scholarship in general. A promising first step in a new 
direction is the study of Reinmuth (1994). 
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of the ascension in Luke's larger theological program and try to define what Luke's 
% rapture christology' adds to our understanding of NT christology (chapter 6). We 
will then round off our inquiry by making some final remarks and stating the 
conclusions that emerge from our investigation (chapter 7). 
Chapter 2 
RAPTURE-PRESERVATION IN EARLY JEWISH SOURCES 
1. Introduction 
Within the large range of ascension stories in antiquity, the Lukan ascension 
narratives (Lk 24**50-53; Acts 1: 9-11) belong form-critically to the type of rapture 
stories (EntrfickungseadhIiingen), that is, they purport to report Jesus' bodily 
translation into the 'beyond' as the conclusion of his earthly life without the 
intervention of death'. 
Rapture stories in this strict sense of the term appear to have been a well- 
established motif in the literary traditions of the ancient orient from very early 
' Despite common language and motifs, the lines of demarcation between rapture 
(Entrfickung) and other types of aseensions are quite neatly drawn on the 
conceptual level. This makes it relatively easy to trace rapture traditions: a rapture 
is definitive (unlike a heavenly journey) and bodily (unlike an ecstatic experience 
or an assumption of the soul after death); it involves a transportation to heaven, or 
at least to a far-away region that under normal circumstances is unattainable for 
mortal human beings, such as Elysium (Homer, Odyssey 4,563 " HXUatov ne8tov), 
the Isles of the Blessed Ones (Hesiod, Erga 171 ftaKapwv vý(jot), Dilmun, 
Paradise, etc. (unlike a miraculous terrestrial transportation from one place to 
another), and, most importantly, there is no death experience (unlike an 
assumption of the soul). For a useful description of the various forms and types of 
ascensions, see Lohfink (1971) 32-79, and also the RAC-articles by Colpe (see infra 
bibliography). It seems to me that the reservation of Vielhauer (1965) 169, to 
classify the ascension of Jesus as an Entrfiekung, 'da es sich ja nicht um Aufnahme 
in den Himmel ohne vorherigen Tod handle', is unwarranted. This is not to say 
that other sets of terminology did not slide into rapture contexts. Note, e. g., that 
not infrequently death terminology is used for persons taken up alive into heaven 
(e. g. Jub 7: 39; 4 Ezra 7: 15; 8: 5; 10: 34; 2 Bar 44: 2; 46: 1; 78: 5; 84: 1; LAB 48: 1; 
Josephus, Ant IV vii. 49 (330), see infra pp. 90-93). CE also Berger (1976) 113' and 
388-389 Anm. 516. This is not per se indicative of different sources or of Sachkritik. 
With Lohlink it must be stressed that between the various genres exists a careful 
distinction. ) contra Segal (1980) 1345 n. 33, who believes that Lohfiink distinguishes 
too closely between the genres of heavenly journeys. 
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times'. In a Sumerian creation and deluge text3, the pious king Ziusudra is taken 
up by the gods Anu and Enlil after the great flood because he had pleased them 
with his past conduct. They bestow immortal life upon him (1ife like that of a god 
... breath eternal like that of a god'), after which they translate him [mu-un-fil-es' 
I they (i. e. Anu and Enlil) caused to dwell' or 'they settle'; from the root tin to the 
land of Dilmun, 'the place where the sun rises"', so that he does not experience 
death. Likewise, in the Akkadian Gilgamesh Epic', which provides a Babylonian- 
Assyrian version of the Sumerian flood and rapture myth, the god Enlil blesses the 
priest Utnapishtim and his wife (note the expansion! ) after the great flood, bestows 
divine life on them and then takes J1equ-(M)j the couple to make them reside 
j(jv)a§J-bu(m)j(' at their future residence far away 'at the mouth of the rivers' lina 
pi-i nar,; &-ij. In the Hellenistic period the ancient Sumerian myth of king Ziusudra 
found its way into the now lost writings of the Babylonian priest Berossus (340-270 
BC)7 . After the great flood, Xisuthros (the Greek equivalent of Ziusudra), his wife, 
his daughter and the ship's captain (note again the expansion! ) disembark and 
disappear8. When those who had stayed behind in the ship set out to look for them, 
they are informed by a heavenly voice that Xisuthros and his company, because of 
' Schmitt (1973) 4-45; cE Strecker (1962) 470-471. 
3 Ed. Civil 144; tr. 145; ANET 44,254-261 (tr. Kramer). 
4 On the mythological function and historical location of Dilmun, see Burrows 
(1928); Kramer (1944) 18-28; Cornwall (1946) 3-11; Schmitt (1973) 9-11. CE Loon 
(1986) 3086-3087. 
5 Gilgamesh Epic 11 (ed. Campbell Morgan 64 transliteration, plate 50 text; tr. 
Speiser 189-196). 
6 lequ^(m) 'nehmen, annehmen'; (w)a§jbu(m) 'sich setzen, sitzen, sich aufhalten, 
wohnen' > 'wohnen lassen, ansiedeln' (AHw HI 1483 3). 
' Fragments of Berossus' Babyloniaca have been preserved by Eusebius, whose 
source was Alexander Polyhistor. Eusebius' text is now extant only in an Armenian 
translation, but a Greek version of Berossus' flood and rapture narrative has been 
preserved in the work of George Syncellus (± 800 AD) (PG 199 114-115). Abydenus, 
cited by Eusebius (PG 19,122), also depends on Polyhistor [see Civil (1969) 134- 
1371. Schmitt (1973) 23, following Ungnad, Gressmann (1911) 216, suggests the 
Berossus narrative may at some instances contain even older material than the 
Gilgamesh Epic and perhaps even preserve primitive material. See further the 
classic study of Schnabel (1923) (Greek text of Xisuthros' rapture on p. 265). 
8 Eusebiusq Chronicon 1 3,2 (PG 199 115); 1 7,1 (PG 19,122). The element of 
disappearance is a typical Hellenistic rapture motif, see Lohfi'nk (1971) 41; Schmitt 
(1973) 18-20. 
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his piety, now dwell with the gods (i. e. in heaven)'. They are then commanded to 
install a religious cult". 
Rapture stories were particularly favourite among the Greeks and the Romans". 
In the Homeric tradition Ganymede, because of his beauty, was taken up to the 
realm of the gods to become the cupbearer of Zeus". Menelaos was promised to 
escape death and to be transferred to Elysium because he was Helen's husband 
and the son-in-law of Zeus". Hesiod relates the rapture of the heroes of the fourth 
generation 14 , and Philostratus has a most vivid rapture story about Apollonius of 
Tyana". Among the most popular and well-remembered rapture stories of the 
Greeks and the Romans were those about Heracles, the son of Zeus and Alkmene 16 
and about Romulus, the founder of Rome". 
The few examples just referred to very well illustrate the relatively wide diffusion 
of rapture thinking in the ancient world. Especially in the Greek and Roman 
9 Grelot (1958) 12. Me-rd'uCav Oewv (oficiloovra) corresponds to the Hellenistic etq 
0coliq resp. etiq obpavoiv. 
10 The Ziusudra-Utnapishtim-Xisuthros myth is instructive because it 
demonstrates how the ancient myth could find expression in various cultural 
environments. Further rapture stories in antiquity are found in Indian and Persian 
literature. CE Scheftelowitz (1916/19) 216ff.; Larraftaga (1938) 85-87 (Mithras). 
Strictly speaking, the heavenly ascension stories of the Egyptian Pharaohs cannot 
be classified as rapture stories because they are post-mortem ascensions. See 
Schmitt (1973) 36-43; Colpe (1995) 411-413. References to the king's physical 
ascension and his union with the solar disc are to be understood as euphemistic 
affirmations about his death. The enthronement of Tutmosis III (ANET 446) is 
depicted with the imagery and style of a heavenly ascent. For more (postbiblical) 
religionsgesehichtliche parallels, see Wiflmann (1982) 680-683, and the R4C- 
articles of Colpe (bibliography). 
" In addition to the works cited supra p. 35 n. 95, Graeco-Roman rapture texts are 
found in: Roloff (1970) passim; Lohfink (1971) 32-50; Friedrich (1973) 51-54; 
Horst (1983) 19-23. 
" Homer, Rias 20,233-235. Ovid, Metamorphoses 10,159-161. Cf. Dosiades (FGH 
458 fgm 5). 
13 Homer, Odyssey 4,561-565 CC Euripides, Helena 1676-1677. 
"Hesiod, Erga 167-173. 
15 Philostratus, KtAp 8,29-30. 
16 Apollodorus, Bibliotheca H 7,7; DiodS IV 38,5; Euripides, Heraclidde 910; 
Euripides, Lysias 2,11; Lucian, Cynicus 13; Lucian, Hermotimus 7; Cicero, 
Tusculanae 114,32. 
17 Livy, A UC 116,1; DionHal, Antiquitates H 6393-4; cf. H 56,2; Plutarch, Romulus 
27,5-28,1, * Numa 2,2-3; Camillus 32.5; 33,7; AurVict, Vir. ill. 2,13. 
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tradition, rapture seems to have crystallised into a literary convention, with 
differences only in the dramatis personae and in the descriptive details". When 
Cicero declares, Suscepit autem vita hominum consuetudoque communis ut 
beneficiis excellentis viros in caeluinfama ac voluntate tollerent", he does not seem 
to make a gross overstatement20. 
A recurrent, if not standard, feature in the Hellenistic rapture stories is that the 
heavenly assumption is regarded as the gateway to immortality and the means of 
deification 2'. D. Roloff explains: 'Da bei einer anthropomorphen Gottesvorstellung 
die Unsterblichkeit das wesentliche Merkmal des Göttlichen ist, bedeutet die 
Aufhebung des Todes als die Aufhebung dessen, was den Heros vom Göttlichen 
trennt, seinen Übergang ins Göttliche, seine Erhebung zur Göttlichkeit`. G. 
Lohrink claims in a similar vein: 'Entriickung und Verg6ttlichung sind im 
hellenistischen Denken so fest miteinander verbunden, daß die Entrückung oft das 
23 
eigentliche Kriterium daffir bildet, ob ein Mensch vergO*ttlicht wurde oder nicht' . 
This being the case, we might wonder whether in a tradition where the lines 
between mortals and the gods were more sharply drawn (as in the Jewish- 
Christian monotheistic tradition) rapture stories were read with the same set of 
assumptions and connotations in mind as in a polytheistic context. Similarities of 
language and form do not necessarily imply ideological correspondence. Although 
in Hellenistic Judaism, e. g., historical figures of Israel's past were occasionally 
" As Lohfink (1971) 49-50, has demonstrated, even professed sceptics of rapture 
speculations employed the rapture scheme. Lohfiink distinguishes ration alisation s, 
spiritualisations and rapture satires. 
'9 Cicero, DeoNat 1114,62; cL 11116,39. 
20 Cf. Petronius, Satyricon 17; Seneca, Apocolocyntosis 9. 
2'A brief inventory of the terminology used in connection with rapture suffices to 
illustrate what is really a tendency in Graeco-Roman rapture stories: 
k0etacw: 
Herodian of Syria IV 2,1; Oeonote'ca: DionHal, Antiquitates H 56,6; cf. Pindar, 
NemOd 10,7; cL Euripides, Andromache 1256; Oeoý ytyvoftat: Plutarch, Romulus 
27,8; Arrian, Anabasis VII 27,3; Lucian, Hermotimus 7; DioCass LH 35,5; LXVI 
17,3; DiogLaert 8,68.69; deum facio: Ovid, Metamorphoses 14,607; Seneca, 
Apocolocyntosis 11; cL Augustine, CivDei 18,21; deum fio: Cicero, RePub 2,10 
(17f); Seneca, Apocolocyntosis 8-9; Suetonius, Vespasian 23,4. Further: Ovid, 
Metamorphoses 8,218-220. CL further: ti(YoOcor.: DiodS IV 58,6; avrlftoý: Homer, 
Iflas 20,232. 
22 Roloff (1970) 84. 
23 Lohfiink (1971) 46. See further Pease (1942) 12-21; Talbert (1975) 419-436. 
.. 
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elevated, even up to the status of OCOý249 there is little evidence (at least in the 
period relevant to the present investigation) that this has affected or compromised 
its basic belief in monotheism, because it perceived this type of divinity in an 
attenuated, non-literal, sense5. A literalistic conception would be near to 
blasphemy to the Jewish mind. Granted that rapture thinking has found an 
accepted place in OT-Jewish belief and provides the conceptual horizon of 
understanding for the ascension of Jesus in Luke-Acts, the critical question is how 
rapture thinking functioned within a first-century Jewish (and Christian) context. 
Did first-century Jews and Christians consider rapture also as a means of 
deification, the commencement of an immortal existence in glory? How (and how 
successfully) was rapture thinking integrated into the Jewish and Christian world 
of beliefs? Before we can define the significance of the fact that rapture claims 
were made about Jesus, it will be necessary to explore the larger framework in 
which first-century Judaism before and during the emergence of Christianity 
conceptualised its canonical and postbiblical rapture traditions. 
For the sake of methodological clearness I will, in what follows, adhere as 
strictly as possible to the narrow definition of 'rapture' offered in the 
opening paragraph of this chapter. Although first-century Judaism has an 
impressive list of historical figures 'exalted to heaven' or with a heavenly 
status, this must be carefully distinguished from the concept of rapture in 
the proper sense. Heavenly exaltation imagery very often is no more than 
a metaphorical expression of praise and is not necessarily connected with 
the end of one's life (if it has a 'historical' Sitz im Lehen at all), whereas 
rapture' language was usually taken quite literally. As a consequence 
heavenly exaltation imagery will be discussed only in so far as it is used in 
the context of a rapture. For the same reason, the Hekhalot literature (the 
dates of the traditions contained therein are still hotly debated) will be left 
out of consideration. Even if a great deal of it may reach back into the first 
century AD, we have here a different conceptualisation or formal category. 
24 See e. g. Philo, Sacr 9; QPL 43; cf. Som 2,189; KtMos 1,158; Quaest in Ex 2,29. 
CC also the much later Metatron tradition, where the translated Enoch is called 
'the lesser Yahweh' (3 En 12: 5; 48: 7 C; 48: 1 D 1901). On Ps-Phoc 104, see Horst 
(1985)570. 
25 On the issue, see Stauffer (1965) 94-112; Segal (1977); Dunn (1989) xxviii-xxxi, 
16-22; (1982) 303-336; (1991) 163-229; Hurtado (1988) (n. 1 on pp. 129-130 on 
pagan monotheism is important! ); (1993) 348-368; Rainbow (1993) 78-91; Casey 
(1991) 92-93; Stuckenbruck (1995). 
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2. The Enoch Tradition 
In what is probably the oldest known text related to the name Enoch (Gen 5: 21- 
24)2', a brief biographical note has been preserved about Enoch's sudden 
disappearance: 'Enoch walked with God; then he was no more, because God took 
him (away)' (v. 24 trnt7x InK ri-p5n-n nrm wn5wrnx Inn 15-11v))27. 
Although it does not explicitly say that Enoch did not die there is great unanimity 
among the interpreters up to the period pertinent to our investigation (first 
century AD) that Enoch did escape death and was bodily transferred from human 
society into the divine realm. 
In later rabbinic literature it is sometimes explicitly denied that Enoch 
did not die", but these statements are apologetically motivated". That 
already MT thinks of Enoch's departure from life in terms of an 
Entrfickung may be inferred from the following: 1. If the absence of the 
stereotyped 'and he died' (31)3)) Gen 5: 5,8,11,14,17,20,27,31) is given its 
full force, the implication is: 'he did not die 30 ; 2. If the Enoch tradition is 
structured in conscious opposition to the Utnapishtim myth, one would 
hardly expect Enoch to suffer a different fate. Note that mp'ý, which in 
due course became the favourite Hebrew rapture term (cf. 2 Kings 
2: (3,5, )9,10; Hebr Sir 44: 16; 49: 14)., is analogous to the Akk. 1equi(m), the 
verb used to describe Utnapishtim's rapture, Gilgamesh Epic 11,196 31 ; 3. 
Form -critically, the motif of 'absence' often prepares for, or is used in 
conjunction with a rapture 32 ; 4. The earliest doubts as to the nature of 
" This is disputed by Milik (1976) 8.30-32. 
27 The allusive brevity of the text may indicate that already some speculations 
about Enoch in one form or another were circulating [so Odeberg (1964) 556; Rad 
(1972) 49; Grelot (1958) 190-191; Westermann (1984) 484-486; Sarna (1971) 793; 
(1989) 43; VanderKam (1984) 23-511, but it would be difficult to define their exact 
form and content. 
2' TO Gen 5: 24 (ed. Aberbach-Grossfeld 48-49); BerR 25: 1 (ed. Theodor-Albeck 1, 
238-239; tr. Freedman-Simon 1,205). More examples are found in Bill. 3,744-745. 
Among modern commentators: Cassuto (1961) 285-286; Sarna (1989) 43, who take 
the phrase as a euphemism for (premature) death. Also Berger (1976) 570 
Anm. 416. 
'9 Namely, to counter the growing popularity of Enoch in Jewish (and Jewish- 
Christian) sectarian groupings. On the (ambivalent) role of Enoch in rabbinic 
literature, see Ginzberg 1 (1909) 122-140; 6 (1928) 150-166; Bill. 3,744-745; 
Himmelfarb (1978) 259-269; Luciani (1980) 125-158; Ubigli (1984) 153-163; Luke 
(1986) 125-153 (esp. 149ff. ). 
3'Aalders (1972) 179. 
31 So Schmid (1984) 878-879; but see the reservations of Schmitt (1973) 312-313. 
32 2 Kings 2: 17; Chariton 3,3; Pausanias VI 9,7f. (cE Plutarch, Romulus 28.6); 
AntLib 33,4; DiodS IV 38,5; DionHal, Antiquitates 1 64,4; DiogLaer 8,68. See 
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Enoch's departure from earthly life are from a later period (it is doubtful 
whether Sap 4: 10 can be used as evidence, see infra pp-64-65). 
The underlying conviction seems to be that Enoch because of his outstanding 
piety, vividly expressed in the double 'Enoch walked with Wj-ItWil' (vv. 22,24; cf. 
Gen 6: 9; Mal 2: 6)33 , did not descend into Sheol - the otherwise inescapable fate of 
mortal men 34 - but continued to live in God's company even after his earthly 
existence had come to an end. 
Despite this quite laudable picture of Enoch drawn by the author of Gen 5: 24, 
there is no further mention of Enoch in the Hebrew Bible, except for his 
(unavoidable) naming in a genealogy (I Chron 1: 3). This reticence may be 
explained by the supposed Babylonian background of the Enoch myth 35 , his pre- 
Israelite (pre-Abrahamic) status, and the fact that the Enoch speculations 
developed in predominantly sectarian circles. 
In LXX, on the other hand - composed in a period in which Enoch became a 
figure of increasing prominence in apocalyptic circles - the brief Enoch tradition of 
Gen 5 is slightly expanded and reinterpreted with the help of Greek rapture 
terminology3l. The crude anthropomorphic 'walked with God' (Gen 5: 22,24) is 
replaced by a less offensive reference to his God-pleasing life (euTjpecrrTjGCv -r(p 
DeCa, cL Gen 6: 9 LXX), thereby focusing more strongly on Enoch's piety which led 
to his assumption 37 . His mysterious 'taking away' 
is now explicitly described in 
further Bickermann (1986) 70-81. 
33 There is room for some doubt as to the original meaning of The use of 
the article in W-n! 7X-n (vv. 22,24a) seems to contrast to the anarthrous tl)-iltM in 
v. 24b. Skinner (1930) 131 suggests we have here a trace of polytheism ('walked 
with the gods'). A parallel is provided in Enmeduranki's association with the gods 
Shamash and Adad, see the discussion in VanderKam (1984) 38-45. On the other 
hand, in view of Enoch's close contacts with angels in later apocalyptic literature, 
Enochic circles seem to have taken the phrase to mean that Enoch 'walked with the 
angels' (cf. Jub 4: 21; Gesenius 40). But whatever the precise reference 
is, Enoch is 
marked by his contact with the heavenly world. 
31 CC Jeremias (1964) 146-149; Russell (1964) 353-390; Fohrer (1981) 188-202 
(literature 190 Anm. 1). 
35 See Bousset (1966) 490-491; Jansen (1939); Grelot (1958) 33-69; (1958) 5-26.181- 
210; VanderKam (1978) 229-230; (1984). This would for instance account for 
Enoch's traditional association with astrology. 
36Schmitt (1972) 161-169. 
37 As in the targumic tradition. See TO Gen 5: 24 (ed. Aberbach-Grossfeld 48-49); 
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terms of rapture or translation (gera-rt'Oqftt)`, whereby the motive of absence is 
replaced by the (more powerful! ) motif of unsuccessful search (ouX TjU, Pt(JKCro), a 
typical topos of Hellenistic rapture storieS39. 
The Enoch story is referred to twice in the book of Sirach, viz. at the beginning 
(Sir 44-, 16)4' and the end (Sir 49: 14) of the taus patrum (Sir 44: 1-49: 16)". Though 
Sir 44: 16b (1111 'Ilt7 IIYI IIIN MIýPt7j)jl) is overrun with syntactical obscurity 42 9 its 
intention may not be difficult to uncover if we bear in mind that the Enoch 
speculations preserved in the various books of Enoch and the Book of Jubilees 
reach back beyond the date of composition of (Hebrew) Sirach and thus may well 
shed light on the brief (catchword-like) notice of Sir 44: 16b 43 : Enoch is spoken of 
as a 'sign' (Eth. teemert, Heb. MX) in Jub 4: 24 (cf, 10: 17); his 'knowledge' is 
Targum Neofiti 1 Gen 5: 24 (ed. McNamara 70; Diez-Macho 30-31); TPsJ Gen 5: 24 
(ed. Clarke 6-7; tr. Maher 36). 
Wra-ri'071ftt is otherwise unattested as a rapture term, but cf. fwOia-racfflat and 
Re-carcoAtC(x); see Schmitt (1972) 166-168. Me-ca-ct'OTIgt has become the standard 
Greek term to describe Enoch's rapture, Sir 44: 16; 49: 14 v. L; cf. Sap 4: 10; Heb 
11: 5 (2x); I Clem 9: 3; Justin, Dial 19 (PG 6,516); ActPil 9 (25) (EvAp 331). 
" Friedrich (1973) 54. 
4' This verse is missing in Syr and some Hebrew MSS. Its authenticity is disputed 
by Yadin (1965) 38, followed by VanderKam (1980) 28 n. 15; cE Shekan, Di Leila 
(1987) 499. Box, Oesterley (1913) 482 suspect only 'and was taken' is a later 
addition. Schmitt (1973) 176-178 and Liihrmann (1975) 107-109 advocate the 
authenticity of the verse. 
V. 16a (Hebr) corresponds to Gen 5: 24a MT with the exception of tM31 KN)33, 
which is obviously a scribal interpolation from v. 17, so Ryssel (1900) 450 Anm. k; 
Smend (1906) 421; Levi (1969) 59 n. k; Box, Oesterley (1913) 482; Schmitt (1973) 
178; Luhrmann (1975) 107; Sauer (1976) 615 Anm. 16a; Shekan, Di Leila (1987) 
499. 
4' The suggestion of Schmitt (1973) 177 and Shekan, Di Leila (1987) 499 that we 
have here an inclusio would carry more conviction had Enoch actually rounded off 
the lauspatrum, but his name is followed by that of Joseph, Shem, Seth and Adam 
(Sir 49: 14-16) and Adam explicitly marks the climax (Sir 49: 16). Cf. Box, Oesterley 
(1913) 506, who follow Syr, contrasting Adam not only to Shem and Seth, but also 
to Enoch: 'Shem, Seth, and Enoch were highly honoured; but above every living 
thing was the beauteous glory of Adam'. But see the criticisms of Fraade (1984) 12 
n. 23. 
42 E. g., is '1111 llt7 31Y't 311M apposite to the entire preceding phrase (implying 
that the proposition to be made concerns Enoch's translation) or just to its subject,, 
11ýri (so that Enoch himself, i. e. his entire pious life, is its logical subject)? And, 
further, whose 'knowledge' is in view, Enoch's or that of future generations? 
43 Cf. Odeberg (1964) 557. 
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spoken of in Jub 4: 17-24 and is a major theme in the various books attributed to 
Enoch. According to Sirach, then, Enoch was an initiate into the divine mysteries 
of the universe and the course of human history, whose encyclopaedic knowledge 
marked him as a very pious person who was rewarded appropriately with a 
heavenly assumption 44 (the LXX rendering u7ro i 8etyfta fiCCavoiaý -raiý yeveaiý 
I an example of repentance to all generations' reflects the influence of Alexandrian 
(allegorising) exegesiS)45. In Sir 49: 14 Enoch's fortune is for the first time implicitly 
compared to Elijah's (M-il tDI 'he too', cf. 48: 9-12)46 . 
It is a matter of debate whether Sap 4: 10-14 has to be taken as a direct 
reference to Enoch 47 or as a general description of the MKMOý of v. 74'. Its 
language is reminiscent of Gen 5: 24 and Sir 44: 16 LXX. That the author 
does not explicitly mention Enoch's name may well be in line with his 
tendency elsewhere to avoid the mention of proper names of historical 
persons (10: 1,3-6,10,13,16; 11: 1,; 12: 3; 14: 6; 15: 14; 18: 5,21; 19: 14,17). The 
immediate context, on the other hand, does not necessarily require that 
"From the LXX rendering rI-I7t7/gcTaTtOi1ftt (Sir 44: 16) and divaXaftoavW 
(Sir 49: 14) it may be surmised that Greek rapture terminology was still flexible 
and/or that in 49: 14 the translator was influenced (consciously or not) by the 
rapture terminology of Elijah. The v. L ftVrVUCDIJ (49: 14 A S) is a harmonisation 
under the influence of Sir 44: 16 and Gen 5: 24. The underlying comparison with 
Elijah (Kal, i. e. like Eli 71 Y 71 liah) speaks for the authenticity of ave. X fL 0. The 
addition of the terminus a quo&7UO'Týý yýq (not in Hebr Sir) betrays again the 
influence of Greek rapture terminology. 
tPI-0 'in person, physically' (49: 16) may stress the reality of Enoch's bodily 
transfer. Cf. Smend (1906) 475; Sauer (1976) 630. A different interpretation is 
found in Fraade (1984) 12 n. 21. Shekan, Di Lelia (1987) 542 translate 'within' (that 
is, beyond the firmament of the heavens, Gen 1: 6-8). The suggestion of Ginzberg 6 
(1928) 157 n. 58, that W30 here stands in some relation to its use in later mystic 
literature, where the designation of Enoch-Metatron as W3.0ol 'IV) 'angel of the 
face' occurs frequently, is unwarranted and anachronistic. 
45 See Philo, Abr 17; ClemAlex, Stromata 2,15 (70,1); GCS 52/29 150. So Box, 
Oesterley (1913) 482; Grelot (1958) 181; Schmitt (1973) 180. Liihrmann (1975) 
103-116 suggests v. 16b has played a constitutive part in Enoch's placing on the list 
of faithful in Heb 11: 5-6. 
46 The Gr. oi)801ý (Vg nemo) for the Heb. UY)3 'few' creates a bit of a difficulty, 
since even for Sirach Enoch is not unparalleled (he is at least accompanied by 
Elijah and does not surpass the other fathers beyond proportion). But probably 
the idiom should not be pressed (cf. vv. 15,16). Grelot (1958) 182 surmises the 
Greek translator was influenced by a tradition represented in Jub 10: 17, where 
Enoch is said to excel even Noah. Vg has in paradiso as terminus ad quem. 
47So Holmes (1913) 541 n. 10; Liihrmann (1975) 110-111; Winston (1979) 139. 
41So Schmitt (1973) 181-184; (1987) 334-338.347; Larcher 2 (1984) 330-331. 
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the reference is to the 'historical Enoch'. The issue at hand is the problem 
of theodicy, posed by the untimely death (! ) of a righteous person (cf, 
Eccles 7: 15; 8: 14). There is, as far as I know, no tradition prior to Sap 
4: 10-14 which justifies Enoch's early departure from life in terms of divine 
preventive action49. In Is 57: 1-2, however, the righteous one 6 
btr, atoq) is said to be taken away by God 'to be spared from evil' (NIV) 
qvX3 -Ily-1-11 notl--)-ý) a7ro- yap TUPOCrw7rou a8tKtaq TIPTal 0 
btfKatog). If Is 57: 1-2 was in the mind of the author of Sap at vv. 11,14, it 
is all the more reasonable that v. 10 likewise refers to 'the righteous one', 
rather than to Enoch. On balance, then, it would seem that Sap 4: 10-14 is 
concerned with the righteous one in general". In either case, however, the 
tertium comparationis is not the mode of departure from life (contrary to 
the righteous one, Enoch did not experience death at all), but its motive: 
both Enoch and the righteous one that died an untimely death departed 
from life because of God's pleasure". 
Outside the 'canonical' confines of MT and LXX, Enoch's intensive association 
with ID)-, It7MI has given rise to more speculative reflections on the mystic 
experiences he was supposed to have had in the period leading up to his final 
assumption and afterwards. In the pseudepigraphic Enoch literature, where Enoch 
has become the central figure of apocalyptic speculations, these revelatory 
experiences usually take the form of short term visits to heaven or of ecstatic 
visions in which Enoch sojourns through the heavenly world 'in the spirit, after 
which he returns to the earth to deliver his divine knowledge to his descendants, 
sanctioned as it is by heaven itselL In the Book of Watchers (1 En 1-36 = BW) it 
says: 
'Before these things (happened) Enoch was hidden [Eth. takabta Gr- 
OLýfupOTIJ, and no one of the children of the people knew by what he was 
hidden and where he was. And his dwelling place as well as his activities 
were with the Watchers and the holy ones; and (so) were his days'52 . 
It is disputed whether this is a reference to Enoch's final departure at the end of 
"" As e. g. in BerR 25: 1 (ed. Theodor-Albeck 1,238-239; tr. Freedman-Simon 1, 
205); Cyprian, Mort 23 (PL 4,598-599). 
50 To this, compare Ps 49: 16 and 73: 24, where the Psalmist likewise seems to choose 
his words with allusion to Enoch's translation. See on these Psalms Schmitt (1973) 
193-252 (Ps 49); 253-309 (Ps 73); Rad (1966) 418-420; Kraus (1978) 522-523 (Ps 
49: 16); 29 671-673 (Ps 73: 24); Casetti (1982); Irsigler (1984). 
51 See further Schmitt (1987) 325-347, who suggests the influence of the Greek- 
hellenistic consolation literature (Konsolafionsfiteratur) on the author of Sap. 
52 1 En 12: 1-2 (ed. Knibb 1,40-41; tr. Isaac 19). 
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his life" or to a pre-rapture heavenly journey during his lifetiMC54. In its present 
literary setting the latter seems to be the most feasible option (cL Jub 4: 21), so that 
the subsequent journeyings through the heavenly world also took place during 
Enoch's lifetime'5, but since BW is a composite document56, it is difficult to reach 
definite conclusions. In any case, Enoch associates with good and bad angels and 
assumes the role of an intermediate figure who announces judgement on the fallen 
angels (cf. Gen 6: 1-4) and prays for mercy on their behalf (but unsuccessfully; cL 2 
En 7: 4-5) (1 En 1-13). In a series of (visionary) heavenly journeys (1 En 17-36) he 
is granted insight into the secrets of the universe, the destiny of the fallen angels, 
and the final judgement of the righteous and the wicked. In 12: 4 he is called 'the 
scribe of righteousness'57 . 
In the Astronomical Writings (I En 72-82) Enoch passes astronomical insights, 
granted to him by the angel Uriel, on to his son Methuselah (76: 14; 79: 1; 82: 1; cf. 
81: 5). In what is probably an addition to the original composition (chapters 80- 
8 1)58 , Enoch's final departure from life and its timing are announced in advance by 
angelic mediation. Before the event takes place, Enoch is to deliver his final 
instructions to his descendants: 
'We shall let you stay with your son [= Methuselah] for one year, so that 
you may teach your children another law and write it down for them and 
give all of them a warning; and in the second year, you shall be taken 
away from (among) all of them'. 
In the Dream Visions (1 En 83-90) Enoch observes the visionary appearance of 
'(a being) in the form of a snow-white person' from heaven, accompanied by three 
other celestial beings, who seize him in order to rescue him from the coming 
53 Black (1985) 141-142. 
" Grelot (1958) 21 n. 55; VanderKam (1984) 130-131. 
15 The alternative would be that the ascended Enoch appeared 'from heaven' to 
communicate his insights. 
5" Nickelsburg (1984) 90-93; VanderKam (1984) 110. 
57 On Enoch's role as a writer, see VanderKam (1984) 104-106. See Bietenhard 
(1951) 231-254, on the heavenly books and tablets. 
18 VanderKam (1984) 78-79.106-109 (following Charles). 
51 1 En 81: 6 (ed. Knibb 1,268-269; tr. Isaac 59). That this verse refers to Enoch's 
ascent is disputed by Black (1985) 19.142.253, who thinks Enoch is here 
miraculously transported back to the earth from Paradise, afterwards to return 
thither for a second time. 
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destruction (the flood): 
'Those ones which had come out last seized me by my hand and took me 
J'ans-e'finfl from the generations of the earth, lifted me up into a high 
place, and showed me a high tower above the earth, and all the hills were 
firm. (One of them) said to me, 'Stay here until you see everything that 
will happen to these elephants, camels, and donkeys, as well as to the 
bovids - all of them'60 . 
What follows is a typical apocalyptic presentation of the course of sacred history 
(88: 1-90: 42)61. 
In Jub 4: 16-26 we have a picture of Enoch very similar to that in the various 
books attributed to Enoch 62 . Enoch is portrayed here as the first man who learned 
A writing and knowledge and wisdom' (v. 17). He is the recipient of divine 
visionary revelations concerning the correct reckoning of time (vv. 17,18) and the 
past and future destiny of the generations 'until the day of judgment' (v. 19). To 
preserve his visions as a testimony for later generations, he wrote them down in 
books (vv. 19,21; cL 21: 10). After his marriage with Edni and the birth of 
Methuselah (v. 20), he resided for a period of six jubileeS61 with the heavenly angels, 
who showed him "everything which is on earth and in the heavens, the dominion of 
the sun' (v. 21), after which he wrote down his visions to bear witness against the 
Watchers (the fallen angels) (v. 22). At the end of his life he was taken up by the 
angels and transported to 'the garden of Eden 65 , where he carried on his function 
as scribe: 
60 1 En 87: 34 (ed. Knibb 1,293-394; tr. Isaac 63-64). 
61 See Russell (1964) 217-234; Rowland (1982) 136-155. 
62 It is common opinion that Jubilees depends on the constituent parts of I Enoch., 
except for the Similitudes (I En 37-71), see Grelot (1958) 18-19; VanderKam 
(1978) 229-251. 
' Cf. 8: 2; 11: 16; 47: 9. On the heavenly origin of Enoch's learning to write, cf. I En 
81: 1-2; 92: 1. There is no claim in the Enoch literature that he was the irst to learn 
writing. VanderKam (1978) 233 suggests Jubilees is here partially dependent upon 
I En 92: 1 (or 82: 1-3) but had also access to other data. But why could this not be a 
deduction by the author of Jubilees himself?. On Enoch's 'firsts', see further 
VanderKam (1984) 180-184. 
64 Le. the 300 years of Gen 5: 22. 
6' Though Enoch's post-rapture destiny (the garden of Eden) is explicitly identified 
as a place on earth (Jub 4: 24,26), it is beyond the normal reach of other human 
beings and thus confirms to the formal pattern. For the use of death terminology in 
Jub 7: 399 see supra p. 56 n. 1. 
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'And he [=Enoch] was taken [tanes-'al from among the children of men, 
and we [= the accompanying angels] led him to the garden of Eden for 
greatness and honor. And behold, he is there writing condemnation and judgment of the world, and all of the evils of the children of men'66 - 
Because of Enoch's presence the flood did not cover the Garden of Eden (v. 24)67. 
Enoch is claimed to perform the function of a priest in a mountain sanctuary 
(v. 25)68. 
Another post-rapture tradition about Enoch is found in 1QGenApocr 2-5 
(paralleled in I En 106-107), where Enoch is consulted by his son Methuselah 
about the disputed legitimacy of Lamech's son Noah". As Lamech suspects his wife 
Bithenosh has conceived by one of the fallen angels, he urges his father Methuselah 
to visit his father Enoch to discover the truth (2: 19-21b). Methuselah then travels 
A through the length of the land of Parvaim' D)3 I-IXL3)701 that is, to 
Paradise 719 where he rinds Enoch and presents his case (2: 21b-23)72 . Though the 
MS here is badly transmitted 73 . Enoch apparently has given a reassuring answer 
66 Jub 4: 23 (ed. Milik 12; tr. Wintermute 62-63). The idea of Enoch's recording 
men's deeds recurs in Jub 10: 17, where this function is linked with his outstanding 
righteousness. 
67 So the oldest extant MS, EMML 3. Charles' text (APOT 2,19) is based on a 
corrupt text. See VanderKam (1978) 236; (1984) 10 n. 27; Wintermute (1985) 63 
n. k. Cf. 4Q227 (PsJub) line 6 (ed. Milik 12; tr. Garcia Martinez 245). However, 
the alternate reading would fit into the Enoch tradition as well: judgement (the 
Flood) arrives, because Enoch reported the evil deeds of his generation (Jub 4: 24; 
10: 17) [cf. Grelot (1958) 141. 
68 On the location of the sanctuary, see Grelot (1958) 45-47; Berger (1981) 346 
Anm. 26a. 
69The chronology of Gen 5: 21-31 would admittedly allow for an overlap of the life 
of Enoch and Noah's birth [cf. VanderKam (1984) 176-1771 and the presence of 
Enoch in 'Parvaim' could be taken in a strictly historical-geographical sense (2 
Chron 3: 6). But the present mutilated MS runs from Gen 5: 28-15: 4 and is likely to 
have contained a report on Enoch's final assumption (cf. '... and with the Holy 
Ones is his lot apportioned', 2: 20-21). 
'0 Transcription and translation from Fitzmyer (1966) 44-46; for the original MS 
see Avigad, Yadin (1956) opposite page (H) 91 (transcription page t7). 
" According to the par. passage, Enoch's 'dwelling-place is among the angels ... at 
the ends of the earth' (1 En 106: 7,8); according to 1 En 60: 23, in the 'garden of the 
righteous'. For the identification of Parvaim with Paradise, see Grelot (1961) 30- 
38; (1964) 155-163; cf. (1958) 33-69; Fitzmyer (1966) 83-84 (brief survey). 
71 The address 'my father and my lord' ()'1)3 W1 ): IX W) is of course the 
appropriate address in the given circumstances (cf. IQGenApocr 2: 9,13). 
73 Column 3 contains only the words ): 1K TV )W)a )IN '... for in the days of 
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(5: 4,10; 1 En 106: 18). Methuselah then returns to Lamech and tells him that Noah 
is indeed his legitimate son (5: 24-25)14. 
The conviction that Enoch was still alive somewhere evolved quite naturally in 
speculations about his post-rapture activities. In I En 89: 52 the prophet Elijah is 
rescued from the anger of the people by God, who transports him to heaven alive, 
where Enoch is: '(The Lord of the sheep) caused him J= Elijah] to ascend to me J= 
Enoch]'. Enoch then foresees the reentry of the two of them at the Day of 
judgement., presumably in the role of witnesses: 
'Thereafter, those three who were wearing snow-white (clothes), the 
former ones who had caused me to go up, grabbed me by my hand - also holding the hand of that ram J= Elijah 75 1 holding me - and I ascended 
[other MSS: they elevated me]; they set me down in the midst of those 
sheep prior to the occurrence of this judgment' 76. 
In addition to this very old piece of evidence (second century BC), the author of 4 
Ezra (writing in the last decade of the first century AD) expects an eschatological 
appearance of Enoch and Elijah at the time of the manifestation of the Messiah (cf. 
14: 9): 
Et i7idebunt qui recepli sunt homines, qui mortem non gustaverunt a 
nativitate sua [= Enoch and Elijah 
771 
, et mutabitur cor inhabitantium et 
convertetur in sensum aliuM78. 
Their task is not defined but it seems to be preparatory to the coming day of 
judgement. Further evidence of belief in Enoch's future return is found in the 
patristic literature. Although Rev 11: 3-12 seems to envision a return of Moses and 
Elijah, patristic authors sometimes identify the two witnesses as Enoch and 
Elijah". Since the identification with Enoch is not immediately obvious from the 
Jared, my father enough to infer that Enoch is the speaker. Column 4 is 
completely missing, column 5 partially. Since Enoch is still the speaker in 5. -10, the 
original speech of Enoch may have embraced two and a half columns. 
74 Here a double motive may be present, viz. the Jewish monotheistic refusal to 
attribute to Noah a divine origin, and the tendency to accredit Enoch with 
superhuman knowledge. 
71 CE I En 89: 52. 
71 1 En 90: 31 (ed. Knibb 1,336-337; tr. Isaac 71). 
77 Enoch and Elijah are the only feasible candidates. Perhaps Moses (see infra 
pp. 86-95). 
78 4 Ezra 6: 26 (ed. Klijn 40; tr. Metzger 535). 
79Enoch and Elijah: Tertullian, Anima 50 (PL 2,735); Ps-Cyprian, MontSinSion 5 
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text it is possible, and indeed likely, that early Christian writers took over this idea 
from Judaism. 
But, despite this evidence, belief in Enoch's return was not very widespread as is 
clear from the complete silence in the Similitudes (I En 37-71) and the Slavonic 
and Hebrew Books of Enoch. 
Before we turn to a discussion of the Similitudes, we will first consider the further 
development of the Enoch myth in 2 (Slavonic) Enoch, since, as we will discuss, 
this represents a stream of tradition which is closer to the traditions discussed thus 
far than the Similitudes. Despite the uncertain date and provenance, 2 Enoch is 
likely to contain much pre-AD 70 material, as C. B6ttrich has recently argued". As 
in I Enoch, it elaborates on the heavenly journeys of Enoch preceding his 
departure from life". In 2 En 67: 1-3 (in both the longer and the shorter recension) 
we have a rapture story which draws very close to Luke's version of the ascension 
(and Tran sfigu ration! ): 
'While Enoch was talking to his people, [ ... I the Lord sent darkness onto 
the earth, and it became dark and covered the men who were standing 
with Enoch. And the angels hurried and the angels grasped Enoch and 
carried him up to the highest heaven, and the LORD received him and 
made him stand in front of his face for eternity. And the darkness 
departed from the earth, and it became light. And the people looked, and 
they understood how Enoch had been taken away. And they glorified 
God. And they went away into their homes'82 , 
(PL 4,913); ApEl 4: 7-19; 5: 32; ApocPet 2; Irenaeus, AdWaer V 5,1 (PG 7,1134; 
SC 153,62); Hippolytus, CommDan 22 (PG 10,655); De Antichristo 43 (PG 10, 
762). Further references in Bousset (1895)passim; Berger (1976) 296-297 Anm. 182 
etpassim (Teil 1); Bauckham (1976) 447-458; Black (1978) 227-237. 
" BUtrich (1991) 35-42 (with reference to his as yet unpublished doctoral 
dissertation). On the introductory matters see further Forbes, Charles (1913) 425- 
430; Vaillant (1952) iii-xxvi; Denis (1970) 28-29; Lohrink (1971) 56 Anm. 166; 
Eissfeldt (1976) 843-844; Andersen (1983) 91-100; Stone (1984) 406-408; HJP 3/2, 
746-750; Sacchi (1986) 47-50. 
8'2 En 1: 8-9; 3: 1-6: 1; 7: 1-5; 8: 1-10: 6; 11: 1-17: 1; 18: 1-9; 19: 1-6; 20: 1-37: 2. The 
longer recension mentions ten heavens (21: 6-22: 1) (cf. HJP 3/2,746-747 n. 1). This 
passage is absent in MS NLB 321 (longer recension). 
in (the seventh) heaven, Enoch's body is transformed (2 En 22: 8-10) and 
according to 2 En 24: 1 Enoch receives a position even closer to God than Gabriel. 
But note that this is temporary (for the duration of his instructions) and that it is 
emphasised that Enoch is still a human being, 2 En 39: 3-5. 
82 2 En 67: 1-3 A led. Vaillant 64 tr. 65 (XVIU); tr. Andersen 1951; note that 
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Cf. also 68: 1-7; 36: 2-3; 55: 1-3. In both 2 En 67 and Lk 24: 50-53 the ascension 
episode closes the book 83 . Typical rapture motives include the motif of the cloud, 
the presence of angels, the spectator narrative perspective, and the role of 
witnesses (v. 1 'his people ... the men who were standing with Enoch'; in Luke-Acts 
the disciples). More striking resemblances include: 
- conversation setting 
2 En 67: 1 
Acts 1: 9 
- the act of rapture described 
'While Enoch was talking to his people' 
KCCI Taf)-Va CLTCWV 
2 En 67: 2 carried him up to the highest heaven' 
7%T0 Lk 24: 51 Kal &VETEPP-TO CIq TOV OUPaVOV 
I Acts 1: 9 enilpoll 
- in front of eyewitnesses 
2 En 67: 3 
Acts 1: 10 
- explanatory comment 
'And the people looked' 
r, dI 6wq &a-rzviicOv-rFq I'J'accv 
2 En 67: 3 'how Enoch had been taken away' 
I? Acts 1: 11 Ouroq 0, , hjuof)ý 0, a' vallIR(POCIq (X, (P, f)II(A)v etc 
-rov OUpavov 
- joyous response in praise of God 
2 En 67: 3 'And they glorifted God' 
Lk 24: 53 CO)LOYODOrreq -rov OZOV 
- the return of the eyewitnesses 
2 En 67: 3 'And they went away into their homes' 
Lk 24: 52 6, n'cFrpe*av etý 'IrpouaaM g (into the temple) CI TI 
Acts 1: 12 one(Y-cpe*av ejý 'IepouaaXýg (into the upper 
room) 
Andersen's A-text (= MS BAN 45.13.4) should not be confused with Charles'A. 
83 Even if 2 En 68: 1-73: 9 is an authentic part of the original book, it serves as an 
appendix to 2 En 1-67. The Old Slavonic MSS VL 125 and NLB 151/443 end after 
67: 3 with 'To our God be glory forever. Amen'. Cf. the liturgical addition of CC1111V 
in the MSS tradition of Lk 24: 53. 
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That Enoch 'stands in front of his face for eternity' (v. 2)" suggests his continuous 
priestly activity in heaven (cf. Num 16: 9; Deut 10: 8; 17: 12; 18: 5; 1 Kings 8: 11; 2 
Chron 5: 14; 29: 11; Ezek 44: 15), a feature already hinted at in Jub 4: 2581. 
Despite the close agreements between 2 Enoch 67 and the ascension in Luke-Acts, 
they probably represent two independent rapture traditions. The differences 
should not be overlooked: Enoch's ascension takes place in darkness; the cloud is 
not the medium of translation, but covers the bystanders. Enoch is carried off by 
angels. Unlike Acts 1: 10-11, the angels are not angeli interpretes (the people 
understand from themselves what had happened, v. 3) but his accompanying 
agents. Jesus receives (divine! ) adoration (proskynesis), Enoch does not. Yet the 
common structure suggests an already well-established narration scheme on which 
these rapture stories are patterned". 
3. Enoch, Metatron and the Hemyenly Son of Man 
If we pursue our inquiry into the development of the Enoch myth beyond the 
chronological limits set to the present investigation (late first-century AD) we soon 
find evidence of a growing tendency in some sectarian circles to exalt the figure of 
Enoch beyond recognition and to attribute to him an angelic and even divine 
status. According to Targum Pseudo-Jonathan on Gen 5: 24 (fifth-sixtb century 
AD) Enoch, after his ascension, was identified (appointed) as the archangel 
87. Metatron . 
'Enoch worshiped in truth before the Lord, and behold he was not with 
the inhabitants of the earth because he was taken away and he ascended 
to the firmament at the command of the Lord, and he was called 
" CC 2 En 21: 3; 22: 5,7. Cf. 39: 8; 42: 6; angels: 21: 1; cf. 18: 8. 
" Cf. 2 En 64: 5 'For the LORD has chosen you, to appoint you to be the one who 
reveals, who carries away our sins, that is, in his function as a priest. Is the 
recurrent act of blessing (2 En 56: 1; 57: 2; 64: 4 J) perhaps another parallel to Lk 
24: 50-53, where Jesus figures as a blessing priest? 
In the following texts little is made of Enoch beyond recital of the biblical 
- LAB 1: 16; account or inclusion of his name in a list of other righteous persons. 
Tlsaac 3: 16; HelSynPr 12: 55 (AposCon VM 12,21); 16: 8 (AposCon V111 41,4); cf. 
7: 3; 8: 3; 1 Clem 9: 3; Gregory-Nazianzus, Epitaph 92,1 (PG 38,57); ActPil 16: 6-7 
(EvAp 281-282). 
87 Milik (1976) 125-135. On the various attempts to decipher the meaning of the 
name Metatron, see Liebermann (1980) 235-241. 
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Metatron, the Great Scribe"'. 
The most extravagant development of the Enoch myth is found in the Hebrew 
Book of Enoch, where Enoch upon entering the seventh heaven is transformed into 
an angelic being of immense proportions (9: 2-5; cL 15: 1-2 A) and is instituted on a 
heavenly throne as God's vice-gerent: 
'I have appointed Metatron my servant as a prince and a ruler over all 
the denizens of the heights, apart from the eight great, honored, and 
terrible princes who are called YHWH by the name of their king'". 
The usual designation of the celestial Enoch in 3 Enoch is 'Melalron, Prince of the 
Divine Presence' (1: 9; 3: 1; 5: 1 etc. ); in 12: 5 he is even called 'the lesser YHWH'. 
See further 48: 1-12 C". However, the identification of Enoch with Metatron 
cannot be dated earlier than 450 AD91. 
However, a situation not dissimilar from the Enoch-Metatron tradition is found 
in the (Ethiopic) Book of Similitudes (I En 37-71), where Enoch's ascension 
culminates in his institution as the heavenly Son of Man. After Enoch's third 
apocalyptic discourse (1 En 58: 1-69: 29) the extant Ethiopic MSS continue with a 
description of Enoch's final translation into heaven (I En 70-71)9'. The first two 
verses have a third person summary description of Enoch's ascension, in terms 
reminiscent of Elijah (and Ezekiel? ): 
'And it came to pass after this (that), while he 1= Enoch] was living, his 
name 1= his person, he] was lifted from those who dwell upon the dry 
ground to the presence of that Son of Man [walda 'eguila 'emaheya; ýVj and 
to the presence of the Lord of Spirits. And he was lifted on the chariots of 
the spirit, and (his) name vanished among them93 . 
" TPsJ Gen 5: 24 (ed. Clarke 6-7; tr. Maher 36-37). 
'9 3 En 10: 3 (ed. Odeberg IV; tr. Alexander 264). 
90 3 En 16 (the dethronement of Metatron) hardly squares with the tendency of 
chapters 3-15 and is probably a later addition, as suggests Alexander (1983) 268 
n. a. 
91 Maher (1992) 37 n. 10. 
92 1 En 39: 3 contains (at least in its present literary context) a brief description of a 
heavenly journey. 
93 1 En 70: 1-2 (ed. Knibb 1,208; tr. Knibb 2,165). Italics are Knibb's, comments 
in square brackets mine. The terminus ad quem of Enoch's ascension is, according 
to the best reading, 'the presence of that Son of Man and ... of the Lord of Spirits, 
that is, the heavenly realm, the abode of God and the Son of Man [so Charles 
(1913) 235; Sj6berg (1946) 147; Knibb 1 (1978) 208; 2,165; Collins (1980) 123- 
124; Isaac (1983) 49; Uhlig (1984) 6311. Caquot (1977) 113 (following MS 
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This brief description is immediately followed by a more specific description in 
the first person: 
'And from that day I was not counted among them, and he placed me 
between two winds, between the north and the west, where the angels took 
the cords to measure for me the place for the chosen and the righteous. 
And I there saw the first fathers and the righteous who from (the 
beginning of) the world dwelt in that place"'. 
Enoch is carried away by angels (cf. 1 En 87: 3; 90: 31; Jub 4: 23; 2 En 3: 1; 67: 2) 
to a region 'between two winds, between the north and the west', i. e. in the 
northwest ('the place for the chosen and the righteous ... where the first fathers 
and the righteous dwell')9', that is, to Paradise (cf. 60: 8; 61: 12)". 1 En 71: 1-4 
,7 describes (still in the first person) Enoch's further translation 'into heaven "I 
where he, impressed by what he sees, bows down in adoration for the Lord of 
Spirits. He is then initiated by the archangel Michael into the mysteries of the 
universe. From v. 5 onwards Enoch is again carried off to a higher level, to 'the 
heaven of heavens' (Charles, Isaac), where he sees the palace of God ('the Head of 
Days') covered in fire and continuously surrounded by angelic beings. Enoch then 
describes the appearance of Michael, Raphael, Gabriel and Phanuel, accompanied 
by thousands of holy angels coming out of the house, and the appearance of the 
Head of Days: 'and with them the Head of Days, his head white and pure like 
Abbadianus 55) translates: 'I] arriva ensuite que le nom de ce fils d'homme fut 
eleve de son vivant aupres du Seigneur des esprit', and understands the expression 
son of man' as a non-titular reference to Enoch. Black (1985) 250 suspects (on the 
basis of Eth') an inner Eth. corruption of an original semu lawalda `eguala [emmal 
'eya; ýv ... ('the name of a son of man 
(= Enoch) was raised up to the Lord of spirits') 
redrafted by (perhaps) a Christian scribe to semu 'eya; W ... ('his name alive was 
raised up to the Son of Man and to the Lord of spirits'). 
"" I En 70: 3-4 (ed. Knibb 1,208-209; tr. Knibb 2,165). We have here an obvious 
exception to Lohfink's thesis that a rapture '... niemals aus der Perspektive dessen 
erzAblt [wird], der entriiekt wird' I'Lobfink (1971) 381. 
9' So Jeremias (1967) 768. 
96 So Jeremias (1967) 767E, 771; Sj6berg (1946) 148. Probably the different termini 
ad quent ('the presence of the Son of Man and the Lord of Spirits' v. 1, and 'the 
place for the chosen and the righteous' v. 3) should not be pressed. Both indicate a 
region somewhere in the heavenly world. 
97 1 take the whole portrayal as a three-stage translation from Paradise (70: 4) via 
'the heavens' (71: 1) into 'the heaven of heavens' (71: 5). For a defence of the unity 
of chapters 70-71, see Otto (1940) 155-163; Sjdberg (1946) 159-166. 
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wool, and his garments indescribable' (v. 10). Impressed by the appearance Enoch 
falls upon his face: 'My whole body melted, and my spirit was transformed' (v. 11). 
He then blesses and glorifies God. Then the angel (or the Head of Days, MSS 
differ)" says (in the extant MSS) to Enoch: 'You are the Son of Man [walda beesA 
who was born to righteousness', and then he continues to describe the function of 
the Son of Man (v. 15)"'. As the text stands Enoch is addressed in v. 16 with 
language elsewhere used in respect to the Son of Man (46: 3): 
'And all ... will walk according to your way, inasmuch as righteousness 
will never leave you; with you will be their dwelling, and with you their 
lot, and they will not be separated from you, for ever and ever and ever"O'. 
The chapter closes with the promise of eternal bliss for the righteous in the 
presence of the Son of Man: 
'And so there will be length of days with that Son of Man livalda 'e, -, _qruJ1a 'emahe 4wj, and the righteous will have peace, and the righteous will have Y 
an upright way, in the name of the Lord of Spirits for ever and ever'101. 
As the text stands Enoch's translation into heaven culminates in his exaltation or 
enthronement as Son of Man. Enoch is now identified as the Son of Man, as E. 
SjO**berg has argued circumstantially 102 , and his ascension accordingly provides the 
occasion for his glorification/exaltation. It is however very doubtful whether the 
present (post-Christian! ) Ethiopic text is a faithful reproduction of its (Semitic) 
Vorlage. 
" V. 14: 'the angel' (Ethm) or 'he' (the Head of Days, v. 13) (Eth' 
q, 8mss ). 
" The Eth. text has different words for what in most English versions is usually 
indiscriminately rendered 'Son of Man', viz. walda sabe ('descendant of man, 
46: 2,3,4; 48: 2); ivalda 'eguda 'emaheyaW ('descendant of the race of those born of 
womant, 62: 7,9,14; 63: 11; 69: 26,27; 70: 1; 71: 17); walda beesf ('descendant of 
man#, 62: 5; 71: 14; 69: 29 twice); walda beesk ('descendant of woman' 62: 5; 69: 29 
in two MSS). These variant Eth. 
expressions are most likely translation variants of the Gr. 0' t)tO'q -roO a'vOp(&')7rox) or 
the Hebr. OIN 1: 1. See Colpe (1972) 423-427; Casey (1976) 17-18; Caragounis 
(1986) 106 n. 115. Contra Isaac (1983) 50 n. s, who distinguishes between 'Son of 
Man' and 'son of man'. The use of these words in the rest of the Similitudes does 
not confirm this distinction. 
"I I En 71: 16 (ed. Knibb 1,214; tr. Knibb 29 167). 
101 1 En 71: 17 (ed. Knibb 1.214-215; tr. Knibb 2,167). Cf. 62: 14-16. 
102 Sj6berg (1946) 147-189. Likewise Casey (1979) 99-107; Perrin (1967) 168; Haufe 
(1961)107. 
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The difficulties are conveniently summed up by C. C. Caragounis 103 . a) The awkward transition from v. 13 to v. 14 makes it very likely that the 
present text is mutilated and originally contained a fragment describing 
the appearance of the Son of Man with the Head of Days, and Enoch 
asking about the Son of Man (46: 2), in response to which the angel utters 
vv. 14-17 104 . b) Whereas the Head of Days is the grammatical subject of 
N came' in v. 13, in v. 14 it is the interpreting angel, rather than the Head of 
Days (who is being referred to in the third personal pronoun). c) This is 
indeed the case in the MS translated by Knibb. d) The second personal 
pronoun destroys the natural flow of thought. e) That the author would 
have God come up to Enoch (rather than the reverse) is an idea offensive 
in itself. That he has God inform Enoch that he (Enoch) was the central 
figure of the former Parables, is very incongruous. f) V. 15 is quite 
incongruous after v. 14, if the Son of Man is Enoch and the speaker the 
Head of Days. On the other hand, it makes good sense when the speaker is 
the angel, and the subject of 'proclaims' is the Son of Man. g) Vv. 14-17 
are best understood as a proclamation to Enoch about the Son of Man, 
rather than an address of the angel to Enoch telling him who he was. h) 
The reversion to the third personal pronoun in v. 17 (that Son of Man) is 
in line with the entire work. It may indicate a tampering has taken place 
in regard to vv. 14,16, facilitated by the address to Enoch in v. 15. i) The 
whole portrayal of the Son of Man in the Parables is inapplicable to 
Enoch's person. 
Although there is no MSS evidence to sustain the theory of a lost fragment 
between v. 13 and 14, the internal (stylistic) grounds mentioned make it very likely 
that the present text is mutilated'o'. If so, the textual corruption may have been 
carried out by a Jewish scribe with a special interest in the figure of Enoch, 
answering the Christian identification of Jesus as Son of Man"'. 
If, however, the text should be taken as it stands - the absence of MSS evidence is 
a serious objection against emendation! - there is the problem how the portrayal of 
Enoch as Son of Man in chapters 70-71 matches with the picture of Enoch as 
distinct from the Son of Man in the rest of the Similitudes (esp. 1 En 46). In theory 
it is possible that a redactor has uncritically integrated quite competing traditions 
without much alteration and without smoothing away internal discrepancies. But 
103 For what follows see Caragounis (1986) 110-112 n. 121. 
"I Charles (1913) 237 comments after v. 13: '[Lost passage wherein the Son of Man 
was described as accompanying the Head of Days, and Enoch asked one of the 
angels (as in x1vi. 3) concerning the Son of Man as to who he was. ]' 
101 So Charles (1913) 237; Appel (1906) 4345; Moore (1966) 23; Caragounis (1986) 
110 n. 121a. 
116 Cf. Bietenhard (1951) 147-148. 
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that only sharpens the problem. Whoever was responsible for the passage on 
Enoch's exaltation (either the original author or a later interpolator, in either case 
someone with the highest respect for Enoch) could not have overlooked the fact 
that the equation of Enoch and the Son of Man is quite untypical, if not contrary, 
to the Tendenz of the rest of the Similitudes. It gives the impression of being a 
Fremdkbrper and is at least unexpected in the present book"'. The text makes an 
anachronistic impression. The awkward connection to the rest of the Similitudes 
suggests that chapters 70-71 have not always been part of the Similitudes but are a 
later... interpolation"'. Its Sitz im Leben may again be (sectarian) Jewish 
apologetic against the Christian identification of Jesus as the Son of Man. 
If the former arguments are invalid, there is another difficulty. Even if Enoch was 
identified as the Son of Man and chapters 70-71 were an integral part of the 
Similitudes, there remains the diffliculty of dating the Similitudes as a whole. The 
absence of fragments of the Similitudes at the eaves of Qumran - significant in the 
light of the interest taken in the person of Enoch in the Qumran community: 
fragments of all other constituent parts of I Enoch have been found - suggests at 
least a date in the second half of the first century AD110, that is, in roughly the same 
period as the composition of Luke-Acts. Since there is no unambiguous pre- 
Christian (pre-Lukan) evidence that Enoch's ascension was understood as the 
occasion of his exaltation/enthronement as Son of Man... and positive evidence 
'0' Sjdberg (1946) 147-189 argues that the equation of Enoch and the Son of Man is 
not in conflict with their distinctiveness elsewhere in the Similitudes, if they are 
understood in terms of exaltation (i. e. Enoch is now exalted to something he was 
not before), so that there is no conflict between a pre-existent Son of Man in 
heaven and Enoch (a mere human being) on earth. If Enoch were his incarnation 
(and thus on earth being a Son of Man) this would be difficult. Now he is only 
called Son of Man in heaven (which, SjO**berg admits, remains a bit of a difficulty to 
modern readers). The acclamation 'you are the Son of Man' may be understood in 
the old Israelite enthronement sayings in which 'you are king' means 'you are 
installed as king'. 
'0' Contra Black (1952) 1-10, followed by Perrin (1967) 167, who hold chapters 70- 
71 to be older. 
'0' So recently: Black (1984) 201; Caragounis (1986) 93-94 (following Black); 
Theisohn (1975) 216 Anm. 4 (! ). 
110 HJP 2,505; 3/1,256-259; Isaac (1983) 6-7; Dunn (1989) xxxix, n. 81; 76-78.297- 
298 n-79. 
I" Even if it were the case in I En 70-71, it remains difficult to establish how 
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that Luke knew the Similitudes fails 112 , the corollary is that I En 70-71 does not 
contribute to the understanding of the ascension of Jesus in Luke-Acts. 
Putting things in perspective, it must be stressed that in marked contrast to the 
central significance of Enoch in some apocalyptic circles Enoch's role in other first- 
century Jewish and Christian sources is limited. Admittedly, in the age of 
Hellenism Enoch, like so many other biblical figures, became an instrument of 
Jewish propaganda 113 , but many texts simply repeat no more than the biblical 
affirmation of his piety and his subsequent being taken away, or refer to the Enoch 
literature. For Philo, the interest in the figure of Enoch is mainly for the virtues 
and spiritual lessons he stands for"'. Josephus refers to Enoch only with much 
influential this text was in its environment. The attention given to it in modern 
scholarship does not secure its popularity in its original setting! 
112 Some line of contact of the Similitudes with Matthew (19: 28; 25: 31) has been 
positively confirmed by Theisohn (1975) 149-201, but in the case of Luke-Acts it 
seems impossible to convey positive evidence which proves Lukan dependency. 
Charles' list of references of supposed influence of I Enoch on the NT [Charles 
(1913) 180-1811 - except for Acts 10: 4 HI En 99: 3 all from the Similitudes - on a 
closer look cannot prove Lukan dependency on the Similitudes, as all references 
can be explained in terms of a common source, or a more likely OT candidate. Lk 
1: 52 // 1 En 46: 4 (Sir 10: 14; Job 12: 19; 5: 11; Ezek 21: 31); Lk 9: 35 HI En 40: 5 (cf. 
45: 3,4; 49: 2,4) (Ps 2: 7; Is 42: 1; cf. 1QpHab 9: 12); Lk 18: 7 HI En 47: 1,2 (Judg 
11: 36; Ps 21: 3 LXX; Sir 35: 22; cf. 2 Pet 3: 9); Lk 21: 28 H1 En 51: 2 (cf. 2 Bar 23: 7; 
cf. Is 63: 4; Ps 111: 9; Dan 4: 34; see further Bill. 2,256); Lk 23: 35 HI En 40: 5 (cf. 
Lk 9: 35; Is 42: 1; Jn 1: 34; 1 Pet 2: 4 [see Marshall (1978) 8691; Acts 3: 14 HI En 
53: 6 (2 Sam 23: 3; Is 32: 1; 53: 11; Zech 9: 9; cL Ps Sol 17: 35); Acts 4: 12 // I En 48: 7 
[cf. I Cor 6: 11; Herm(v) IV 2,4; cE Haenchen (1977) 215-2161; Acts 17: 31 // 1 En 
41: 9 (variant readings! ) (Dan 7: 13ff.; cf. Ps 9: 9; 96: 13; 98: 9). Nestle-Aland's index 
of loci citad vel allegati (NA 17 , 804-805) lists three supposed Lukan allusions to the 
Similitudes (1 En 39: 4 H Lk 16: 9; 1 En 51: 2 H Lk 21: 28; 1 En 63: 10 H Lk 16: 9), but 
again none of them provides sufficient proof for the claim that Luke knew or used 
the Similitudes. We must therefore assume the independence of Luke-Acts and the 
Similitudes [cE Dunn (1989) 77-78.298f. nn. 82-861. 
113 E. g. Ps-Eup 8-9, where Enoch, in conscious opposition to Egyptian and Greek 
claims, is claimed to have discovered astrology and is identified with Atlas, who in 
Greek opinion had discovered astrology (Ps-Eup, as quoted by Eusebius, PraepEv 
IX 17,2-9; ed. Holladay 175). 
11" For Philo, Enoch symbolises virtue and understanding. The triad Enosh-Enoch- 
Noah stands for klirtý - jacTaivota (Kalt PrX-ciG)crtq) - &KatoauvTj (Abr 17-26; cf. 
Praem 15-21), but this triad stands on a lower level than Abraham-Isaae-Jacob, 
11 01 107 who represent 
8t8ctcFKC1XtKij &PET11 - (POOIKII aPETT II- a(YKTITtKT 
II ape-01 (Abr 11), 
see Goodenough (1969) 121-152. In line with his allegorising tendency, Philo 
N spiritualises' Enoch's rapture. In Quaest in Gn 1,86 Philo associates Enoch's 
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restraint and reshapes the biblical Enoch story in terms of a Greek rapture [Ant I 
iii, 2 (79); iii, 4 (85-86); IX ii, 2 (28)1"'. And as for the NT, it should be noted that it 
does not engage in the wild speculations of Enochic circles either. Except for his 
(unavoidable) mentioning in the Lukan genealogy (Lk 3: 37) he is only referred to 
in Heb 11: 5 and Jud 14. In Heb 11: 5 Enoch is given a place among the faithful and 
praised on account of his faith during his earthly life116. As in Gen 5: 24, the author 
is silent on Enoch's post-rapture status. The author of Jude is well aware of the 
existence of the Enoch traditions - Jud 14 is understood best as a reference to I En 
1: 9117 - but makes no mention of his rapture or his alleged heavenly journeys. This 
restraint may well have been for christological reasons"'. Significantly, his name is 
absent in the lists of Mk 6: 15; 8: 28"9. 
4. The Elijah Tradition 
The elaborate and detailed report of Elijah's ascent to heaven (2 Kings 2: 1-18) 
stands in marked contrast to the brevity of the account of Enoch's rapture (Gen 
5: 24). The author - with an almost embarrassing lack of restraint - dramatically 
translation to heaven with that of Moses (protopropheta) and Elijah, but clearly as 
an ascent of the soul distinct from the body. Enoch's rapture marks a transition 
'from dead life to immortality' (Mut 38; cL P. ý-aem 17) or ex sensibili ilisibilique loco 
ad incorpoream et intelligibilem ideam (Quaest in Gn 1,86), his conversion (Abr 18). 
That Enoch was found no more resembles the fact that wise men are always 
difficult to rind because they are rare and withdraw from the crowds (Abr 20-23). 
See further Kraft (1978) 253-257; Luciani (1983) 43-68; Borgen (1993) 246-268. 
In the genealogy he comments: oD-roq J= Enoch] 
Ciloaq nev*re Kalt 
%-A0% C 11KOVca Tcpoq -rolý -rPtaKo(Jio1q aVEX(A)PTIGE 7rpOq TO% Ociov, 
60ev ODbe 
, ceXcuri1v aurob aivayeypayaut, Ant I iii, 4 (85); cf, IV viii, 48 (326). In discussing 
Elijah's departure from life he has Enoch (and Elijah) simply disappear from the 
A% world: nepl fw*vcot ye 'HXt'a Kalt 'Ev(A*)Xou -rot) yuvofwvou Tuporfiq enogplaq 
6-rt YCYoVa(JtV aiyaveilq, Od ev -Caiý lepa-K a' vayeypancat PtPxotr dva-rov 8' 
au-t6v ox)861ý olir&v, Ant IX ii, 2 (28). The idea of 'disappearance' is the most 
common terminus technicus in Hellenistic rapture stories [Lohfink (1971) 411. 
"' See Liihrmann (1975) 103-116. 
117 With Schelkle (1988) 163-164; Schrage (1980) 235. Contra Odeberg (1964) 559, 
who regards Jud 14 as a literal quotation from I En 60: 8 (Similitudes! ). That 
Enoch is the seventh from Adam is also found in I En 93: 3 and in rabbinical 
sources (Bill. 3,787). 
118 Adler (1978) 271-275; HJP 3/1,260-264. 
1'9 For the further Wirkungsgeschichte of Enoch (and Elijah), see Witte (1987); 
Peters (1989). 
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i pictures the details of Elijah's separation from Elisha by 'a chariot of fire and 
horses of fire' and his assumption 'in a whirlwind into heaven'. 
After the introductory statement (v-1) Elijah and Elisha are portrayed in 
a rapid change of scenes as wandering from Gilgal (v-1b) via Bethel (v. 2) 
and Jericho (v. 4) towards the Jordan (v. 6), where Elisha, in contrast with 
the 50 prophets who stayed behind (v. 7), accompanies his master to the 
very end. At the Jordan, Elijah (who, incidentally, seems to be quite 
informed about the event to take place! ) takes his mantle, rolls it up, and 
divides the water so that they can cross over on dry ground (cL Moses) 121 
(v. 8). In response to Elijah's offer to grant his pupil a wish, Elisha asks for 
Na double share of Elijah's spirit' (v. 9; Deut 21: 17). Elijah attaches a 
condition 121 to the wish: 'if you see me ... ' (v. 10). The actual rapture report 
is brief but dramatic: 'As they continued walking and talking, a chariot of 
fire and horses of fire separated the two of them, and Elijah ascended in a 
whirlwind into heaven' (v. 11). Witnessing the event, Elisha cries in 
response: 'Father, father! The chariots of Israel and its horsenien! ' (13: 14; 
112 1, cL 6: 17; 7: 6) and, seeing Elijah no more, takes his garments and rends 
them in two, thus demonstrating symbolically the final separation 
(v. 12) 123 . At his return at the bank of the river Elisha repeats the miracle 
his master performed, thereby showing that his wish has been fulfilled 
(vv. 13-14). The prophets acknowledge Elisha as rightful successor of 
Elijah (v. 15). The narrative concludes with the unsuccessful search for the 
body of Elijah (vv. 16-18). 
Form-critically, the narrative is to be classified as a 'prophetic calling story 1124 , 
marking the transition from the ministry of Elijah to that of Elisha 125 . In the 
present literary context the focus is emphatically on the successor, Elisha 126 . The 
12' For a description of Moses-Elijah parallelisms, see Schmitt (1973) 134-137. 
"' So Schmitt (1973) 72-74; contra Galling (1956) 140-141. 
122 See Galling (1956) 129-148; Beek (1972) 1-10; Schmitt (1973) 114-119. 
123 Schmitt (1973) 118-119. 
124 Schmitt (1973) 130-133. Haag (1969) 31 rejects the classification 
'Prophetenlegende' and calls the story a 'lehrhafte Erziffilung'. Schmitt (1973) 133- 
134 regards w. 16-18 as originally independent from w. 2-15 and classifies them as 
a 'prophetic anecdote. See further Hobbs (1984) 15-19 for other attempts to 
classify the story (with reservations). 
12' The story is usually assigned to the so-called Elisha-cycle rather than to the 
Elijah-cycle, so e. g. Galling (1956) 129.138; Fohrer (1957) 100; Lohfink (1971) 57; 
Schmitt (1973) 130-133; SeebaO (1982) 498. This form-critical assessment is 
criticised by Houtman (1978) 295-298, who concludes 'dat 2 Kon. 2: 1-18 zmvel het 
verhaal over het einde van Elia als het verhaal over het begin van Elia 
is. Het 
vormt de schakel tussen de verhalen rondom. Elia en de verhalen rondoin 
Elisa' 
(298, my emphasis). 
126 Note the threefold mention of Elisha's loyalty to his master (vv. 2,4,6), the double 
reference to Elisha's foreknowledge of his master's imminent rapture 
(vv. 3,4), the 
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scope of the entire section - well expressed by the prophets of Jericho: yvj)ýxtýy 
izrtyx nn znm (v. 15) - is to establish the succession of the prophetic ministry from 
Elijah to Elisha. 
The entire narrative is chiastically structured around v. 11, which thus forms the 
pivot of the story"'. Elijah's ascension marks the conclusion of his earthly career 
and is condido sine qua non for the transfer of his spirit to Elisha, the fulfilment of 
which is closely related to Elisha's seeing Elijah go to heaven. 
New in comparison with the biblical Enoch story, where the medium of 
translation remained unmentioned, is that Elijah is taken up (this is implied) in a 
fiery chariot drawn by fiery horses"', which is of course a most fitting end for the 
prophet whose career is characterised by fire (I Kings 18: 38; 2 Kings 1: 10,12; Sir 
48: 1,3)! "'. According to 1 Macc 2: 58 Elijah's ascension was a reward for his zeal 
quest for a double share of Elijah's spirit which marks him as a firstborn and legal 
successor (v. 9), his ability to repeat the miracle of the splitting of the waters, which 
serves as a proof that he received Elijah's spirit (vv. 13-14), the acknowledgement 
of his authority (v. 15), and the emphasis on the superiority of spiritual insight 
(vv. 16-18). 
127 V 11 
-6,16-18 (a); vv. 10,12 (b b'); vv. 9,13 (c c'); vv. 8,14 (d d'); vv. 7,15 (e e'); vv. 2 
(f f). For a more detailed analysis, see Hobbs (1984) 17-19. 
"' See Houtman (1978) 284-286. CE Sir 48: 9; LivPro 21: 15; GkApEzra 7: 6; cf. 
SibOr 2: 187. 
129 Schmitt (1973) 93-96 has convincingly demonstrated that the motif of the 'fiery 
chariots and the fiery horses' belongs to the OT theophany tradition. That Elijah is 
carried off 'in a whirlwind' (-, 1'iYV: 1 vv. 1,11) is puzzling, since it seems to compete 
with the fiery chariot. Do we have here two different sources? Is the mention of a 
whirlwind perhaps a rationalisation? It should be noted, at any rate, that we have 
here a motif which occurs with some frequency in Greek rapture stories [Homer, 
Odyssey 20,63-66; HomHym 5,208; Sophocles, OedCol 1659L; DiodS 111 60,3; 
DionHal, Ant H 56,2; Livy, AUC 1 16,2; Horace, Carm 1 2,42-48; Plutarch, 
Romulus 27,7; Dosiades (FGH 458 fgm 5)], but which in the OT is used in the 
context of a theophany (cc Nahum 1: 3; Zech 9: 14; Ps 18: 11; 50: 3; Ezek 1: 4; Ps 
104: 3). 
The terms to describe Elijah's ascent are rn! 7y (vv. 1,11) and ni-p! 7 (vv. 9,10; cf. Gen 
a Jappa"vca (vv. 9,10,11). The 5: 24). LXX has -nt7Y = avayo (v. 1) and rl-l)t7 = 'Va 
pass. aveX11gy0il for the act. Tlt7Y (unique in LXX, but permissible by the 
immediate context, vv. 1,3,5) reflects the influence of Greek rapture terminology, cc 
Lohfink (1971) 40. The obscure JVJX'1 '5Yn ... mpt7 
(vv. 3,5) is not terminus 
technicus [cf. Schmitt (1973) 911. As Hobbs (1984) 13, suggests, the expression may 
mean something like: 'take a person from being in charge over someone. 
Accordingly, LXX distinguishes between rj-ptp = Xcc1L0avw (vv. 3,5) and 
av0. aftPaV(0 (vv. 9,10). 
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for the Law (cE 2 Kings 19: 10,14)". 
A not 
' 
insignificant question is raised by the LXX rendering w'q etq -zo'v 
oUpavOv in 2 Kings 2: 1,11. Does w'q express criticism on Elijah's 
ascension, as if the LXX-translator were embarrassed and rationalised the 
text? "' This is possible 132 . But it should be noted that k qualifies e1q -ro'v 
o0pcmv rather than ave)OlftyOTI, that is, stricto sensu the issue under 
attack is the terminus ad quem, not the rapture event itselL After all, why 
would a translator apologise for a story which Greeks of all people would 
appreciate the most? Another possibility deserves attention. In obvious 
competition with the view that Elijah was now in heaven (that is, in God's 
presence) some rabbinic sources express the opinion that he lived 
somewhere hidden on earth (e. g. on Mount Carmel) or in Paradise, 
awaiting his future return 133 . R. Yose ben Chalafta (± 130-160 AD) denied 
that Elijah went to heaven on dogmatic grounds, since this contradicted 
Ps 115: 16, where it is said that heaven is God's dwelling-place, not 
man fs 134. Syr has in vv. 1,11 X)Y3VJ VN'3 'towards heaven, heavenwardS"35. 
This debate may go back to the days of LXX on the following grounds: 1. 
the same v. 1. is found in some MSS of 1 Macc 2: 58 (undoubtedly under the 
influence of the present passage) 136 ; 2. in Sir 48: 9 LXX (+ Vg) both termini 
ad quem Zlt7yn and It: )1-11)3137 (Syr again has 'heavenwards') are omitted; 
3. Sir 48: 12 replaces a terminus ad quem 'in the (heavenly) chambers' 
(v. 12) by the medium/agency 'in a whirlwind'. This all lends weight to the 
suggestion that the LXX translator did not so much criticise Elijah's 
rapture as such, but that he wanted to express his unwillingness to believe 
138 Elijah was in heaven 
As in the case of Enoch, Elijah's non-conventional departure from the world and 
the conviction that he was alive somewhere formed a natural springboard for belief 
"' Perhaps I Mace 4: 46 and 14: 41 also have Elijah in mind [so Wiener (1978) 381. 
131 Schmitt (1973) (53.142. )145-151; Ginzberg 6 (1928) 322-323 n. 32; Goldstein 
(1976) 241 n. 58. 
132 Cf. DiodS 11 20,1 11y6vtoev ... wq ciý 
Ocok; Plutarch, Romulus 27,5: 6q 
IAI avilpnaaýwvov Eiq OCOU'ý. 
133 References in Bill. 4/2,765-766. 
134 Suk 5a Itr. Soncino Talmud 151. 
13' TFormProph 2 Kings 2: 1,11 (ed. Sperber 2,273-274; tr. Harrington-Saldarini 
266-267). 
136 For the attestation of (x')q, see Kappler (1990) 61. Codex V has gcaý, which is 
certainly secondary, see Schmitt (1973) 146 Anm. 205. Critical judgement is 
divergent. Rahlfs 1 (1979) 1046 rejects (A)q; Swete 3 (1912) 601 and Kappler (1967) 
61 accept it. 
13' Although olt? Y)3 could be left untranslated, because the idea was probably 
included in the prep. 'Ava- and It])-11)3 may not have been in LXX's copy. The 
fact that in 2 Kings 2: 1,11 and 2 Mace 2: 58 the terminus ad quem is likewise a 
matter of dispute is suggestive. 
13' Different Smend (1906) 460; Schmitt (1973) 140-141. 
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in the possibility of his return and renewed activity among the people. The earliest 
expression of belief in a return of Elijah is found in Mal 3: 23-24 MT 139, ", here God 
promises to send the prophet Elijah 'before the great and terrible day of the LORD 
comes' (Wil)-ill 511)-il -M-W 01) XII ))05), to prepare the covenant people for 
God's visitation at the day of judgement"'. His specific task is here described as 
timax-, 5Y tr3a : 151 tr): 1-5y nnx-: 15 : VVXI), i. e. 'to turn the heart of fathers to 
the children, and the heart of the children to their fathers', envisaging a 
reconciliation between the generations"', or 'to turn the heart of the fathers (to 
God) with the children, and the heart of the children (to God) with their fatherst, 
thus restoring the covenant commun ity 142. 
In Sir 48: 9-12 the ascension of Elijah and the Malachi prophecy have merged into 
a coherent picture 143 . Beyond Mal 3: 23-24 Elijah is now expected ýto restore the 
tribes of Israel' (7WIV) )V: 1Y) Kalt Ka-raa-cýcrat quxaq laicwp), a task 
elsewhere ascribed to the Servant of YHWH (Is 49: 6 : VVJ-j1t7 t7WIV) )TN31 : 1'17y) 
)V-aV-31X tP-11.71-15 CFTýOat TM; qVAaq 1C1KG)P Kal TT)V (31aCF7rOPaV rUb lapallx 
e7ria-rpC*at) (cf. Ezek 47: 13-48: 29; Ps Sol 17: 28). Unfortunately, the Hebrew text 
139 A later addition according to a scholarly majority. For a defence of the 
authenticity of Mal 3: 22-24, see Aalders (1952) 2849- Verhoef (1972) 266-267. 
140 The suggestion that Malachi here foresees a personal return of the historical 
Elijah has however not gone unchallenged. Especially in the light of the association 
of Elijah with John the Baptist (Mk 9: 13 H Mt 17: 12; Lk 1: 17; 7: 27) and the 
analogy with 'the prophet like Moses', his words are sometimes taken as to 
announce the manifestation of an Elijah-like figure, rather than a reappearance of 
Elijah himself,, so e. g. Keil (1888) 715; Verhoef (1972) 271-272. The mere 
designation of this eschatological figure as W: Wil (MT) would not be an 
obstacle for later exegetes to interpret this person as 'someone like Elijah'. It is, 
however, interesting to see that LXX renders W: 13-il I)t7K as HXtav tbv 
Ouipl-cqv (cL 1 Kings 17: 1), thereby suggestively strengthening the reference to 
the historical Elijah. 
141 So LXX. 
142 Verhoef (1972) 273-274. 
143 Unless otherwise indicated, texts are from Vattioni (1968). V. 9 poetically 
resumes 2 Kings 2: 11. Except for the suppression of the termini ad quem (supra 
p. 82), the variations between LXX and its original are of minor significance. 
Aa-1)Laqf (vv. 9,12 LXX) and cruucret(yftoý (2 Kings 2: 1,11) are translation variants 
for -oI'IYV (Job 38: 1). LXX (+ Vg) adds 7rupbq (but not in v. 12; cE vv. 1,3). Some 
LXX MSS (+ Vg) omit icalt, possibly to strengthen the identity of the 'whirlwind' 
and the 'chariots of fiery horses'. 
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of v. 11 has been badly damaged. Line 'a' probably read ... InIm Ix-I -lv)N 
'blessed he who sees you and dies', but what follows (perhaps an explanatory 
comment) is so mutilated that it is impossible to restore the original text beyond 
the level of conjecture 
144 
. This is complicated by the fact that LXX suffered from 
several editorial operations. Given the use of the second person in vv. 4-10, Elijah 
rather than YHWIFI is addressed 145 . The reference is more likely to the return of 
Elijah"' than to his earthly life"7. The sense of the words may be best captured in 
the translation: 'blessed he who has seen you before he dies' 148 . For an author alien 
to the idea of an afterlife such as Ben Sira 149 , it makes good sense to call a blessing 
upon those who will see Elijah before they die, i. e. experience the blessing of his 
preparatory actions before the Day of the Lord and thus witness the dawn of the 
age of salvation'5'. 
The intertestamental pseudepigrapha contain but a few references to Elijah's 
ascent into heaven. I En 89: 53 (Dream Visions) most likely has Elijah in view, who 
is taken up into heaven by 'the Lord of the sheep' to protect him from his 
adversaries. In 90: 31 Elijah is probably to be identified with 'that ram"51, but he is 
largely overshadowed by the figure of Enoch (which is, of course, hardly surprising 
in a corpus in which Enoch figures as the prominent hero of Israel's past). I En 
"' Vattioni (1968) 263 (following Levi) reconstructs: -win - rml ... I ... m) IM-1 '1VX. Box, Oesterley (1913) 501; Shekan, Di Lelia (1987) 531-532 n. 11. 
145 As in 47: 14-20 (Solomon), the direct address (48: 4-11) is a literary device rather 
than an expression of Elijah's continued existence. 
146 Shekan, Di Lelia (1987) 534. 
147 Box, Oesterley (1913) 501 n. 11: 'those that saw Elijah in the flesh were blessed, 
though they died. 
` To limit the blessing to a particular individual in Israel's past makes little or no 
sense (why, if e. g. Elisha were in view, refer to his death? ). Rather the blessing 
should be understood in general terms (LXX has the plural) as a reference to those 
who are alive when Elijah returns. 
'4" Shekan, Di Lella (1987) 530.534 and especially 83-87; further Box, Oesterley 
n Cil(YWOa) is cer ainly a later (1913) 501. V. 11c LXX (Kai yap -9'geiq Cwi- t 
insertion by Ben Sira's grandson. 
"" V. 12 (Hebr) is also mutilated. According to Levi's reconstruction on the basis of 
LXX (followed by Vattioni 263), the original text was: ... 
L-71M) rnyvi -Inul -Ivw) 
(LXX: 'Miaq K P'. v XalXant iorcenacrOil, ... ). See 
for other attempts: 
Smend (1906) 461-462; Box, Oesterley (1913) 501. 
" Black (1985) 279, in opposition to the attempt of Milik (1971) 359, to identify 
the ram with Judas Maccabeus. 
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93: 8 (Apocalypse of Weeks) possibly refers to the ascension of Elijah, but as in the 
Dream Visions, he is not mentioned by name. 4 Ezra 6: 26 (cf. 14: 9) also refers to 
the ascension and eschatological reappearance of Elijah (and Enoch). 
In comparison with the dramatic description of 2 Kings 2, Josephus gives an 
extremely sober report on Elijah's end ('reXcu-r7l) in Ant IX ii, 2 (28). No mention of 
chariots of fire and fiery horses, no whirlwind, no dramatic action whatsoever. 
Instead, Josephus interprets the biblical account with the help of Greek rapture 
terminology and speaks twice rather vaguely about Elijah's becoming 'invisible' 
and about the fact that nobody knows of his (and Enoch's) death. The terminus ad 
quem remains vague: 
Ka-r' mccivov 8c' ro'v icatpov (= during the reign of the wicked king 
Joram) 'Hlt'aq c'E a'VOP(A)7r(jL)V II'(P(XVt'(YOll Kalt OD8C'tq C"YV(A) ttEXPt 'Uýq Av-%, 
UTIttCPOV aUTOD TTIV TEXEDTTIV* AaOIJTýV 8C 'E)LtG(YCCiOV Ka'rCXt7rCVq 6ý 
Kalt 71PO"TCPOV C'8TjX(A')G(X)ICV. IIIEPI ftC'VTOt YC ' HX I'a K alt 'Ev(A')Xot) Tob 
YCVOftCVOO TCPO Týý E'7[Oppptaq C'V Ta^tq tEpaiq a'VaYC'YpaT[TaE PIPXOIý, 
O-rt yeyova(jtv ccq)avptq, Oava-rov 6' al')-rcov 0i'Miq 0'18ev. ", 
His modesty may be due to his rationalising tendency 153 , although he does not go 
so far as to deny Elijah's rapture. According to some traditions, Elijah made 
occasional post-rapture appearances from heaven (2 Chron 21: 12 seemed to 
suggest that at that time he was still alive). Josephus seems to be familiar with such 
a tradition [Ant IX v, 2 (99)1154 , but this does not seem to be eschatologically 
qualified. 
In the writings of Philo, Elijah and his ascension do not play a significant role (see 
Imm 136-139). 
The NT, on the other hand, gives ample evidence of popular belief in the return of 
Elijah: as a rumour reaching king Herod (Mk 6: 15 H Lk 9: 8); as a popular 
speculation noticed by the disciples (Mk 8: 28 H Mt 16: 14 H Lk 9: 19); as a question 
addressed to John the Baptist (Jn 1: 21). Beyond the popular level, the scribes 
appear to believe in Elijah's return before the establishment of the messianic 
115 kingdom (Mk 9: 11-13 H Mt 17: 10-13) . Possibly Elijah's appearance on 
the 
152josephus, Ant IX ii, 2 (28). Cf. Heb 11: 5. 
153So Marcus (1937) 17 n. c For a general treatment, see Moehring (1973) 376-383. 
154 According to the interpretation of Ginzberg 4 (1913) 202. But this is disputable! 
155 Despite Robinson (1962) 28-52; Faierstein (1981) 75-86 [response by Allison 
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Mount of Transfiguration (Mk 9: 2-10parr 156 -) also reflects this tradition . 
Summarising, first-century Judaism and emergent Christianity were quite 
familiar with the idea that Elijah since his spectacular ascent to heaven was 
reserved there by God for a future reentry. At the end of time he would return 
from heaven to perform his role in the eschatological drama, be it as forerunner of 
the Messiah or as a Messianic figure hiMSelf457. How this bears on the ascension 
theme in Luke-Acts will be discussed in chapters 3 and 6. 
5. The Moses Tradition 
Given the straightforward description of Moses' death and burial in Deut 34: 5-8 
it may come somewhat as a surprise to find in some circles an expressed belief that 
Moses in fact had not died but had been bodily transferred to heaven. Yet among 
the various legends about Moses' final days there is a rather persistent tradition - 
embroidering on the biblical affirmation that 'no one knows his burial place to this 
day' (Deut 34: 6) - that Moses had been bodily taken up into the heavenly 
sanctuary"'. SifDev 357, e. g., preserves an anonymous tradition of Moses' escape 
(1984) 256-2581 and Fitzmyer (1985) 295-296, this seems to be the correct 
understanding of the words. It is difficult to see why the scribes were made 
mouthpiece if this did not originate with them. 
156 The tradition of Elijah's ascent and return is further taken up in GkApEzra 7: 6; 
LivPro 21: 15; ActPil 15: 1 (EvAp 264-265.319); Pes 5b; TPsJ Deut 30: 4 (ed. Clarke 
246; tr. Etheridge 2,653); Justin, Dial 49 (PG 6,581-584; Elias redivivus); 
Tertullian, Res 22 (PL 2,825); cf. Lactantius, Inst VII 17,1-3; Commodian, 
CarmDuoPop 833-864. 
157 In post-70 AD rabbinic Judaism Elijah has become one of the most popular 
religious figures, who as a heavenly scribe writes down the origin and deeds of men 
in a book, renders service to the deceased patriarchs of Israel, occasionally 
conducts the souls of the righteous into the Garden of Eden, and, above all, acts as 
an intercessor and helper in times of need, especially for the weak and oppressed 
(perhaps already in Mk 15: 34-35). Different from Enoch-Metatron, according to 
later mysticism Elijah did not experience a transformation of his body so that he 
could easily return to the earth to help people in need [Gutmann, Aberbach 
(1971) 
6381. See further Ginzberg 4 (1913) 193-235; 6 (1928) 316-342; Edersheim 2 (1927) 
706-709; Bill. 4/2,764-798; K6nig, Grossman (1925) 121-127; Daube (1956) 20-26; 
HJP 2,515-516; Gutmann, Aberbach (1971) 632-642; Wiener (1978); Oswald 
(1982) 502-504; Willems (1988) 91-114. 
"' References to Moses' mysterious death and/or (bodily) assumption are collected 
in: Bill. 1,754-756; Ginzberg 3 (1911) 463-481; 5 (1925) 148-168 (see index in vol. 7 
s. v. Moses); Volz (1934) 194-195.197; Jeremias (1967) 853-857; 
Meeks (1967) 122- 
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from death and his present priestly activity in heaven: 
oy ow )-11)) P-11,5 -ly. )K)) ov) IN--) 'Inx) -Ilt7yntp 31-ly)y-)) -t): ))y x5x 
159 Ivy-) nn W) t)), Iy-))x w) 
According to MHG Gen 5: 24 (drawing upon a supposedly Tannaitic source) 
Moses was one of the three choice persons who entered heaven alive: 
-, )V-))D) 1))r) 11-1 )t7x) -ti)-I)oa )t7y x3min"o. 
In Yalkut Shim'oni God grants Moses the quite exceptional privilege of ascending 
to heaven (i. e. alive) instead of descending into Sheol as all other creatures: 
/w -)-, I 5m 
5)mvj, 5 nyt-11) np-l! J-11 16 1. 
In Christian circles Augustine makes a passing reference to the doctrine that e! ) 
Moses did not die, though he cautiously hands it down as a (minority) opinion of 
others: 
Non desunt, qui etiam Moysen asserant vivere; quia scliptum est eius 
sepulcrum non inveniti, et apparuit cum Domino in monte, ubi et Eliasfuit, 
quem mortuum legimus non esse, sed raptum"'. 
The critical question for the present investigation - how far does this tradition 
reach back? - is complicated by a number of methodological problems. In so far as 
this tradition has been taken up in the Christian tradition, it stands under the 
suspicion of drawing out the conclusion of what Moses' appearance at the 
125.156-159 (Non-Rabbinic Jewish sources); 209-214 (Rabbinic Haggada); 244-254 
(Samaritan sources); cE 296-301 (Fourth Gospel); FPsG 63-67; Lolifink (1971) 61- 
69; Loewenstamin (1972) 185-217; Purvis (1973) 93-117; Haacker, Schaffer (1974) 
147-174; HJP 3/1,284-286; Fossum (1985) 129-144. 
"9 SifDev 357 (ed. Finkelstein 428; tr. Hammer 381). Par. MTann 224; Sot 13b. 
160 MHG Gen 5: 24 (ed. Margulies 132 (ýL! Ylp); tr. Jeremias (1967) 855). On the 
disputed authenticity, see Himmelfarb (1978) 259. 
161 
y (ed. Landau 2,958; tr. Meeks (1967) 209-210). 
162 Augustine, CommJoh 74,2 (CChr. SL 36,68 1). The appeal to Moses' appearance 
on the Mount of Transfigu ration is of course an argument of specifically Christian 
provenance. CE Ambrose, De Cain et Abel 1 2,8 (PL 14,337). Contra Lohrink 
(1971) 68, Jerome (CommAmos M 9,6; CChr. SL 76,340) cannot be taken as to 
support the tradition of Moses' bodily rapture: though he associates Moses with 
Enoch and Elijah, it should be noted that he immediately passes over to include 
Paul's experience as well. The common denominator of all four is the fact that each 
of them has been in heaven some way or another (Enoch and Elijah by means of 
their bodily assumption, Moses after his mysterious burial and Paul during a 
mystical experience). 
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Transfiguration and his eschatological comeback in Rev 11: 3-12 seemed to imply. 
Furthermore, the Moses tradition is a complex one and it is here that a proper 
distinction of the various 'ascension forms' becomes most imperative. While 
Moses' ascent on Sinai to receive the Law (Ex 24) was widely interpreted as an 
ascent to heaven, in the course of which Moses was enthroned as king and was 
even deified 163 , this tradition should be carefully distinguished from the 
speculations about his rapture, because it represents a heavenly journey type of 
ascension, that is, a temporary visit to heaven during his lifetime to receive divine 
revelations, rather than an Entrfickung that concludes his earthly life". Similar 
reservations should be urged against Moses' heavenly exaltation in the so-called 
'Throne Vision' in Ezekiel the Tragedian (second century BC) 165 , which is no more 
than a metaphorical description of Moses' exaltation with a different historical 
reference, viz. his role as leader of the Exodus"". Furthermore, given the plain 
affirmation of Scripture it is unlikely that the belief that Moses had not died was a 
very widespread tradition. Besides, if Moses is said to ascend to heaven at the end 
of his life, this does not necessarily conflict with the tradition of his death as long as 
"' Philo, Quaest in Ex 2,29 tsee Meeks (1967) 122-1251. CC Jub 1: 1-4,26; prologue; 
LAB 32: 9; 2 Bar 59: 5-11. Both Philo and Josephus do not hesitate to speak of 
3 Moses in terms of a Odtoý ckvqp, see Bieler 1 (1935) 18f.; 2 (1936) 30-J4; Meeks 
(1967) 138-142. But we should note the valuable criticisms on the concept by Tiede 
(1973); Holladay (1977), and, recently Koskenniemi (1994). 
164 See on Moses' Sinai ascents, Meeks (1967). It is disputed whether Ps-Orph 32-36 
describes an apotheosis of Moses. Possibly the reference is to God rather than 
Moses. 
"' EzekTrag [as quoted by Eusebius, PraepEv 9,29 and ClemAlex, Stromata 1,23 
(155,1-7) (GCS 52/2,96-98), both citing Alexander Polyhistor (FPsG 210f. )] 
describes a heavenly exaltation vision of Moses, describing his investiture as king 
(GKýIUPOV 456 JL01 7UaPCU)K6 Kal Ctiq OPOVOV ftCY(XV / CTMEV Ka0fiGOCtV 
PcicFtXtKo"v 6' MwKe ftot / biLabTlAa KCU akk C'K 0 OV(A)V 
X(A)PiCuat) and his 
installation to the prophetic office (6*et rd 'r ovua ra Te npoTof) Ta 0' 
V ba-repov). Interestingly, this 'exaltation' is neither connected with the Sinai ascent 
nor with his final assumption. On this passage see further Horst 
(1983) 21-29; 
Jacobson (1983) 89-97. 
166 In the period of Judaism just before the emergence of Christianity there 
is (in 
both Hellenistic and Palestinian Judaism) an outspoken tendency to extol and 
glorify the person of Moses beyond recognition, e. g. in the writings of 
Eupolemus, 
Artapanus, Aristobulus, and Ezekiel the Tragedian. See Jeremias (1967) 849-864; 
Tiede (1973) 101-240; Holladay (1977) passim; Droge (1989) 12-48; Hafemann 
(1990) 79-104. 
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it remains within the conceptual borders of an assumption of the soul. Such 
traditions are e. g. preserved in the so-called Assumption of Moses 167 , the writings 
of Philo"', and in the so-called 'duplex Moses tradition' 169 ; texts which, despite 
their abundant use of rapture terminology, are little more than solemn 
affirmations of Moses' death and the subsequent passing of his soul into heaven"'. 
"' AsMos 10: 12: Erunt enim a morte, receptione m<ea> usque ad adventum ifflus 
tempora CCL quaefiunt (ed. Tromp 20). Charles 2 (1913) 422 takes receptionem as 
an addition by the editor, who combined the 'Testament of Moses' (which told of 
Moses' death) and 'the Assumption of Moses' (which told of Moses' assumption). 
With Tromp, however, the m is more likely to be an abbreviated mea [so also 
Haacker, Schfifer (1974) 160 Anm. 31 (contra A. Ceriani); cf. Brandenburger 
(1976) 77-78 Anm. 12a], rather than an incongruous case ending. In the extant text 
it is thus apposite to a morte: a morte receptione mea, i. e. 'from (my) death, (that 
is) my assumption', 'from (my) death, (that is) the assumption of my soul' (to 
heaven, I would suggest, not, as Tromp (1993) 239 suggests, to the realm of death). 
Priest (1983) 933 n. h, translates 'my death and burial', but this has not much to 
commend it. Tromp has an excellent discussion on pp. 270-285 on the lost ending of 
the Assumption of Moses, which according to Charles, may have contained a story 
of Moses' ascension. Building on the form-critical distinctions offered by Lohrink, 
he concludes: '... As. Mos. is likely to have narrated the end of Moses' terrestrial 
life as a death followed by the burial of his body by Michael and the ascent of a 
spiritual part of his person to heaven, possibly accompanied or transferred there 
by the archangel' (285). A more audacious attempt to reconstruct the content of 
the lost ending is undertaken by Bauckham (1990) 235-280. 
118 Though Philo explicitly compares Moses' end with the fate of Enoch and Elijah 
[hoc donum (i. e. his translation) etprotopropheta (i. e. Moses) assequutus est, nam 
ifflus quoque seputchrum nemo scivit, Quaest in Gn 1,861, this may mean no more 
than that all three departed life in a non-conventional way. In the actual 
description of Moses' departure, Philo is clearly thinking of an assumption of his 
soul (HtMos 2,288). Moses' final ascent is a transition from mortal to immortal life 
('K OvTlr ^q ((, )ýq cK Hava-rov Pfov Virt 76), whereby his imprisoned soul leaves e T1 
the body (Tot) pz t (nCP1nCYUK0'-C04) Tceptatpou v (Y(A)tta*roq OUTPEOU 8`K71V fWVoUq 
A%% .010, V6F, nooouailq Týq 6e *Vxýq WCOYDAVOUREV11q KM TTIV KCC'U(X (P1)(11V r, **ý 0 
ILe-ravda-rautv Virt 76). This however does not prohibit Philo in the dramatic 
description in HtMos 2,291 to use rapture terminology (including the heavenly 
chariot as a means of transportation). 
It should be noted, incidentally, that Moses' final 'ascent' to deity is patterned 
after his earlier ascents on Sinai, rather than the reverse. This means that not the 
rapture/assumption scheme, but Moses' heavenly ascents bring in the notion of 
exaltatio n-deifi cation. 
169 ClemAlex, Stromata 6,15 (132,2-3) (GCS 52/29 498); Origen, HomJos 2,1; 
Euodius, EpAug 158,6 (FPsG 65-66) [cf. Lohfink (1971) 66-671. 
170 With regard to IQ22, Milik (1955) 91 suggests: 'On peut supposer que la 
composition s'achevait par la mort de Moise et eventuellement, son ascension'. 
Ifq s 
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Unlike the Enoch and Elijah traditions, which could expand quite uncontrolledly 
due to Scripture's silence, anyone who deviated from the biblical Moses tradition 
would have to account for it. 
Josephus is our oldest source for the belief that Moses escaped death and was 
translated. At the end of his section on the life of Moses 171 , Josephus relates how 
Moses bids the people farewell and accompanied by the elders of Israel, Eleazar 
and Joshua, ascends Mount Abaris 172 . Having left the elders behind, Moses, 
Eleazar and Joshua move to a higher location. Josephus then continues: 
(Moses) aunaCoýw'vou 6c'Ka'tco'v '&caCapov a&uoý Ka"t t6 v 'Iil(yobv 
K(XI 7ZPOGOfLtXOf)V'M; V"Ttq MPOI-4 at(pVt8tOV I'MCP (XU'rOV CFVXVTOý 
11 0 a(pccvt(eTat K(x*ra Ttvoq (papayyoq- ycypayc 6' ainbv iv Tajq tepa-iq 
Ptfpý. otq TeOvew-ra, kfaaq Irl 8t' 67rcppoXlkjv Tl-lq nept avrov apCTTJý 
I^ 173 7rp6q T60ciov at')To- v a'vaX(A)pTj(jatTOXAlqG(A)(JtV UUMV . 
A number of formal criteria suggest that this is a typical rapture report: 
I U-(PaVICOgCCt (which Josephus uses also for Elijah and Enoch 174) is the most 
common terminus teehnieus for a Greek rapture"'. The otherwise unparalleled 
avaXwpTlcrat is exactly the same as the one used in the phrase irpk -rO' Odov 
17 (ayVj8tOV)177 
case of Enoch 6. The notion of 'suddenness' t and the cloud motif are 
standard features in Hellenistic rapture stories 178 . The incident, 
furthermore, is 
viewed from a spectator perspective. And although the location of the event, on a 
mountain, was dictated by the biblical tradition it is nevertheless a happy 
coincidence that the same motif abundantly appears in Graeco-Roman rapture 
the analogy with the biblical account and other Moses-literature suggests, the 
composition indeed contained a reference to Moses' death, ascension' can only 
denote 'assumption of the soul' here. 
"' On Josephus' general treatment of Moses, see Feldman (1992) 285-328; (1992) 
7-50; (1993) 301-330. 
172 Josephus, Ant IV viii, 48 (325). 
173 Josephus, Ant IV viii, 48 (326). 
174 Josephus, Ant LX ii, 2 (28). 
175References in Friedrich (1973) 54 Anm. 60. 
176 Josephus, Ant I iii, 4 (85); cf. III v, 7 (96) (hypothetically of Moses). 
177 Livy, A UC 1,16 (subito); DiodS H 20,1 (-raX&aý); 11160,3 (ýCatyvT)ý); Plutarch, 
Romulus 27,5; Camillus 33,7 (dyvw); cL I Cor 15: 52 (kv &, rogq), E', v 
P17U. I 
6y0a, Xftob); 2 Bar 46: 2 ('quickly'). 
178 Cf. esp. Apollodorus, Bibliotheca H 7,7: veyoq ýnoa-rdv ... akov. 
Further 
DionHalq Antiquitates 17792. 
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stories"'. Most striking, finally, is that Josephus bypasses the biblical description 
of Moses' burial. 
That this is a rapture report in the strict sense has, however, not gone 
unchallenged"'. It has been suggested that Josephus clearly speaks about Moses' 
end in terms of death elsewhere"' and that the unusual terminus ad quem (a 
T&payE) rules out the possibility of Moses' assumption into heaven or Paradise"'. 
If Josephus employs rapture language, it is argued, it is to communicate Moses' 
death. A closer look, however, reveals that these arguments cannot be decisive. The 
use of death terminology as such is not per se incompatible with a belief in a bodily 
rapture, as we pointed out earlier 183 . The terminus ad quem has obviously been 
derived from the biblical account, which makes explicit mention of Moses' death 
and burial 'in a valley [(K)))] in the land of Moab' (Deut 34: 6). This has been 
misunderstood by LXX, who took )) as a nomen proprium (]Pat). It should be 
noted that elsewhere LXX renders the Hebrew )) by (papayE184., which, in turn, not 
only means 'valley' but also 'ravine"". For Hellenistic readers there would be 
nothing surprising about a rapture into a valley or ravine, given the ancient 
tradition of 'cave raptures' 186 . Moreover, the Palestinian Targumic tradition on 
Deut 33: 21 speaks explicitly of the preparation of the cave for Moses' burial"'. 
This is, of course, a different tradition., but it proves that there is nothing 
References in Lohrink (1971) 43. 
It has been questioned e. g. by Haacker, SchNfer (1974) 147-151; Tabor (1989) 
225-238. 
"' Josephus, Ant IV viii, 49 (330). 
182 Haacker, Schaffer (1974) 150 Anm. 13-15. 
Supra p. 56 n. L 
Deut 4: 46; Josh 15: 78 (2x); 2 Chron 14: 9; 26: 9; 2 Ezra 12: 15 H 2: 15 NIT; 13: 13 
Neh 3: 13 MT; 21: 30 v. 1. H Neh 11: 30 MT; Ps 59: 2 H 60: 2 MT; Zech 14: 5 (2x); Is 
22: 1,5; 40: 4 (= Lk 3: 5); Jer 7: 31,32 (2x); 39: 35 H 32: 35 NIT; Ezek 6: 3; 31: 12; 35: 8; 
36: 4. 
115 1 En 24: 2; 26: 3,4 (2x), 5,6; 27: 1; 30: 1,3; LetAris 118: 3; Josephus, BJ I vii, 4 
(147); VI ii, 8 (161); TIss 1: 5; SibOr 3: 457,682. 
186 See Rohde 1 (1925) 128-145; Strecker (1962) 467-468, with reference to Homer, 
Mas 2,546-550; Philostratus, VhAp 8,30; Pausanias 9,37-39; Apollodorus, 
BiNiotheca 3,2; DiodS V 59,4; Sophocles, OedCol 1661f., 1681; Herodotus, Hist 
4,94-96; DiodS IV 82,6. 
187 TPsJ Deut 33: 21 (ed. Clarke 253; tr, Etheridge 2,679); SifDev 355 (ed. 
Finkelstein 418; tr. Hammer 372); MTann 219. 
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spectacular about linking Moses' end with a valley, a ravine or the like. Josephus' 
rapture story, then, would appeal to the Greeks and Romans, without leaving the 
terminological confines of the biblical narrative"'. 
Others 189 , admitting that we have here a reference to Moses' rapture, suggest that 
Josephus dissociates himself from this tradition, taking the second part of the text 
to be Josephus' dismissal of the tradition., interpreting the phrase to mean 
something like: 'Moses was caught up (it is said), but this cannot be true, because 
he wrote in the scriptures that he died'. However, Josephus does not assign the 
rapture speculation to popular belief - as he did axpressis verbis in Ant III v, 7 (95- 
98)! - but he simply records what he believed to be the facts. Since the facts, 
however, so obviously run counter with the biblical record of Moses' death, he is 
forced to give an explanation of this apparent discrepancy. This is what he does in 
what follows. The following rendering of the rather ambiguous Greek brings to the 
surface that which seems to be at the heart of the issue (with italics to indicate 
where the emphasis is): 'but he wrote"' himself in the holy scriptures that he died, 
for fear people would venture to say that it was on account of his outstanding virtue 
that he went (back) to deity [= was taken up into heaven]'. In other words, Moses, 
knowing in advance of his coming rapture (like Elijah! ), apparently wanted to 
avoid any notion of merit on his own part"'. 
The crucial remaining question is why Josephus, familiar with the biblical 
tradition of Moses' death and burial, deliberately deviates from 'the plain words of 
Scripture'. The answer must either be that Josephus reinterpreted the biblical 
"' Cf. ClemAlex, Stromata 6,15 (13292) (GCS 52/29 498) (yapayE! ). 
"9 Bill. 1,753; Jeremias (1967) 855; Lohfink (1971) 61-69; Talbert (1975) 424-425; 
Feldman, in: James (1971) cvi; Tromp (1993) 284. Admittedly Josephus distances 
himself from the idea in Ant HI v97 (95-97), but there the situation is different (the 
ascent on Mount Sinai to receive the Law). 
'90 IPC'ypaq)u has a personal subject here (he, i. e. Moses). For a formal 'it is written' 
Josephus. usually has ycypa7vrat [see Rengstorf 1 (1973) s. v. ypa(p(A)I. 
NIS L has in 
fact yCypa7vrat, Lat. scyiptum est [Niese 1 (1955) 290 Anm. 11. 
A speculation already prepared for in Ant UI v, 7 (97): ro' 
imo' -roD^ Ocob npo'ý 
U1, Yr 6V ftu-rau-rýval 81a -rI, IV 71POGOtmav aPETTIV ElKo-ý vottiCov-caý 
(cf, LAB 12: 2 
ed. Harrington 126). Josephus' otherwise laudable portrait of 
Moses (supra p. 90 
n. 171) would of course prepare his Hellenistic readers 
for such a dramatic 
denouement. 
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Moses tradition himself in view of his Hellenistic readership, as he did with Enoch 
and Elijah, or that he was acquainted with a particular tradition of Moses' bodily 
assumption"'. In both cases, the existence of a tradition of Moses' bodily rapture is 
brought back at least to the end of the, first century AD193. 
If we have rightly interpreted Josephus' account, the perplexing question of 
whether Moses' appearance at the Mount of Transfiguration ý(Mk 9: 4 // Mt 17: 3 // 
Lk 9: 30) implies his previous rapture into heaven 194 may be answered more 
confidently in the positive"'. If, furthermore, we may take the Transfiguration 
scene to be a 'scene of eschatological anticipation "9, we then have a clear analogy 
of the Henoch et Elias redituri tradition, following the rapture-preservation- 
(eschatological) return pattern'". Later Christian sources affirm a future return of 
Moses'". The crucial issue is whether the doctrine of Moses' eschatological return 
is a Christian innovation on the basis of the Enoch and Elijah speculations or a 
deduction from current Jewish expectations. Unfortunately, we are on rather 
192 Haufe (1961) 109. Meeks (1967) 140-141, believes that Josephus rationalises an 
account of Moses' ascension, and concludes: 'Josephus here makes himself 
mouthpiece, not of the tradition that Moses was translated, ... but of a tradition 
that already fears that that notion leads to idolatry' (141). 
"' If our line of interpretation is correct and Josephus claims a rapture for Enoch, 
Elijah and Moses, the thesis of Tabor (1989) 225-238, followed by Feldman (1994) 
80-81, that Josephus shows an ambivalence with regard to the raptures of Enoch 
and Elijah because he wished to prevent them from being regarded superior to 
Moses (who had died), cannot stand. Perhaps LAB 19: 16 (ed. Harrington 164) (cf. 
20: 2) consciously opposes the view that Moses had not died JcL Perrot, Bogaert 2 
(1976) 136; Harrington (1985) 328 n. u. ]. That Ps-Philo has Moses die super 
exce/sam terrain [= on Mount Abarim] et in lumine todus orhis (contrary to the 
biblical account) may be for apologetic reasons, viz. to have Moses' death publicly 
confirmed; cE TMos 1: 15. If so, the suggestion of Haacker, Schiffer (1974) 155-156, 
that LAB 19 marks a transition to an Entrfickungsvorstellung, can be taken in 
reverse (i. e. a relics of a rapture tradition). 
194 Yes: Jeremias (1967) 855.866 n. 213; Haufe (1961) 109; Strecker (1962) 472 
('vielleicht'); Lohfiink (1971) 68; Saito (1977) 37-38. No: Bill. 1,753. 
Note furthermore, that the appearance of Moses and Elijah kv 860EIn (Lk 9: 31) 
marks them, at least as far as Luke is concerned, as heavenly figures, Marshall 
(1978) 384; Fitzmyer (1981) 800. 
'96Marshall (1978) 384. 
197 Note that Josephus does not reflect upon Moses' post-rapture status and 
activities. 
198 Rev 11: 3-12 JcE Charles 1 (1920) 288; Black (1978) 227]; SibOr 5: 256-257 
(perhaps). 
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unsteady ground here because the expectation of the 'prophet like Moses"" would 
be a natural alternative to a return of Moses in personam. In addition, sources that 
affirm a personal return of Moses are late and, in the case of the few rabbinic 
sources that speak of Moses' eschatological reentry"', are connected with his 
future resurrection from the dead, not with his rapture. In Samaritanism, an 
eschatological return of Moses is expected in the medieval Book of Joshua"'. If the 
fivefold prayer for the coming of Moses in Memar Marqah 2: 8 (-iIVJY3 Mal -M: 1) 
05VJa )71))) also envisages an eschatological role for MoseS202, this tradition goes 
back at least as far as the fourth century AD 203 . This would rind confirmation if, as 
Meeks argues, for Marqah the Taheb figure was identical with Moses rather than 
with the prophet like hiM204 ,a suggestion which has much to commend it since in 
Samaritan theology Moses is the central figure after whom there would not again 
arise a prophet like him (Deut 34: 10)"'. References to eschatological figures would 
thus naturally be interpreted in terms of a return of Moses himself. On the other 
hand, the privilege to escape death is explicitly denied to Moses"' (does the 
polemic presuppose assertion? ) and much is made of his mysterious death (which 
is described as an ascent of his spirit/soul)'O'. 
In sum, the tradition of Moses' rapture can be traced back to the first century AD 
- to an author who is otherwise very close to Luke! - but it nevertheless remains an 
'99 See Teeple (1957); Hahn (1964) 356-371. 
... DebR 3: 17 (ed. Mirkin 69; tr. Freedman-Simon 7,88); SifDev 355 (ed. 
Finkelstein 418; tr. Hammer 372-373); TPsJ Deut 33: 21 (ed. Clarke 253; tr. 
Etheridge 2,679); AgBer 67 (ed. Jellinek 4,91-93); MTann 219 (according to R. 
Yohanan ben Zakkai, first century AW). 
21' Tr. 0.1 Crane, quoted from Meeks (1967) 246-247. 
202 Memar Marqah 2: 8 (ed. MacDonald 1,40; tr. 2,63). 
203 MacDonald 1 (1963) xx. 
204 Meeks (1967) 246-254, who notes for instance the exact parallelism of Memar 
Marqah 2: 8 (the prayer for the coming of Moses) and 1: 9 (the prayer for the 
coming of the Thheb). 
2" For an introduction to the role of Moses in Samaritan theology, see 
MacDonald 
(1964) 147-222. On Samaritan eschatology in particular, see Dexinger (1989) 266- 
292. 
211 Memar Marqah 5: 2. 
207 See MacDonald (1964) 215-222; Meeks (1967) 244-246; Purvis (1973) 93-117; 
Haacker, SchAfer (1974) 160-164. 
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isolated and probably most controversial belief". Finally, anticipating our 
discussion further on, it should be noted that in the biblical Moses tradition the 
number 'forty' occurs frequently in connection with the ascents on Mount Sinai 
(not his final ascent! ) to denote a period of preparation (fasting, Ex 24: 18; 34: 28; 
Deut 9: 9,18,25; 10: io)209. 
6. Ezra, Baruch, Phinehas (and Melchizedek) 
While the rapture speculations about Enoch, Elijah and Moses were to a greater 
or lesser extent grounded in affirmations of OT Scripture, there is no direct OT 
foundation for speculations about the idea of Ezra's bodily assumption into 
heaven"'. In that respect we have here a traditionsgeschichtfiches novum. 
However, what is true of apocalyptic writings in general - the tendency to make 
great men of the past spokesmen of their own theology - applies to the idea of 
bodily assumptions as well. Given the prominence of apocalyptic traditions about 
Enoch, it must have been only a matter of time before other (more prominent and 
less controversial) historical figures were claimed to have received heavenly 
revelations and were believed to have been granted the privilege of being bodily 
taken up into heaven. It is likely that Ezra's activity as priest (Ezra 7: 1-5,11,12,21; 
10: 10,16; Neh 8: 2,9; 12: 26) and scribe (Ezra 7: 6; Neh 8: 2,5,14; 12: 36; cf. 4 Ezra 
12: 37-38; 14: 19-26,48 longer text) made him an eligible candidate for apocalyptic 
speculationS211. 
The very first (and only) tradition about Ezra's bodily assumption is mentioned 
as late as the last decade of the first century AD, viz. in the Fourth Book of Ezra 212 . 
"" Cf. also Hengel (1993) 171-174, who arrives at a similar conclusion with regard 
to the heavenly enthronement of Moses. 
`9 Surveying the Moses tradition as a whole, it appears that his ascent on Mt. Sinai 
to receive the Law is the key event, on which his final ascension is patterned, not 
vice versa. 
"0 The OT does not mention Ezra's death. According to Josephus, Ant XI v, 5 
(158), Ezra died as an old man and was buried with great magnificence in 
Jerusalem. Rabbinic sources say Ezra died in Persia [Ginzberg 4 (1913) 4461. That 
Ezra had died was obviously general opinion. The site of his tomb was a matter of 
debate [see Ben-Yaacob (1971) 11071. 
211 Cf. Enoch's scribal activities! 
212 For introductory matters of 4 Ezra, see Box (1913) 542-560; Denis (1970) 194- 
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Yet, for three reasons, we must take notice of 4 Ezra. First of all, with the exception 
of chapters 1-2 and 15-16, which are Christian additions, 4 Ezra 3-14 is a 
genuinely Jewish document, representing a stream of Jewish tradition which is 
more or less independent from ChristianitY213. Secondly, the description of Ezra's 
rapture shares some striking elements with 2 Baruch and 2 Enoch, which gives us 
reason to believe that the three writings have made use of a conventional scheme, 
probably in existence somewhere in the second half of the first century AD. Thirdly, 
as we will discuss below, the same traditional scheme may have been used by Luke 
in his portrayal of the ascension of Jesus. 
In chapter 8, which hints at Ezra's assumption (8: 20 adsumeretur), Ezra is 
informed about his future destiny, which will involve access to Paradise (v. 52) and 
immortality (v. 53). In the seventh vision (4 Ezra 14: 1-48), in which Ezra represents 
a New Moses, Ezra is commanded by the Lord to make final preparations for his 
departure from the world because the ageing world is rapidly approaching its end 
(14: 1-18): 
Et nunc libi dico: Signa quae demonstravi et somnia quae vidisti et 
interpretaliones quas tu audisti, in corde tuo repone ea! Tu enim recipieris 
ab hominibus, et converteris residuum cum filio meo cum similibus tuis, 
usquequofiniantur tempora'14 . 
Fearing that divine knowledge will disappear after his departure, Ezra asks 
permission to put in writing that which is necessary for future generations, a 
request which is granted to him (vv. 19-26). At the end of his farewell-ad dress to 
the people (vv. 27-36), he urges them, in accordance with God's command, not to 
seek him for forty days (vv. 23,36,42,44,45)2". Accompanied by five other men who 
were trained to write rapidly (vv. 24,37), Ezra goes to the field, where the next day 
a voice from heaven commands him to open his mouth and to drink a cup of 
200; Myers (1974) 107-139; Eissfeldt (1976) 846-849; Schreiner (1981) 291-309; 
Metzger (1983) 516-524; Stone (1984) 412-414; Caragounis (1986) 119-120; HJP 
3/1,294-306; Stone (1990) 1-47. For an introduction to the various NISS, see 
Bensly (1895) xi-xc; Schreiner (1981) 292-297; KIijn (1983) 9-17. 
213 This, of course, does not rule out the possibility of Christian interpolations. But 
the idea of Ezra's rapture is certainly not Christian. 
2144 Ezra 14: 7-9 (ed. Klijn 87; tr. Metzger 553). 
2" Forty days on the analogy of the forty days of Moses' stay on Sinai, Balz (1972) 
137. 
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wisdom. Then knowledge flows from his lips and under divine inspiration he 
dictates 94 books'16 . The Latin text ends with a remark about Ezrals obedience to 
publish 24 books and to keep the rest secret: etfeci sic (v. 48). The Syriac version 
(preserved in the Milan Peshitta NIS dating to the sixth or seventh century AD), 
however, continues: 
-. 4 in te seventh year of the sixth week, rive thousand years and three 
months and twelve days after creation. At that time Ezra was caught up, 
and taken to the place of those who are like him, after he had written all 
these things. And he was called the Scribe of the knowledge of the Most 
High for ever and ever' (cf, Eth., Arab 1, Arm . )217. 
No doubt this reading represents the lost ending which was cut out when chapters 
15-16 were added 218 . Earlier, we made a brief reference of the allusion to Enoch 
and Elijah in 4 Ezra 6: 26. Possibly Enoch and Elijah were in the author's mind in 
4 Ezra 8: 51 as well, where Ezra is commanded to focus on his own destiny, rather 
than on that of the unrighteous and to inquire concerning the glory of 'those like 
him'. The typical qualification 'those like you' also occurs in 4 Ezra 14: 9 and 
14: 48. That Ezra is associated with the Messiah (fllius meus) and with Enoch and 
Elijah marks his importance in the eyes of the author of 4 Ezra. Ezra's assumption 
(receptio) is understood as a translation to the heavenly realm where the Messiah 
and Enoch and Elijah dwe112'9. Although there is no explicit mention of Ezra's 
body being taken up to heaven this is implied by his close association with Enoch 
and Elijah, even though occasionally his departure is described in terms of death 
(7: 15; 8: 5; 10: 34)220. That a chronological limit is set on Ezra's presence in heaven 
(usquequo finiantur tempora) suggests an expected return of Ezra in the end ('the 
decisive point in the eschatological sequence' (Stone), i. e. the inauguration of the 
Messianic KingdoM221). 
216 i. e. 24 books = OT and 70 esoteric apocalyptic works. 
217 4 Ezra 14: 48 v. I. (tr. Metzger 555 n. p. ). 
"' Myers (1974) 329; Stone (1990) 442. 
"9 Whereas Enoch and Elijah are in heaven by virtue of their rapture, the presence 
of the Messiah in heaven should be understood in terms of his pre-existence 
(cf. 4 
Ezra 12: 32; 13: 26). Likewise: Myers (1974) 127; Barbi (1979) 70-71; Caragounis, 
Son ofMan (1986) 129; Stone (1991) 318.322. 
220 See supra p. 56 n. I. 
221 Cf. Stone (1991) 333-347. 
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2 (Syriac) Baruch, a Jewish apocalyptic work dating from around 100 AD 222. 
preserves a tradition about the Entrfickung of Baruch, which draws very close to 
that of Ezra (2 Bar 48: 30; 76: 1-5; cf. 43: 2; 46: 7). Whatever the literary 
relationship between the two books is, whether one was using the other or both 
were drawing upon a common source, the fact that both works claim an 
assumption for its main character is significant in itself, as it demonstrates the 
tendency to 'conventionalise' the rapture-preservation scheme. 
Baruch is known in the biblical tradition as a scribe (IDID Jer 36: 26,32 MT), the 
secretary of Jeremiah. As with Ezra 223 . this may have facilitated the choice of him 
as recipient of divine revelations, as preserved in the various works under his 
name. The crucial passage on Baruch's rapture is found in 2 Bar 76: 1-5: 
Et respondit et dixit [= the angelus interpres] mihi 1= Baruch]: [Quia 
declaratafuit IN revelatio, visionis huius sicut orastij audi verbum Altissimi 
ut scias, quidjuturum sit ut contingat tibi post ista. Quia discedens discedes 
ab hac terra, verumtamen non ad mortem, sed ad reservationem temporum. 
Ascende igifur ad verticem monds istius et transibunt in conspectu tuo 
omnes regiones terrae istius etfigura orbis et vertex montium et profundum 
vallium et ima maris et numerusfluviorum, ut videas quid relinquas et quo 
vadas. Hoc autem confinget post quadraginta dies. Nunc ergo diebus istis 
vade et doce populum quantum vales, ut discant, ne moriantur tempore 
novissimo, sed discant, ut vivant temporibus postremis"'. 
The passage is styled after a Moses typology (cf. Deut 34: 1-3). It is announced 
that Baruch will escape death 225 to be 'kept unto (the end) of times' (v. 2), that is, 
he will be physically taken up into heaven, where he will be preserved unto the end 
of times (i. e. the day of judgement)22'. At the final judgement he will stand up as a 
"I Charles 2 (1913) 470-480; Denis (1970) 182-186; Bogaert (1969) 2 vols.; Eissfeldt 
(1976) 850-853; Mallau (1980) 269-276; KIijn (1983) 615-620; Stone (1984) 408- 
410; HJP 3/2,750-756. 
223 According to Jewish tradition, Ezra was a student of the Law in Babylonia 
under Baruch, cf. Moore 1 (1971) 6-7. 
224 2 Bar 76: 1-5 (ed. Kmosko 1199-1200; Latin translation from Kmosko 
1199.1201; tr. Klijn 646). 
22' Even though in 44: 2; 78: 5; 84: 1 death terminology is used for Baruch. Mallau 
(1980) 273 suggests this is indicative of different sources or traditions, 
but see our 
discussion supra p. 56 n. l. 
226 The idea of 'preservation until the end' runs as a continuous thread through 
the 
book, cf. 2 Bar 4: 3,6; 6: 8; 13: 3; 14: 12; 21: 12; 23: 4; 25: 1; 27: 
1,14; 29: 4; 30: 2; 42: 8; 
48: 49; 50: 2; 52: 2,7; 54. -4; 59: 2. 
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witness (13: 3; cf, 25: 1)227 . As in 4 Ezra 14, a forty day period of final instructions 
precedes the assumption (v. 4)228. 
A few decades before 4 Ezra and 2 Baruch, Ps-Philo's Liber Antiquitatum 
Biblicarum, a rewriting of biblical hiStorY229 , preserved a tradition about the 
rapture of Phinehas, the son of Eleazar the priest, the wording of which is 
reminiscent of Elijah: 
... habita in Danaben in monte, et inhabita ibi annis plulibus. Et mandabo 
ego aquile mee, et nutriet te ibi, et non deseendes ad homines iam quousque 
superveniat tempus et proberis in tempore, et tit claudas celum tunc, et in 
ore tuo aperietur Etpostea elevaberis [= Phinehas] in locum ubi elevati sunt 
priores tui, et eris ibi quousque memorabor seculi. Et tunc adducam vos, el 
gustabilis quod est morlis. Et ascendit Finees, etfecit omnia que precepit ei 
Dominus". 
If ptiores tui is taken in a strict chronological sense, at least Enoch and perhaps 
Moses are included"'. Their common 'zeal for the law' has led later interpreters to 
equate Phinehas and Elijah (Phinehas: Num 25: 11; Sir 45: 23; 1 Macc 2: 54; 4 
Macc 18: 12; Elijah: Sir 48: 2; 1 Macc 2: 58)232 , but it remains a matter of dispute 
whether LAB 48: 1 already identifies the tWO233 . The interesting thing of the brief 
note is that it is patterned on the rapture-p reservation paradigm. As with the 
Messiah in 4 Ezra (and 2 Baruch) the hour of his death is postponed. 
22' Except for the ambiguous 55: 6, there is no explicit mention of Baruch's return to 
earth, but unless we are to assume that the judgement takes place in heaven, this is 
implied. A comparison with 4 Ezra would confirm this. 
228 On the further treatment of Baruch in Jewish sources, see Ginzberg 4 (1913) 
322-325; 6 (1928) 411-412. For a discussion of the (non-)identity of Baruch with 
Ebed-Melek, see Bogaert 1 (1969) 113-118. 
229 Introductory matters in: Denis (1970) 162; Harrington 1 (1976); (1985) 297-303; 
Nickelsburg (1984) 107-110; HJP 3/1,325-331; Reinmuth (1994) 17-26. 
230 LAB 48: 1-2 (ed. Harrington 320 tr. 321; tr. James 210-211). 
231 So Black (1978) 232. 
232 They are identified in PRE 29; 47 (ed. Broda nN. 1%7; tr. Friedlander 213- 
214.317); TPsJ Ex 6: 18 (ed. Clarke 72; tr. Etheridge 1,459); TPsJ Deut 30: 4 (ed. 
Clarke 246; tr. Etheridge 2,653); BemR 21: 3 (ed. Mirkin 2,279; tr. Freedman- 
Simon 6,828-830); Origen, ComntJoh 6,7 (PG 14,225); y Num 25: 11 (ed. Landau 
2,771). 
233 According to Hayward (1978) 22-389 the Palestinian Targum is the first Jewish 
tradition to equate Phinehas with Elijah; according to Jeremias (1964) 933 n. 38, 
the equation is post-Christian. See on this issue further Ginzberg 4 (1913) 
195; 6 
(1928) 316-317 n. 3; Bill. 4/2,790-791; Hengel (1961) 167-172; Willems (1988) 99- 
101. 
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A further development of the conventional rapture-preservation scheme 
is found in the Melchizedek story in 2 En 71-72 234 (in both the longer and 
shorter recension), the date of which unfortunately cannot be established 
with any certainty235. Melchizedek, the foreseen successor of the priest Nir, 
the son of Methuselah, experienced a miraculous birth under bizarre 
circumstances (2 En 71). After forty days in Nir's tent, the angel Michael 
comes down to translate the wonder-child into Edem, to preserve him 
from the coming flood, after which he will be established as (arch)priest of 
the future (71: 29). A striking difference between the J and A recension is 
that the former expects 'another Melchizedek' (71: 34,37; 72: 6 J), whereas 
the latter seems to envisage an eschatological role for Melchizedek himself: 
'Melkisedek will be the head of the priests in another generation' 
(71: 33937; 72: 2 A). 2 En 71: 11 A regards the rapture of the child to be 
born as some sort of punishment: J shall receive [the child Melchizedek] 
in paradise, so that you will not be the father of a gift of God'. The themes 
are reminiscent of Ezra's and Baruch's translation: a period of forty days 
preceding the rapture, a translation into heaven, a period of divine 
preservation which culminates in an eschatological role 236 . 
7. Summary and Conclusions 
EZ a237 preserves a catalogue in which the The Talmudic treatise Derekh rez U11 
number of rapture candidates is fixed: 
'There were nine who entered the Garden of Eden alive, viz.: Enoch the 
son of Yered, Elijah, the Messiah, Eliezer the servant of Abraham, Hiram, 
king of Tyre, Ebed-melech the Cushite, Jabez the son of IL Juda the 
Prince, Bithiah the daughter of Pharaoh, and Serach, the daughter of 
Asher. Some say: Also R. Joshua b. Levi t238 . 
Whatever the value of this otherwise obscure list, it is significant that the number 
of raptures is limited to only nine or ten persons. A noticeable expansion in 
comparison with the OT, yes, but in the light of the sheer innumerable rapture 
stories in the Jewish Umwelt, esp. in the Graeco-Roman world, quite a modest 
figure. This concurs with what our late first-century sources show. With the names 
of Enoch, Elijah, Moses, Ezra, Baruch and Phinehas (and perhaps 
Melchizedek) 
234 2 En 71-72 [ed. /tr. Vaillant 69-84 (XXH-XXIH)I. CC also Epiphanius, AdvHaer 
1,3, Haer 40,7 (PG 41,687-688) (on Seth). 
23' Bdttrich (1991) 40-41, argues that the Melchizedek material goes back to a pre- 
AD 70 setting. 
236 On other Melchizedek speculations, see Michel (1967) 
568-571; Horton (1976). 
237 CC HJP 1,80.89. 
231 DEZ 1: 18 (ed. Higger 68-70; tr. Cohen 2,570). For similar lists 
(of later date) 
see Himmelfarb (1978) 261-262. 
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the Jewish rapture list seems to be exhausted 239 . Despite the inclusion of the 
Messiah in the list of DEZ 1, there is no indisputable first-century evidence that 
the Messiah was expected to be caught up at the end of his life240 . 'Rapture belief' 
always seems to have remained something of a Fremdkbrper in Jewish biblical 
faith. This reticence may be due to a large extent to a desire to avoid the religious 
associations attached to the pagan rapture stories (deification and 
immortalisation). Moreover, the prevailing conviction of first-century Judaism (if 
we may generalise here) was that at death the soul separated from the body and 
that the body would rest in the grave (Gen 3: 19! ) awaiting the resurrection. 
Further, the crude cosmology which seems to underlie rapture belief would not 
invite general acceptance. After all, any serious rapture claim would need an 
empty tomb or at least the absence of a corpse. In this respect the more refined 
assumption of the soul' type of ascension lent itself much more to integration into 
the OT-Jewish context of belief. Yet the fact is that the translation stories of Enoch 
and Elijah did obtain a place in the scriptures and tradition of Israel, so that the 
community of faith had to accept them nolens volens. This, in turn, must have 
cleared the way for a more positive appraisal of the rapture phenomenon as a 
miraculous act of divine intervention which befell only a few elect of outstanding 
piety: Enoch because of his praiseworthy walk with God; Elijah because of his zeal 
2" Other rapture claims cannot be traced back with any confidence to the first 
century AD, see Haufe (1961) 110-112. In later times the prophet Jeremiah was 
believed to have escaped death by means of a bodily rapture and to fulfil an 
eschatological task (e. g. Victorinus of Pettau, CommApc 11,3, CSEL 49,98, and see 
the references in Berger (1976) 256-257 Anm. 72). But, despite Berger, it seems that 
this belief cannot be traced back to the first century AD (2 Mace 2: 4-8; 15: 14-16; 
and Mt 16: 14 are insufficient proof). 
240 In some sources we have the idea of the Messiah being caught up as a child (Rev 
12: 5; Ber 2: 4 (5a); Bill. L, 83; 29 339-340). In view of the parallel passage in 4 Ezra 
7: 28-29, where the Messiah is said to die at the end of the messianic kingdom, the 
Messiah's expected return to/in glory in 2 Bar 30: 1 should not be understood as an 
Entrfickung, but as an assumption of the soul. The Messiah's movement in this 
spurious text seems to be from earth to heaven, so Bogaert 2 
(1969) 65 
('retournera'); Klyn (1976) 142 (und kehrt dann in die Herrlichkeit zurück); 
Goeij (1981) 86, rather than from heaven to earth, so Ryssel (1900) 246; cf. 
Charles 
(1913) 498. If we may take the text to denote the Messiah's departure 
'into glory' 
rather than % with glory' [Klijn, OTP 1 (1983) 6311 we have 
here an interesting 
parallel to Lk 24: 26. See infra pp. 1-827184. 
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for the Law, and so on. 
In the foregoing analysis we have seen that in the course of time the assumption 
stories of Enoch and Elijah have merged quite spontaneously with current end- 
time expectations into a comprehensive conception of the course of eschatological 
events. It should not go unnoticed that this has effected a slight reassessment of the 
function of rapture. Whereas in the original Enoch and Elijah stories their rapture 
was in itself a crown to their career, later their rapture was seen as a precursory 
event which set them temporarily aside as it were for a future task in the eschaton. 
As is particularly clear in the case of Enoch, but the point may be illustrated by 
the other rapture stories as well, the rapture form, in due course, attracted other 
ascension forms, which simply added to the original tradition, so that rapture, 
heavenly journey, ecstatic experiences and even assumption of the soul terminology 
were applied to one and the same historical figure, yet without blurring the 
distinction between the various conceptions. 
At the end of a very complex tradition-history, the contours of which we have 
sketched only in the broadest outlines without exploring the mutual influences 
which shaped the material, we are confronted with a comparatively clear narrative 
model. Although there is a great variety in the particulars (the length of the period 
preceding the ascension, the accompanying circumstances of the event, the 
terminus ad quem, etc. ), the basic structure which underlies the various rapture 
stories we have investigated is constant. The rapture, the occurrence of which is 
often mediated in advance by a divine revelation, is usually preceded by a limited 
period of final instructions, be it one year (I En 81: 5ff. ), 40 days (4 Ezra 
14: 23,36942,44,45; 2 Bar 76: 4; cf. 2 En 72: 1), or 30 days (& 2 En 36: 1f. heavenly 
journey). When the rapture itself is reported, free use is made of standard rapture 
motives (mountain, chariot, clouds. ) etc. ) and terminology. 
The post-rapture 
condition is an intermediate state in which the person is preserved 
in heaven until 
the day of judgement, when he is expected to reappear to perform some role 
in the 
eschatological drama (usually as a witness or, in the case of 
Elijah, as a precursor 
of the Messiah/the Lord). 
On the reasons for the quite remarkable upsurge of rapture speculations 
in the 
late first century AD we can only speculate. Presumably the various crises which 
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befell the Jewish nation at large (the Jewish war, the destruction of the temple) 
would create an atmosphere in which an imminent expectation of the day of the 
Lord would be quite intense and speculations about the unfolding of the 
eschatological drama would easily evolve in speculations about the role of favourite 
saints of the past in the future eventS24. How widespread such rapture- 
preservation speculations were is difficult to determine, but the fact that their 
basic message was informed by OT Scripture (Gen 5: 24; 2 Kings 2; Mal 3; Moses' 
Sinai ascents) gives us reason to believe that first-century readers were quite 
familiar with the general idea of a person rapt up to heaven in preservation for the 
end. It is perhaps not unfair to say that in Jewish thinking rapture (ascension) and 
parousia (i. e. a return from heaven) were seen together as two sides of one coin. 
Seen in this light, the similarity with the events described in the opening verses of 
the Book of Acts is most striking: Jesus, after a period of forty days of final 
instructions (Acts 1: 3) is taken up into heaven, where he is kept until the end of 
times (Acts 3: 21) to make his appearance again at the parousia (Acts 1: 11; 3: 20- 
21). It seems then that the Jewish rapture-preservation scheme provides a very 
plausible context of comparison and horizon of understanding for a sachgemdsse 
understanding of the ascension of Jesus. 
241 With regard to the rationale for Ezra' eschatological return, if after the 
destruction of the temple the hope for the rebuilding of the temple increased or (as 
in apocalyptic speculations) God was expected to build an eschatological temple - 
then there is a sufficiently clear rationale for the rapture of Ezra the temple- 
builder: as rebuilder of the first, he should be involved in the rebuilding of the 
last. 
If so, he would need to be preserved until the end, i. e. until the restoration of 
the 
eschatological temple. This would accord with the (exaggerated! 
) claim by G. 
Haufe that eschatological figures can obtain eschatological functions only 
by virtue 
of a bodily rapture-preservation. As for Baruch, 2 Baruch 
does seem to expect the 
rebuilding of the temple (e. g. 32: 2-4), but Baruch is not remembered as a 
temple- 
builder. Probably Baruch's capacity as a scribe invited eschatological expectations. 
Chapter 3 
THE RAPTURE CHRISTOLOGY OF LuKE-ACTS (1) 
1. Introduction 
Having submitted that the OT-Jewish rapture-preservation paradigm provides 
the primary context of understanding for the Lukan ascension narratives we now 
arrive at the point where we must study Luke's work in more detail to test the 
validity of this hypothesis. Following the narrative sequence of Luke-Acts, to get as 
much as possible an 'inside' view of how the author develops his argument, we will 
analyse the major clusters of ascension texts in Luke's two-volume work (Lk 9: 51; 
24: 50-53; Acts 1. -1-14,21-22; 3: 19-21), in an attempt to sketch the contours of what 
we, for the sake of convenience, will call Luke's 'rapture christology". This initial 
exploration of the ascension texts, in which we are primarily interested in the 
significance of the ascension in itself, prepares for a discussion of the role of the 
ascension in the larger perspective of Luke's theology in toto, and notably in 
comparison with the primitive exaltation kerygma (chapters 4 and 5) and the role 
of the present and the future in Luke's concept of salvation history (chapter 6). 
2. Lk 9: 51 
The first' overt allusion in Luke's narrative sequence to the ascension of Jesus is 
found strategically at the beginning of the travel-section, introducing a pericope 
' The term is used here in an attenuated sense, without any suggestion of a full- 
blown christological system. 
' Lk 5: 35 does not refer to the ascension, since for Luke the ascension is not an 
occasion for grief, but for joy and worship (Lk 24: 52,53). On Mk 2: 20 see infra 
pp. 169-171. Texts like Lk 19: 12 and 20: 19 refer to the ascension by implication at 
the most. 
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which is strongly reminiscent of the figure of Elijah (Lk 9: 51-56)'. The actual 
introductory words (v. 51) recall the opening words of Elijah's rapture story: 
Lk 9: 51 'Eyeve-ro 8c' e'v -r(^x) (jugTuXijpot^)(Y0at Taq 
% e 11 aVaX 'gAVUJý aDTOD Kal at)TOý TO ýW'Paq T^q 
7rpocF(A)TCOV CaTigploev Tob 7[OPct)euoat 
2 Kings 2: 1 Kai eyeveco ev Ty avayetv ict)ptov Tov HXtou e'v 
GDO(MCFA Y- G')q Cliq T O-V ODPaVOV Kal CTIOPEt")OTI ... 
Since this is obviously a Lukan composition (cf, Acts 2: 1)49 the verse plays an 
important role in uncovering Luke's own perspective on the matter. Unfortunately 
opinions about the meaning of the opening clause differ widely. Does Luke refer to 
the event described at the end of his Gospel (the ascension) or does he have a wider 
range in view? Why does he speak of the days (plural) of Jesus' avaX7jjI*tq? And 
9 what does it mean that they are 'being (completely) filled up'. Three issues require 
a further examination: the meaning of avaXijg*tý, the use of the plural, and the 
meaning of the phrase as a whole. 
When used in the context of an assumption into heaven, the noun 
dvaXijp*tq (a NT hapax) is the technical term to describe a receptio 
animae, which is no more than a solemn way of describing one's death: Ps 
Sal 4: 18; TLev 18: 3'; Ps-Clement, Homiliae 3,47 (PG 2,141); a Christian 
inscription from Aphrodisias; and the references to the 'assumption of 
Moses' in FPsG 63-64 (cf. TMos 10: 12). There is no unambiguous pre-NT 
attestation of avd*, Xijft*tq in the technical sense of 'rapture' 7. 
The cognate verb avaXaftPdv(a, on the other hand, is used in a much 
wider semantic field. Like the noun, it is used in the context of an 
assumption of the soul. - TAb A 7; cf. 17'; TAb B 7; 4 Bar 9: 3; Philo, 
VhMos 2,2919. In addition, the term is used to describe the end of an 
3 See Brodie (1989) 96-109. 
4 Mender (1968) 35; Lohrink (1971) 212-217; Miner (1978) 83 Anm. 36; Jeremias 
(1980) 179; Nolland (1993) 534. 
'A Christian interpolation? 
' See Gregoire (1925) 331. 
7 Friedrich (1973) 71. In post-NT literature ava11jtt*tq is often used as 'ascension' 
(PGL 110), but under canonical influence. 
8 But notice that the context is hypothetical: Sarah thinks that Abraham has been 
taken up because Abraham (his body) was absent - nothing contends with the idea 
that she reckoned with the possibility of Abraham's bodily Entrfickung. So 
technically speaking &vaXattpaivogat is used for rapture. 
9 Further: ClemAlex, Stromata 6,15 (132,2) (GCS 52/2,498; FPsG 65); Justin, Dial 
80 (PG 6,665); EvPe 5: 19 (ed. Vaganay 254-256); a Christian inscription in 
Gregoire (1925) 330; cf. Origen, CommMatt 140 (PG 13,1793); ActJ 102 (16) 
7`ý avrov Ocaaaftevou -rCav o"XX(ov (ed. Bonnet 202; Junod- aveXilyffij fLilbevO 
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appearance of a heavenly being, TAb A 4, and it is a common term to 
describe a (temporary) heavenly journey, TAb B 7; 8; GkApEzra 1: 7. It is 
also used for a terrestrial translocation: Ezek 3: 12-15; 8: 3; 11: 1,24. Finally 
and most significantly, aa " VaXaAP 'Voftat is the standard LXX term for the 
ascension of Elijah: 2 Kings 2: 10,11; 1 Mace 2: 58; Sir 48: 9; 49: 14 (Enoch 
with Elijah terminology). 'AvaAatLPavofLat is used with reference to 
Jesus in Acts 1: 2,11,22; Mk 16: 19; 1 Tim 3: 16. 
This brief inventory shows the wide range of connotation of the verb 
V avaXaftoavogat. Interestingly enough, the instances brought forward are all from 
a (Hellenistic) Jewish or Jewish Christian milieu. In the period relevant to the 
present investigation I have not been able to rind a rapture text with avmXT1ftqi1q 
or avaXaftPavogat outside the Jewish or Christian realm". If Luke's wording 
rings a bell, it is a Jewish or biblical one; if a historical figure comes to mind it is 
Elijah! 
However, many authors who have treated the verse under consideration are 
reluctant to claim an immediate or exclusive influence of the Elijah tradition upon 
v. 51, mainly because of the use of the plural 'days, which seems to imply that the 
dvdXi1ft*tq of Jesus (unlike Elijah's) stretches out over several days or weeks. The 
next question is: what does Luke refer to? Without any claim for completeness - 
the following list is illustrative rather than exhaustive - the following options have 
been advanced: 
1. Jesus' death"; 
2. Jesus' passion, death and resurrection"; 
3. his entire transit from earth to heaven 
ascension"; 
through death-resurrection- 
Kaestli 1,215); Eusebius, HistEccl V 16,4 (with scepsis). 
" MM 35 s. v. avaXaftPaiwo. Cf. Lohfink (1971) 42.1 cannot confirm the 
(inadvertent? ) remark of Parsons (1987) 110 'that the word aivaXaftpavca is 
commonly used in ancient Jewish andpagan assumption stories' (emphasis mine). 
" Bede, ExpLuc 3,9 (PG 92,459); Calvin (1891) 525; Plooli (1929) 49-50 (cf. 56- 
57); Delling (1968) 308-309; Schmid (1960) 176; Friedrich (1973) 70-74. 
12 Michaelis (1944) 82.143 Anm. 93 (perhaps including the resurrection, but not the 
ascension). 
13 So most commentators. See the authors cited in Friedrich (1973) 70-71 Anm. 146 
and Resseguie (1975) 30-31 n. 156. In addition to their lists: Cadbury (1956) 306; 
Voss (1965) 140-143; Kaylor (1964) 31-32; D6mer (1978) 83; Marshall (1978) 405 
(cautiously); Barbi (1979) 135; O'Toole (1979) 110; Kremer (1980) 201; Fitzmyer 
(1981) 827-828 (undecided); Maddox (1982) 156 n. 145; Schweizer (1986) 110; 
Tiede (1988) 197; Wiefel (1988) 190; Evans (1990) 435-436; Petzke (1990) 105; 
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4. as under 3, including the journey to Jerusalem 14. 
5. the ascension (NEB NASB)"; 
6 his acceptance among the people 
16; 
7. his pilgrimage 
17 
. 
Of these, options 6 and 7 must be rejected since they ignore the wider Lukan 
context. 1-5 can be divided into those views that regard the av0,11P*tq as a 
complex event stretching out over a longer period of time (2-4) and those that take 
it as a more or less punctiliar action (I and 5), so that the next critical question to 
be answered is whether or not we have here a complex event. If so, the conclusion 
that Luke distinguishes the event described in Lk 24: 51 H Acts 1: 9 from the 
ava, ýilla*tq of Jesus in the present verse is hard to avoid. The apparent 
discrepancy is usually resolved in tradition-historical terms, i. e. Lk 9: 51 is held to 
reflect an older tradition which Luke failed to assimilate with his own conception. 
The view that avaXilp*tý refers to a longer period of time is based first and 
foremost on the use of the plural TIg6pat and the present tense Ev -r(ý 
(jt)p7cXTIpoD^crOat, which suggests that the 'days of the avaXqg*tq' are already 
being filled up, or at least very soon will be. Yet this view is not without serious 
difficulties. Luke uses the cognate verb avaXaftPavoftat (the standard LXX 
rapture term for Elijah's ascension) unambiguously to denote Jesus' ascension in 
Acts 1: (2, )11,22, and he never speaks of Jesus' ascension in terms of a longer 
Johnson (1991) 162; Nolland (1993) 534-535. 
"Davies (1964) 164-165. 
" In addition to the authors cited in Friedrich (1973) 48 Anm. 1-2: Thayer 39; 
Enslin (1928) 61; Lohmeyer (1974) 8 Anm. 3; Girard (1951) 23 n. 1,65; Davies 
(1958) 40; Davies (1964) 164-169; Reicke (1959) 211; Schiitz (1969) 75; Osten- 
Sacken (1973) 479-480; Talbert (1974) 114-115; Dillon (1978) 177 n. 60,224; 
Schnider (1981) 167-168 Anm. 15; Parsons (1987) 107-110 (only at first reading! an 
ingenious and forced interpretation! ); Baum (1993) 350-359; Bruggen (1993) 206- 
207; Schiirmann (1993) 24-26. 
16Wieseler (1843) 325; (1869) 130 (i. e. acceptance among the Galileans or Israel in 
general). Von Soden (1893) 273 interpreted dawe; 01py0ij ev 86EIn (I Tim 3: 16) in 
the same way. 
17 Tracing the phrase back to a Semitic original. So e. g. Plooij (1929) 50 and 
Wensinck in Plooij (1929) 56-57, who translate 'when the time of His pilgrimage 
had come', a view more recently defended by Reicke (1959) 211 (avdXijfL*tq 
and Musser (1984) 167-169 (who takes avd. Xqp*tq as a pre-Lukan 
mistranslation of , 1)!? Y 'pilgrimage') (but recognising that in the present context 
the reference is to the ascension). 
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period. On the contrary, he speaks e-xpressis verbis of it as a single day event (Acts 
TI TI PE 'VEX711t(POTI; 1: 22 '(jq -r-q 'ft"paq rjq a'VCXijftq0Tj &9, 1: 2 a"Xpt "q 'tt"Paq ... aC Tj 71 C 
i1p(ov). Unless we are to disregard this irregularity as a Lukan 'slip of the pen' we 
need to clarify why Luke expresses himself in this particular way. 
First of all it must be stressed that the plural 'days' does not necessatily imply 
that the avd`X7jft*tq took place over a longer period of time. A. D. Baum" has 
recently drawn attention to a comparable OT idiom which utilises the plural where 
the event in view (death) refers to a single day: 
"Eyytoav 8c' al' Tifte"Pal IcFpaqlrou- a"no0aveiv (Gen 47: 29); 
'1801) llyytKaCFIV at ijýtcpat -rob Oava-rou aou (Deut 31: 14); 
Kalt i'l'yyt(yav 8ci at' 71ge'pat Aautb a'7ro0aveiv a6, rov (I Kings 2: 1)19. 
Baum observes: 
'In allen genannten Stellen weist der Plural Tage keineswegs auf einen sich 
über eine längere Zeitperiode ausdehnenden Sterbeprozeß hin, sondern 
bringt zum Ausdruck, daß der Tod in Kürze eintreten wird, daß die 
verbleibenden Tage ganz im Zeichen des nahen Todes stehen, dessen 
exaktes Eintrittsdatum noch nicht bekannt iSte20. 
He then suggests that Luke has taken over this idiom and that he replaced death 
by ascension. Yet this still does not satisfactorily explain why Luke expressed 
himself in this way: it shows the elliptic nature of the construction, but fails to 
clarify why Luke did not use a less ambiguous and more correct expression. 
There is, however, another way of solving the problem. Rather than 'the days of 
... were approaching', the closer parallel to Lk 9: 51 is found in the common OT 
expression 'the days are/were fulfilled One way to further qualify this 
construction is by appending an adjective or qualitative genitive. So e. g. Esther 1: 5 
-nt? Wl 0))3)-, l JIMItIX-11 / 05-re 86 aiveir, ýqp6ffilcrav at qftepat -rob ya'Aot) 'when 
the days of the feast (v. 3) were fulfilled', i. e. when the period of feasting was over 
(aor. ); Is 60: 20 Jt7IX )W V3t7W / Kai avaTuXT1p(jL)0ý(7oVTat at 1JA6Pat -rob 
ev-rouý (You and the days of your mourning will be fulfilled, i. e. the period of 
mourning will be over. Luke employs this type e. g. in Lk 1: 23 Kalt CY C' V CT 0 
(A) 
" Baum (1993) 356-357. 
19 Baum mistakenly 'im ersten Samuelbuch'. 
21 Baum (1993) 357. Also Van Bruggen (1993) 207-208, who regards this as solemn 
language, and Schfirmann (1993) 24 Anm. 9. 
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V1 1) ETEX1100110av aiT "OtcPat TI^N XMTOUPY faq a'-rob 'and it happened when the days 
of his service were fulfilled', i. e. the period of Zechariah's priestly ministry - from 
Sabbath to Sabbath" - had come to an end (aor. )". Another way to qualify the 
construction is by adding a t7 cum infinitivo-construction (in Greek a -roý + 
substantival infinitive), which expresses the purpose of the period under 
discussion. E. g. Gen 25: 24 31155 MW IN5)3)1 / CnXijpWOrjcrav at 71ttepat -rob 
-rerceiv ao-uliv 'the days were fulfilled to give birth', i. e. the period leading up to 
the day of childbirth was over, the day of childbirth had arrived (aor. ). Luke uses 
this formula in 2: 6 eye've-ro bei ... buXilaffiluav at 11ge'pat Tob TeKeiv au'TT'lv 'and 
it happened ... that the days were fulfilled to give birth, i. e. the period leading up 
to the day of the birth was fulfilled, the birthday of John had arrived (aor. ); 2: 21 
Kalt 6TEC, 7rX Tj (I Oq (I aVat T) tte'pat 0' KT(I) TOU Tceptrettetv alYrov 'and when the days 
were fulfilled, eight, to circumcise him', i. e. the period preceding the circumcision 
had come to an end, the day of circumcision, the eighth day, had arrived (aor. ). Cf. 
.0--I% 
also 1: 57 e7cAfluffil 6` XPOVOq TOD TCKCIV ax)Tilv 'the time had been fulfilled to give 
birth v23 . 
The first impression of Lk 9: 51 is that it represents the first type, Týq 
I avaXTIja*e(oq representing a qualitative genitive ('the days which constitute his 
avd, XTjfL*tq'), but, as we already noted, this does not correspond with the meaning 
with which Luke uses the corresponding verb. Once it is recognised that a 
construction of the second type underlies the expression, however, the difficulties 
easily disappear and a clear picture emerges. This can be made clear by the 
following (hypothetical) reconstruction". The Hebrew archetype underlying the 
Greek would run: 
-inp5ri5 D')3'fl miÖai 'rm 
" Bill. 2,55-68; HJP 2,292. 
22 Lev 12: 4; 12: 6, taken over by Luke in Lk 2: 22. Further Tob 8: 20 (BA); 10: 1 
(BA). See further Lev 25: 29,30; Num 6: 13; 2 Sam 7: 12; Tob 14: 5; 1 Chron 17: 11; 
Lam 4: 18. Cf. Lk 21: 24; Jn 7: 8. 
23 CC also Jer 25: 34 MT (Jer 32: 34 LXX). 
24 1 do not suggest that Luke is translating from a Hebrew or Aramaic source, 
contra the authors cited supra p. 107 n. 17. On the contrary, Luke apparently was 
not sensitive enough to the underlying Hebrew construction, so that he could easily 
confuse the translation differences. 
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The normal way to render this in Greek would be: 
'Eyeve, ro be kv -r(A) ((Yug)7cXT1pou^(YOat -raq Tlgepaq Tob vajjl(peývat 
aUTOV. 
If we compare this with Luke's construction it appears that the only irregularity 
is that Luke uses a noun (T1_Jq avaXTJtt*ewq au'rob), where an infinitival clause 
(Tof) avaXTIyOývat au'rov) would be expected. Tentatively, it may be suggested 
that Luke chose the noun form in order to strengthen the parallelising of v. 51 to 
v. 31, to create a noun-allusion to both the biblical Moses (9ýo8oý) and the Elijah 
tradition (aVa X,, A*tq)25. What he did not realise, or took for granted, was that in 
so doing the syntax of the phrase became hopelessly ambiguous. What he says is 
that 'the days of the avdXT11L*tq' are being filled up (that is, strictly speaking from 
9: 51 onwards); what he intends to say (if our hypothesis is correct) is that the 
period leading up to the ascension is being (completely)26 filled up and that this 
period finds its completion in the ascension 2'. The emphasis thus placed on the 
ascension accords with Luke's composition technique in Lk 24 and Acts 1, where 
the ascension (at least from a literary perspective) forms the climax of the book and 
of Jesus' earthly career (Acts 1: 2,22): Luke views the events related in the second 
half of his Gospel as sub specie ascensionis'. 
Since v. 51 is patterned after v. 31, the question arises how the 
aVd, Xijgjitq of Jesus relates to his C'Eoboý referred to in v. 31. The choice of 
these termini is not coincidental, of course: avdXijg*tq recalls the biblical 
" The reader can hardly overlook the analogy between v-31 and v. 51: Both 
climactic events in Jesus' career are described with a catchword-like noun, one 
using a Moses typology (v. 31), the other an Elijah typology (v. 51). Both using 
fulflilment terminology; and both relating to Jerusalem as locus dramatis. 
" The prefix cruv- is most likely due to Luke, see infra p. 127 n. 129. 
27 Perhaps a similar mistranslation underlies Acts 2: 1. The construction -11'lv 
Tlgepav Tilq 7uevTiIKocr-rTIq is Lukan (Acts 20: 16). The present tense of 
aug, nXilpo, BoOcn. is perhaps best understood as denoting the process of completion, 
meaning something like 'when the day of Pentecost came' (NM or 'while ... was 
running its course' (NEB). NBG and GNB: 'toen de Pinksterdag aanbrak' 
(italics 
mine). See further Stempvoort (1962) 97-103; Lohse (1968) 50. 
28 The concept accordingly does not concur with the Johannine boýacfflývat, 
contra Zahn (1920) 397; Ellis (1974) 152; Grundmann (1984) 201; Wiefel 
(1988) 
190 Anm-10; Evans (1990) 436. See our treatment of the Johannine ascension and 
exaltation complex, infra pp. 164-169. Further, there is no real discrepancy 
between 
Lk 9: 51 and Acts 1: 2, so that the discussion in Parsons (1987) 106-111 whether Lk 
9: 51 should be interpreted in the light of Acts 1: 2 or vice versa is irrelevant. 
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Elijah tradition, e-Eo8oq is derived from the biblical Moses tradition, 
perfectly fitting in the context of the Transfiguration scene. 'EWoq is 
not attested as a rapture term'9. It may be used occasionally as a 
euphemism for death. However, in the sense of 'end of life, death' it is rare 
in classical GreeV. In fact, in all the relevant texts gEo8oq may mean no 
more than 'departure from life' or 'end of life 31 without specifying its 
mode: Sap 3: 2; 7: 6; Philo, Virt 77; Josephus, Ant IV viii, 2 (189); 2 Pet 
1: 15; Justin, Dial 105 (PG 6,721). In addition the possibility must be 
emphasised that we have here a progressive parallelism, the statement in 
v. 51 (ascension) expanding the imagery of v. 31 (departure from life). 
3. Lk 24: 50-53 
Chapter 24 is made up of three clearly distinguished parts, viz. the story of the 
Empty Tomb (w. 1-11,12), the Emmaus story (w. 13-35), and the final section on 
the last appearance of Jesus to his disciples (vv. 36-53). Form-critically, the final 
section can be divided into a recognition scene (w. 36-43), a teaching scene (W. 44- 
49) and a departure scene (w. 50-53). Vv. 50-53 round off the appearance that 
began in v. 36, but also chapter 24 as a whole and, in fact, the entire Gospe132. 
V. 50 The final departure scene is tied to the preceding verses by the copulative 
be. After the farewell speech (w. 44-49), Jesus leads his disciples outside the walls 
of Jerusalem along the road to Bethany, a route they had taken on many occasions 
(21: 37; 22: 39). From the larger context it seems that a larger group than the 
Eleven is in view (cf. v. 33 -roug C'YUKOC K(A TOVq aby at')-roiq, and the 
requirements for apostleship in Acts 1: 22), although (as is especially clear in Acts 
1) Luke's primary interest is in the Eleven 33 . That Jesus 
'led them out' (e'ýTjyayeY 
ab-couq) is understood by many authors to reflect an Exodus typologyq which 
presents Jesus as a New Moses, leading his people out to the promised land 34 - But 
"' And should accordingly not be taken as an immediate reference to the ascension, 
contra Talbert (1974) 62. 
" Michaelis (1967) 103-104 quotes only Epictetus IV 4,38 and (6th century AD) 
Bishop Abraham of Hermonthis (Christian! ). 
31 CC Michaelis (1967) 107. 
32 A brief survey and critique of the various form-critical assessments of the close of 
Luke's Gospel is found in Parsons (1987) 52-58.215-217 (discussing I Alsup, B. J. 
Hubbard, P. A. van Stempvoort, I Munck, W. Kurz, R. Alter). 
33Contra Larrafiaga (1938) 375-380 and Wikenhauser (1961) 29, who suggest that 
the apostles were the only eyewitnesses. 
34 See the commentaries ad loa 
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the comparison is weak: those who are led out will soon afterwards return to the 
city. In a more general line of reasoning Lohfink argues that Luke purposely used 
this word for its biblical and theological connotations and traces it to the influence 
of the Emmaus story (vv. 15,28-29)35 . But again the analogy is superficial: in v. 15 
we have a (YutmopeDecFOat, in v. 28 a nopp(A), repov Tcopeuecroat. A more 
immediate Lukan concern may be to stress the active role of Jesus as the one who, 
until the end, is in control of what happens and firmly guides the disciples to the 
events to come 36 . 
When they arrive at the site, Jesus raises his hands in a benediction gesture and 
imparts God's blessing upon those present. The motif of blessing plays no 
significant role in the Graeco-Roman world and is not found in its rapture 
stories". A Jewish parallel is found in 2 En 56: 1; 57: 2; 64: 4, but as a rapture topos 
it is exceptionaP'. A more likely background is provided by the priestly blessing of 
Simeon at the close of the laus patrum (Sir 50: 19-23). Note the following points of 
contact: 
Sir 50: 20-23 Lk 24: 50-53 
I 
v. 20 CTIýPcv v. 50 K(A CTIapaq 
xeipaý aurof) ... -raq xetp(xq (xu-rot) 606vat ED, Xoyt, (Xv IA C11))LOY71crev au-rot)q 
vA v. 21 EV TEPOUKDVII(YEt I% v. 52 T[POGKDVT'JOaVTCq allTOV 
v. 22 Cu', XOY I'l, aa -cc v. 53 cu"xoyof)v-ceq 
-rov ocov -rO'v ocov 
v. 23 eWpoutwilv v. 52 fLeva Xapaq fteyaxTlq 
Especially the elsewhere unattested triad ciAoyla (= blessing) - Tupocrr,, uvTjatq - 
cD'XoyI'a (= thanksgiving) should remove all doubt that the finale of Ben Sira sets 
its imprint upon Luke's Gospel finale". As the eulogy of Simeon (Sir 50) surpasses 
3' Lohfiink (1971) 164. 
36 IS there perhaps a connection with the journey motif in 2 Kings 2 (Elijah and 
Elisha)? 
37 Beyer (1964) 754-755. 
38 Tob 12: 16-22 (an eUXoyfa at the end of an angelic appearance) parallels v. 52 
rather than v-50. Cf. Josephus, Ant IV viii, 44 (302) and 48 (320), where 
Moses at 
the end of his life blesses the tribes of Israel (but not in the immediate context of 
his assumption). 
39 Pesch (1971) 16; Lohfink (1971) 167-169; Dillon (1978) 220-224; Dbmer (1978) 
108; Marshall (1978) 908-909. 
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all previous descriptions of Israel's saints in length and praise (Sir 44: 1-49: 16), so 
Luke suggests that Jesus is the climax and fulfilment of Israel's sacred history. In 
view of the influence of Sir 50 upon the present passage, the blessing is that of a 
priest (cf. Lev 9: 22), rather than that of a patriarch (Gen 48; Deut 33, etc. ) or a 
king (1 Kings 8: 54-6 1)40 . That this depicts a priestly symbolism is strengthened by 
the apparently conscious parallelising of Lk 24 with the opening chapters of the 
Gospel, in particular with the unsuccessful blessing of the priest Zechariah: what 
Zechariah was unable to do, Jesus now performs in a most dramatic way4l. 
The locus dramatis of the ascension is situated somewhere ei'wq npoq B710aviav, 
that is, not in Bethany itself42 , but 'up to the point where the road goes to 
Bethany 43 . Bethany was a small village on the eastern slope of the Mount of Olives. 
According to Jn 11: 18, it was 15 stadia = 2.775 km from JerusaleM4". Overlooking, 
for the moment, the question to what extent Luke was aware of the local 
geograph y459 we can infer from Lk 19: 29 and Acts 1: 12 that he situated Bethany on 
the Mount of Olives. This concurs with Luke's geographical perspective 
elsewhere 46 . For Luke, Bethany is still in the vicinity of Jerusalem: 'he led them out 
40 Stempvoort (1958/59) 35; Schlier (1964) 229-230; Schenk (1967) 58. The priestly 
symbolism is questioned by Link (1971) 1125; Lohfink (1971) 169 Anm. 14 and 
Ernst (1977) 672-673. But the literary parallel to Sir 50 should remove all doubt. 
4' For further parallelisms between Lk 24 and Lk 1-2, see Parsons (1987) 73-77. 
' So e. g. Kaylor (1964) 27-28. 
43 Weiss (1901) 692; Zahn (1920) 732 (+ Anm. 87); followed by Brun (1925) 90; 
Larraftaga (1938) 409-416; cf. BDR 2393, an option most recently defended by Van 
Bruggen (1993) 416 (who reads, however, the Majority reading ýwq ctq 
BilOavlav! ). On the alleged difference between ek and npk, see Hesychius, 
Quaest 60 (PG 93,1448); Zahn (1920) 732 Anm. 87. Lohfink (1971) 166 qualified 
this negatively as 'historisierende Exegese', but this should not obscure the fact 
that the description concurs well with local geography. On the other hand, I fail to 
see any exegetical proof for the suggestion of Lygre (1975) 21, that 'the expression 
haq npk BilOavtav suggests a raised locale (cf. Lk. 9: 28; Acts 1: 12) and sets the 
tone for the author's use of knatpw, 8tio-rilftt, and divaye"p(O'. 
44Cf. Thomsen 1 (1907) 37-38; Dalman (1930) 39-55 (Olivet), 296.320 (Bethany); 
Lake (1933) 475-476; Abel (1938) 264-264; Baldi (1955) 359-382; Finegan (1969) 
91-95.96. 
4' A hyper-critical assessment is found in McCown (1941) 1-25. For a more positive 
appraisal of Luke's geographical knowledge of Palestine, see Hengel (1983) 147- 
183. See also Scott (1994) 483-544, for a more general discussion (on Acts). 
46 Lohmeyer (1974) 7-12; Conzelmann (1977) 12-86; Fitzmyer (1981) 164-172. 
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as far as to Bethany, that is, only as far as to Bethany'. CE Acts 1: 12, where the 
Mount of Olives is qualified as o kniv E'yyuq (! ) 'ICP0'UcFaX1'jg oappa-rou 9Xov 
obov. In Luke-Acts, all the post-Easter appearances (including the one that leads 
to the ascension) take place in or around JerusaleM47. 
The chronology of the departure scene is most puzzling. The continuous narrative 
sequence leaves the unbiased reader with the impression that the ascension took 
place on Easter Sunday itself (v. 1 -q- e0E n 8' fl, 14 -r(; )v Gappa-rwv "pOpou PaO `wg v. 13 
7 n ýgpq; v. 33 a Yrl- CU ev au'r -r1- C 1) W -raka 8' a'-c6v, ýaXo6v-rwv)`. This, nn -rTJ pa.; v. 36 
however, does not square with Acts 1, where the ascension follows forty days after 
the resurrection (cf. Acts 13: 31 'many days'). And if we press the chronology of Lk 
24 a little bit further, the ascension took place at night (cf. v. 29! )9. But nothing else 
in the narrative suggests that it took place in darkness". It is therefore not 
surprising that various solutions have been offered which attempt to alleviate the 
chronological tension between Lk 24 and Acts 1. 
1. The most radical solution simply disclaims that Luke is responsible for both 
versions and asserts that foreign material (either here or in Acts 1, or in both 
passages) has been interpolated into the text". But studies in the language and 
idiom of the text (Larraftaga), redaction criticism (Lohfiink) and literary criticism 
(Parsons) have contributed, each in their own way, to the now almost general 
recognition that Lk 24: 50-53 and Acts I belong to the original work; 
2. In Lk 24: 51 and Acts 1: 9 we simply have accounts of two separate events". This 
theory usually goes hand in hand with a rejection of the wordsKa't aveyepe-ro etq 
-rov OX)PaVOV 
(V. 51)53 
. But, as has often been noted, the close parallelism between 
47 Similarly, Emmaus (Lk 24: 13) may be distanced only 60 stadia from Jerusalem. 
4' Benoit (1961) 373; Davies (1958) 49; Wilckens (1981) 71; Fitzmyer (1984) 417. 
49 Meyer 1 (1924) 32; Cadbury (1926) 316-317; (1958) 249-250; Enslin (1928) 61; 
Davies (1958) 48 (on the analogy of the Transfiguration); Evans (1990) 928. 
Unlike the Transfiguration (cf. Lk 9: 28,37) and Enoch's rapture in 2 En 67: 1. 
For authors in defence of interpolation hypotheses, see supra p. 14 n. 23 and p. 15 
n. 28. 
12 See the authors listed supra p. 16 n. 33. 
5' Betz (1982) 688 and Goulder (1989) 790.798 are notable exceptions. The 
suggestion of Goulder that the use of a different verb suggests a different occasion 
is not convincing, given Luke's clear preference for variation [cf. Cadbury (1966) 
88-97]. Did Luke perhaps cross out 6wa(pe*pc, ) from Mk 9: 1 H Lk 9: 28 to insert the 
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Lk 24: 36-53 and Acts 1: 1-14 is decidedly against it54 , and the case for the 
authenticity of the shorter text fails to convince, as I have shown elsewhere"; 
3. After completing the Gospel, Luke received new information (notably about the 
fo rty d ayS)56 . This option gains in plausibility as the time separating the 
publication of the Book of Acts from that of Luke's Gospel increases. If, as e. g. 
W. G. Kiimmel suggestS57 ,a considerable length of time (a decade or so) divides the 
two books, the suggestion that Luke received additional information or had come 
to revise his own chronology himself, is not implausible. But the detailed 
parallelisms between the two volumes suggest that Luke composed Acts with 
regard to the Gospel and vice versa". This suggests a carefully planned overall- 
composition". Since Luke does not give us a hint that in Acts 1 he corrects his 
earlier chronology, we may assume that the chronology of Acts is not due to Luke's 
better knowledge; 
4. There is a chronological break in the story-line of Lk 24. This has attracted 
various scholars. Some would locate the break between vv. 43 and 44'0, others after 
v. 4961 , others again would assume several breakS62 . The difficulty with placing a 
break in vv. 36-53 is that the events related in Acts 1 (the missionary command and 
the command to remain in Jerusalem) all take place on the day of the ascension 63; 
verb here? 
" The identity of scenes is affirmed for instance by Brun (1925) 93; Fridrichsen 
(1927) 338; Larrafiaga (1938) 369-374; Benoit (1961) 398-399; Davies (1958) 42; 
Franklin (1975) 34-35; D6mer (1978) 108; Marshall (1978) 907; Maile (1986) 39. 
" See the Appendix, 'The Text of the Ascension Narratives (Lk 24: 50-53; Acts 1: 1- 
2,9-11)1. 
56 See the authors listed supra p. 22 n. 49. 
57 Kfimmel (1983) 153-154. 
5' Talbert (1974); Pesch 1 (1986) 24-25; Tannehill (1986-1990) 2 vols.; Marshall 
(1993) 163-182. 
51 See infra p. 146, Table 1. The Macro-Structure of Lk 24: 36-53 andActs 1: 1-14. 
6' Bengel (1773) 311; Zahn (1920) 727-728 Anm. 77; Bernard (1930) 155; 
Klostermann (1975) 239; Larrafiaga (1938) 448-461.632-633; GraI3 (1964) 44; 
Schmid (1960) 361; Fuller (1965) 231-232; Seidensticker (1968) 99 Anm. 69; Donne 
(1977) 558; Ddmer (1978) 99. 
6' Loisy (1924) 591; Marshall (1973) 93; (1978) 904. 
62 Plummer (1922) 564 (after v. 43 and v. 49). 
63 See infra pp. 129-129 on Acts 1: 6, where I shall argue that Acts 1: 4-14 forms a 
continuous narrative. 
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5. Perhaps Luke was familiar with two distinct traditions which he reworked 
separately, without passing his judgement upon them. That he did not harmonise 
the chronology could reflect Luke's commitment to his sources". But we are 
sufficiently informed about Luke's treatment of his sources (Mark and Q) to know 
that this is precisely what he does not d065. 
The problem of the conflicting dates is noteasily solved. The least unsatisfactory 
solution seems to be view 4, which I would adopt with due reservation. The 
chronological framework of Lk 24 is to be regarded as the result of Luke's compact 
story-telling technique, by which he draws together various elements to form a 
single uninterrupted story-line 66 . The effect is that the ascension is firmly tied to 
the resurrection and appearance story. If Luke is indeed responsible for 
compressing the narrative sequence, attempts to locate breaking-points in the 
narrative are likely to fail, since he would have removed them on purpose. One is 
reminded of the freedom with which Luke sets the events of Lk 4,1ff. or Acts 9-11 
in sequence 67 . That a temporal discrepancy resulted was evidently of no concern 
for hiM61. 
V. 51 It is during the act of blessing (ev -r6 eo'Xoyeiv at)-rov ai)-robig), that Jesus 
departs from his disciples. The actual description of the ascension is brief": 'Jesus 
departed from them and was carried up into heaven' (NRSV). AtCo-cil ah' aVr6v 
is to be understood on the analogy of the earlier withdrawal and appearance (v. 31 
19 .0191ýEC". Dr6 Kat al)TOq aq)aV'UOq EYEWTO an ax)-r(A)v; cf. v. 36 aU'-r6q krcyl 'v '*G(a a' V): 
Jesus departed from them by suddenly vanishing from the scene". It is only in the 
64 Davies (1958) 49. 
" An alternative solution is offered by Talbert (1974) 78-79, who explains the 
chronological tension due to the Greek aversion of absolute symmetry. But could 
these Greeks appreciate a contradictory structure? Giving one event two dates 
seems to involve more than only a lack of symmetryý 
66 Bruggen (1993) 417-418. 
67 See the commentaries ad loc. 
68 Cf. Maile (1986) 34-35. This I find more plausible than the suggestion of Wilson 
(1968) 271 n. 13, that by the time Luke came to write Acts he had simply forgotten 
what he had written in the Gospel. 
6' Brief in comparison to Acts 1: 9-11, but hardly briefer than the normal 
Hellenistic rapture accounts. 
70 Cf. Acts 12: 10. 
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interpretive words Kal aveyepe-ro CIq 'COV oupavov - an explanatory comment 
from behind the scenes as it were - that the act of withdrawal is interpreted as an 
ascension, or better, given the passive, as a rapture (EnIrfickung)". 'Avayepopat 
(eIq -cO'v oD'pav0v) is occasionally used as a rapture term in Hellenistic rapture 
stories'. The imperfect tense aveyepero seems to suggest a gradual departure 73 
and is materially paralleled in Acts 1: 10 wq aheviýov-req Tlcrav c1q -rov oupavov 
7copet)oftEvot) aVroO. Anticipating our discussion of Acts 1: 9, it may be considered 
whether we have here a Kal-epexegeficum: 'he withdrew from them by being 
carried off into heaven'. 
V52 The disciples did not experience Jesus' departure as a sorrowful event but 
as an occasion for adoration, joy and worship. The return to Jerusalem -a strong 
editorial feature of Luke 74 _ is a logical step in obedience to the command of the 
risen Lord to remain in the city (v. 49). But perhaps the return of Elisha after 
Elijah's ascension is being hinted at as well (2 Kings 2: 12-14). 
For the first time in Luke's Gospel 7UP0CFKDVT1G1q is offered to Jesus (notably in 
his absence! )75. In Greek sources 7[PO(YKUVCW is a commonly used term for the 
veneration of the godS76. Occasionally it occurs in Hellenistic rapture stories as an 
act of recognition of the divinity of the person involved 
77 
. Adoration of the person 
taken up to heaven is an element which is absent in the Jewish rapture traditions 
for obvious reasonS78. Lohfiink has therefore suggested the influence of a Hellenistic 
" The passive expresses divine action. This is a standard feature of Hellenistic and 
Jewish rapture stories and makes the suggestion of Luzarraga (1973) 221-222, to 
take both verbs as a middle voice - ýava(pepottat (se mueve) and eiratpoltat (se 
elevo) - most unlikely. 
72 Plutarch, Numa 2,3; AntLib 25,4; Hesiod, fgm 148; Apollonius Rhodius, 
Argonaufica (rec. H. Keil) IV 57.58 p. 264,17 (Bauer 124-125); cf. DioCass 56,42. 
73 Zahn (1920) 732; Brun (1925) 90; Stempvoort (1958) 36; Marshall (1978) 909; 
Nielsen 2 (1983) 267. 
74 The verb u'7uoa-upe(p(j is used 33x times in Luke-Acts, and only U in the rest of 
the NT (MGM 981). 
75 Lohfink (1971) 171-174 [followed by Dillon (1978) 223-2241, has convincingly 
demonstrated how Luke, unlike the other evangelists, consistently avoids 
proskynesis for the earthly Jesus and reserves the motif of proskynesis 
for the end of 
his Gospel. On this text, see also Lohrink (1974) 161-179. 
76 LSJM 1518; Greeven (1968) 759-760. 
77 Sophocles, OedCol 1654; Plutarch, Romulus 27,8; Lucian, MortPer 39. 
78 Supra pp. 56-57. But cf. Jud 13: 20. Is the prosAynesis in 2 Kings 2: 15 an 
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scheme upon Luke. If, however, Luke's portrayal of the closing pericope is 
determined by Sir 50: 19-23, as we have suggested above, the apparent strength of 
the argument loses its force. Rather than a conventional rapture topos, the act of 
proskynesis is inspired by Sir 50: 21. That the notion of proskynesis is not inspired 
by a Hellenistic rapture scheme is further corroborated by the suggestion that the 
element of proskynesis comes from a post-Easter appearance tradition also attested 
to by Mt 28: 17 (probably traditional! ), which is the closest parallel to Lk 24: 52'. 
We have here the connection appearance-proskynesis, not the connection rapture- 
proskynesis. This means that with the notion of proskynesis Luke remains wholly 
within the confines of biblical JudaiSM81. 
V53 In closing the Gospel with the description of the disciples' constant 
presence in the temple", where they are fully taken up with worshipping God 
(recall the description of Anna in 2: 37! ), Luke underlines the heilsgeschichtfiche 
continuity of the early Christian community with Israel" and prepares his Gentile 
readership for his presentation in Acts 1-5 of the Jerusalem Church as not yet 
emancipated from Judaism (cf. Acts 2: 46-47; 3: 1; 5: 42). Although bid -Kav-rk (sc. 
XpOvou) should not be taken strictly literal, more seems to be involved than simple 
attendance at the regular hours of prayer 13 . At any rate, this historical 
incidental parallel? 
79Lk 24: 52 is the only instance in which Luke uses nPOOKI)VEW with the accusative 
(there is no difference in meaning with the dative). Different from Luke, Matthew 
develops the npocmimlatq motif as act of recognition proper to any stage in Jesus' 
ministry. He normally uses the dative construction (Mt 2: 2,8,11; 4: 9; 8: 2; 9: 18; 
14: 33; 15: 25; 18: 26; 28: 9) and twice the absolute (Mt 20: 20; 28: 17, with variations 
in the MSS tradition). In the only indisputable instance in which Matthew uses the 
accusative (Mt 4: 10) he follows his source (Q Lk 4: 8 = Deut 6: 13). It is therefore 
reasonable to assume that the formulation in the absolute, especially Mt 28: 17, has 
been drawn from a pre-Matthean source. This would suggest a common 
appearance tradition including the notion of proskynesis. 
On the theme of joy in Luke-Acts, see Bernadicou (1970); (1973) 75-98. 
On the analogy of Acts 2: 46-47 (cf. 5: 42; Lk 2: 37), ýcrav should be taken with 
8ta' 7r(xv-rO*q kvvP tepCp rather than with eu')LoyofJvreq (constructioperiphrastica). 
The emphasis is on the disciples' presence in the temple. The temple, of course, is 
seen here as a house of prayer, a place of worship (-rO' tepOiv rather than va0q). 
82 Goppelt (1978) 620-621. 
83 Calvin, Harmonia, 828; Zahn (1920) 733 Anm. 91. The summarising character of 
the statement does not permit a more exact topographical description (but cf. Acts 
3: 11; 5: 12 Solomon's portico). 
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reminiscence serves Luke as a means to show that the Jesus event did not cause a 
break with JudaiSM84. 
4. Acts 1: 1-14,21-22 
The parallel structure of Lk 24: 36-53 and Acts 1: 1-14 -a classic example of 
Lucian's principle of interlacing" - suggests that these are reports about the same 
eventS86. Structurally, the general description of v. 3 (events between resurrection 
and ascension) marks a smooth transition from the larger time-span of VV. 1-2 
(events from the beginning of Jesus' ministry to the end) to the narrower time-span 
of vv. 4-14 (events on the day of the ascension). 
Vv. 1-2 In accordance with the literary conventions of his time, Luke 
commences his 'second book' with a brief summary of the preceding book before 
he plunges into the sequel of the events related in the Gospel (vv. 1-2)". He 
describes his Gospel as a treatise Tiept Tiav-rwv ... Cav 
fjPýaro 0' , 171crobq noleivre 
rcall kbdarcetv K-rX., that is, a full account of the Jesus tradition (cC Lk 1: 1-4)88. If 
84 On the whole Luke has a positive view of the temple, see Weinert (1981) 85-89. 
But the Jesus event has transformed the relation to the temple [cf. Schrenk (1965) 
242-2471. It should be noted that the temple is not the place where the Spirit will be 
poured out! 
85 Lucian, De arte conscribendae 55. See Dupont (1984) 24-36; Unnik (1979) 54-55. 
86 For a synopsis of Lk 24-Acts 1, see infra Table 1. The Macro-Structure of Lk 
24: 36-53 and Acts 1: 1-14; Guillaume (1979) 214-215, and the extensive discussion 
in Larran-aga (1938) 367-442. 
87 Our focus is on the preface only in so far as it has relevance for the 
understanding of Luke's rapture christology. The wider issues of interpretation of 
the prefaces to Luke-Acts have been dealt with sufficiently by Cadbury (1922) 489- 
510; Klein (1974) 170-203; Dillon (1981) 205-227; and Alexander (1993) [a 
summary of her original 1978 Ph. D. -thesis in (1986) 48-761 and need no 
further 
elaboration here [see the bibliography and discussion in Nolland (1989) 3-121. For 
the preface to Acts in relation to Hellenistic preface-writing, see in addition to the 
still useful investigation of Larraflaga (1938) 270-333, and the literature cited 
in 
Schneider (1980) 188-189; Palmer (1987) 427-428; Alexander (1993) 142-146. 
18 The claim of completeness (7rav-rcav; cf. Lk 1: 3; and esp. Acts 10: 39) 
is typically 
Lukan. It is quite suggestive that in comparison with his sources Luke's 
presentation is more comprehensive than that of his predecessors. 
Beyond Mark 
and Q, e. g., Luke recounts the birth, the resurrection and the ascension of 
Jesus. 
Although, strictly speaking, none of these events can be said to be 
'acts and 
teachings' of Jesus, they lend some weight to the suggestion that 71a'*v-rWv 
is more 
than only a rhetorical device. 
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there is a special point in ýgaro8q, it may be suggested that we have here a 
variation on the typical Lukan tendency to tag Jesus' ministry with a terminus a 
quo and a terminus ad quem (e. g. Acts 1: 22)", and that consequently the end-term 
axpt TI I' vý lpepaq ... 
dcvekTIjitTOTj, rather than some implied sort of continuation 
('what Jesus continued to do')"', is its complement92: 'I have written on all that 
Jesus did from the beginning until the day he was taken up' (my translation), 
which is of course a fair summary of what he did in his Gospel. 
In the light of the foregoing discussion on the meaning of avaXijg*tq 
6waXappavoltat in Lk 9: 51, there can be little doubt that a'Xpt 41'q TIgepaq 
I avel ^'ft(POTI (= a )93 TI "XPI -Cýq 71ftepaq ev 7n,, ý ... av0. TjpyOTj BDR 294 is a deliberate 
This is denied by authors who treat it as a redundant auxiliary, so that ýpEa-ro 
notetv corresponds more or less with k`7rofijaev. So Blass (1895) 41; Lake, 
Cadbury (1933) 3; Bauernfeind (1980) 19; Bauer 227 with reference to Josephus, 
Ant XI v, 2 (131) and viij (300) (both unconvincing! ); Haenchen (1977) 144 
Anm. 3; BDR 419.3; 392.29; Higgins (1970) 83 n. 1; Merk (1980) 399; Schille (1984) 
67. 
" Samain (1989) 209-238.327. Likewise Roloff (1981) 19. 
9' Zahn (1900) 369; Marshall (1970) 87 n. 2; (1980) 56; Riekert (1981) 183-184.186; 
Bruce (1990) 98; Williams (1990) 19; cf. ZmIjewski (1986) 78-80; (1994) 44-45; 
Barrett (1994) 66-67. 
92 To bring out this meaning, JpEa-ro is best rendered as an adverbial construction, 
'from the beginning' (cf. Lk 1: 2 an' a'pXfjq). See Hunkin (1924) 390-402; Dbmer 
(1978) 110 Anm. 48; cE Wendt (1899) 62; Delling (1964) 479 n. 5. Traditionally (Mk 
1: 1) and for Luke (Lk 3: 1; Acts 1: 22), the ministry of John the Baptist marks the 
beginning of Jesus' career. Yet the meaning of v. 1 should not be pressed because of 
the rhetorical character of the preface. Though 'everything which Jesus began to 
do and to teach' does not apply very well to Lk 1-2 (or even up to 3: 20 for that 
matter), Luke's characterisation of his Gospel is permissible and hardly proves 
that for Luke the infancy narratives are no part of the apostolic tradition [so 
Schneider (1980) 192; cE Conzelmann (1972) 241. Still less can it be taken as an 
argument for the existence of an earlier proto-Luke, which lacked Lk 1-2: Luke 
simply speaks here of the beginning without further precision, only to explicate it 
in v. 22. A far-fetched interpretation is provided by Plooij (1929) 51: IpEa-ro = 'the 
first part of Jesus' public career, followed by its second part, the time of his passion 
and the resurrection' avaXTjfL*tq)- 
9' Whether ('xXpi Tjq i1pepaq ... aveXTjftyOq marks the end of the 
book 
(C'7uotT)aaftTjv ... a"Xpi inq Tlfwpaq) 
[cf. Zahn (1922) 9; Schneider (1980) 1921 or the 
conclusion of the earthly ministry of Jesus (ýpEa-ro ... notetv Ire Kal 
8t6acrKetv 
... 
aXpt Tjý 71ILepaq) is difficult to decide, since for Luke these termini ad quem 
overlap. But in the light of Luke's idiom elsewhere (Acts 1: 22; cf. 10: 37-38; 
Lk 1: 2; 
3: 23; 23: 5; cf. also Lk 24: 47; Acts 1: 8; 11: 15), one is inclined to regard the latter as 
the most probable option. See Samain (1989) 209-238.327, esp. 223-226. In 
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reference to the day of the ascension described at the end of the Gospel. The 
preposition d"Xpt is used accordingly in an inclusive sense (i. e. the day of the 
ascension is included in the Gospel narrative)". The instruction of the apostles 
(kv, retX6"voý -roilq ix7roa-rOXoiq) reads as a natural flash-back to Lk 24: 44-49, 
that is, to the (implied) commandment for universal mission and the 
commandment to remain in Jerusalem until PentecoSt95 . The election of the 
apostles through the Holy Spirit (6ta nveuttazoý alytou ou"'q e'Ee), eýa-ro = ou'ý 
CC 81'a 7rVCDjCCrOq ayl OU)96 has no counterpart in Lk 24 and should 
probably be translated as a pluperfect 'which he had chosen' (on an earlier 
occasion, that is, on the occasion of Lk 6: 12-16)97. In addition to the obvious 
addition, it should be noted that v. 3 is a description of Jesus' ministry, not a 
recapitulation of the Gospel narrative. Zmijewski (1994) 45 opts for both. 
94 Contra Michaelis (1925) 106-107; Ehrman (1993) 229, both in the interest of a 
defence of the shorter text in Lk 24: 51. But cf. v. 22 (! ). See also Lk 1: 20; Lk 17: 27. 
An inclusive temporal terminus ad quem is normal in Hellenistic prologues: 
Polybius, Historia 2,1; 4,1; Xenophon, Anabasis HI 1,1; IV 1,1; cf. VU 1,1 
(inclusive or exclusive? ); DiodS 20,2; Appian, Historia 7,1. 
" So Holtzmann (1901) 23; Lake, Cadbury (1933) 3; Haenchen (1977) 145-146 (+ 
Anm. 4); Pesch (1971) 21; Lohrink (1971) 221; Ddmer (1978) 110; Schneider (1980) 
192; Bruce (1990) 99; Zmliewski (1994) 46. This is a more natural understanding 
of the verse than to understand c" v-retXdcRevoq as a reference to Lk 6: 13 [Bouwman 
(1988) 491 or the Last Supper Scene [Parsons (1987) 132 (+ 247 n. 119)]. 
96 Wendt (1899) 62-63; Zahn 1 (1922) 19-20; Loisy (1920) 136; Grosheide 1 (1942) 
9-10; Stam. (1950) 39; Haenchen (1977) 145-146 Anm. 1; Luck (1974) 108 Anm. 39; 
Pesch (1971) 22 (+ Anm. 56); 1 (1986) 61 Anm. 11; Lohfink (1971) 221; (1975) 244- 
245; Jervell (1972) 87-88; Ddmer (1978) 110 Anm. 50 (discussion! ); Marshall (1980) 
57 n. 1; Schneider (1980) 192-193; Roloff (1981) 19; Schille (1984) 67-68. 
This view is to be preferred to constructs that link 8id 7rVeUILa-r0q aytou with the 
post-Easter commandments (ev-retXaIuLeV0q ... 
8ta' nveuRa-roý dcytou [Bengel 
(1773) 434; Spitta (1891) 7; Meyer 1 (1924) 37; Schrenk (1964) 545; Williams 
(1964) 54; Conzelmann (1972) 24; Dunn (1970) 46; Alsup (1975) 69-70; Franklin 
(1975) 38; O'Toole (1981) 486; Bruce (1990) 99; Williams (1990) 20; Barrett (1994) 
69; NM or that regard the position of 8ta' Tuveuga-roq ayiou as intentionally 
ambivalent [so: Benoit (1961) 397; Sta**hlin (1980) 12; Boor (1973) 28; Riekert 
(1981) 184-185; Schmithals (1982) 20; Zmijewski (1986) 82; idem (1994) 46-47; 
Johnson (1992) 241. The construction is not uncommon in Luke-Acts. Likewise to 
be rejected is the suggestion that 81a nV6U*garoq &yfou is an interpolation [so: 
Wikenhauser (1961) 25. Bauernfeind (1980) 332-333 (cE 20) suspects 
I 
8ta 
Ufta-roq &yfou is original but was placed in a position unforeseen 
by Luke . 7rve I 
97 So e. g. Bengel (1773) 434 (elegerat); Bouwman (1988) 49; and most modern 
translations: KJV NIV SV NBG WV GNB RLU BJ. 
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christological point (Jesus is one who acts through the Spirit), Luke's motive for 
inserting the election of the apostles 81a' -xve'uga-roý aytou may be to stress that 
they are the legitimate custodians of the faith (see further on v. 3). 
V3 Though from a formal perspective Luke has by now sufficiently 
recapitulated the events leading up to the ascension (vv. 1-2), he does not proceed 
with stating the content of his 8eb-repoq Xoiyoý as would be expected after the 
current literary conventions, but he continues reporting what had happened in the 
period between the resurrection and the ascension. In line with the presentation in 
the Gospel narrative, the post-Easter period is characterised by the manifestations 
of the risen Lord to the apostles". Note how the focus is emphatically on the 
apostles: it is to them (Otq Kai, with Kalt for the sake of emphasis)" that he showed 
himself alive and to them that the instructions concerning the Kingdom of God 
were given. In this way Luke reassures his readership that the apostles were fully 
instructed by the risen Lord and thus are the authentic witnesses of the Gospel'". 
Jesus showed himself alive to them EV 7rOX), O^tq TEKATIP10iq 'by many (convincing) 
proofs"O'. The TEKfOlpia are probably demonstrative acts done during the 
appearances, such as the showing of his hands and feet and the eating of fish, 
102 rather than the appearances as such . llapea-rijaev eau-rov 
C6v-ra is Luke's 
reformulation of the traditional (1)(POil (I Cor 15: 5-8). 
Different from Luke's earlier account, an interval of forty days now separates the 
ascension from the resurrection. There is no strict parallel to the forty days in 
" The time clause Ae-ca -uo' -naOriv avubv [Michaelis (1945); (1967) 913-9161 
indicates that the appearances are the post-Easter (= pre-ascension) manifestations 
of the risen Lord. A remote parallel is Lucian, MortPer 40 (Proteus) pvra -rOi 
Kax)Oývai Oea(javro a6-rO'v Ev Xruqq_ &YOýcrt. 
9" BDR 442.8. 
... See Talbert (1966) 17-32, who shows that Luke has consciously organised Acts I 
and Luke-Acts in its entirety around the theme of apostolic witness. 
... Cf. Sap 5: 11; 19: 13; 3 Mace 3: 24; Josephus, Ant V i, 13 (39); XVH v, 6 (128); see 
further Mealand (1989) 134-135, who has shown that the combination nokka 
-ceKttTipta is normal Hellenistic Greek. Bruce (1990) 
100 refers to Aristotle's 
definition of -rcKfv'jptov as aVayKaitov crijýwtov a compelling sign', 
Rhetorica 1 
2,16) 1cf, also Dodd (1968) 123 n. 21. 
102 in agreement with Bengel (1773) 435; Fridrichsen 
(1927) 339; Lolifink (1971) 
152-153; Ddmer (1978) 112; Roloff (1981) 20. Contra Holtzmann 
(1901) 24; 
Michaelis (1925) 102; (1944) 83-84; Wikenhauser (1961) 26; Haenchen 
(1977) 147. 
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Hellenistic rapture stories 103 , but, as we noted in the previous chapter, the Jewish- 
biblical rapture tradition provides ample parallels. This again suggests that we are 
in a Jewish environment. 
Stricto sensu, the notion of the forty days does not fix the date of the ascension. 
The traditional date of the ascension 'on the fortieth day' can only be deduced by 
implication from the narrative sequence (8t' fgep6)vce(YcrepaKov-ra v. 3 ... K alt ... TI 
9A , nap7jyyF-iXev v. 4 ... 01, Reiv ... Yjpw-cwv v. 6 ... elnev 
U v. 7 ... Kal TaUka Ct7rCDV 
KT, X. v. 9). As a date of the ascension it would be expected at vv. 9-12 but there it is 
absent. The absence of the forty days in Luke's Gospel and in the rest of Acts 
(although it would have been appropriate in Acts 10: 41 and 13: 31) suggests that 
Luke did not intend to date the ascension exactly on the fortieth day. Furthermore, 
the typological force of the number forty prevents taking it as an exact date 104 . The 
forty days rather delimit the period of appearances and final instructions before 
the ascension 115 . The idea is not that of an uninterrupted period in which Jesus was 
permanently present (this would require the temporal accusative f1pepaq 
a)116. A, I ýACPCDV -rCCFGCPaKOVTa rather suggests that a series of 
appearances took place 'over a period of forty days' (NIV, NEB)", cf. Acts 13: 31. 
The notion of the forty days is perhaps the most puzzling part of the Lukan 
ascension story. As we noted earlier, it does not fit the chronology of the Gospel 
103 Horst (1983) 19. 
"' Contra Larrafiaga (1938) 448-461, who made a strenuous effort to show that the 
forty days should be taken as an exact date. The church fathers who accept the 
canonical chronology are divided on whether the ascension took place 'on the 
fortieth day' or not. A number of them takes up the notion of the forty days as an 
approximate number, i. e. without necessarily dating the ascension 'on the fortieth 
day', others take the forty days as exact chronology (i. e. 'on the fortieth day'); see 
the references in Holzmeister (1931) 69-74. 
105 A At' ýfwp(-; Jv -reampaKovca is to be construed with the following 6nTav6ýtevoq 
ao, -ro-tq K-rX. rather than with the preceding7cape'(Y-ujaev (so 
SV), as is suggested 
by 13: 31 (("AV071 en't illaepaq nXefouq). 
106 Cf. Chrysostom, AdHom 1,4 (PG 60,18). 
107 Bengel (1773) 435; Michaelis (1925) 102-103; (1944) 84; BDR 2233; GraB (1964) 
48-50; Haenchen (1977) 147 Anm. 4; Menoud (1962) 151 (+ n. 1); Roloff (1965) 194 
(Anm. 83); (1981) 21; Pesch (1971) 23; Lohfiink (1971) 176; Bruce (1990) 100; 
Schneider (1980) 193. 
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very well"'. With the exception of a harmonising textual variant in Acts 10: 41"', 
the forty days of appearances is unique in Luke-Acts and the NT. Acts 13: 31 
defines the duration of the appearances of the risen Lord more generally as knl 
f ljgepaý nXelouý"'. The next attestation of the forty days after Luke is found in 
Tertullian'". In addition, there were alternative ascension dates in circulation from 
very early times. The Ethiopic Epistula Apostolorum (mid-second century AD) dates 
the ascension on the resurrection day itself"'. According to the testimony of 
Irenaeus, Gnostic groupings such as the Valentinians, the Ophites and the Sethians 
believed that after his resurrection Jesus had conversed with his disciples for 18 
113 
months . In the Ethiopic version of the Ascension of Isaiah the ascension of Christ 
Supra pp. 114-116. 
HgOaq. g' D (E) it sy'** sa. mae; cf. Metzger (1994) 335. The Western reading 
seems to misunderstand Acts 1: 3 &L' 1jgCP(^A)V TCOGEPaKOVraasdenoting a period 
of uninterrupted conversation of Jesus with the disciples: (juvea-zpa(pilgev ... 
11ftepaq it 
KnI 6 -nXeiouq is a stylistic variation of Luke; so Lake, Cadbury (1933) I 711te-pa-r. 
154 n. 31; Haenchen (1977) 394-395; Pesch (1971) 14; Schille (1984) 295. The 
phrase e7rlt T11Lepaq nXetouq reflects Lukan style (21: 10; 24: 17; 25: 14; 27: 20; cf. 
Acts 18: 20; 20: 9; 24: 4,11; 25: 6; C761 noUaq i1ftepaq Acts 16: 18, cf. Heb 11: 30). 
Outside Luke-Acts the combination && + i1pepa (Lk 9: 37 WH mg D; Acts 1: 3; 
27: 5) occurs only in Mk 2: 1; 13: 2 DW it; 14: 58 (= Mt 26: 61). We may therefore 
safely disregard the suggestion of Bauernfeind (1980) 175, to regard the phrase as 
an interpolation. 
... Tertullian, Apol 21: Cum discipulis autem quibusdam apud Gatilaeam Iudaeae 
regionem ad quadraginta dies egit, docens eos quae docerent (PL 1,402). 
112 EpAp(Eth) 18 (29): 'die Himmelfahrt am Ende der Tage [der Auferstehungf 
(tr. Schmidt, 60); EpAp(Eth) 51 (62): 'Am dritten Tage und in der dritten Stunde' 
(tr. Schmidt, 154). Also Codex Bobiensis (k) on Mk 16: 3: Subito autem ad horam 
tertiam tenebrae diei factae sunt per totam orbem terrae, et descenderunt de caelis 
'? surgit? ] in claritate vivi Dei (v * duo? + et? ) simul angeli et surgent [-ntes?. -nte eo.., In 
ascenderunt cum eq, et continuo lux facta est Tunc Mae accesserunt ad 
monumentum (NA 2' apparatus). 
113 Irenaeus, AdvHaer 13,2: quodpost resurrectionem a mortuis octodecim mensibus 
9, dicant conversatum eum cum discipulis twra' TfIv eK VEKP(jL)v avacrEaGIV, 
8F, K(Xor, -r('A) fugat Uyetv 8tare-rptyevaj au, r6v obv -roitý ILaOTI-uak (PG 7,469; 
SC 2649 52); Advffaer 1 30,14: Remoratum autem eum post resurrectionem XVIII 
mensibus, et sensibilitate in eum descendente didicisse quod liquidum est. - et paucos 
ex discipulis suis, quos sciebat capaces tantorum mysteri0rumy docuit 
haec; et sic 
receptus est in coelum, Christo sedente ad dexteram patris IdIdabaoth (PG 79 703; 
SC 
264,382-384). 
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occurs 545 days after his resurrection on the third day 114 9 in the Apocryphon of 
James after 550 days"'. According to Pistis Sophia, Jesus remained in the 
company of his disciples eleven years after his resurrection, before (in the twelfth 
year) he ascended to heaven 116 . 
In the light of our previous discussion of the Jewish rapture-preservation 
traditions, it seems that we can be a little more specific as to the background of the 
forty days. The forty days that precede the ascension of Jesus have their parallel in 
the Jewish rapture traditions: the forty days are forty days of preparation, in 
which the disciples are fully instructed in view of the period to come, in which their 
17 Master will be absent' . In rabbinic sources, learning and teaching 40 times 
suggests reliable instruction"'. On the question whether Luke has drawn the forty 
days from a source, see our discussion infra pp. 213-214. 
The instructions concerning -ra -nept PaGlXelaq Tob Oeof) -a Lukan 
summary of the content of the Christian Gospel"' - provide the link between the 
"' AscenIs 9: 16: 'And when he has plundered the angel of death, he will rise on the 
third day and will remain in that world for five hundred and forty-five days' (tr. 
Knibb 170). The words 'and will remain in that world for five hundred and forty- 
rive days' are absent in a Latin MS (Lat2) and in the Slavonic version. Knibb 
(OTP 2,170 n. v) suspects the words have been added under the influence of the 
Valentinian and Ophite tradition (18 months, i. e. approximately 545 days). It 
seems equally likely, however, that the disputed words were erased because of the 
contradiction with the canonical chronology. 
... ApocJas 2: 19-24: 'And after rive hundred and fifty days since he had risen from 
the dead, we said to him, 'Have you departed and removed yourself from usT. But 
Jesus said, 'No, but I shall go to the place from whence I came' (tr. NHL 30); 
14: 30: 'for today [i. e. 550 days after the resurrection] I must take (my place at) the 
right side of the Father' (tr. NHL 35). 
"' Pistis Sophia 1: 'Es geschah aber, nachdem Jesus von den Toten auferstanden 
war, da verbrachte er 11 Jahre, indem er sich mit seinen Jüngern unterredete und 
sie nur bis zu den Ortern des ersten Gebotes belehrte und bis zu den Ortern des 
ersten Mysteriums ... welches ist das letzte Mysterium, 
d. h. das 24ste ( ... ) Dieses 
nun geschah am 15ten des Mondes, an dem Tage, an welchem er im Monat Tybi 
voll wird ( ... ). Es geschah nun, als 
Jesus zum Himmel gelangt war, nach drei 
Stunden, da gerieten alle Kräfte der Himmel in Aufregung ... ' (NTApo 1,177-178). 
117 Luke's employment of the number 40 elsewhere in his work (MGM 939) does 
not seem to shed much light on it. 
"' References are found in Balz (1972) 138. 
119 On Luke's understanding of the PautXcia -rob^ Oeou^, see Stempvoort (1954) 
349-355; George (1978) 285-306; Merk (1978) 201-220; Weiser (1991) 127-135 
(literature 135); Wolter (1995) 541-563. 
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story of Jesus (Lk 4: 13; 16: 16 etc. ) and the story of the church (but the latter in an 
expanded meaning, including -ra' 1) 'nEP" -to^ 'liloof)) (Acts 8: 12; 14: 22; 19: 8; 20: 25; 
28: 23,31). 
Vv. 4- 5 Kal (YI)VaIICO'ACVOý 71aPIjYYCIXCV K'rX. marks the transition 
from the general description of the period of the post-Easter appearances (v. 3) to 
the description of what happened on one particular occasion"', namely, the final 
appearance of the risen Lord to his disciples on the day of the ascension (VV. 4- 
14)"'. Acts 1: 4-5 is materially paralleled by Lk 24: 36-49. The present participle 
a, uv0. tCO'ftevoq denotes action prior to the aorist indicative TcapT'jyye0LCv: 
TIYYCt, j V= (II)V I'jt(Y()TI K *- 7U(Xýp IYyC XCV122 ulwaxt(OýWVOq 71ap C 11 'a t TI I 
The meaning of cruva)Lt(o fteVoqlD is disputed. Under the influence of H. J. 
Cadbury 124 , it has been argued that auvaXt(O'Aevoq is only an orthographic 
variant of (YuvaUt(o)ievoq 'spending the night with, hence: 'being with, staying 
with' (d: convivens). If this is correct, the present tense may be taken to denote an 
uninterrupted period of Jesus' presence among his disciples'2'. The problem with 
this interpretation is that it is difficult to imagine how this meaning would apply to 
only one person (Jesus being the subject of the sentence) and hardly tallies with the 
'n 0 
126 interpretation offered above on the meaning of 81 '" gepw^ v ue, cr(jepaKovra A 
120 So Overbeck (1870) ad loc; Holtzmann (1901) 24; NIV GNB HLW. Contra 
Williams (1990) 21. 
121 CE Zmijewski (1994) 53. 
122 Cf. BDR 339.2b with reference to Acts 4: 34. Contra Palmer (1987) 437 n. 18. 
123 The MSS evidence is in strong support of the reading cruvOt(ottevoq. The 
99ý reading auvaltarcoAevoq fte-r axnwv 'being taken captive together with them' 
(D*) makes no sense and is probably a transcriptional error for 
GUVaVaXtGKOftCVOq IIET (xinCov (presumably) 'consuming together' or 
Govalt(OfLevoq (jmr' avcwv). In the MS it is corrected into the likewise 
incomprehensible cruvaltayoftevoq Az-r I av'-r6v 'being sullied with them'. The 
variant reading auvaUtCO"voq [for its attestation see Boismard, Lamouille 
(1984) 31 is 'an alleviation by conjecture, perhaps regarded as a mere improvement 
in spelling', Ropes (1926) 2 n. 4. 
124 Cadbury (1926) 310-317, followed by Lake, Cadbury (1933) 4-6; Moule (1957) 
60; Alsup (1975) 76-79 (very cautiously); Metzger (1994) 241-242; Schneider 
(1980) 196 Anm. a + 199. 
125 An inference Enslin (1928) 63-64 draws from Cadbury's argument. 
126 Likewise to be rejected is the view which derives the word from auvaxlCw 
ýbring togetherg collect, assemble', pass. 'come together, assemble' (cf. LSJM 1694) 
[Bengel (1773) 435 conventum agens]. This meaning is not attested in the middle 
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more plausible meaning of the verb is 'eating salt together with' (from CFUv- and 
&M(ca), hence: 'eating together' (convescens)"'. As in the parallel passages Lk 
24: 43 and Acts 10: 41, this denotes a mealtime setting"'. The usual objection that 
the sense 'to eat with' is unknown in the first century AD may well be overruled by 
the suggestion that Luke is responsible for having added the prefix (Yov (a 
favourite of Luke) 129 to the more familiar Ot(w/-oftat (Mk 9: 49 // Mt 5: 13; Lev 
2: 13; TO 6: 5 S; Is 47: 2 A (active); Ezek 16: 4) 130 . As in Lk 24: 43, the mealtime 
scenario may serve to underline the reality of the (physical) resurrection of Jesus 
(cf. also IgnSm 3: 3), although a more dominant concern seems to be to stress the 
apostles' intimate fellowship with the risen Lord in view of their future mission 
(Acts 10: 40-42). 
The present infinitive Iti'l Xwpi(ea0at corresponds, if reverted into direct speech, 
to the aorist imperative jtý Xwptaa-re 'do not depart (from Jerusalem)' and 
expresses negatively what Lk 24: 49 KaOI(Ja*rF, C'V TI- 'Uet said positively 131 . The n no 
voice. See further Zahn 1 (1922) 23-24. 
"' This meaning is attested in Ps-Clement, Hom 13,4 (cf. 11; Recogn 7,29; Origen, 
Hexapla Ps 140: 4 (ed. Field 2,297). See further LSJM 1694 cruv&, Xt(W (B) pass. 
I eat salt with, eat at the same table with'. with reference to Acts 1: 4. The form 
without pz-r' a&u6v is lectio difficilior; D it sy have specified an object to 
auvaxtcoftevoq: fteT, au-rdov. 
128 Chrysostom, Actffom 1,4 (PG 60,19); Theophylact, ExpAct 1,4 (PG 125,508); 
Ps-Oecumenius, CommAct 1,4 (PG 118,48). Among modern interpreters inter atios 
Bowen (1912) 247-259; Zahn 1 (1922) 23-27; Cullmann (1962) 19; Haenchen 
(1977) 148 Anm. 1; Kaylor (1964) 36-38; Talbert (1966) 31 [in (1974) he is 
ambiguous: cE 59 'staying with them' with 61-62, where he is clearly interpreting 
the word as a reference to a mealtime, as a suggested parallel to 9: 11-171; Pesch 
(1971) 24; Donne (1977) 557; Ddmer (1978) 113-114; Bauernfeind (1980) 334 (cf. 
20 undecided); Marshall (1980) 59; Roloff (1981) 21; Schnider (1981) 161 
(implied); Schmithals (1982) 21; Schille (1984) 69; Bruce (1990) 101; Johnson 
(1992) 25; ZmIJewski (1994) 53-54. 
"" Mt 4x; Mk 6x; Lk 23x; Jn 3x; Acts 52x; rest 42x (MGM 1109-1110). Luke adds 
cFuv- to the simple verb in 5: 15 (Mk 1: 45); 6: 49 (Mt 7: 27); 12: 2 (Mt 10: 26); 23: 49 
(Mt 27: 55); cf. 4: 38 [Mk 1: 30 H Mt 8: 141; 22: 4 (Mk 14: 10; Mt 26: 15). He 
substitutes avv- for another preposition in 9: 1 (Mk 6: 7; Mt 10: 1); 20: 5 (Mk 11: 31 H 
Mt 21: 25); 22: 10 (Mk 14: 13). 
13' The form can thus be satisfactorily explained by an inner-Greek mechanism, 
despite Torrey (1916) 23, who treats it as an Aramaism, and Wilcox (1965) 106- 
109, who in partial support of Torrey suggests the possibility of Syriacism. 
131 TI Cf. Robertson, Davis (1958) § 453 (a). Contra Lake (1933) 15, who takes gi 
Xwpt(e(yOat to mean: 'he commanded them to abandon departing 
from 
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non-signalled transition to direct discourse 132 is attested elsewhere in Luke-Acts 
(Lk 5: 14; Acts 14: 22; 17: 3; 23: 22) and Hellenistic literature 133 . 
T v`7ua*yyEMa 'uou^ Tia-rpo"q is used here in a double sense: the disciples are to 
await 'the promise of the Father, that which the Father has proinised 
(promissum), i. e. the Spirit. The qualification 'which you heard froin me' takes 
E7cayyE, X1a as the act of promising (promissio). By inserting 'which you heard 
from me, Luke connects the command to wait, drawn from Lk 24 and put in 
indirect speech, with the Jesus logion about the coming Spirit baptism (V. 5). In the 
Gospel tradition this saying is unanimously preserved as a Baptist logion (Q Lk 
3: 16 // Mt 3: 11; Mk 1: 8; cE Jn 1: 26), but here the saying is attributed to Jesus (cf. 
11: 16 where Luke calls it a 'ýfla TOf) KUPIou). Except for the parallel text Lk P 
24: 49 134 , it is difficult to find the reference in Luke's Gospel or elsewhere in the 
135 synoptic tradition Luke alludes to (perhaps Lk 11: 13) . Since Luke is familiar 
with the Baptist ascription of the logion and yet attributes it to Jesus in the present 
context 136 , it is likely that he had received it from the tradition as a word of 
Jesus 137 . 
The 6-rt-clause explains why the apostles are to remain in Jerusalem: they must 
remain there because (65-rt)"' they will soon be baptised in the Holy Spirit (the 
Jesus logion is quoted in full, the emphasis is on the Spirit baptism). The time 
indication ou ge-ra' iTOXXaq -rCCu-r(Xq '' paq139 (a litotes for fte-rcc &Xjyaý -rauraý TIRE 
Jerusalem'. 
olLta-roq ftoo (D* pc Aug vg") is an `2 The Western reading yq6tv 61a roib (Y*r' 
attempt to smooth over the uneasy transition [Ropes (1926) 2 (cautiously); 
Haenchen (1977) 148 Anm. 5; Metzger (1994) 2421. 
"' See the references in Van der Horst (1983) 19-20. 
134 So Wendt (1899) 65; Holtzmann (1901) 24. 
13' Blass (1895) 43 suggested that the reference is to the occasion of Jn 14: 16ff. 
Marshall (1980) 58 suggests teaching such as Mt 10: 20 (cE Lk 12: 12) and Jn 14-16 
is in the background. 
136 The suggestion of Schmithals (1982) 21 that ttoo refers to Luke is unconvincing. 
Note Acts 11: 16. 
137 According to Pesch (1971) 11; 1 (1986) 65, Luke is responsible for the 
attribution to Jesus. Haenchen (1977) 149, and cf. Bauernfeind 
(1980) 335, think 
that already in pre-Lukan tradition the saying was restyled as a Jesus 
logion. 
138 WV (first edition) treats 65-rt as a recitativum. 
139 Cf. Josephus, Ant I xix, 5 (294); V ix, 3 (328) and Ex 2: 23; 4: 19. Van der Horst 
f- (1983) 20, refers to Pap Oxy VIH 1121912: 7upO' OXty(jL)v rou-r(ov i1ftepwv (without I 
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qA fj"paq)"O may be regarded as the logical inference Luke made from the command 
to stay in Jerusalem until the disciples were empowered with power from above 
(Lk 24: 49). He thereby links the present occasion (the ascension! ) more closely to 
the day of PentecoSt141. 
Vv. 6-8 The introductory words ot gev oi)v auveX06vTeq probably do not 
introduce a new occasion ('when they had come together, they asked him' 
NRSV) 142 , but explicate the subject of the sentence: 'they who had come together 
(oi cruveX00vreý) asked him' (cf. 2: 41; 8: 4; 11: 19)143 . Note that in the parallel 
passage Lk 24: 47-49 the command to wait in Jerusalem for the coming Spirit 
baptism and the call for universal mission were spoken, so it seems, on one and the 
same occasion. 
The disciples' question concerning the restoration of the kingdom to Israel 
accurately reflects the mood of the post-Easter community at the time (cf. Lk 
24: 21). Both the resurrection and the announcement of the coming Spirit baptism 
would heighten the expectation of the imminent inauguration of the messianic 
kingdom, as prophesied in the OT and in the teaching of Jesus. As in Lk 19: 11, the 
emphasis is on the timing of the event: 'is it ev -rca Xpovy -rou-r6) (= o6 fte-ra' 
TuoUk -ra&caq Tjgepaq) that you will restore the kingdom to Israel? ' 
144. CfO 
litotes). Blass (1895) 43 and Menoud (1954) 153 treat it as a Latinisin; Torrey 
(1916) 6 as an Aramaism. 
140 Cf. Cadbury (1972) 58-69. 
14' The Western reading e'wq -ri^lq 7UEVTTjKo(Y-r1-jq (D* sa mae Ephr AugPt Cass) 
simply makes more explicit that which is already in the text. I find the solution 
offered by Strange (1992) 113-115, to regard ht)q -rfiq neruijKoa-rfiý as a marginal 
note intended for v. 4 (&nO' '1epo(YoWftwv gý X(jpf(mOat ... 
Ewq -rýq 
7ECWT11KOo-rýq) but wrongly inserted at the end of v. 5, most attractive and 
preferable to the ingenious construction of Boismard, Lamouille 
(1990) 30-31, 
although I am hesitant to ascribe the phrase to Luke's redactional activity. 
See on 
this variant further Zahn (1916) 329-330; Delebecque (1982) 
82-84. 
142 So Overbeck (1870) 4; Wendt (1899) 65-66; Meyer 1 (1924) 40; Gra. 6 (1964) 46; 
D6mer (1978) 115; Marshall (1980) 60; Roloff (1981) 22; Bouwman (1988) 50. 
143 So Vg. Further- Zorell 1271-1272; Larraftaga (1938) 378; Zmijewski (1994) 53. 
Contra Williams (1990) 23, the imperfect tense is not iterative, but descriptive. Cf. 
also Blass (1895) 43. 
144 Lohfink (1971) 154 [cf. also D6mer (1978) 115; Roloff (1981) 22-24; Zmijewski 
(1994) 56-571 over-interprets the question when he thinks to detect a three-fold 
Lukan concern, namely the chronological ('in dieser Zeit? 
'), the spatial (1-tir 
Israel' 9. ) and the christological (wirst du ... ) aspect. 
The latter two are presupposed, 
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similar questions in 4 Ezra 4: 33-52; 6: 11-12; 2 Bar 21: 18-19; 81: 2 (further 
references in Bill. 1,949). 
The wording of v. 7 is drawn from Mk 13: 32 (= Mt 24: 36), omitted in Lk 21: 33 
(without obbe 6' ul6q) and is a typical apocalyptic topos (cf. 1 Thess 5: 1). The term 
of the inauguration of the messianic reign/parousia remains undefined. Instead, 
the interval up to the end of the age is given purpose by the risen Lord's command 
for universal mission (Lk. 24: 47-49). Luke does not deny that God will restore the 
kingdom to Israel 145 , but corrects the expected timing: it is not now that the 
kingdom will be restored 146 . Now is the time for universal mission in the power of 
the Holy Spirit 147. Vv. 6-8 serve therefore to refute the idea of Nahenvartung"'. 
V9 Without interruption the narrative passes into the description of the 
ascension, connected by -raf)-ra ein(A)v. The structure of the verse is that of a 
chiastic parallelism, 
A PýXROVTG)v au,, r6v 
B kT[7'l'poTl 
Kat 
B' VC(PEXTI 671exapev au"rov 
11 a7ro, -rcav 0' yoaxg6v au, -c6v, 
but depending upon the question of what kind of chiastic parallelism it is, it gives 
a description of a one- or two-stage act. If Kall simply annexes the two clauses to a 
(chrono)logical sequence, Jesus was first lifted up a certain distance into the sky 
before a cloud took him away from sight: 'he was taken up before their very eyes, 
and (Kai) a cloud hid him from their sight' (NI[V)"9. That the ascension would 
unfold in two stages may reveal a crux: Jesus would not of himself need a vehicle 
for his ascent; the cloud would only prevent the spectators from looking into 
but are not part of the question. 
145 On the contrary, the theme is definitely a Lukan one and it is by no means clear 
that Luke rejects this expectation (Lk 19: 11; 21: 28; 24: 21; Acts 3: 20-21). 
... This does not, of course, mean that Luke simply retains the old nationalistic 
hope on the restoration of the Davidic kingdom. Luke is too much a universalist 
for that. Note that in Acts 15: 15-18 the nationalistic hope is redefined with the 
Jewish-Christian community in view. CE Chance (1988) 37-39. 
147 The universal mission prepares for rather than substitutes the parousia, contra 
Fuller (1980) 127. With Cullmann (1956) 409-421. 
14' For a further treatment of the issue, see infra pp. 208-215. 
149 So e. g. Delling (1967) 8; Stam (1950) 42-43; Metzger (1968) 85-86. 
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heaven"'. If, on the other hand, the two clauses are connected by a rat- 
epexegeticum, the second clause only reformulates what the first clause stated in 
general terms: 'he was taken up before their very eyes, that is (Kalt), a cloud hid 
him (and took him away) from their sight"". 
If we ignore the larger context for the moment, the presence of the cloud causes 
little difficulty to the interpreter: the cloud is obviously the typical rapture cloud 
which in the Hellenistic"' and Jewish"' assumption stories serves as a vehicle of 
ascent and/or as a means to conceal the actual taking UP154. Which particular 
function should be attributed to the cloud depends at least in part upon the 
meaning of oTceXapev. 'T7coXapP6v(A) does not normally mean 'envelop', but 
'take up by getting under"5'. But since composites with the prefix ýTuo often carry 
the connotation 'underhand, secretly' 156 , the prefix 
67ro is not necessarily purely 
local. LSJM 1886 in addition gives the meaning 'take up, seize, come suddenly 
upon'. The phrase ve(pt'Xil bkueXapev auubv may accordingly be translated as 'a 
cloud suddenly came upon him' or 'a cloud enveloped him'. The cloud, then, 
covers the event from the eyes of the disciples. In the light of Luke's treatment of 
prepositions in combination with verba composita elsewhere - he has a preference 
S157 _ &n "XaPEV ... 
', n' r^V '(poaXg for unbalanced construction Ca0W0 6v akCav should 
be taken as a single construction"'. in which aho' *rwv 6(p0aXg6v ak6v ('away 
from their eyes') explicates what is already in 67ýoXagpdvw: take up (movement) 
Cf. Haenchen (1977) 155. 
Cf. Schneider (1980) 204; Schille (1984) 73. CC also Conzelmann (1972) 27. Note 
that earlier (supra p. 117) we hinted at the possibility of an epexegetical reading of 
Lk 24: 51 as well. 
152 Dosiades (FGH 458 fgm 5); Apollodorus, Bibliotheca H 7,7; DionHal 1 77,2; 
PGrM 5,277; Lucian, JuppTrag 16. See further Pease (1942) 8-10; Lohfink (1971) 
44; Friedrich (1973) 65. 
153 1 En 39: 3; GkApEzra 5: 7; TAb B 8: 3; 10: 2; 12: 1 (descent); 12: 9; Rev It: 12; 
Josephus, Ant IV viii, 48 (326). Cf. 2 En 3: 1; SibOr 1: 38 1. 
154 On this double function see Lohfink (1971) 44.73. 
"' LSJM 1886. See Herodotus, Histmia 1,24; Plato, Rep 5,453 D; Josephus, Ant X1 
vi, 9 (238). 
156 LSJM 1875 F 1H, with reference to 
ýTuooew, l')TIONOTEED(A), 1')710KOPIýOpal, 
uTcopufa, but many other examples could be adduced. 
157 Luke prefers e. g. kýe'pXecrOat aTuo to kýrpXwOat 
ký (see MGM 334). Cf. also 
Lk 24: 50. 
151 Contra Delebecque (1982) 80. 
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secretly (concealment): a cloud enveloped him and took him away from their eyes. 
Just as the cloud at the transfiguration withheld the by-standers from seeing what 
happened and at the same time provided Moses and Elijah with access to the 
heavenly realm, so the ascension cloud has a double function 159 . 
Other interpretations of the cloud motif have been suggested. The 
rationalists took it as a natural cloud (fog cloud, rain cloud, dew, etc. )"'. 
Others see in the cloud the Shekinah motif, the cloud of divine presence"'. 
Others think the ascension cloud is based on the parousia clouds"' or 
comes directly from Dan 7: 13 163 .A direct influence of Dan 7: 13 is not likely 
(nothing in Dan 7: 13 suggests a vertical movement of the cloud"'). There 
is a connection with the parousia cloud as much as there seems to be a 
connection with the Transfiguration cloud'6'. The presence of the cloud is 
taken by some others as an indication that this is an exaltation scene 161. It 
is possible that the cloud brings in the notion of theophany, but what does 
this imply? Clearly not that the ascending Jesus was deified! Rather that 
God manifested his presence at the ascenSion167. 
Note that as in 2 Kings 2, the emphasis of the entire section (vv. 9-11) is on the 
notion of 'seeing': 0,47rovrcav aurG)v, a7ro -rwv 6(pOa. Xgwv aurwv (v. 9), 
9 (V. 11 ) 168. a-revi'. Covreq, (rccqi, i6ob) (v. 10), jigIoXeTcov-req, C'Ov-6(ya(y0c 
V10 The sudden appearance of two men in white clothing brings to mind the 
appearance of the two men to the women at the tomb (Lk 24: 4), a parallel which is 
"9 The question whether the cloud conceals [so: Felten (1892) 63; Oepke (1967) 
909; Beyer (1959) 9; Haenchen (1977) 155; St4h1in (1980) 19; Graham (1963) 611 
or is the vehicle of ascent [so Ps-Athanasius, In assumptionem 5 (PG 28,1100); 
among modern interpreters: Willink (1927) 298; Stempvoort (1958) 37L(! ); 
Conzelmann (1972) 27; Schille (1966) 188; (1984) 73; Quinn (1967) 932; Pesch 1 
(1986) 73; Johnson (1992) 271 is therefore a false alternative. It has a 
'Doppelfunktion': Wendt (1899) 67; Lohrink (1971) 190-193; Luzarraga (1973) 
220-225; Ddmer (1978) 119; Marshall (1980) 61. CE also Zmijewski (1994) 65-66. 
"' But also Walvoord (1964) 9! 
16' Ramsey (1965) 143; Bruce (1990) 104. 
162 Graiisser (1979) 113; Parsons (1987) 144 [cE Lohfink (1971) 187-1931. 
163 Perrin (1967) 179. 
164 Cf. Scott (1958/59) 127-132. 
165 This is suggested inter alia by Luke's redaction of Mk 13: 26. Contra Mk 13: 26 
(kv vc(pCXatq) Luke speaks of a cloud in the singular (ýv veye"'Xin), thereby 
suggesting that the parousia cloud (Lk 21: 27), the Transfiguration cloud (Lk 9: 34- 
35), and the ascension cloud (Acts 1: 9) are the same. 
166 E. g. Franklin (1975) 31-32. 
167 Cf. Ladd (1970) 334: "cloud of glory signalizing the divine presence'. 
168 Cf. Plutarch, Numa 2,4; Suetonius, Augustus 100,4; Seneca, Apocolocyntosis 1; 
DioCass LVI 46.2; LIX 11,4. But the closer analogy is 2 Kings 2. 
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strengthened by the accompanying rebuke (Lk 24: 5; Acts 1: 11) and the revelatory 
word (respectively on the resurrection and the parousia). Luke thus draws a 
conscious parallel between the first and the last post-Easter appearance. The 
A white clothes' mark the two men as heavenly messengers 169 - They are angeli 
interpretes"' (cf. Acts 10: 30)"', rather than Moses and Elijah 172 (if they were in 
view, Luke would probably have given their names, as he did in 9: 30). Etiý -ro'v 
oDpavov may be taken with a lCov-req (cf. v. 11; 7: 55) 173 'rev , with nopeuop'vou (cf. 
v. 11; cf. Lk 24: 5 1)174 or with both 
175.1 
would prefer the first ('they were looking 
into the sky'), since it is the role of the angels to interpret the ascension. 
HopeDogcci is to be understood as a rapture term 
176 
, rather than a reference to the 
Lukan journey Motif-177. 
I% Vil The word of the angels (-rt' ECFTTIK(X-rC 1C'fL1O?, C'T[OV*rCý Etq TOV Ol')paVOV; ) 
recalls the reproach of the angels in Lk 24: 5. The Kal is an unstressed 'also' or 
should be left untranslated. The obvious implication of the angelic words is 'you 
should not be standing here looking into the sky'. But this does not seem to 
correspond too well with the explanatory words that follow. For if Jesus will return 
in the same way from heaven as he now ascends, it is only appropriate to look into 
the sky (cf. Lk 21: 27-28). If, on the other hand, it is the inactivity of the disciples 
that is the object of the angels' reproach ('why are you standing here, while you 
should the appeal to the parousia makes little sense. Perhaps the least 
unsatisfactory solution is to regard the question of the angels as criticism of the 
disciples' incomprehensibility: they did not realise that Jesus' departure was final: 
"' Cf. 2 Macc 11: 8; Mk 9: 3parr. Mk 16: 5parr.; Jn 20: 12; Acts 10: 30; LAB 21: 2; 
Herm(v) IV 2,1; 3,5; Herm(s) VHI 2,3; see Van der Horst (1983) 22 for Hellenistic 
parallels. 
"0 Lohrink (1971) 195; Zmijewski (1994) 66. 
171 Cf. I En 19: 1; 22: 3; 23: 4; Rev 10: 9; 19: 9-10; 22: 8; cf. I Thess 4: 17. 
172 So Wellhausen (1914) 2; Goulder (1964) 147. 
" RSV NEB BJ Ef Canisius; Pesch (1971) 51; Bauernfeind (1980) 345 Anm. 74. 
174 Vg; WVj, Weiss (1907) 445; Knopf (1917) 7; Haenchen (1977) 156 Anm. 8; 
Lohfink (1971) 195. 
175 Sfiihlin (1980) 19; Pesch 1 (1986) 73 Anm. 4. 
176Verbs of going are particularly favoured as rapture termini, Friedrich (1973) 
54 
Anm. 58, though there is no instance of nopeDottat, which is a favourite word of 
Luke and may be Luke's choice as an alternative. 
177So Talbert (1974) 114-115, following Davies (1964) 164-166. 
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N why are you looking into the sky as if Jesus would return any momentT. But even 
so, one misses the point of the emphatic 'in the same way', that is, 'on a cloud"" 
C "XIn, diff. Mk 13: 26 'V Veq) -'XCCIý)179 (cf. Lk 21: 27 the Son of Man coming ýv ve(pe V, F, 
The angelic words are then an affirmation that Jesus will come back, but not 
now 180 . At any rate, it is clear that Luke wanted to say more than was possible. In 
sum, the ascension is a definite departure, which commences a period in which 
Jesus will be physically absent. 
Vv. 12-14 The disciples' return to Jerusalem (cf. Lk 24: 52) is the natural 
reaction to the command of v. 4. It is not until now - after the event - that Luke 
records the location of the ascension. Both that the ascension took place on a 
mountain and that this mountain was Mount Olivet are new pieces of information. 
But in this respect there is no discrepancy between Lk 24: 50 and Acts 1: 12"'. Lk 
24: 50 situates the event somewhere between Jerusalem and Bethany (supra pp. 113- 
114), Acts 1: 12 more precisely on (the top of? ) the Mount of Olives 182 . Luke adds 
here a precise distance: 01 ea-rtv cyybq 'IepouaaXýja uappa*roD eXov 686v, that 
is, 2000 cubits = 880 m (Bill. 2,590-594)"'. The addition 'having a sabbath's day' 
shows that 'which is near Jerusalem' is not merely a geographical figure and it is 
certainly more than a detail to give the narrative a Jewish colouring (and so an air 
Cf. Chrysostom, AdHom 2,3 (PG 9,29) (corporeally and on a cloud). 
"9 it cannot be proved that for Luke oD'-rwq ... ov -rponov (v. 11) also 
implies that 
the parousia will occur on the Mount of Olives (v. 12), but a christological reading 
f 
.nq epq of 
Zech 14: 4 Kix"t cr-rilcroruat ot no8eq ax)-rox^) (sc. the feet of Jesus! ) ev 'q^ 
.n 
(at the parousia) bclt -ro poq cCav `Xat6v would certainly encourage this CKCIVI 0 
conclusion. 
"' Cf. Pesch (1971) 34; 1 (1986) 73-74, who stresses that the point is that it is not 
now appropriate to stand there looking into heaven. 
"' Contra Conzelmann (1977) 86 [who, incidentally, regards Bethany (and Lk 
24: 50-53 in toto) as an interpolation]. With: Menoud (1962) 148; Lohrink (1971) 
164-167; Fuller (1980) 128; Fitzmyer (1985) 1589-1590; Parsons (1987) 103- 
104.196. 
"' Cf. Dalman (1924) 229: 'Wenn Apg. 1,12 die Entfernung des Oelbergs von 
Jerusalem auf einen Sabbatweg, also etwa 1 km, angegeben wird, muß der Gipfel 
gemeint sein'. 
... According to Josephus, the distance between Jerusalem and the Mount of Olives 
was 5 stadia (925 m): Ant XX viii, 6 (169); cf. also BJ V ii, 3 (70), where 6 stadia 
(1110 m) is the distance from Jerusalem of a military camp situated KaTa -rO' 
'EXatCav KaXo6fLevov 6poý. Jn 11: 18 gives 15 stadia (2730 m, Bill. 2,544: 2957,40 
m) as the distance between Jerusalem and Bethany. 
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of antiquity). Why mention a sabbath if the ascension did not take place on a 
sabbath? 184 As Lohfink points out, Luke so ties the ascension within the region of 
Jerusalem: 'Denn ein Sabbatweg ist nach jüdischer Rechtsfliktion ja gerade die 
Negation jeder echten Ortsveraiinderung"". Luke thus integrates the ascension 
once more into his Jerusalem perspective 186 . 
That the mountain motif is a typical Hellenistic rapture tOPOS187 , may be no more 
than a fortunate coincidence. It is also attested in Jewish rapture traditions'88 and 
reminds us of the Transfiguration story (Lk 9: 28parr. ). A more important motif 
lies in the specific area in which the ascension (apparently! ) took place, the Mount 
of Olives' (an inference drawn from the disciples' return from that area). On the 
basis of Zech 14: 4, Jewish sources associate the Mount of Olives with 
eschatological expectations. According to Zech 14: 4, the Mountain of Olives was 
the place where God would intervene in the eschatological battle with the nations: 
Kalt OTT"IGOV-rat Ot 7WMCý W')T06 C'V TT- 'P(X 'KEVI n Tipz .e1n en, -co opoqr6v k'Aa16v'9'- 
The action of the Egyptian impostor referred to by Josephus, BJ H xiii, 5 (261-263); 
Ant XX viii, 6 (169-172) (cL Acts 21: 38), who assembled an army on the Mount of 
Olives to attack Jerusalem, is to be understood in eschatological terms, as an 
attempt to bring in the end by force. Later rabbinic sources refer to the Mount of 
Olives as the place where the righteous dead of Israel will be raised'9'. Jesus' 
Triumphal Entry began, according to Luke (19: 37), in this region. Since Luke is 
"' For Luke the ascension took place either on a Sunday (if Lk 24 be so 
understood) or on a Thursday (forty days later). That the ascension actually took 
place on a sabbath was the opinion of Chrysostom, AdHom 3,1 (PG 60,33). 
Among modern interpreters: Laible (1922) 313; Zahn (1922) 535-541 (rejecting his 
earlier opinion in 1 (1922) 40-43; Preuschen (1912) 26; Reicke (1957) 20; 
Schmithals (1982) 24 (cautiously). 
185 Lohfink (1971) 207. This interpretation is accepted by Schneider (1980) 205 and 
Hengel (1983) 160-161. 
"' Supra p. 114 n. 46. 
187 Lohrink (1971) 43; Van der Horst (1983) 23. 
"' E. g. in the biblical Moses tradition (Mount Sinai! ) and 
Josephus' 
reinterpretation of it in Ant IV viii, 48 (325-326) (Mount Abaris). 
Further: 2 Bar 
76: 3; LAB 48: 1; cf. TLev 2: 5ff. 
"9 '0 'Ekat(A)v (Mount Olivet) and -ro* 6poq -r6v e', ýat6v (Mount of Olives) are 
interchangeable. 
19' Ps-Athanasius, QuaestAntDuc (PG 289 685.697) links Zech 14: 4 to the ascension! 
"' Bill. 19 840-842. 
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familiar with the eschatological significance of the Mount of Olives, it is likely that 
this resounds in Acts 1: 12 as well. The mention of the Mount of Olives thus 
heightens the eschatological perspective of the ascension. 
As in Lk 24: 52-53, the episode closes with the disciples' return to Jerusalem and 
their subsequent activities. Whereas Lk 24: 53 closes rather generally with a 
statement on what the disciples did in that period, Acts 1: 13 shifts the focus to a 
specific occasion, thus closing the episode with a company of disciples waiting for 
the events to come. 
Vv. 21-22 These verses specify the qualifications of a successor to Judas. 
Vv. 21-22 are structured after w. 1-2. We can, for the moment, ignore the many 
exegetical questions regarding this verse (is (X-nO' inclusive or exclusive? is ro' 
Iwavvou a generic description of the public ministry of John or does it PdTu-rt(jfLa 
refer to the baptism of Jesus performed by John)"'. The important point is that 
Luke sets a beginning and an end to the public ministry of Jesus, the terminus ad 
quem being 'the day in which he was taken up' (here e"(jq is definitely inclusive)"'. 
The use of avekilpyffij corresponds exactly to Lk 9: 51 and Acts 1: 2,11'94. The 
words 'went in and out' (v. 21; cf. 9: 28; Jn 10: 9) are far too conventional (a LXX- 
ism) to be taken as ad litteram references to the post-Easter appearances, 95 . 
Anticipating our discussion below (chapter 6), one could ask whether the ascension 
is here a conditio sine qua non for receiving power, i. e. for reconstituting the 
Twelve apostles. It is an event which Judas Iscariot has definitely not witnessed. 
However, it should be noted that it is the entire period from Jesus' baptism to the 
day of the ascension (including the period of post-Easter instructions! ) which 
qualifies the successor to Judas, not only its finale. 
5. Acts 3: 19-21 
If anywhere, Luke's indebtedness to Jewish rapture-preservation traditions 
comes to the fore in Acts 3: 19-21. Luke's emphasis on salvation 
history and the 
192See the commentaries ad loc- 
'93 See the commentaries ad loc- 
194 Contra Lohfink (1971) 220; Parsons (1987) 129-134. 
191 CE IE[aenchen (1977) 265 Anm. 7. 
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eschatological question already prepared for by Acts 1: 6 (et ev T6 I- XPOV(P TOUT(P 
CC7EOKCCOIGT(XVEIq TýV PCC(JIXCtCCV T(A) '1(3pcnIX; )"6, now receive a more elaborate 
treatment. As in Acts 1: 9-11, ascension and parousia are coupled, and, 
significantly, that which first-century Judaism expected with regard to Elijah, is 
applied here to Jesus. 
197 Acts 3: 1-10 is a typical 'miracle story' followed by the second apostolic 
missionary speech ascribed to Peter (3: 12b-26). Peter's temple discourse is firmly 
connected with the healing incident by an ewordium (vv. 11-12a). The discourse 
itself neatly divides into three parts: an explanation of the healing miracle to avoid 
a possible misunderstanding on the part of the people (vv. 12b-16, containing 
primitive kerygmatic material in vv. 13-15), an exhortation to repentance with the 
promise of eschatological redemption (vv. 17-21), and a 'proof from Scripture' 
section, in which Jesus is identified as the long-awaited 'prophet like Moses' and 
the Jewish audience as heirs of the Abrahamic covenant (vv. 22-26)"'. The call to 
repentance (v. 19) is prepared for by the motif of ignorance (v. 17) and the motif of 
divine fulfilment (v. 18). The act of repentance will pave the way for the coming of 
'times of relief (KaIP01 a'vc&*uEewq) and the sending of the Messiah (v. 20), Jesus, 
who now resides in heaven 'until the time of universal restoration 
.0 (a7tOKaTaG-raCRý 7cdv-rwv) that God has announced long ago through his holy 
prophets' (NRSV)'99. 
"" There is a striking correspondence between Acts 1: 6 and 3: 20. The strongest 
case for Lukan composition lies with 1: 6 (the question + answer technique is a 
typical Lukan feature), so that 1: 6 seems to be composed under the influence of 
3: 20 rather than vice versa. If Luke relies on tradition, this is to be found in Acts 
3: 20 rather than in 1: 6. Lohrink (1971) 154-157; Fuller (1980) 127; D6mer (1978) 
115-117; Parsons (1987) 142 regard vv. 6-8 in toto as redactional. 
197 Neirynck (1979) 169-213 (with literature in n. 1 and 2); Schneider (1980) 
297.304-310 (Exkurs 7: Die WundererzAhlungen) (with literature); Barrett (1985) 
2. 
'9' For a more detailed analysis of the structure of the speech, see Zehnle (1971) 19- 
43; Wilckens (1974) 37-44.60-61; Barbi (1979) 98-120. 
19" As the synoptic tradition suggests (Mk 9: 12 H Mt 17: 11), n6cvi(ov belongs to 
anoKa-rao-rdoewq. Accordingly, the antecedent of the relative pronoun (A)v 
is 
Xp0V(JV (6CTC0Ka-ra(Y-ra(Yewr, 7rdvuwv) 'the times of restoration of all things, about 
which God has spoken not nav-rwv 'the times of restoration of everything 
that 
God has spoken of. On the theme of eschatological restoration 
in the OT 
expectationg see Dietrich (1925). 
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The ascension is referred to in v. 21, in what appears as a concessive clause: 
(Jesus) 0' D0CC 'V bei O'pavv (= ace. subj. ) giv 8"EacrOat K-rX. Strictly speaking, the 
aorist infinitive UEa(fflat (v. 21) represents a punctiliar action in the past, in 
concreto Jesus' heavenly reception on the occasion of Acts 1: 9_11211 . Although 
U'Xogat (to receive) is not standard rapture terminology201, the idea of 
I welcoming' someone in heaven is not uncommon 2" and simply represents the 
rapture act from a different perspective. It cannot go unnoticed, however, that the 
backward reference to the ascension is framed into a larger construction, which is 
somewhat difficult to disentangle. The entire construction seems to have a wider 
reference than to the ascension alone: the present tense bei (it is now necessary) 
AIA together with the temporal clause (IXpt Xpov(A)v a7rOK(XTaGTCR7CWq KUX. expresses 
a temporary condition that will last until '(the) times of restoration'. The best 
solution seems to be to assume that 8eýacfflat carries with it the connotation 
I receive and retain 1203 . This would explain the curious combination of the present 
tense M, the aorist 86Cacfflat (a backward reference to the ascension), and the 
terminus ad quem in the future. What is a matter of divine necessity (bei) is not the 
ascension in and of itself, but the condition which followed the ascension, viz. 
Jesus' present dwelling in heaven. That Jesus is being kept in heaven until the 
parousia is now being proclaimed as a divinely-planned state of affairs. Here the 
problem of the 'delay' of the parousia comes clearly to the surface. The 
embarrassing interval separating the resurrection from the parousia appears to 
stand under divine control. It is God's will that Jesus is now in heaven, that is, it is 
God's will that the parousia has not yet taken place! 20,1 
200 Lygre (1975) 124-126 denies that this verse contains a specific reference to the 
ascension for no clear reason. 
201 in LXX 6EXoAat frequently renders nij7t7 (see Hatch-Redpathq s. v. 8EXcaeat), 
which is the standard rapture term in Hebrew. But IXX never uses 
be'Xogat in a 
rapture context. From classical Greek only some remote parallels can be adduced: 
9 Plato, Theaetetus 177a -relco-ril(jav-raq au-robq 6 T(; )V K(XK(x)V K(XO(Xp6q T07rOq 016 
UEe-r(xt; Sophocles, Trach 1085 (AmE 'Albij, U*Eat ft'. 
202 Stephen prays for the reception of his soul into heaven (Acts 7: 59). Cf. also I En 
70-71. 
203 Cf. LSJM 382; Barrett (1994) 205, who refers to Plato, Leg 747e, which, 
however, has the present participle 8eXopevot. 
204 Wendt (1899) 110 comments: 'Zu dem oup. jiev steht in nicht ausgesprochenem 
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Though there is no principal objection to understanding Luke's words also in 
individualistic-spiritualised terms (Katpolt ava*uEewq are experienced every time 
a person comes to faith)"', the predominant perspective of Peter's temple discourse 
is heilsgeschichtfich: it is the historical Israel which is called to conversion (v. 12 
av8peq lupa7l), -vrat v. 25 i)fteiq ... Ot DtOt TWV 71PO(P71TWV K(Xt TT1q 8ta01'1KT1q 
v lt^V np ^, rOV)2069 v. 26 i) tW the blotting out of sins involves first and foremost 
forgiveness of the corporate sin of having rejected and murdered the God-ordained 
Messiah (vv. 13-15, note the emphatic and the Messiah is first and 
foremost the Messiah appointed for the Jewish people (v. 20 -rov 
71POKCXCtptCFRpVOV V ,UIV Xpto. COV)211. 
That vv. 19-21 is an exceptional text, is already indicated by the fact that the 
eschatological perspective (vv. 20-21) cannot be said to be a constitutive element of 
the 'apostolic preaching' which underlies the missionary speeches of the Book of 
ACtS209. But a number of additional considerations suggest that the verses crucial to 
our investigation (vv. 20-21) poorly fit into the present context2 ": 
First of all, in the neatly composed structure of Acts 3: 12b-26, vv. 20-21 quite 
Gegensatze der Gedanke, dass die Erde den Messias wieder aufnehmen muss, 
wenn der bezeichnete Zielpunkt für sein Wohnen im Himmel erreicht sein wird'. 
... For an interpretation along these lines, see Kurz (1977) 310-311. Barrett (1985) 
12-13 calls v. 20a 'an example of Luke's personalizing, or individualizing 
eschatology' (but without denial of the corporate or futuristic aspects). Also Ellis 
(1989)303. 
... Perhaps Luke wrestles with the question of Israel's rejection of the Gospel 
despite the repeated chances it was given in the early period of the church. It is not 
clear whether Luke (like Paul) expected a future conversion of the historical Israel 
or whether he simply reports the historical facts. 
207 Barrett (1994) 203. 
208 it has been argued that rov 7rpoKeXetptcrpevov ugiv XP1cF-ro'v means 'the 
Messiah foreordained for you', and that this pictures Jesus as messias designatus, 
not as messias constitutus [Robinson, Hahn, and Fuller (1965) 1661. But this 
already fails on linguistic grounds. HpoXetpt(w derives from the adj. npoXctpoý 
'to have or to find readily, at hand' [Michaelis (1968) 8621. The meaning is 
'the 
Messiah appointed for you', and in line with the salvation- historical character of 
the speech the emphasis is on O"IL-tv, the Jewish people (cf. v. 22). 
219 Dupont (1989) 239-284, esp. 255-258 (in response to C. H. Dodd and B. 
Gaiirtner)- 
2'0 For what follows see Bauernfeind (1980) 65-66, resumed by Lohrink 
(1969) 224; 
Wilckens (1974) 153-154. 
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unexpectedly resume the christological kerygma, in a manner unparalleled in the 
other missionary speeches. The train of thought would lose little and gain in clarity 
if v. 19 were immediately followed by v. 22, esp. since w. 22-26 motivate the call to 
repentance (w. 17-19), not the content of w. 20-21. This may indicate that at least 
in vv. 20-21 some foreign material has been inserted2 ". 
Secondly, in primitive Christology sending-terminology (a'T1OCFr0Aw) usually 
refers to Jesus' historical mission (v. 26!; Q Mt 10: 40 H Lk 10: 16; Mk 9: 37 // Lk 
9: 48; Jn 3: 17,34; 5: 36; 10: 36; 17: 18; 1 Jn 4: 9,10,14) 212 - The idea of Jesus being 
sent' at the parousia is unparalleled in Luke-Acts and in the rest of the NT. 
Thirdly, whereas the causal connection (6nwq av) between repentance and a 
future sending of the Messiah makes good sense in a pre-Christian (Baptist) or 
Jewish setting' 13 , after the historical coming of Jesus this is an exceptional claim to 
be made by a Christian. 
Fourthly, the eschatological termini employed (K(UPOI 
&V(X*UýE(Jýq XPOVOt 
9A 
a, nor, a-ra(j, rdcFewq) are unique in the NT"', and difficult to connect one to 
another. The absence of the articles seems to suggest that they are more or less 
standardised terms. 
Finally, a reference to the exalted Christ, constitutive for the primitive Christian 
preaching (Acts 2: 32-36; 5: 31), is lacking; the perspective is future-oriented. 
This raises the question of sources/provenance. We must reckon with a complex 
process of adaptation, assimilation, and reinterpretation of a diversity of source- 
material. This complexity is evident from the widely divergent assessments of the 
matter. Given the popularity of Elijah in Baptist circles, 0. Bauernfeind has tried 
to determine the Sitz im Leben of this tradition in Baptist circles"'. According to 
"' The 'un-Lukan' parts being situated between the call to repentance and 
conversion, and the forgiveness of sins (which are typically Lukan emphases), and 
the Lukan formulation v. 21b (cf, Lk 1: 70 icaOwq OAXT)oev 8ta G-roga-roq 'r6v 
q- It aYIWV an aicavoq 7rPOYIj'CWV au-rob). 
"' Barbi (1979) 39; cf. Dunn (1989) 38-46. 
213 References are found in Bill. 1,162-165; Bousset (1966) 248-249.390. Cf. Zehnle 
(1971) 71-74; Barbi (1979) 75-77. 
2" This even applies to Acts 1: 6, which is the closest parallel. Note that the wording 
is slightly different. I would suggest the sg. in Acts 1: 6 goes back to Luke, whereas 
the pl. in 3: 20 is from his sources or at least current apocalyptic idiom. 
215 Bauernfeind (1980) 67-68.473-483. Bauernfeind's suggestion has been followed 
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J. A. T. Robinson Acts 3: 20-21 reflects a primitive rapture christology, according to 
which Jesus dwelt in heaven as "Christ-elect' (messias designatus) from the 
resurrection onwards, only to be installed as the Messiah (messias constitutus) at 
the end of time"'. R Hahn argued in a similar vein that Acts 3: 20-21a stands 
counter to the view that Jesus was exalted at the resurrection in that it presents 
Jesus as becoming Messiah only at the parousia. 217 . Others claim that Luke draws 
from Jewish Elijah expectations and ascribe the present passage to Lukan 
redaction"s. 
For the present we need not go into the tradition vs. redaction debate219. SUf! rCe it 
to say at this point that I tend to regard Lukan redaction as a feasible option. After 
all, the language is highly Lukan, and Luke would have had direct access to the 
Elijah traditions preserved in the LXX, the Gospel tradition and current Jewish 
apocalyptic traditions. But the issue here is how he integrates his material into the 
whole setting. Our concern is to find the ultimate source of inspiration, so to speak, 
which provides the proper context of understanding, not its intermediaries. 
A. Barbi has studied the correlation between Acts 3: 10-21 and Jewish apocalyptic 
textS220. Partly reproducing and partly expanding his thesis, we may note the 
following points of agreement in the verses under consideration, in addition, of 
course, to the common rapture-preservation-return pattern: 
by a number of scholars. In addition to the authors cited in Barbi (1979) 11-18 (0. 
Bauernfeind, U. Wilckens, J. -D. Kaestli, H. Flender, E. Schweizer, J. Dupont): 
PlUmacher (1972) 72; Wilson (1979) 79; Barrett (1994) 202. 
216 Robinson (1957) 140-159; (1962) 139-153. 
217 Hahn (1964) 186. Like Robinson, Hahn claimed that the post-Easter status of 
Christ was of an intermediate, temporary nature, on the analogy of the OT 
raptures of Enoch and Elijah, that is, 'als ein vorlaiffliger und rasch 
vorfibergehender Zustand' (186). In addition to the authors cited in Barbi (1979) 
18-25 (J. A. T. Robinson, R. H. Fuller, R. F. Zehnle, F. Hahn) this is also the view of 
Harnack. 
218 See the authors cited in Barbi (1979) 25-33 (H. Conzelmann, E. Haenchen, Ph. 
Vielhauer, G. Voss,, G. Lohrink). 
219 in an article particularly addressed to the tradition-history of Acts 3: 19-21, 
Hahn (1979) 129-154 (esp. 131-135) submitted some valid criteria for the detection 
of source material. Here he is much more reserved in his judgements than 
previously. 
221 For what follows, see Barbi (1979) 45-97, whose observations are complemented 
by my own. 
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1. As in the Jewish apocalypses, the duration of the Messiah's preservation in 
.0 01 heaven is predeterminedg a'Xpi XpovG)v a7uoKaTaaTacrewq Tuavrwv Krý. With 
this, compare the following verses: 
- propter hoc servatus servaberis [sc. Baruch] in finem temporum, ut sis in 
testimonium"'; 
- Tu [sc. Baruch] quoque reservaberis usque ad Mud tempus in signum hoc, 
quodAltissimusfacturus est habitaboribus terrae in extremo dierum ... ; 
his [sc. the lion] est unctus, quem reservavit Alfissimus in finem ... ad eos 223. 
Quia discedens discedes [sc. Baruch] ab hac terra, verumtamen non ad 
mortem, sed ad reservationem temporuM224; 
- Tu [sc. Ezra] enim recipieris ab hominibus, et converteris residuum cum 
filio meo, cum similibus tuis, usquequofiniantur tempora 225; 
- ... si post mortem vel nunc quando reddemus unusquisque animam suam, 
si conservati conservabimur in requie, donec veniant tempora illa in quibus 
incipies creaturam renovare ... 
226 
* 
2. That 'times of relier come WCO" 7tPO(J(b7[01) T06 KI)Pt'01) ffrom the face of the 
Lord')... is good apocalyptic imagery, according to which the eschatological 
blessings are preserved in heaven to be given at the end of times (cf. Dan 2: 28; Rev 
21: 2; 4 Ezra 8: 52; 12: 32; 13: 26)228. 
3. The a'ITOK(XT(XCFT (X(ytq 229 Ti6tvTG)v (restoration of all things/of all people? ) is the 
task traditionally ascribed to the returning Elijah (Mal 3: 22 Oý dXT[OKaT(XUTTJ(YEt 
KCCpbt'(XV KTI.; Sir 48: 10 K(XII KCCTIX(JTTI(J(Xt ý00. &q I(XKWP; Mk 9: 12 'Hxtaý gev 
C x)V TIPWTOV &7UOKCCOtCF*raJVCt naVVX; Mt 17: 11 'Mtaý ýWV F-'PXEr(xt Kat 
&7[OKCCTC&(YTfi(YCt ir(wra) and which in the course of time was ascribed to the 
230 Messiah 
22' 2 Bar 13: 3 (ed. Kmosko 1087; Lat. 1086; tr. Klij n 625). 
222 2 Bar 25: 1 (ed. Kmosko 1108; Lat. 1109; tr. Klijn 629). 
223 4 Ezra 12: 32 (ed. Klijn 79; tr. Metzger 550). 
224 2 Bar 76: 2 (ed. Kmosko 1200; Lat. 1201; tr. Kilin 646). 
225 4 Ezra 14: 9 (ed. Kilin 87; tr. Metzger 553). 
22' 4 Ezra 7: 75 (ed. Klij n 49; tr. Metzger 539). 
227 0A A no' 7rpOCFW*nOt) (I)b) TODC KDPIOI) is a Semitism, not a LXX-ism: 
BDR 217.1a 
('Hebraisierende Umschreibung'); Bauernfeind (1980) 68 ('ein starker 
Semitismus'); Hahn (1964) 185 and Anm. 3; Lohrink (1969) 232. 
228 CE Barbi (1979) 68-72. 
22' As in Lk 9: 51 (ava", XTIft*tq pro avaXalapavw) Luke will be responsible for 
replacing the verb form by a noun form. 
23' BerR 12; Bill. 1,19. Luke omits the discussion about Elijah after the 
Tran sfii gu ration because the subject matter is more appropriate 
in the present 
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4. According to Mal 3: 22 LXX, God would send WCOUTCUw) Elijah iipltv 
UMV 11"ýW'PaV 0 KUPIou. The exceptional application of send ing-term inology to 
Christ at the parousia is explained by reference to this passage. 
5. The closest parallel to Acts 3: 19-21 is found in 4 Ezra 11 (the Eagle Vision), 
where after the messianic woes the eagle (= Rome) is said to disappear, ut refrigeret 
(v. 1. refrigeretur) omnis terra et revertetur fiberata de tua Vi231. In Greek this would 
read: ... 
! Va aVa*Dýat 7M(Fa Yý Kalt (XVa(G)7rDP JUal OD006(Ya E'K Týq PLaý 71 P 
001) 232 
. This period is followed by another brief, tumultuous period of terror (4 
Ezra 12: 2-3), so that the 'times of relief' are an Atempause preceding the final 
Messianic deliveranee233. If there is any significance in the word order ('fimes of 
relief' - 'sending of the Messiah'), the KatPO"I aiva*uýewq precede the sending of 
the Messiah. In the Malachi passage Elijah's activity is preparatory to the final 
messianic act (iTplv EUOeitv illacpav Kuplou). If not, they are probably more or less 
identical to the Xpovo-t WTOKC(TaG-TCC0EWq, whether this is the age of salvation 
234 or 
the messianic interim (4 Ezra 12: 34)235. 
6. Conclusions 
Whatever one may say about traditions and sources of the ascension narratives, 
the way Luke has positioned the ascension texts at the key points of his two-volume 
work (at the centre and the close of the first, in the opening chapter of the second 
book) suggests that the ascension of Jesus is of central significance to Luke. Given 
context. The 'restoration of all things' is a still future event. See Robinson (1964) 
18-19. 
4 Ezra 11: 45-46 (ed. K jn 76,9 tr. Metzger 549). 
232 Reconstruction of Hilgenfeld, quoted from Barbi (1979) 55. 
233 Contra Dihle, Schweizer (1974) 664-665. A different conception is found in 2 
Thess 1: 7, where the idea of 'relief' (cf, 2 Bar 73: 1 'rest') is expressed with the term 
V dveatq (Vg requiem). Here the (eschatological) relief takes place at the parousia. 
Cf. Acts 14: 22. Cf. Bultmann (1964) 367. 
234 According to mAv 4: 17 'times of relier belong to the age to come: 'He JR. 
Jacob, ± 170 AD] used to say: Better is one hour of repentance and good works in 
this world than the whole life of the world to come; and better 
is one hour of bliss 
in the world to come than the whole life in this world' (tr. Danby 
455). 
235 See the extensive discussion in Barbi (1979) 143-155. 
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the Lukan tendency to pattern his narrative around the principleof SyMMetrY236 , 
there can be little doubt that Luke's hand has been heavily at work in Lk 24 and 
Acts 1. In structuring the narrative symmetrically, Luke has effected a unified 
composition. Luke uses a'Va; WgPa'VoAat (Acts 1: 2,11,22) and &vaXTIA*tq (Lk 
9: 51) invariably as a reference to the ascension, which is not surprising when it is 
recognised that all these instances are redactional (= Lukan compositions). In the 
preceding analysis we have found ample confirmation of the suggestion made in 
the previous chapter, that the biblical-Jewish rapture-preservation paradigm 
provides a much more systematic resemblance to the ascension of Jesus than the 
Graeco-Roman rapture stories. The very first mention of the ascension in Lk 9: 51 
points in this direction and throughout Luke's project a number of indications has 
confirmed this notably: the forty days, the rapture terminology, the connection 
with Pentecost and parousia, etc. It is noteworthy that those features in the finale 
of the Gospel (Lk 24: 50-53) which do not 'fit' the Jewish rapture scheme betray 
the influence not of the Hellenistic rapture stories but of Sir 50: 20-23. This means 
that the Lukan ascension story remains wholly within the confines of a Jewish- 
biblical milieu. A particularly strong influence on the Lukan ascension narratives 
comes from the Elijah traditions, esp. the link of the ascension with the subsequent 
outpouring of the Spirit, the emphasis on the visibility of the ascension, and the 
double function of their (Elijah's and Jesus') ascension: it concludes the presence 
of the Master and at the same time (by virtue of the subsequent transferral of the 
Spirit) continues his ministry in the ministry of his successor. If we trace the 
comparison with Elijah a little further, it appears that in both cases their heavenly 
assumption is not the end, but inaugurates a period of temporal preservation in 
heaven with a view to a future eschatological return. It would be an over- 
simplification to claim that the Elijah story has an exclusive claim upon Luke-Acts. 
In the time Luke was writing, as we have seen, rapture speculations had evolved 
into a complex set of ideas. 
In Luke-Acts the ascension theme is subordinate to the theme of apostolic 
witness. Of course, the influence of the Graeco-Roman rapture stories upon Lk 24 
236 Talbert (1974); Radl (1975); Muhlack (1979); Praeder (1984) 23-39. 
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and Acts 1 should not be unduly minimalised. Formal, material and linguistic 
resemblances must have been unavoidable to an author who moves as easily as 
Luke does within the Hellenistic world, and his Gentile readers could hardly be 
expected not to associate Jesus' rapture with the rapture narratives of their own 
traditions. But in comparison with the influence of the Jewish-biblical rapture 
traditions their role is secondary. 
The forty days have a strong associative force. They are not to prepare Jesus for 
his heavenly ministry, but to convince his disciples of his resurrection and to have 
them prepared for their future mission. The forty days have their closest parallel in 
the 40 days of final instructions preceding the assumption of Ezra and Baruch and 
reflect the rabbinic emphasis on reliable instruction. 
Of course it would be premature at this stage of the investigation to draw firm 
conclusions about the role of the ascension in Lukan christology except for some 
general comments. The ascension marks the end of the ministry of Jesus and closes 
the period of the post-Easter appearances; it inaugurates a period in which Jesus is 
in heaven awaiting his parousia. But Luke not only frames the ascension in the 
context of the rapture-preservation-parousia (and Pentecost, for that matter), but 
also (as is most clear in Lk 24) in the framework of the resurrection-exaltation. 
Before we can determine the christological significance of the ascension more 
accurately, we must examine how Luke integrates his 'rapturology' into the 
totality of the Christ event. In the following chapters we will study the role of the 
ascension in the light of the resurrection-exaltation and the appearances (chapters 
4 and 5); then we will study the ascension in the light of the outpouring of the 
Spirit and the parousia (chapter 6). 
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Table I. The Macro-Structure of Lk 24: 36-53 and Acts 1: 1-14 
I The Appearance of the Risen Lord (Lk 24: 36-43; Acts 1: 3-4) 
A. Appearance of the Risen Lord 
B. Proofs of the Resurrection 
C. Mealtime Setting 
A'. Appearance of the Risen Lord 
B'. Proofs of the Resurrection 
C. Mealtime Setting 
H The Final Instructions of the Risen Lord (Lk 24: 44-49; Acts 1: 3-9) 
(Acts 1: 3) 
(Acts 1: 3) 
(Acts 1: 4) 
A. Fulfilment Theme (Lk 24: 44-46) 
B. Reference to Passion and Resurrection (Lk 24: 46) 
C. Universal Mission Starting from Jerusalem (Lk 24: 47) 
A Motif of Witness (Lk 24: 48) 
E. Promise of the Spirit (Lk 24: 49a) 
F. Command to Stay in Jerusalem (Lk 24: 49b) 
G. Empowerment with the Spirit (Lk 24: 49c) 
B'. Reference to Passion and Resurrection (Acts 1: 3) 
E'. Promise of the Spirit (Acts 1: 4) 
F. Command to Stay in Jerusalem (Acts 1: 4) 
A'. Fulfilment Theme (Acts 1: 5) 
C'. Universal Mission Starting from Jerusalem (Acts 1: 8) 
D'. Motif of Witness (Acts 1: 8) 
G'. Empowerment with the Spirit (Acts 1: 8) 
IH The Departure of the Risen Lord (Lk 24: 50-53; Acts 1: 9-14) 
A. Localisation of the Event (Lk 24: 50) 
B. Action of Jesus (Lk 24: 50) 
C. Departure of Jesus (Lk 24: 51) 
D. Description of the Ascension (Lk 24: 51) 
E. The Disciples' Return to Jerusalem (Lk 24: 52) 
F. Localisation (Lk 24: 53) 
G. Communal Life of Worship and Prayer (Lk 24: 53) 
B'. Action of Jesus (Acts 1: 9) 
C'. Departure of Jesus (Acts 1: 9) 
D'. Description of the Ascension (Acts 1: 10-11) 
A'. Localisation of the Event (Acts 1: 12) 
E'. The Disciples' Return to Jerusalem (Acts 1: 12) 
F. Localisation (Acts 1: 13) 
G'. Communal Life of Worship and Prayer (Acts 1: 14) 
(Lk 24: 36) 
(Lk 24: 36-39,40-43) 
(Lk 24: 40-43) 
Chapter 4 
RESURRECTION9 EXALTATION AND AsCENSION 
IN EARLY CHRISTIANITY 
1. Introduction 
To Luke, the resurrection, the ascension, the outpouring of the Spirit, and the 
parousia are events which, though clearly separated from one another in time, 
together constitute a series of decisive landmarks in the unfolding of salvation 
history (Heilsgeschichte)'. In order to assess the function of the ascension in the 
theology of Luke more precisely, it is necessary to examine how the ascension ties 
in with these other events. The forty day interval separating the ascension from the 
resurrection creates not only a chronological problem vis-a-vis the chronology of 
the Gospel', but also a theological or christological problem in view of the question 
when - in Luke's Perception - Jesus was exalted at the right hand of God. If 
A exaltation' is taken in its literal sense (e_xaltare 'to lift up, to raise on high'), it is 
hardly justifiable not to speak of the ascension of Jesus as an event of exaltation. In 
the two passages, however, where at least a passing reference to the exaltation 
would seem to be appropriate (Lk 24: 50-53; Acts 1: 1-11), Luke does not refer with 
a single word to the biblical exaltation text par excellence, Ps 110: 1 (109: 1 LXX), as 
he does in Acts 2: 33ff. and as the author of Mk 16: 19 and patristic writers d03 . Nor 
does he allude to Dan 7: 13-14, the other popular Jewish exaltation text that would 
contain all the necessary ingredients for a dramatic picturing of an ascension- 
exaltation event4. Ps 68: 19 (67: 19 LXX) describes in an anthropomorphic manner 
'A Forschungsbericht on Luke's concept of salvation history is found in Bovon 
(1978) 11-84. See also Fitzmyer (1981) 18-22.179-192. 
2 Supra pp. 114-116. 
3 
-Infra pp. 
161-164. On the exaltation texts Acts 2: 32-36; 5: 31, see infra pp. 184-189. 
' So e. g. Lactantius, Inst 4,21: Ordinata vero discipulis suis Evangelii ac nominis sui 
praedicatione, circumfudit se repente nubes, eumque in coelum sustulit, 
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a triumphal ascent of YHWH (to Mount Zion? ), but despite the apparent 
suitability of the psalm in an ascension context it is notably absent in Luke's 
ascension story, in contrast with Eph 4: 8-10 and patristic writers again'. Luke also 
fails to make any reference, however brief, to the glory (8 0' ý a) of God' or to 
report Christ's accession to a heavenly throne'. The intercepting cloud, momover, 
an otherwise apt means to impress upon people a sense of divine presence, in fact 
prevents the disciples from seeing what some of them had seen on an earlier 
occasion (the spectacular disclosure of Christ's future heavenly glory at the Mount 
of Transfiguration, Lk 9: 28-36) or from what Stephen was to experience later: an 
immediate view into the glorious abode of God, where Jesus (the Son of Man) was 
standing at God's right hand (Acts 7: 55-56)'. If Luke has incorporated the 
quadragesinto post passionem die, sicut Daniel fore ostenderat, dicens: Et ecce in 
nubibus coeli ut filium hominis veniens, usque ad vetustum dierum pervenit (PL 6, 
516); Epit 47 (PL 6,1055). 
So e. g. Justin, Dial 39: &, X I cc Ae -c au il v -r o6 Xp t (Yu o f) cti c 0' vo0p oc v6v 
&V eIe 1) a tv 7C P06 (Pq -r C 1) 01) a t, xjl(x 
I (A) -r 6 iý a oc L 0C I') T 0, V 11 P cc UTCO -CTJý 
7r, XaVljýq Kail 60f)VOCI ýfLiV 86ga-L. ýoc. Eiall 8c oti ý. 6yot ol), cot- *AvE Tj C 
"tiý 6C W, 7ý 0*0ý9 1'XfL(X1k(A)-rCU(YCV atXfLaý, WGIOCV, C )(. )rE 
80 OCTOC TO VOP Ot 
In 
fL 
(PG 6,560); Dial 87 (PG 6,684); Irenaeus, AdvHaer 1120,3 (PG 7,778; SC 294, 
204); Tertullian, AdvMarc 5,8 (PL 2,489). 
"A conception recurring with some prominence in the Sondergut of Luke(-Acts) 
(MGM 224-225; of the 13 instances only two, Lk 9: 26; 21: 27, have synoptic 
parallels). Note that I Tim 3: 16 has dc v e1ij gy Oil kv 66ý, q! On 66Ea, see Aalen 
(1986) 44-52 (literature 51-52); Regermann (1980) 832-841 (literature 832-833). 
" From the time of Justin, Ps 24 (23 LXX) was used to interpret the ascension of 
'Pavov 4t0L)LP-v 6cvl-' Jesus: Justin, Apol 1,5 1: '0c8e xalt etý T6%v oA) ev at, 
Ap ovi e ir U', X a KaO(10ý 7rP08(PTj*r9f)01jj &KODOOCTE' e'Xe'X0Tj 45C 06TG)ý* 
08 Tjý. Ttý ý(Y-rtv OUPOCV6V9 avotX011-ze, Tiva etac"A01 PLX(j0,61')q Ti'jý 0 
owroý; 6 pa(jtAcuý 80 A)PIOC rcpa-ral ,Ci K6ptoý 
8uvoc-roý 'Ený; K' 0" Koct 
(PG 6,404). Further Dial 36 (PG 6,553-556); Dial 85 (PG 6,676); Irenaeus, 
AdvHaer IV 33,13 (PG 7,1081-1082; SC 100,838); Dem 84 (PO 129 719-720); 
Hippolytus, In Psaltnum WII (according to Theodomt) (PG 10,609); Tertullian, 
AdvMarc 5,17 (PL 2,513); Scorp 10 (PL 2,142). In ApcPe 17 (Eth), the 
transfiguration is portrayed in terms of the ascension, and Ps 24 is adduced 
(NTApo 2,483). Further patristic references to Ps 24 are found in Davies (1958) 
index 210 ad loa; see further Ka**hler (1958). A brief discussion of the patristic 
exegesis of Ps 47: 6 (46: 6 LXX) as a prophecy to the ascension of 
Christ is found in 
Evans (1993) 242-246. 
8 Note the difference between the ascension, Stephen's vision, and the 
Transfiguration: 
9 Acts 1: 10 (; )ý &'Cevicov'reý 11CFav eiq U 0'V ou, pccv 0'V 
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ascension story to dramatise the heavenly enthronement of Jesus as Lord 
(Ko pto ý), a visualisation of the Messiah's exaltation to his throne in heaven, whN. 
this silence? Why is Luke's picture so restrained in comparison with other 
traditions? Why, to pose a further critical question, should Luke postpone the 
exaltation for forty days, whereas the early apostolic preaching is quite unanimous 
in regarding resurrection and exaltation as one event, a single continuous 
movement from grave to glory, an event, so it seems, occurring on the day of the 
resurrection and not disrupted by a quasi-earthbound state in which Jesus was 
risen but not yet exalted? " And if we are right in asserting that Luke consciously 
patterns the ascension narrative on Jewish rapture-preservation traditions and in 
so doing gives the ascension story a thoroughly eschatological twist, should we 
perhaps not move a step further and define the meaning and function of the 
ascension in relation to the parousia (in concreto, in the context of the problem of 
the delay of the parousia) and not in relation to the resurrection kerygma? " 
Questions such as these justify a critical reappraisal of the theory that Luke 
'historicises' the primitive exaltation kerygma and/or (to put it in more traditional 
words) regards the ascension 'on the fortieth day' as the occasion on which Jesus 
was exalted to the right hand of God. In this and the subsequent chapter, then, we 
will analyse the NT resurrection-exaltation-ascension complex with the question in 
mind where the exaltation of Jesus is 'located' so to speak (that is, when the 
heavenly reign of Christ at the right hand of God began)'. To assess whether or 
not Luke misunderstands or distorts the early apostolic resurrection-exaltation 
kerygma, it is necessary to explore the boundaries of early Christian resurrection 
and exaltation language to see whether such language connotes the notion of an 
9%91 'P86V 86EOCV OC06 KT, ý. Acts 7: 32 &-revtcraý EIq TOV OI)PaVOV El 
Lk 9: 32 E'1'8cv -rI'jV8OE(YV OCO'Cob. 
9 Infra pp. 159-161. 
"I repeat my earlier observation (supra pp. 51-52) that from the perspective of 
Religionsgeschichte resurrection and rapture are mutually exclusive 
conceptualisations, whemas in Second Temple Judaism there is an intrinsic 
connection of rapture (Entrfickung) to 'parousia' (= eschatological return). 
" Since we will move on the level of Luke, we may from the outset dismiss the view 
that Jesus would be exalted only at the parousia. As far as Luke is concerned, 
Jesus is without any question the already exalted Lord. The parousia will only 
be a 
public manifestation of what is already a reality in heaven. 
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ascension to heaven, and if so, what form-critical categories are put into service (§ 
2). An important issue to be resolved in the course of our analysis is the nature of 
the post-Easter appearances, those in Luke-Acts in particular. Are they 
appearances "from heaven' (implying a previous ascent of Jesus thither) or do they 
depict Jesus in some preliminary or 'intermediate' mode of existence? " Because of 
their particular relevance to the ascension and exaltation theme a separate 
treatment will be given to Mk 16: 9-20 (§ 3) and the Fourth Gospel (§ 4). To gain a 
general appreciation of the variety of ascension language in the NT as applied to 
Jesus we will turn to the other texts in the NT where ascension language is 
employed (§ 5). By then we will have a sufficiently broad understanding of the 
first-century context of thought to turn to Luke-Acts and place Luke's exaltation 
and ascension texts in their historical and theological context (chapter 5 and 6). 
2. The Resurrection-Exaltation Paradigm 
There seems to be a wide measure of agreement in contemporary NT scholarship 
that the proclamation of Jesus' resurrection from the dead is one of the earliest 
christological affirmations made by the post-Easter community". 'Am Anfang der 
Verkiindigung der Urgemeinde', says H. Conzelmann, voicing the current opinio 
communis, 'stand die Aussage, daI3 Gott den gekmuzigten Jesus nicht im Tode 
14 gelassen, sondern von den Toten auferweckt hat' . 
From the dawn of Christianity, however, the significance of the Easter event has 
been understood in a variety of ways. I Cor 15: 3ff., e. g., which is the earliest 
literary witness to the resurrection and post-Easter appearances, is illustrative of 
what we may caH a biblical-heilsgeschichtliche or soteriological understanding of 
Easter. Paul reminds his Corinthian converts here of the resurrection gospel he 
" This is e. g. the opinion of Conzelmann (1977) 189; Wilckens (1981) 68-69; 
Lohrink (1971) 274. 
" See e. g. Goppelt (1978) 277-299. The literature on the resurrection of Jesus 
is 
vast. Useful bibliographies are found in Metzger (1966) 36-40.480-486; 
Dhanis 
(1974) 651-745 (bibliography by E. Ghiberti); Hoffmann (1979) 509-513; 
Bultmann (1984) 653-655; Nolland (1993) 1168-1176. 
14 Conzelmann (1993) 46. CC Fuller (1980) 48: 'The resurrection of Jesus from the 
dead was the central claim of the church's proclamation. There was no period 
when this was not so. 
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had preached to them on his first visit to the city and which he himself in turn (at 
his conversion in the early or mid-30s? ) had received from tradition (. a Cc PE 8WKOC 
ft I 0 KCC I 7U cc p6X oc Po v), namely 'that Christ died for our sins in accordance with 
the scriptures, and that he was buried, and that he was raised on the third day in 
accordance with the scriptures, and that he appeared to Cephas ... ' (NRSV). The 
core of this pre-Pauline piece of 7u(xp(X6oatý reaches back at least as far as the 
earliest Greek-speaking community, possibly that in Palestine". Unfortunately, 
there is no consensus of opinion on whether the interpretative statements 67rcp 
-r6v CCfLocprt6v ýp6v and rcoc-rce -rocý ypocyocý belong to the pre-Pauline 
stratum of tradition, but a good case can be made in favour of it". It, at any rate, 
very well illustrates, how the early church (Paul and possibly his predecessors) was 
dissatisfied with the transmission of the nudafacta but felt compelled to interpret 
the Easter events: death and resurrection are fulfilments of Scripture, Jesus died 
nýp -r6v O'Cftocp-rt6v Tlft6v and Korroc uocý ypcc(pocý (v. 3) and he was raised 
1 17 on the third day fca -r a -r aqypa (p aq (v. 4; cf. Acts 17: 3) . Similarly, in Rom 4: 25 
Paul states that Jesus was raised (ij yep Oil )8t oc -r i%l v8 tKoctiwatv Tj fi, 6) v (cf. also 
2 Cor 5: 15). 
Alongside this particular understanding of Easter we rind in first-century 
Christian literature evidence of an 'eschatological' interpretation, which, in 
conformity with the hopes and expectations of Second Temple Judaism", regards 
Jesus' resurrection as a prelude or an anticipation ('the firstfruits') of the general 
resurrection in the end-time (Acts 4: 2; 26: 23; 1 Cor 15: 20,23; Col 1: 18; Rev 1: 5; 1 
Clem 24: 1; cE Mt 27: 52-53)". Even in what are generally held to be the oldest 
" CE Fuller (1980) 10-11; Goppelt (1978) 280-282; Liidemann (1994) 54. 
" Seeberg (1903) 45-58, esp. 51-52; Jeremias (1967) 95-99; Goppelt (1978) 281-282. 
17 On 1 Cor 15: 1-8 see further Fee (1987) 717-734 and the literature cited there, 
and Midemann (1994) 50-141. 
18 On the Jewish first-century context of meaning of resurrection belief see 
Wilckens (1981) 73-104; Nickelsburg (1972); HJP 2,539-544 (literature n. 90); 
Rigaux (1973) 3-22; Cavallin (1974) (literature 217-243); Festorazzi (1974) 5-30; 
Lapide (1977); Stemberger (1979) 443-450 (literature 449-450); Perkins (1985) 37- 
69. 
" See Ridderbos (1978) 51-55.600-617, on how this is an integral part of Pauline 
theology. The connection of Jesus' resurrection and the eschatological resurrection 
of the dead is denied by Berger (1976) 15.248-249 
Anm. 44, as far as the synoptic 
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recoverable articulations of resurrection faith", namely kerygmatic formulae in the 
style of (Oco' ý) 6 C'Yeipocq al')*r6 V/ 'In cobv F-'K v cKp6v" and (6Tt) 6' Oco' ý 
oc'WzOv ýyetpev iK vexp6v", the interpretative element is not absent. The 
seemingly neutral affirmation that 'this Jesus God raised up (from the dead)' (Acts 
2: 32) proclaims the Easter event as a divine intervention in support of Jesus, an act 
of vindication by Heaven itself, whereby the historical mission of Jesus receives the 
highest possible authorisation. 
The interpretative category most pertinent to the present investigation is the 
understanding of Easter in terms of an exaltation or instalment into an office 
23 
. 
According to Acts 17: 31 the resurrection of Jesus is proof of his divine 
appointment as end-time judge (cf. also 10: 42). In the pre-Pauline" formula 
adopted in Rom 1: 34 Jesus is said to be appointed 'Son of God in power' ýý 
6cvoca, 
raaewý vcKp6v, that is, 'as from (his) resurrection from (the) dead"'. 
tradition is concerned. 
2'Bultmann (1984) 83-84; Kegel (1970) 12-25; Hoffmann (1979) 479; Conzelmann 
(1992) 46-55. 
2' Rom 4: 24; 8: 11 (2x); 2 Cor 4: 14; Gal 1: 1; Col 2: 12; Polyc 2: 1; 12: 2; cf. also Acts 
13: 33; 17: 31; Heb 13: 20; IgnSm 7: 1; IgnTrall 9: 2. 
12 Rom 10: 9; 1 Cor 6: 14; 15: 15; cf. 1 Thess 1: 10; Acts 3: 15; 4: 10; 13: 37; Polyc 1: 2; 
cf. also Acts 2: 32; 13: 34. 
23 Cf. Hayes (1968) 333-345. The definition of the term 'exaltation (kerygma)' is 
discussed by Hahn (1964) 126 ('die auf Grund eines Inthronisationsaktes 
verliehene besondere Würde und die Einsetzung in eine Machtstellung'); Vielhauer 
(1965) 167-175 (in response to Hahn, Vielhauer suggests to distinguish 
ErhAtwerden, Erhijhtsein, Wirksamkeit des ErhAten, 174); Thiising (1969) 37-40 
(Thusing's study concerns itself with the risen Lord's present state of exaltation 
rather than with the act of exaltation itself). Lohfink (1971) seems to press the 
point when he defines the exaltation kerygma in terms of '... 'Unsichtbarkeit' und 
innere Einheit mit der Auferstehung ... den 
Gegensatz zur lukanischen 
Konzeption' (98 Anm. 53; cf. 81). 
" Since the investigation of Lohmeyer (1961), the pre-Pauline background of v. 3 is 
virtually undisputed. See Schweizer (1962) 91-92; Neufeld (1963) 50-51; 
Zimmermann (1970) 192-202; Lohfink (1971) 83; Hengel (1975) 93-104; Fitzmyer 
(1993) 229-230 (literature 239-242). 
2' The confession-like character of the phrase satisfactorily accounts for the terse 
formulation (the absence of articles, pronouns, and of the preposition ýK, for which 
we may have here a simple genitivus separationis). By the time Paul came to write 
Romans the reference to the resurmction of Jesus would be sufficiently clear. Note 
furthermore the high rate of the anarthrous usage in the immediate context (vv. l- 
7). See also lersel (1964) 79 Anm. 1; Fitzmyer (1993) 236. Perhaps on the pre- 
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Similarly, in Paul's missionary speech at Pisidian Antioch the resurrection of Jesus 
is considered a resurrection-to-Sonship, an affirmation which is supported by a 
messianic reading of Ps 2: 7 LXX (Acts 13: 33; cf. Heb 1: 5; 5: 5)". In the pre-Patiline 
piece of tradition preserved in Phil 2: 9-11 Jesus' post-death condition is described 
in terms of a divine act of '(super-)exaltation 127 , on which occasion Jesus was given 
'the name above all names' (i. e. Kx')ptoý/Mi y))28ý cf. Heb 1: 4. In the tradition 
preserved in Acts 2: 36, a text to which we will return later, the resurrection seems 
to mark the occasion on which Jesus was made (ýnotiilaev) both Christ and 
21 Lord . In all these texts Jesus is introduced into a new stage of his existence, in 
which he receives a higher status than he had enjoyed before, by virtue of his 
resurrection from the dead'o. 
In first-century Palestinian Judaism exaltation and throne imagery had 
become a popular device to glorify prominent figures of Israel's history. 
Many speculations were built on the plurality of thrones in Dan 7: 9 (cf. Ps 
122: 5). See e. g. TAb A 11: 4-18 (Adam); I En 45: 3; 51: 3; 55: 4; 61: 8; 
69: 27-29 (the Elect One); IIQMelch (Melchizedek); TJob 33: 2-3 (Job); 
TBenj 10: 6 (Enoch, Seth, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob); bSan 38b (Messiah). 
Such speculations were usually attributed to historical figures of the 
distant past or future. It is difficult to establish to what degree the 
language was taken literally. In the majority of cases it did not convey the 
notion of a bodily ascent (rapture), only the souls were transported to 
heaven (most of these exalted figures had died a natural death in the 
biblical tradition). Here we touch upon an important methodological 
Pauline level the reference was to the general resurrectiong as suggests Dunn (1990) 
323; (1989) 34; (1988) 15-16, but we cannot be sure. 
16 See further infra pp. 189-190. 
27 Exaltation or super-exaltation, depending upon the force given to i) 71 Cp 
2' Lohmeyer (1961); Bousset (1913) 106-107; Schweizer (1962) 98; Georgi (1964) 
288-291; Cullmann (1966) 184-186; Martin (1967) 235-247; Schillebeeckx (1982) 
401; Horius (1976) 27-28; Bartsch (1982) 22-23 (on the pre-Pauline level opting for 
the name 'Jesus'); Dunn (1989) 118; (1990) 51; Hurtado (1988) 96-97 
(Yah)veh); 
Hengel (1993) 137-138. Although there is no explicit reference to the resurrection, 
it is commonly agreed that this is what Paul (if not the original hymn) 
has in mind 
or what is implied, contra Georgi (1964) 274.292-293, who interprets the exaltation 
in terms of an Entrfickung. 
29jf a nrp. 189. 
Further evidence of the centrality of the resurrection in the earliest strata 
is 
found in the gospel narrative traditions in so far as they go back to an earlier 
(pre- 
synoptic) tradition (the empty tomb tradition (? ), the 
Galilean and Jerusalem 
appearance traditions), and source material surviving 
in the missionary speeches 
of Acts (Acts 2: 14-36; 3: 12-26; 5: 30-32; 10: 34-43; 13: 
16-41). 
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issue. To what extent should exaltation and throne imagery be taken into 
consideration to elucidate the 'rapture' of Jesus? As we determined in 
chapter 2, rapture does not automatically entail the idea of exaltation or 
enthronement. The problem is, I believe, on the exaltation side. Whereas 
I rapture' (Entrfickung) represents a relatively well-defined concept (to the 
exclusion of others), exaltation imagery has a wider range of connotation 
and is much more elusive". Its semantic field reaches from a literal 'lifting 
up' of something (e. g. the serpent in the desert, Jn 3: 14a) to a more 
figurative use as in the liturgical phrase 'to exalt God' (i. e. to praise Him) 
or 'to exalt someone to a position of honour' (as e. g. Ahasuerus' exaltation 
of Haman, Est 3: 1 LXX). The important point is that exaltation language 
does not always have to be taken with strict literalness, i. e., a person 
exalted by God (to a higher rank) need not necessarily be exalted to God 
(in heaven). 
As we know from the Book of Acts and other sources, the Book of Psalms (2: 7; 
16: 8-11; 68: 19; 110: 1; 118: 16,22 etc. ) provided a rich arsenal of prooftexts for the 
resurrection and exaltation of Jesus". It appears that the early Christian 
community most frequently resorted to Ps 110: 1 (109: 1 LXX), which speaks of an 
act of enthronement or exaltation of a person addressed as KU pio q". What 
originally applied to the enthronement act of an Eastern monarch", now became 
the stock-language to articulate what had happened to Jesus: the crucified Jesus 
had been exalted by God". 
The appeal to Ps 110 may well go back to the historical Jesus. The crux 
of the typically haggadic dispute between Jesus and the scribes recorded 
in Mk 12: 35-37 concerns the compatibility of the two seemingly 
" LSJM 1910; Bauer 1695-1696; Bertram (1956) 57-71; (1966) 22-43; (1972) 602- 
620. 
32 For a general assessment see Dupont (1967) 283-307; Holtz (1968) 43-59.137-153. 
33 As has often been noted, the frequent appeal to the Psalm in the NT (see the list 
of loci citati vel allegati in NA 27 , 787) stands in marked contrast 
to its messianic use 
in contemporary Judaism. Bill. 4/1,452-465 suspects a deliberate suppression 
from 
the part of the Jews [cf. Grundmann (1964) 401. This may find confirmation 
in Mk 
12: 35-37, which hardly makes sense if Ps 110 was not read messianically 
by the 
Pharisees, so Cullmann (1966) 83; Grundmann (1973) 254; Bruggen 
(1988) 278; 
Hampel (1990) 182 Anm. 587; 183 Anm. 590; cf. Marshall (1978) 748-749. 
3" For the original Sitz im Leben of Ps 110, see Kraus (1978) 925-938; 
Hay (1973) 
19-33 (including rabbinics); Hengel (1993) 153-158. 
3' Literature on Ps 110 in the NT: Bill. 4/19 452-465; Rey Marcos 
(1971); (1972) 
209-220; (1974); Hay (1973); Dupont (1984) 210-295; Loader (1977/78) 
199-217; 
(1981) 15-29 et passim; Gourgues (1976) 5-24; (1978) (literature 
11-30); Callan 
(1982) 622-635; Dautzenberg (1983) 141-171; Kruijf (1991) 37-47; 
Hengel (1991) 
43-73; (1993) 108-194. 
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contradictory messianic titles ut 6ýAau t* 8 andKUPt0q. The case against 
authenticity is quite strong". If it were the product of later Christian 
reflection, however, it is difficult to see why the session part was not 
exploited more strongly with reference to the resurrection-exaltation. 
Besides, the crux of the passage is quite different from the later 
christological use of the psalm". 
In the confession of Jesus before the supreme council (Mk 14: 62) the 
exaltation imagery of Ps 110: 1 converges with the Son of Man vision of Dan 7: 13. The point of the Markan Jesus' answer to the highpriest is that 
at some point in the future there will be a reversal of the roles of the judge 
and the accused, when the heavenly Son of Man (= the exalted Jesus) will 
appear from heaven to pronounce judgement upon his adversaries (Mk 
8: 38; cf. 13: 26). The question of the authenticity of the saying is even more 
complicated than Mk 12 (the Son of Man issue! ), but I see no reason to 
doubt that the saying, in its general tenet, goes back to the historical 
Jesus". 
Although the exaltation imagery of Ps 110 easily lends itself to a symbolic- 
figurative explanation in terms of divine appointment to a position of honour and 
'See Hahn (1964) 113-115.259-262; Loader (1977) 214-215. 
17 The authenticity of Mk 12: 35-37 is defended by Pesch (1984) 249-257, esp. 255- 
256; Gourgues (1978) 141-143. 
" For a general discussion on the issues involved, see Brown 1 (1994) 506-515. The 
authenticity of the passage is defended by Kfimmel (1945) 26-27; Pesch 2 (1984) 
438-439.443. Brown is undecided, but rinds the case for authenticity attractive. It 
is denied by T6dt (1959) 33-37; Griisser (1977) 172-177; Perrin (1967) 173-181; 
Lindars (1983) 110-112; Funk (1991) 222. Here we touch upon the difficult 
question of Jesus' own expectation about his future. Unfortunately, it is difficult to 
reach back behind the post-Easter situation because the Evangelists write by 
hindsight (this is a particularly complicating factor in the Markan passion 
predictions, Mk 8: 31; 9: 31; 10: 33-34). Granted that Jesus anticipated his own 
death (which seems to be virtually undisputed) [see Hampel (1990) 246-2601 and 
that he expected his future vindication by a decisive act of divine deliverance (cc 
Mk 8: 38; cf. 13: 26), did he foresee his resurrection and his parousia as two distinct 
acts? It seems to me that Hampel has given an adequate judgement on the issue: 
'Was der historische Jesus in einem einzigen Geschehen erwartete, ist in der 
Theologie der Urkirche aufgrund der geschichtlich notwendig gewordenen 
Differenzierung und Systematisierung in Auferstehung und Parusie in zwei 
verschiedene Ereignisse aufgetrennt und damit zeitlich auseinandergerissen 
worden ( ... ) Was die Urkirche mit der Parusie 
ihres Herrn erwartetg ist im Grunde 
nichts anderes als das Festhalten an dem, was Jesus selbst erwartete, ist die 
nachösterliche Aktualisierung der jesuanischen Ansage der heilvollen Zukunft 
Gottes, inhaltlich begründet in der ipsissima vox des Menschensohnes' [Hampel 
(1990) 366-3671. This would seem to provide a reasonable explanation for the 
apparent tension between resurrection predictions, parousia sayings, and 
Nahenvartungslogia (such as Mk 9: 1parr.; Mt 10: 23; Lk 22: 16,18, etc. ). 
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dignity without the notion of an ascent to heaven - after all, Ps 110 was addressed 
to an earthly king at his accession to an earthly throne! - it seems that from the 
very beginning of christological reflection the belief that Jesus was 'exalted at the 
right hand of God' has had an overtly spatial overtone, implying a geographical 
transfer from earth to heaven (that is, exaltation at the right hand of God carried 
with it the thought of exaltation to the right hand of God)39. Accordingly, in several 
NT texts the session symbolism of Ps 110: 1 is used as an expression of belief in the 
present exalted status (Erhijhtsein) of Jesus in heaven. Thus Rom 8: 34 says: 'It is 
Christ Jesus, who died, yes, who was raised, who is at the right hand of God 155 
V)40 KOCt 6CFTtV EV 8cýt§: Tob OEobj, who indeed intercedes for us' (NRS . The 
relative remoteness from the original wording of the psalm suggests that Paul uses 
here an expression that had already become stereotyped among Christians of this 
era. In Col 3: 1 the believers are summoned to seek the things above (. roc C'Cvw), 
where the risen Christ is e'v 
86CIý T06 OE06 KOCOjjgCVOq. In Acts 7: 55,56 
Stephen sees Jesus (the Son of Man) 
ý CFr 6, U CC 41 ýK 8CEtCA)V 'rof) OcW'. The 
point of these confession-like formulae is that the risen Christ is now in an exalted 
position in heaven, ýK 8CEt6V (scil. pepCov) or ýv beEt& (scil. Xctpit )43 r0 f) 
Ocof), that is, in the position of a heavenly being in the closest possible proximity 
to God, next in honour to Him, and hence perfectly able to intercede on behalf of 
his own 
44 
. Although these texts do not mention an ascension as a distinct event, but 
immediately proceed from the resurrection event to Christ's heavenly position at 
'9 CE Linton (1960) 260-261; Hahn (1964) 126; Lindars (1983) 110; Hengel (1993) 
112-119. Contra Robinson (1957) 44-45. 
40 On the interrelation of the four clauses, see the varying assessments by Lohfink 
(1971) 84-85, and Cranfield (1975) 438-439. Lohrink's interpretation is based on a 
weak text-critical basis (omitting the first icat' with NA"). 
" Why Jesus is here portrayed in a standing position (6(y-r6-ra) is immaterial to 
our purpose (see the commentaries ad loc. ). The point is that he is in hemyen. 
42 See also Jesus' confession before the Sanhedrin where he anticipated a time 
when his opponents would see -rO'v ut'O'v -r06 
&vop(07101) ýK 
KOC OTI AC V0V -r 6 ov afte ca q KuX. (Mk 14: 62). Cf. Rev 14: 14. See our discussion 
infra pp. 178-181. 
43 Michel (1966) 104-105 and Hengel (1993) 125-126, suggest that ýv 6F, ýIý is a 
translation variant of the more common 6K 6cýt6v from the Hebrew text of Ps 
110: 1, independent from LXX. 
44 See Hengel (1993)passim. 
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God's right hand, it is clear that some sort of upward journey is presupposed that 
accounts for the transition from earth to heaven. 
In Eph 1: 20-21 the session part of the psalm is exploited more emphatically with 
reference to an act of heavenly enthronement (Erhbhhverden) subsequent to the 
resurrection: '... (the power) "v (God) kvi'jpyTj(jev P-v -rw XptuT6 E'ye'tpocý 
OCOTOV kK VEKP6V KOCI KOCNGOCý kV 86ýtý OC6TO13 P-'V Totý k7roupocvjotý 
*. *' (cf. 2: 6). Again, an explicit reference to an ascension is absent (the action seems 
to occur in heaven, the focus is on Christ's posifion 6 -x Ep&v (A) 7r '#- OCGTIý (XPXTIý 
K(X It Cý ý00G t(X ý KT X. ), but is nevertheless understood (4: 9). 
The important point is that, in the primitive preaching, resurrection and 
exaltation belong together as two sides of one coin (hence the designation 
I resurrection-exaltation') and that it implies a geographical transfer from 
earth to heaven (hence it is possible to say that in the primitive kerygma 
resurrection is 'resurrection to heaven')". This explains e. g. the apparent 
jump in the train of thought in I Thess 1: 10, where the expected coming of 
Christ from heaven is connected with his resurrection from the dead, 
without an explicit statement on how he came to be in heaven46. 
" CC the judgement of Lolifink (1971) 97: 'Auferweckung und Erho'hung meinen 
im Urchristentum dasselbe Ereignis. Die Auferweckung formuliert dieses Ereignis 
jedoch im Hinblick auf seinen terminus a quo, die Erhöhung im Hinblick auf 
seinen terminus ad quem'. Likewise Bultmann (1984) 47-48.84; Goppelt (1978) 
285-287. Cf. also Berger (1976) 207, who speaks of 'Auferstehung in den Himmel 
hinein'. Further qualification of the relationship resurrection-exaltation would lead 
us into a tradition-historical debate which is of little relevance to the present 
investigation. Is 'exaltation' an interpretation of the resurrection event or is 
N resurrection' simply a narrative expression of belief in Jesus' exaltation? Or were 
they at some early stage in the tradition perhaps more or less competing 
interpretations of the Easter event? See Lambrecht (1975) 118-144; Dupont (1984) 
211-216. 
The close connection between resurrection and exaltation has been denied for the 
earliest stage by F. Hahn. According to Hahn (1964) 128-132, Mk 14: 62 (cc 8: 38; 
13: 26) reflects a primitive Palestinian tradition, in which Jesus' heavenly 
enthronement (sessio ad de-Weram) was eschatologically understood (i. e. as an event 
to take place at the Parousia) marking his inauguration to office as judge of the 
world. Under the influence of 'eine tiefgreifende Unigestaltung der Eschatologie' 
(129) (in concreto the delay of the Parousia), the term of Jesus' heavenly session 
was retrojected to the resurrection, a shift which took place in the early Hellenistic- 
Jewish community. This led Hahn to believe that in the earliest strata there was no 
connection between heavenly session and resurrection (Hahn reserves the 
designation 'exaltation kerygma' accordingly for the latter stage). His thesis was 
refuted by Vielhauer (1965) 173; Dupont (1984) 224-230. 
46 More examples are found in Fitzmyer (1984) 413 n. 11. 
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Considering the close affinity between resurrection and exaltation at the right 
hand, it is not surprising to find texts where the resurrection-exaltation complex is 
interpreted ewpressis verbis in terms of a literal going up to heaven, that is, in terms 
of an ascension in the full sense of the word. This is clearly articulated in I Pet 
3: 21-22, where baptism is said to be efficacious 'through the resurrection of Jesus 
Christ, og ýa-rtv kv beýtý [ro6l OEoW (an echo of Rom 8: 34! ), a statement 6 
that is immediately followed by -n opcu0 cit ýeiýoup oc v6v K*rk., so that we have 
here the logical sequence: resurrection-aseension-exaltation (sessio ad dexteram). 
After his resurrection from the dead Christ went to heaven and took his place at 
the right hand of God. It should be noted that the ascension part receives a 
relatively elaborate treatment of its own, as a victorious journey to heaven during 
which Christ (as subject! ) overpowers the angelic forces (67coTocyEvT(A)v at)T(p 
11 (XYYE'X(, )v fcall kýouat6v rcalt 8, uva`pEwv). This complex of ideas is usually 
labelled as a 'cosmic christology', which emphasises the universality of Christ's 
victory over the natural and spiritual order (cf. Eph 1: 21; Col 1: 15-20; 2: 10,15; 
Phil 2: 9-10). Form-critically, this passage belongs to the heavenly journey type of 
ascension". 
This form-critical assessment makes it diff"icult to accept that 
-K opeu0 cit ý et' ýo D' pav 0' v is an allusion to the visible ascension from 
the Mount of Olives (Acts 1: 9-11), as a prima facie reading would 
suggest". This is not a typical description of an Entrfickung. The focus is 
on the victorious journey itself, not on its terminus a quo or its destiny. 
Christ is the active participant, a notion not so prominent, if not absent, in 
Luke's rapture christology49. In Luke-Acts the ascension of Jesus is never 
depicted as a victorious ascent to heaven. 
Ascension and exaltation (session) language take a prominent place in the Epistle 
to the Hebrews'o. Throughout the epistle the session at the right hand marks the 
climax of Jesus' redeeming ministry. In the opening verses it is said that Christ, 
after he had made purification for sins, sat down at the right hand of the 
Majesty 
on high (Heb 1: 3 krmOtcrev P-v 8eEtý, cf. 1: 13). See further 8: 1 Oý 
CrmOtacv 
4' Lohfink (1971) 90; Schillebeeckx (1975) 589 n. 40. 
48 So Larrafiaga (1938) 352-353; cf. Gourgues (1978) 79 n. 8. 
49 Cf. infra p. 232. 
51 On the ascension-exaltation theme in Hebrews, see 
Schweizer (1962) 119-125; Gourgues (1978) 89-125. 
Kaylor (1964) 83-125; 
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T 
EV 6EE16&: "f) OPOVOU 'rýý 96Ya, ")(JI)VIlý ýV TOiý 0 U'P(Xvok; 10: 12 
iKOCOWEV ev 8EEtý -rof) Oeof) 12: 2 ev 8cEt4 ... KeKoWtKEv (the perfect tense 
expressing a durative situation 'has sat down')". The ascension theme is also quite 
prominent in Hebrews. Christ is spoken of as 'having passed through the heavens' 
(4: 14); he has entered into the inner shrine (6: 20); he is exalted above the heavens 
(7: 26); he has entered once and for all into the Holy Place (9: 12-13); he has entered 
into heaven itself (9: 24). It has been noted that, with the exception of 13: 20 (which 
is probably traditional! ), the author of Hebrews does not seem to make reference to 
the resurrection". This is not because the auctor ad Hebraeos devalues the role of 
the resurrection in favour of the ascension but because in his view Christ's 
resurrection is (or is closely bound up with, or is immediately followed by) his 
heavenly exaltation53. We are to think of a description of the Easter events along 
the lines of a heavenly journey, refashioned after the pattern of the high priest's 
entrance into the Holy of Holiest, not in terms of a rapture. 
Before we proceed with our inventory we need to consider the question of the 
nature of the post-Easter appearances in the earliest preaching. If in the earliest 
stage of tradition resurrection and exaltation were regarded as one event, an 
uninterrupted movement from grave to glory, we may infer that the appearances 
were ipso facto manifestations of the already exalted Lord, hence: appearances 
'from heaven' (granted that the act of exaltation/enthronement took place in 
heaven). Paul seems to have shared this view. He regarded his experience on the 
road to Damascus as a revelation (6C7UOK&XU*1ý) of God's Son in/to him (Gal 
1: 16), that is, as an encounter with the exalted Lord". He defended his apostleship 
with the assertion that he had seen 'IT] 00 f) VT 0' V KU Pt0V(! ) ý 116 v (I Cor 9: 1)" 
and did not hesitate to put his experience on equal footing with the apostolic 
Christophanies (1 Cor 15: 8 6 (P OTI K6C fLO V). Although we will elaborate on Luke's 
51 p46 has CKOCOtaev by assimilation. 
" Lohfink (1971) 91-93. 
53 Cf. Ruckstuhl (1988) 195-197; Hengel (1993) 135. 
54 Schlier (1971) 55; cf. Dunn (1989) 37. 
Fee (1987) 395 n. 14, notes that the designation 'Ilq ao6v -r 0V KU Pt0V TIACOV 
is 
unusual in Paul and suggests that this is semitechnical 
language for speaking of 
Christ in his resurrection, through which he became 'our Lord'. 
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evaluation of Paul's Damascus road experience later - Luke does not seem to think 
of it as an appearance of the same kind as the other appearances" - it mav be 
suggested that Luke would agree that Paul had had an encounter with the exalted 
Lord from heaven (Acts 9: 3-7; 22: 6-10; 26: 12- 15)57. It is also commonly agreed 
upon in biblical scholarship that the Gospel of Matthew closes with a manifestation 
of the already exalted Lord (Mt 28: 16-20). The risen Jesus says in v. 18: C800, q 
A01,7[8CG0C iEOUGiOC EV 06paV6 KOCI knit [cýqj yýq". Gnilka comments: 
'Jesus spricht von der ihm Übertragenen Vollmacht. Diese Ubertragung liegt schon 
zurück, ist als in Verbindung mit der Auferweckung stehend zu denken ... 
"9. 
Nothing forbids, moreover, to interpret the 'on the road' appearance to Mary 
Magdalene (Mt 28: 9-10) in similar terms. The scene is not essentially different 
from the appearance to the disciples. On the contrary, both scenes describe an act 
of proskynesis as the appropriate response to the Appearing One (vv. 9.17). 
The structure of early Christian resurrection belief may be diagrammed as 
follows: 
resurrection - exaltation (sessio ad dexteram) - appearances from heaven, 
or (in case the res u rrection- exaltation complex assumes cosmic dimensions), 
resurrection - victorious ascent - exaltation (sessio ad dexteram) - 
appearances from heaven. 
To summarise, the general conviction in the earliest Christian preaching is that as 
of the day, of his resurrection Jesus was in heaven, seated at the right hand of God. 
Resurrection and exaltation were regarded as two sides of one coin; resurrection 
meant ýresurrection to heaven' or 'resurrection from grave to glory'. Upon further 
reflection on the impact of the resurrection-exaltation event upon the spiritual 
world, Christ's passage from grave to glory assumed cosmic dimensions: during his 
56 See infra pp. 204-207. 
57 on the nature of the Lukan post-resurrection see further infra pp. 190-195. 
51 CC also the Wisdom saying Mt 11: 27 H Lk 10: 22 -x a vc a Ito in oc pc80 
O'q 6 Tc 0' 
Tob novrpoý laou, which has, however, a different statement intention and can 
not be held against Mt 28: 18, see the commentaries ad loc. 
" Gnilka (1988) 507. Likewise: Straufl 2 (1840) 660-661; Meyer 1 (1924) 14-15 (+ 
Anm. 3); Enslin (1928) 67; Michaelis (1944) 79; Benoit (1961) 367; Robinson (1957) 
135; Davies (1958) 50; Ruckstuhl (1988) 193; Bornkamm (1970) 289-310; Fuller 
(1980) 83; Lohrink (1971) 94; Sand (1986) 596. 
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journey upwards Christ had defeated the angelic powers and had thereby 
demonstrated his universal power and authority. This explains the (undoubtedly 
early) amalgamation of resurrection and ascension language. From the form- 
critical standpoint it should be noticed that this ascent assumes the form of a 
heavenly journey. In the earliest stage of tradition the post- res u rrection 
appearances are appearances 'from heaven'. Although, apart from the disputed 
passages in Luke-Acts, the Appearing One is never said to have gone back into 
heaven (either after the individual appearances or at the last appearance), this 
seems to be the underlying assumption throughout the passages". Paul seems to 
have regarded Christ's appearance to him to be the last one (if we may take 
W F, aX cc -c ov8e -n cc vr wvI Cor 15: 8 this way)". 
3. The Ascension-Exaltation Paradigm (Mk 16: 19) 
A quite different assessment of the relationship of resurrection, exaltation, and 
ascension from the one outlined above is (apart from the Lukan passages under 
dispute) found in just the passage which, of all the ascension texts in the NT, has 
the strongest afflinities with Luke-Acts, the so-called 'longer ending of Mark' (Mk 
16: 9-20), a passage which - in general opinion - is a later addition to the original 
Gospel, dating from the early second century AD12. We have here a clear and 
'0 That Matthew does not round off his narrative with an ascension reflects the 
Matthean concern to stress the abiding presence of the exalted Lord in the mission 
of his church. Having assured his readership of the abiding presence of Jesus (v. 20 
rcceit 11806 kyC6 ttee, 6ACav ettItt lcocaaý 'Caý ýIggcpocq C"Wq -rýq auv-reketiaq 
-r o6 ati 6) voq; cf, 18: 20! ), every suggestion that Jesus departed 
from his disciples 
immediately thereafter would considerably weaken the force of the statement. The 
readers of the First Gospel are already informed about Jesus' present whereabouts 
(27: 64). 
" On this see infra p. 204 n. 20. 
6' Aland (1979) 246-283; Metzger (1994) 102-107; Hug (1978); Pesch 1 (1984) 40-48 
(literature! ); Kummel (1983) 70-73. The consensus has been challenged by Farmer 
(1974); Zwemer (1975) 159-174 [in the same volume the classic article of Burgon 
(1871) 27-1301; and Bruggen (1988) 395-402.413-418. The latter regards vv. 
9-20 as 
part of the original Gospel, explaining the differences 
in style and language by the 
hypothesis that 'Marcus in Rome (waar zijn zegsman Petrus de marteldood stierf) 
misschien niet meer de gelegenheid heeft gehad om 
in alle rust nog 16,9-20 
taalkundig bij te schaven en het geheel even breed uit te werken als 
de rest van zijn 
verslag over Petrus' prediking ... ' (396). 
But his thesis fails to account for the fact 
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unmistakable expression of Jesus' ascension (EnIrfickung) understood in terms of 
his exaltation or sessio ad dexteram Dei. 
'0 ACV o0v r, Ptoý cc 0c01ý 
9 1) '171 CF 0 f) ý ftp- -r -C xa). ý Out a6 6cvcXýtt(pO71 ciý ro'v O'O'pocvo'v icoc"t ircaOtacv E'-r, 8cCtCov -cob 
0co -6 (Mk 16: 19). 
We may leave aside for the moment the question whether vv. 9-20 are dependent 
upon Luke-Acts or not", and concentrate upon the narrative as it now stands". 
Unlike most of the previously studied ascension texts this is an ascension of the 
rapture (Entrfickung) type 65 . It should be noted, however, that the author (or his 
source, for that matter) does what the author of Luke-Acts does not do, he adds an 
explicit reference of Ps 110: 1 to the ascension of Jesus, thereby suggesting that the 
ascension was the occasion at (or after) which the prophetic oracle of Ps 110: 1 was 
fulfilled. 
Unfortunately, the time-table of vv. 9-20 is not very clear; the resurrection, the 
appearances, the ascension and the exaltation all seem to occur on the same day. 
that the language of vv. 9-20 reflects a second-century milieu (not earlier and not 'UP, Cr, later), as Rug has convincingly demonstrated. 
63 In rfra pp. 223-224. 
64 Vv. 9-20 seems to be an amalgamation of various traditions, those found in Luke- 
Acts and the Fourth Gospel in particular. Yet the editor has carefully structured 
.1aa ovu o x) 
(v. 9) - Aer c his text into a coherent unity (cL np col 7r p6 cr 
-cafka (v. 12) - LaTcpov 8c (v. 14): 
VV. 9-11 appearance (k yav q) to Mary Magdalene (v. 9) 
report to the disciples (v. 10) 
reaction of unbelief (v. 11) 
vv. 12-13 appearance (k(pavcp(aOq E-'v ý-re'pq Aopyfq) to two disciples 
(v. 12) 
report to the other disciples (v. 13a) 
reaction of unbelief (v. 13b) 
vv. 14-18 appearance (6 (p avep (o Oq) to the Eleven (v. 14a) 
rebuke of unbelief (v. 14b) 
missionary command (vv. 15-16) 
promise of divine assistance (vv. 17-18) 
vv. 19-20 ascension (v. 19) 
universal mission and divine assistance (v. 20). 
6' There is no doubt about the formal classification of the passage as a rapture 
story. The event rounds off Jesus' earthly career by his physical removal 
from 
earth (to heaven) by divine interventiong and it occurs 
in the presence of 
eyewitnesses. The terminology used recalls Elijah's assumption 
into heaven 1cf. 
Hug (1978) 131-1341. 
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But given the composite character of the text we should probably not be dogmatic 
on this point. In the present context we are possibly to think of appearances in and 
around Jerusalem, but again, the author is not explicit on this and probably not 
interested in it. The crucial point of divergence from the primitive exaltation 
kerygma, however, is not the date or the locality of the ascension but the radical 
reassessment of the function of the resurrectiong exaltation, and ascension of Jesus. 
The traditional sequence: 
I resurrection - sessio ad de-xteram - appearances (from heaven) 
has been altered into: 
resurrection - appearances - ascension (rapture) - sessio ad de-Weram. 
Compared to the primitive exaltation kerygma discussed in the previous section, 
we should note the following divergencies. In the first place, the resurrection is no 
longer understood as an eschatological event that ushers in the new age or exalts 
Jesus to heavenly Lordship but simply as a miracle of resuscitation by which Jesus 
is brought back alive on the stage of history. Only at the end of the day (or later) - 
at any rate after a series of appearances to his followers - Jesus departs from the 
earth and takes his seat at the right hand of God in heaven. The time between 
resurrection and exaltation (session) is an intermediate period in which Jesus is 
risen but not yet exalted". The notion that Jesus appeared E-'v i-c6pq A0P(P1q 
(v. 12) does not compare the appearance of Jesus with his pre-Easter appearing" or 
his heavenly appearance". It simply compares the appearance to 'the two of them' 
with the appearance to Mary Magdalene (vv. 9-11) and is readily explained as an 
attempt to bring two different sources (the appearance to Mary Magdalene and 
the Emmaus story) into accord: Jesus appeared to the two disciples not, as in the 
case of Mary Magdalene, in the appearance of a gardener (Jn 20: 15) but as a 
traveller (Lk 24: 15,, 28)69. The break separating the resurrection and ascension- 
exaltation seems to imply, in the second place, that the appearances between the 
66 CE Gnilka 2 (1979) 354. 
67 Behm (1967) 750. 
68 Contra Schweizer (1967) 217-218; Bruggen (1988) 399, who interprets ýv 
-r ,Pq JULO P yl- 'in een stralende, luisterrijke vorm' 
(with reference to Mk 9: 2- 6 .9aS 
4! ). 
69 Swete (1909) 402; Lohmeyer (1967) 361-362; Pesch 2 (1984) 551-552. 
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resurrection and the ascension (vv. 9-1- Ij 2-13,14-20) are no longer understood as 
appearances from heaven', as was the case in the earliest traditions. There is no 
indication in the text that Jesus has already been in heaven before his ascension 
recounted in v. 19. The underlying thought seems to be that the appearances are 
temporary manifestations of the risen Jesus to his followers, after which he 
withdrew himself again to some hidden place on earth. In the third place, it should 
be noted that in comparison with the OT-Jewish rapture traditions the function of 
the rapture event is different. It is not a temporary measure to spare someone from 
death for an eschatological task in the future but an act of enthronement to a 
heavenly throne, not unlike the exaltation of Enoch as Son of Man in (the final 
redaction of) I En 70-7 170. 
4. The Deseent-Aseent Paradigm (Fourth Gospel) 
The Fourth Gospel offers a line of development different again from the ones 
outlined above". In this Gospel, which offers a theological restatement of the Jesus 
tradition from a post-resurrection point of view, we find neither an explicit citation 
of nor an allusion to Ps 110. The historical mission of Jesus is portrayed in the 
Gospel as one single continuous movement, from his coming into the world from 
eternity (pre-existence) to his mturn thither, patterned on the scheme of the 
katabasis-anabasis of the heavenly Wisdom figure as found in Jewish wisdom 
literature". There seems to be no room in the Fourth Gospel for a separate act of 
exaltation; Jesus' entire life is a manifestation of the glory he possessed from 
eternity. His resurrection does not cause a change in status but only makes 
manifest what has been true from the beginning. 
An immediate comparison with the synoptic tradition is difficult because the 
Fourth Evangelist has his own set of terminology. Jesus' departure from the world 
70 Slipra pp. 72-78. 
7' Literature on the ascension-exaltation theme in the 
Fourth Gospel: Thiising 
(1979); Schweizer (1962) 117-119; Kaylor (1964) 126-165; Boyd 
(1967) 207-211; 
(1973) 20-27; McNamara (1967) 65-75; Potterie (1968) 460-478; Ruckstuhl 
(1988) 
277-310; Nicholson (1983); D'Angelo (1990) 529-536; Ashton 
(1991) esp. 348- 
356.485-514. 
72 See Talbert (1975/76) 418-440; Brink (1990). 
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is described as u ' Tc oc yetv (8: 14,21,22; 13: 33,36; 14: 4,5,28; 16: 5), 6 Tc oic yetv -n po 
-cOv OcO'v (13: 3), npo'ý -ro'v novr'poc (16: 10,17) or np' ý -r'v 7r6g*(xv-r cc ge 00 
II (7: 33; 16: 5); nopc0c cF 0 cc t (14: 2,3; 16: 7) or -K op F- 65 ea0at -K p 6' ýT6v 7c oc *r epa 
11 (14: 12,28; 16: 28); &vapaivEtv (6: 62) and 6vapatvetv npog -rov noc-repoc 
(20: 17); fte-rapoctivetv er, -rob rzocqtou (13: 1) and 6C71E'pXcu0cet (16: 7)73 . At 
various times Jesus' departure from the world is counterbalanced by a reference to 
the incarnation: Jesus' mission is an (iE)epXc(jOat rcocit 67roeyctv (3: 8; 8: 14; 
13: 3; cf. 14: 2 i'57rccyetv rcat cpXeaOoct); kEepXE(jOcet Kai nopcuctv (16: 28); 
Ka-rocpocitvEtv Koct &vocPocivetv (3: 13; cf. 6: 62; 20: 17). The saving event is 
characterised as Jesus' 6**wOývoct (3: 14; 8: 28; 12: 32,34) and 8oECC(JOývcet 
(7: 39; 11: 4; 12: 16,23; 13: 31-32; 16: 14; 17: 1ff.; cL 8: 54; 12: 28). Depending on the 
interpretation of the 'lifting up sayings', the Fourth Evangelist regards Jesus' 
death by crucifixion itself as the exaltation or at least regards it as part of the 
exaltation compleX74. 
Regarding the ascension, the following texts require a further examination: Jn 
3: 13,6: 62 and 20: 17. 
Jn 3: 13 The argument is that no one can speak of -r OC k -n oup OC vt cc (v. 12) 
with authority, unless he has been in heaven and has come down to reveal his 
knowledge, a condition which is fulfilled in o' uto'q -rob 6cvOpwnou only (cf. 
1: 18). What should be supplied to bring out the statement intention is: o0 -C oý (the 
I 'r ýV0, P OC Vý V75 Son of Man) oc v oc P 6PTIKEV Ctý 0U0. The emphasis on exclusiveness 
(0 U8 61 ý ... ei Ph) suggests a conscious polemic against the heavenly journey 
traditions of Jewish apocalyptic circles, the ascents of Moses in particular 76 , and 
goes beyond what is an otherwise accepted Jewish affirmation (cL Prov 30: 4; Deut 
30: 12; Bar 3: 29; cf. 4 Ezra 4: 8; Rom 10: 6-8). 
73 CC also Jn 16: 16-18. 
74 See Thfising (1979) 3-37; Ruckstuhl (1988) 197-199; Nicholson (1983); Kn6ppler 
(1994) 154-173.228-241. The following authors understand the Johannine 
ascension texts to denote one continuous moment of ascent (subsequent 
glorification implied): Brown (1966) 146; Lindars (1972) 157; Schnackenburg 
(1965) 407-409; Conzelmann (1993) 389-391. 
75 So rightly: Borgen (1977) 249; Ashton (1991) 349-350. 
76 Bill. 29 425; Odeberg (1929) 72-98; Meeks (1967) 297-301; Nicholson (1983) 91- 
93; Dunn (1991) 225. 
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Commentators are particularly puzzled by the use of the perfect tense 
6cv(xPCP, qicev, which seems to imply that the ascent under consideration has 
already taken place at the moment of speaking. Some have argued that we are to 
regard this as a mystical ascent during Jesus' lifetime", but this is not attested to 
elsewhere in the gospel tradition. P. Borgen thinks of an ascent prior to the 
incarnation, 'a pre-existent installing in office 71 . The difficulty with these 
suggestions is that they do not explain the perfect tense to a satisfactory degree. In 
line with the normal use of the perfect tense, &vaPeP Tj Ke v cannot mean but , he 
has ascended to heaven and is still there', as is correctly brought out in the 
6V V r6 ,P (X V 6)79 interpretative gloss 0' 8 J) 01) Augustine was aware of this and 
interpreted the phrase, in defence of the two natures doctrine, to mean that Jesus 
during his earthly ministry was simultaneously in heaven and on earth". But this 
is simply reading back later dogma into the text. The only other time that the 
perfect tense of &vaP oc tv (o is used in the NT writings is in Jn 20: 17 ('1 have not 
yet ascended". ), so that it is reasonable to assume a connection. Since the katabasis- 
anabasis pattern is typical of the Fourth Gospel (in our verse the descent seems to 
precede the ascent as well), we are to explain the verse from the perspective of the 
Evangelist, in other words, we have here a description from a post-Easter 
viewpoint, when Jesus' &v 'a 0aatý (= his return to the Father through passion- 
resurrection-ascension) had already become afait accompli". 
Jn 6: 62 it is not immediately clear what the exact nature of the 
(jic6cv8oc, Xov is and what the implied apodosis of the uncompleted conditional 
sentence 6avov () e (o pýrE KrX.: if they see the Son of Man going where he was 
before (67cou i9lv -ro' 7uporepov ctý rov oupocvov), will then the offence 
caused by Jesus' self-identifli cation as the Bread from Heaven (v. 61) be removed, as 
" CC Odeberg (1929) 72-98, esp. 94-98. 
7' Borgen (1977) 243-258. 
79 On this it I see Schnackenburg 1 (1965) 406-407; Metzger (1994) 174-175. 
8' Augustine, CommJoh 12,8 (CChr. SL 36,125); also Cyril of Alexandria, 
CommJoh 2 (PG 73,249). 
8' Bauer (1925) 52-53; Barrett (1978) 213; Kaylor (1964) 141-142; Thfising (1979) 
256; Schnackenburg 1 (1965) 405-407; Sanders (1968) 126; Brown (1966) 132; 
Schulz (1972) 59; Schneider (1976) 98; Haenchen (1980) 224.228; Nicholson (1983) 
95-96; Kn6ppler (1994) 233-234. 
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his return to heaven proves that he has rightly made this claim"? Or does the 
claim that he will ascend only increase the offence, in that he claims what is not 
allowed or even possible for a human being (Prov 30: 4; Deut 30: 12; Bar 3: 29; cf. 4 
Ezra 4: 8; Rom 10: 6-8)13 .9 There is much to say for the view that the wording is 
intentionally ambiguous, the answer being dependent upon the critical judgement 
(the faith commitment) of the reader/hearer. For one who only sees the outward 
appearance of the Jesus event (the cross! ) the offence remains; for one who 
penetrates into the inward meaning of the cross as the Messiah's path to glory and 
the means of salvation, the offence is alleviated 84 . 
To understand John's ascension theme properly, the rule 'to let John be John 85 is 
most pertinent. For the Fourth Evangelist Jesus' 6c v Cc is not a moment in 5 Pcccytý 
time, but a comprehensive event, a journey 'from cross to glory'. If we add to this 
the observation that 'seeing (Oewp6w) the Son of Man' in the Fourth Gospel 
usually denotes spiritual perception (6: 40; 12: 45)'6, it is clear that the Fourth 
Evangelist is not saying that Jesus' conversation partners will actually observe an 
ascension in the manner of Acts 1: 9". An immediate comparison is not in place. 
Jn 20: 17 The command ftTl fLou an-roo ('don't cling to me') seems to 
imply that Mary had seized Jesus' feet (cf. Mt 28: 9 oct' 8c npoucHoboat 
ýKP&T T1 0 OC V (X i) T0 f) T0bq -n 08 Cc ý and the interpretative glOSS KOC't 
7C P0GC8P OCfLEV 6: * oc a0aia i) To f) in the present verse") or was about to do S08" . 
The point is not that Jesus did not allow Mary to touch him (for whatever reason)" 
" CC Zahn (1908) 359; Bauer (1925) 97; Wikenhauser (1948) 107; Thfising (1979) 
261-262; Schneider (1976) 156; Schulz (1972) 110-111; Ridderbos (1987) 161. 
83 CC Lagrange (1925) 187-188; Bultmann (1968) 341; Michaelis (1967) 361. 
84 CC Barrett (1978) 303; Schnackenburg 2 (1971) 104-105; Lindars (1972) 272- 
273; Carson (1991) 300-301. 
" An allusion to Dunn (1983) 309-339. 
81 Michaelis (1967) 361-364. 
87 As is suggested by Zahn (1908) 359-360; Lagrange (1925) 511-512; Bernard 1 
(1928) 216-217; Larrailaga (1938) 488; Stam (1950) 27-28. CC also Streeter (1930) 
408. 
88 Metzger, in the first edition of his Commentary, 255 (no longer in the 2nd 
edition! ). 
'9 BDR 336.2c; Holzmeister (1931) 59; Larraftaga (1938) 480-481; Bultmann (1968) 
532 Anm. 6; Barrett (1978) 565; Schnackenburg 3 (1975) 375-376. 
90 Zahn (1908) 664-665 correctly notes: 'Im deutlichen Unterschied von 
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or that he regarded an act of proskynesi, -v inappropriate for someone who failed to 
grasp the meaning of the new relationship that he had entered into through the 
resurrection. Nor is a contrast in view with Jesus' invitation to Thomas to examine 
the wounds caused by the nails and the spear-thrust (v. 27)9'. The issue is that 
Mary should not 'cling' to Jesus, not 'hold on' to him92 . The phrase jtý ILo U 
an-zou can best be connected with nopcuou 8c 7rpoý rob ý &UX(pouq pou 
KX T., "don't cling to me ... but (6 6) go to my disciples. Mary seems to 
misunderstand the present occasion as the fulfilment of Jesus' promise of his 
abiding presence and does not realise that Jesus would be present through the 
Spirit (Jn 14: 15-31; 16: 5-33). This could only be realised after his 6C va0 cc atq (= 
Jesus' return to the Father through pass ion-res u rrectio n-aseen s ion = his 
glorification/exaltation) had come to completion (7: 39; 16: 7)93. If we take the larger 
Johannine context into consideration (the connection ascension-giving of the 
Spirit) and follow the Johannine understanding of Jesus' O"CY&Paoig as a 
description of Jesus' entire passage to the Father through passion, death, 
resurrection and ascension, Jn 20: 17 seems to make good sense. Jesus motivates his 
appeal not to hold on to him by stating that he has not yet ascended: oý 7ý wy&p 
OC Y OC 60 71 K(X (as in 3: 13 perfect tense! ) np 6' ý -r 6' Y 7r ocr epa, that is, his 
i&aatý has not yet reached completion, for the Spirit has not yet been given'. xYa 
But this will not take long: &vocPccivw (present tense., expressing imminence) 
npOý TOv na-rEpcc r, -zX. 
In line with the Johannine use of the word, Jesus' 6c v C& 0a cF tq cannot be equated 
OIYYotvziv anrühren, beruhren, und *llÄoc(p&v betasten, um sich von 
der 
Wirklichkeit oder Beschaffenheit einer Erscheinung zu Oberzeugen (1 
Jo 1,1; Lc 
24,39), heißt «-x-reaOott anfassen, ergreifen (Mt 8,15; 9,20; Lc 22,51)'. 
" With Brown (1970) 1011. Contra Bauer (1909) 277; Haenchen (1980) 571. 
92 Brown (1970) 1011-1012; Ridderbos 2 (1992) 306. 
93 The line of interpretation offered here makes it unnecessary to postulate an 
Aramaic mistranslation underlying jail Rou &-xrou, as e. g. suggested 
by Violet 
(1925) 78-80; Michaelis (1944) 74-77, The language is decidedly Johannine. 
94 Or as Schnackenburg 3 (1975) 377 nicely puts it: 
'Der atiferstandene Jesus hat 
noch eine Aufgabe an den Jüngern zu erfüllen: 
ihnen als der zum Vater 
Heimgekehrte die volle Gemeinschaft mit dem Vater zu vermitteln, und 
dazu 
gehören die Geistsendung (vgl. 
14,16f. ), die Gebetserhörung (14,13), das 
Völlbringen größerer Werke (14,12), die Erfahrung der Liebe. 
Gottes (14,23), kurz 
g- 
, all das, was 
Frucht des vollendeten Werkes Jesu ist'. 
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with the ascension event in Acts I" and it would be futile to look for a gap in Jn 20 
where the Lukan ascension story would fit in96. It is, of course, assumed that 
somewhere in the process of 'going to the Father' Jesus will depart from the earth, 
but the theological outlook of the Fourth Evangelist makes it impossible to make a 
sharp differentiation between deathq resurrection, exaltation and so on'. The 
entire course of events constitutes the 'hour' of the Son of Man"; the entire 
sequence of events starting from the crucifixion is Jesus' O'cvdcpaatý to the 
Father". 
5. Other Ascension Texts 
In a number of other texts in the NT ascension language is employed with 
reference to Jesus. These should now be examined particularly with regard to their 
N statement intention' (do they presuppose or positively affirm an ascension of 
Jesus? ), their formal structure (in which 'form' is the ascension depicted? ), and 
their relation to the ascension in Luke-Acts. 
Mk 2: 10-20parr. The saying on the removal of the bridegroom from the 
wedding festivities (Mk 2: 19b-20; Mt 9: 15; Lk 5: 35; cf. EvThom 104) is commonly 
regarded as a Gemeindebildung"'. If the saying is an authentic Jesus logion, it 
95Walvoord (1964) 7; Metzger (1968) 79; Carson (1991) 645. 
96 Usually it is assumed that Jesus' ascension took place after the appearance to 
Mary Magdalene and before the appearance to the disciples. Michaelis (1944) 76- 
77; Benoit (1961) 388-389. But this is based on a mistaken contrast between the 
two scenes, as we noted above. The suggestion of Bruce (1983) 389, that 'the 
ascension referred to here may be an earlier occasion than that described in Acts 
1: 9... ' must be regarded as a solution born of embarrassment. 
97 Schnackenburg 3 (1975) 378. 
9' CE Thusing (1979) 75-100. 
9' Thiising (1979) 269-275 (Jesus' 6evapaivEtv is a Gesamhvorgang). From the 
perspective of the Fourth Evangelist, to ask whether Jesus appears as the Exalted 
One is simply asking the wrong question; John's concern is not christological (the 
significance of Easter for Jesus) but soteriological (the significance of Easter for the 
disciples). See also Ridderbos 2 (1992) 307-308. If one still wants to rind clues, it 
may be pointed out that Mary after her meeting with the risen Jesus reports that 
she had seen 'the Lord' (= the exalted Kuptoý? ) (v. 18) [cf. Brown (1970) 1014- 
10151; one should also take notice of the confession of Thomas: 6 rcuptioý got) 
Icatt 6 OE60ý pou (v. 28). Schneider (1976) 321 speaks of a Zwischenzustand, but 
it 
must be doubted whether this correctly represents the Evangelist's viewpoint. 
"' Bultmann (1967) 96.162; Dibelius (1966) 62-63; Klostermann (1950) 27; 
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probably circulated as an independent logion before Mark (or his source) placed it 
in the present context (note the catchword connection by 6v umo io Several 
scholars have suggested that 6vnTjpOij 6cn' au'-r6v 6 wugytoý (v. 20) is a 
remnant of an early rapture christology"'. The significance of this suggestion can 
hardly be overestimated, since, if this is the case, we have an important piece of 
evidence for the existence of a rapture christology in the pre-Lukan Jesus 
tradition. Unfortunately, it does not seem possible to confirm the suggestion. For 
although it seems that the Western scribe of Acts 1: 9 has reworded his text to 
conform it to Mk 2: 20, thereby suggesting the identicalness of the scenes"', 
assuming such an identity violates the Markan context. Despite voices to the 
contrary 104 , it is hardly thinkable that the event does not include the notion of 
violence, because it affects the mood of the wedding guests: a bridegroom is not 
normally 'taken away' from the wedding festivities and if he would leave 
voluntarily this would not be a cause for mourning and fasting"'. The violent 
nature of the 'taking away' is strengthened if Is 53: 8 (cclpe-roct 0'( 7u 6 -c ýqyýq fi 
Cw T'l a o' -r o 6) is at the background"', where the Servant of YHWH seems to die a 
Jeremias (1958) 44 Anm. 2; Kummel (1945) 41-43; GrAsser (1977) 45; Lohmeyer 
(1967) 59; Nineham (1963) 102; Hahn (1964) 126-127 Anm. 4; Perrin (1967) 79; 
Schweizer (1967) 37; Schillebeeckx (1975) 167-168; Anderson (1976) 106-108; 
Pesch 1 (1984) 174-176; Liffirmann (1987) 63-64; Funk (1991) 73; Hooker (1991) 
98-99. 
'01 MR. 2. -(19b-)20 is accepted as an authentic Jesus logion by Taylor (1953) 211- 
212; Cranfield (1966) 111; Cullmann (1966) 60-61; Lane (1974) 110-111; Mann 
(1986) 233-234 (cautiously). 
'0' Hahn (1964) 126-127 Anm. 4; Georgi (1964) 292 Anm. 88; cE Lohrink (1971) 97. 
Haufe (1961) 112-113, has made appeal to the present verse to support his 
hypothesis that if the historical Jesus anticipated his future coming as Son of Man 
on the clouds of heaven, he must have reckoned with his bodily rapture to heaven 
as well. 
103 Acts 1: 9 D 6rný pOin &irO' (6(pOaXtLd)v) (xU-r6v. 
104 Bauer, s. v. a7roctipw, 159; Lane (1974) 111; Fitzmyer (1981) 599; Bruggen 
(1988) 75-76; Green (1988) 150. 
101 Wohlenberg (1930) 86 Anm. 40; Klostermann (1950) 28; Taylor (1953) 211; 
Cranfield (1966) 111; Ladd (1980) 248; (1970) 184; Mann (1986) 234. Marshall 
(1978) 226 refers to 4 Ezra 10: 14 as confirming the violent end to the wedding 
festivities. 
106 Lohmeyer (1967) 60; Taylor (1953) 211; Cranfield (1966) 110; Grundmann 
(1973) 66; Lane (1974) 111 n. 70; Pesch 1 (1984) 175 (? ); Heyer (1985) 64-65; 
Beasley-Murray (1986) 141-142; Mann (1986) 234 (possibly). 
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violent death . Mk 2: 20, then, alludes not to the ascension of Jesus, but to his 
violent death on the cross. It is, however, a veiled allusion preparing for the more 
detailed passion predictions (Mk 8: 31; 9: 319- 10: 33-34)111. The parallel passage Lk 
5: 35 does not refer to the ascension either, since for Luke the ascension is an 
occasion for joy, not for grief and fasting (Lk 24: 53)'0'. 
Rom 10: 6-8 This is a midrash pesher on Deut 30: 12-14. J. Fitzmyer suggests 
that Paul's use of avapilue-rat in v. 6b 'makes the Christian reader think of 
someone 'ascending' into heaven, as Christ Jesus did. The allusion here to the 
ascension may be remote, but it is unmistakable"'O. But if the point of v. 6 is that it 
is unnecessary to bring Christ down because he has already come down in the 
incarnation, a view which many commentators embrace"', we are not to think of 
Christ's ascent, but of his descent from heaven. The answer implied by -ritý 
6c v oc P il ac -r atctý -r ovoup oc v6v; is not 'Christ will ascend' but 'no one will 
ascend' (or: 'no one needs to ascend')"'. An implied reference to an ascension of 
Christ may be assumed, if, as J. D. G. Dunn suggests, Paul's focus is on the present 
exalted Christ in heaven, the point being that it is not necessary for someone to 
ascend to heaven to bring Christ down, because his physical presence on earth is 
13 
not necessary for the attainment of salvation, since the word of faith is near (v. 8), . 
But then again, the allusion to the ascension is not connected with 6c vaP 71 a 6, r (x t 
"' See Schmitt (1973) 85-87. 
108 Given the strategic position of this first (veiled! ) reference to the passion, the 
suggestion of Haenchen (1968) 115, that we are to think here of Jesus being taken 
away 'dumh Tod und Auferstehung' (my emphasis) is probably more than Mark 
wants his readers to know at this point of the story. 
"' The two editorial alterations in Lk 5: 35 are of minor importance. The 
replacement of ical improves Mark's awkward parataxis. The plural kv 
ercet, v(xtý Tatý Tt jftepatý is an attempt to conform it to 6, XeU(70VTat 
be' 
ýItEpat. Matthew apparently felt the same difficulty and decided to omit the 
(redundant) phrase. Obviously for the same reason the singular is replaced by the 
plural in a number of MSS of Mk 2: 20 (1006 [E FGH 700 1424 1582'25421 
MAj it 
vg" sa bo). 
"0 Fitzmyer (1984) 415 (italics mine). 
Sanday, Headlam (1902) 287; Cranfield (1979) 525; Fitzmyer (1993) 590 
Cf. the references cited supra p. 165. For an interesting discussion of the religion- 
historical background of Rom 10: 6-7, see Heller (1972) 478-486. 
113 Dunn (1989) 184-187; cf. also (1988) 605, where he offers a slightly different 
explanation. 
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K-rl., but with Ka-rayayetv (which presupposes Christ's present dwelling in 
heaven and hence his previous ascension thither). At any rate, the reference to an 
ascension is very remote and only incidental to the line of argument. 
Eph 4: 8-10 This is a midrash on Ps 68: 19 (MT). In Ps 68 YRWH is said to 
have come down to earth to defeat his enemies and then to ascend upwards (to 
Mount Zion? ) in a triumphant procession, carrying with him the spoils, which He 
is to bestow upon his people"'. Christ's work of salvation is described here as a 
triumphal ascent to heaven with reference to Ps 68: 19. Following an Aramaic 
targumic tradition"', Eph 4: 8 has C" 8w ice v instead of VX a0eý in the interest of a 
christological understanding of Pentecost. The point is that Christ's work of 
salvation has resulted in the giving of spiritual gifts. As in J11 3: 13, the author is 
thinking in terms of katabasis (= incarnation 116 or descensus ad inferos"') and 
anabasis (= resurrection-exaltation to heaven). The ascension (heavenly exaltation) 
of Christ makes possible the outpouring of the Spirit and his gifts (Jn 7: 39; Acts 
2: 33). Form-critically, this is a heavenly journey type of ascension"'. 
I Tim 3: 16 The early Christian hymn adopted in I Tim 3: 16 in all probability 
stems from a (Greek-s peaking) Jewish-Christian milieu. The most accepted view 
nowadays is that the hymn consists of three two-line stanzas, each determined by a 
contrast of heaven and earth'19. In addition, it is generally admitted that the Christ 
event begins with a reference to the incarnation (E(pavcp(00, q kv oapict) and 
climaxes with his assumption 'in glory' (&vcX1'ft(pOi1 kv 80ýil). The two most 
difficult parts of the hymn, which are in fact the two most pertinent to our topic. ) 
), which both are line 3 (6) (p Oil &yy EX ot ý) and line 6 (& v EX p(p Oq ýv86ý,, q 
refer to events in the heavenly realm, according to the conventional structuration. 
(B (p 0q&yy EX ot4 may accordingly be interpreted as an act of presentation 
in the 
Kraus (1978) 624-638; Schmitt (1973) 332-336; Barth (1974) 472-477. 
Targum on Ps 68: 19 (ed. Diez Merino 127; tr. 251); Peshitta Ps 68: 
19 (ed. VTS 
2/3,74). 
116 StaM (1950) 55; Grosheide 11960165; Lohfink (1971) 87; Barth (1974) 433-434; 
Gnilka (1971) 208. 
117 Bfichsel (1965) 641-642; Dunn (1989) 186-187. 
"' Lohfiink (1971) 87. 
119 On the form, structure and Sitz im Leben of the hymn see Stenger (1969) 
33-48; 
(1977) 35-81.235-244; Gundry (1970) 203-222. 
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heavenly court (Jeremias) or as a reference to Christ's victorious journey through 
the heavens, during which He manifests his power to the angelic world (CE Ascen1s 
11: 23) 121 . Either way it is not very likely that we are to take the angels to be human 
messengers, apostles or (if one maintains the reference to angelic beings) that the 
angels referred to are the angels that were present at the resurrection and 
ascension 121.6 y0T, should be correctly translated 'made himself manifest, showed 
himself'. Although ascension (rapture) language is tangible in line 6 
(&v0. T4t(pOT1! ), we are probably not to read the final line of the hymn as a 
reference to the event described in Acts 1: 9121 , but rather as a solemn expression of 
Christ's heavenly exaltation at Easter 123 . It is difficult, if not impossible, to decide 
whether ýv 8 6ýir .1 
is circumstantial ('with glory') or local ('in glory'), or whether 
perhaps ýv has replaced an original eiq ('into glory') to conform it to the hymn 124 . 
Probably we should not insist on a great degree of precision here, since the hymnal 
character of the confession would allow for a polyvalent interpretation, which is 
concerned with associative force, rather than with exact meaning. 
Rev 12: 5 The removal of the child (= the Messiah) in the vision of the 
Woman and the Dragon (Rev 12: 1-6) is presented in typical rapture terms: Jcoct 
ýP-X&0011 -TO, -rE', KVOV (XUTýq npoq TO, V OCO'V Kall 71p6q T6V OPOVOV 
"I A reference to Christ's triumph over (good and bad) angelic powers is accepted 
by Dibelius (1955) 50-51; Kelly (1963) 91; Holtz (1965) 91-92; Brox (1969) 160-161; 
Dornier (1969) 70: 'manifestation aux puissances angeliques'; Houlden (1976) 86: 
N angels who greeted Christ on his heavenward journey after his resurrection'; 
Hasler (1978) 32; Hanson (1982) 86; Oberlinner (1994) 166-167. 
12' As suggest Ridderbos (1967) 105; Knight (1992) 185. CC Lock (1924) 46, who 
sees here angels who watched the earthly life of Christ (with reference to Lk 2: 13; 
Mk 1: 13; Jn 1: 51; Lk 24: 23) and who still watch His working from heaven (with 
reference to Eph 3: 10; 1 Pet 1: 12). 
122 Contra Alford 3 (1965) 334; Wohlenberg (1923) 150-151; Enslin (1928) 60; 
Larrafiaga. (1938) 350-352; Stam (1950) 57; Hendriksen (1972) 141; Deichgra**ber 
(1967) 136; Ridderbos (1967) 108; Gundry (1970) 216; Dornier (1969) 71; Knight 
(1992) 186. Most authors point to the similarity of language. Here it should be 
noted again with all emphasis, that the verb &vaXappavopat 
is sufficiently 
broad and well-used to be applied in a variety of contexts, see supra pp. 101-102. 
123 So Brun (1925) 94; Lohfink (1971) 87-89; Fitzmyer (1984) 411-412; Roloff 
(1988)210. 
124 See the commentaries ad loa and Stenger (1977) 215-216 for the various 
positions. 
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9 ab -r o6 (v. 5). Here a pre-Christian (and possibly non-Jewish) myth has been taken 
up"'. The idea of a snatching up of the Messiah as a child is also reflected in some 
Jewish sources 126 and is paralleled in the (late) Melchizedek myth in 2 En 72. On 
the level of John, the reference is to Jesus, but the picture is not to be taken with 
strict literalness, as is clear from the removal of Christ as a child, the absence of 
references to his death and resurrection, and so on. What we have here is a 
dramatic expression of God's protection of the Messiah in mythical language, 
applied rather artificially to the Christ event. Rev 12: 5 cannot be taken to refer to 
the ascension of Luke-Acts 127 , but it does show that rapture motifs can be applied 
to Jesus in a variety of ways. 
YP_ 
"urn 15: 9 A reminiscence of the resurrection-exaltation paradigm is 
found in Barn 15: 9, where the resurrection and the ascension apparently 
are dated on one and the same day, the eighth day (that is, on Easter 
Sunday): 8to' rcal ayogev 'uýv ýItgpccv rýv 6y86TIv eig 
F, I)(PPOCFI)V'9V, ýV T) K OC 11 6 'ITIGOf)q &VýGTTJ CK VCKP(A)V KUL 
(pocvepwOe'tq 6cvepij eiý oupocvouý (ed. Funk-Bihlmeyer 29). 
According to L. W. Barnard, the writer simply mentioned the resurrection 
appearances and the ascension as a corollary to the resurrection, viewing 
the events as a whole without consideration of the chronological 
interval"'. But in the light of our form-critical analysis above, a better 
explanation emerges. The 'ascension' in the sequence 'resurrection- 
manifestation-ascension' is not an Entrfickung (in concreto, the visible 
ascension of Acts 1: 9) but a heavenly journey, which portrays Christ's 
victory over death in a single continuous movement from resurrection via 
a heavenly journey ((pocvF_pw0cI'q may be taken as 'manifested to the 
heavenly powers', cE I Tim 3: 16 45 (p OTI &yycXotc,,! ) to heaven"'. 
6. Summary and Conclusions 
In the earliest recoverable christological expressions of the early church we find 
evidence of the belief that the resurrection and the exaltation were more or less 
inseparable acts of the movement 'from grave to glory', not interrupted by interim 
"' Bousset (1906) 346-358; Charles 1 (1920) 298-314. 
116 Ber 2: 4 (5a); Bill. 1,83; 2,339-340. 
127 Contra: Charles 1 (1920) 320-321; Swete (1909) 151; Greijdanus (1955) 193; 
Barclay 2 (1976) 78. With: Ladd (1972) 170. 
121 Barnard (1968) 106-107. For a discussion of older literature on Barn 15: 9, see 
Larran-aga (1938) 498-509. 
129 Barnard (1968) 107 suggests (p (xv ep(. ) 061, ý may refer to the incarnation (! ). On 
Barn 15: 9 see further infra pp. 224-225. 
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appearances, and that since then, the resurrected Jesus was in heaven. Especially 
Ps 110, read quite literally, helped to articulate the exaltation belief. The suffering- 
vindicated Son of Man tradition and the Johannine exaltation-glorification texts 
provide evidence that exaltation imagery was not exclusively bound to Ps 110"'. 
From his exalted position in heaven Christ from time to time appeared to his 
followers, the last of these heavenly manifestations being the one to the apostle 
Paul on the Damascus road (Gal 1: 16; 1 Cor 15: 8; Acts 9: 1-9; 22: 1-22; 26: 12- 
18 )131. In this stage of tradition, resurrection and exaltation could be used almost 
interchangeably. In the latest sources we see that the exaltation either (1) coincides 
with the ascension, at the end of the resurrection day (Mk 16: 19)1321 on the fortieth 
day (undoubtedly under the influence of the time-table of Luke-Acts 133)9 or on still 
another occasion 134 , or (2) that it is stretched out over the entire event of salvation., 
as in the Fourth Gospel, a journey 'from cross to glory'. 
We must now turn to Luke-Acts to rind Luke's position with regard to this 
matter. 
13' The suggestion of Hahn (19,64) 127 [now positively accepted by Hengel (1993) 
1201, that it is relatively easy to trace the NT exaltation conception because it is 
always (durchiveg) linked with Ps 110, gives an unrealistic and distorted picture. 
131 Infra p. 204 n. 20. 
132 E. g. ActPil 14: 1 (EvAp 260; tr. NTApo 1,343); Irenaeus, AdvHaer 
111 1096 (PG 
79 879; SC 211,137-138). 
133 E. g. Lactantius, Epit 47 (PL 69 1055); ConstAp V 20,2 (DCApo 
1,293-295); Ps- 
IgnTrall 9 (ApF U/3,158). 
134 E. g. the Valentinians and Ophites according to Irenaeus, 
AdWaer 13094 (PG 7, 
703; SC 264,382-384); ApocJas 14: 30 (tr. NHL 35). 
Chapter 5 
RESURRECTION9 EXALTATION AND ASCENSION IN LUKE-ACTS 
1. Introduction 
In the previous chapter we have sought to outline the various ways in which 
exaltation and ascension language was employed in early Christianity to interpret 
Jesus' post-death status. At one end of the spectrum, at the earliest recoverable 
stage of nascent Christianity, it became evident that Christ's exaltation to heaven 
or his session at the right hand of God coincided with the event of resurrection; at 
the other end, from the late first and early second century AD onwards, the 
exaltation had been detached from the resurrection and transferred to a final act of 
ascension at the end of a series of appearances (Mk 16: 9-20) or it was interpreted 
as an event which stretched out over a longer period of time to cover the Easter 
events in toto (Fourth Gospel). We must now return to Luke-Acts to rind out where 
Luke stands in on this matter. Not a few scholars would place the exaltation at the 
end of the line on the same level as the longer ending of Mark and suggest that the 
-Kocil CKOCOt(yev ýY. 8cýt6v -rob Ocob of Mk 16: 19 only brings out what is 
already implicit in the Lukan ascension story. But even if Mk 16 turns out to be 
an echo of Luke-Acts it is precarious to read Luke-Acts through the spectacles of 
Mk 16: 19, since it is at risk to preset the terms of the argument. As we noted in the 
introductory section to the previous chapter, there are serious reasons to question 
whether Luke was very much concerned with presenting the ascension as an act of 
' Whether or not Lk 24: 50-53 and Mk 16: 19 were fused almady in Tatian's 
Diatessaron is difficult to say. It is attested e. g. in the Arabic Diatessaron (ed. 
Marmardji 530-531; tr. ANFa 9,129) and the Old Italian harmony (in both the 
Venetian and Tuscan dialect) (ed. Todesco 171.368), but not in the (reconstructed) 
Syriac Diatessaron (ed. Ortiz de Urbina 299), Ephraem's Commentary (ed. 
LeLoir) and the Liege Diatessaron (ed. Plooli 796-797). 
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exaltation at all. Others think that Luke shares the perspective of the Fourth 
Evangelist and that he regards the entire sequence of death- res u rrectio n- 
appearances-ascension as Christ's exaltation'. But we should not push Luke into a 
Johannine mould. Whatever the relationship between Luke-Acts and the Fourth 
Gospe13 , each evangelist is and remains entitled to his own views. In what follows, 
then, we will attempt to hear Luke's voice as much as possible from within his own 
context of understanding, in order to avoid trespassing the boundaries set by Luke 
himself. 
Before we enter into a more detailed analysis of individual Lukan passages, the 
following overall observations may be helpful to put the critical issue in 
perspective. 
First of all, in the narrative sections of the Book of Acts, that is, in those parts of 
the book where Luke is least bound to his sources and where his own theological 
viewpoints are most likely to surface, Luke points out, with explicit emphasis, that 
the resurrection of Jesus was the central theme of the apostolic preaching in its 
encounter with the non-Christian Umwelt, Judaism in particular (Acts 4: 2,33; 
17: 3,18,32; 23: 6-8; 25: 19; 26: 23). According to Acts 1: 22 the twelve apostles were 
commissioned to be witnesses of the resurrection (although the qualifications of 
apostleship included their association with the risen Lord "-VII? VWq TTI9 71ACPMý T19 
&ve, Xýtty&n &(p' ýA6v). The theme of apostolic witness to the resurrection 
recurs frequently in the Book of Acts (1: 22; 2: 32; 3: 15; 5: 32; 10: 40-41; 13: 3 1)4 . As 
for the Gospel, in two of the three passion predictions Luke makes reference to the 
resurrection ýon the third day' as the climax of Jesus' ministry (Lk 9: 22; 18: 33); 
afterwards the angels at the tomb (24: 6-8) and Jesus himself (24: 46) refer to these 
very predictionS5 . H. J. Cadbury therefore seems to 
be right in insisting that for 
Cf. Ellis (1974) 12. Mutatis mutandis also Lygre (1975). 
See Denaux (1992) (Forschungsbericht by F. Neirynck 3-62); Smith (1992). 
4 Cf. Talbert (1966) 17-32. 
5 If the absence of the resurrection in the second of Luke's passion predictions (Lk 
9: 44) is intentional, its motif is to stress the seriousness of the coming passion 
[Schutz (1969) 66; D6mer (1978) 831. It is also possible that it reflects the use of 
Luke's non-Markan source, as suggested by Colpe (1972) 444.457; Marshall (1978) 
394; Schramm (1971) 130-136. Or has Luke perhaps transferred the phrase to 
24: 7? 
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Luke the resurrection is 'the distinguishing article of faith for the Christian over 
against the Jew". With all of Luke's emphasis on this point, he can hardly be 
blamed for deviating from the apostolic preaching'. 
Secondly, however, whereas Luke in none of the resurrection passages just 
mentioned makes explicit reference to the exaltation, exaltation texts, in general, 
occur in the missionary speeches, that is, on the lips of others. Does this mean that 
Luke subtly distances himself from the early exaltation kerygma and conveys it as 
an ancient relic of the primitive church only to give his narrative an air of 
antiquity? Does he separate the exaltation from the resurrection and postpone the 
heavenly enthmnement of Jesus to the day of the ascension forty days later, as Acts 
2: 32ff. seems to imply? 
In an attempt to disclose Luke's view on the matter we will now examine the 
principal exaltation texts in Luke-Acts that play a role in the current scholarly 
debate'. As in chapter 3 we will follow Luke's narrative sequence (Lk 22: 69; 23: 42- 
43; 24: 26; Acts 2: 32-36; 5: 31; 13: 30-37). 
2. The Gospel ofLuke (Lk 22: 69; 23: 42-43; 24: 26) 
Of the three sayings preserved in the Gospel of Luke which are pertinent to our 
topic only the first (22: 69) is attested to in all three synoptic gospels; the other two 
(23: 42-43; 24: 26) are Lukan Sondergut. 
Lk 22: 69 A comparison of the Markan and Lukan versions of Jesus' reply 
to the high priest before the Sanhedrin (Mk 14: 62 H Lk 22: 69) makes it unlikely 
that the shorter Lukan version represents the more original form of the saying9. 
The differences between the two can be satisfactorily explained in terms of Luke's 
editorial work on his Markan source. In addition, no underlying source other than 
Mark is detectable as far as this verse is concerned'o. 
6 Cadbury (1958) 278. See also Haenchen (1963) 155-187. 
7SO (rightly) Marshall (1970) 92-107. 
With the exception of the rapture texts already studied in chapter 3. 
Contra Colpe (1972) 435-436; Boismard (1972) 405-406 (short text = document 
B); Hampel (1990) 174-185, who argue for Lukan priority of the saying. 
'0 That is, if v. 69 is taken by itself. For a broader source-critical analysis of Luke's 
passion narrative, see Green (1988) 24-104, esp. 73-75, where he cautiously opts for 
Na pre-Lukan, non-Markan tradition' in v. 69. It seems to me that if a source 
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1. 'A-no' -cob v6v is distinctly Lukan idiom". As in Mt 26: 29 // Lk 
22: 18, Matthew has &n' ocp-rt where Luke has 6M6 Tob vbv. Each 
phrase reflects the author's diction". Rather than tracing this minor 
agreement back to a hypothetical (Aramaic or Greek? ) source 13 (or to the 
use of one by the other), the text of Mark itself sufficiently explains the 
addition: both Matthew and Luke may have felt the need to polish the 
awkward Markan 6yw cifLtKocit 6*caft (the use of ral is strange; note 
the brusque change of tenses! ), Luke by transposing and rephrasing 6y W' 
Ei gi; Matthew by inserting nX i'l vX6yw6 jai v (v. 64), Luke and Matthew 
both by adding a terminus a quo to explain the abrupt change of tenses 
thereby introducing a notion of imminence into Jesus' words; 
2. The most likely hypothesis to explain the absence of o" *c cr 0c is that 
Luke, unwilling to grant the hostile Sanhedrinists a vision of the exalted 
Son of Man before his coming at the parousia (21: 27), transposed the 
verbum videndi to the vision of Stephen (Acts 7: 56)" and replaced 6p cc G) 
by 0c (o p6 (o to assimilate the wording more strongly to Dan 7: 13 LXX"; 
3. Luke adds -rob Oeof) to the Markan circumlocution for God 
Uv oc jai, ý (TI-112)-il Aram. XTI-112); Bill. 19 1006-1007; cf. EvPe 5: 19) for 
the convenience of his Hellenistic readers (cL Lk 12: 8 diff. Mt/Q 10: 32; 
SU 15: 10)17; 
4. The absence of iccelt E-'pxogcvov fteToc -r(A)v vc(PEX6v Tof) 
underlies the larger context, its wording is more or less identical to Mark 14: 62, 
with Fitzmyer (1985) 1458; Plevnik (1991) 336-338. 
" Lk 1: 48; 5: 10 (contra Mk 1: 17 H Mt 4: 19); 12: 52; 22: 18 (contra Mk 14: 25 diff 
Mt 26: 29 &7u' ("xp-rt; not in par. 1.91 Jn 6: 53); 22: 69 (contra Mk 14: 62; diff Mt 
26: 64 6cn' (Wrt); Acts 18: 6; outside Luke-Acts only in Jn 8: 11 (Pericope de 
adultera) and 2 Cor 5: 16. 
12 'A7u 'ap -r t Mt 23: 39 (contra Lk 13: 35 Q); 26: 29 (contra Mk 14: 25 diff Lk 
22: 18 &7rO' -ro6 v6v); 26: 64 (contra Mk 14: 62 diff Lk 22: 69 &nO' -ro6 vbv); 
further in Jn 13: 19; 14: 7; Rev 14: 13). The suggestion of Debrunner (1947) 48, 
followed by Casey (1979) 183-184, that in Mt 26: 29 one should read den a pc t 
('verily') for &-a' okp-rt ffrom henceforth'), is unlikely in the light of Matthean 
redaction. 
13 Jeremias (1979) 260-261; Marshall (1978) 850; Nolland (1993) 1110. 
"Contra Robinson (1957) 49-50, who argued that Mark crossed out 6C71, a5p-rt- 
" On the agreements and disagreements that exist between Lk 22: 69 and Acts 
7: 56, see Gourgues (1978) 184-194; Sabbe (1979) 260-263. 
" Dupont (1984) 226 n. 51. 
17 Grundmann (1964) 297; (1984) 420; Dupont (1984) 240 n. 96; Colpe (1972) 436; 
Schneider (1977) 470. But see also the remarks of Sabbe (1979) 261-262, who 
argues that the addition is inspired by Luke's concern to underscore the 
divine 
nature of Jesus' Messiahship: 'In the frame of the narrative of the trial of 
Jesus, 
Luke clearly conceives the triad of titles 'the Christ, the Son of 
Man, the son of 
God' as a proclamation of Jesus' Messiahship. That the Son of 
Man is at the right 
hand of the power'of God' is no simple redundance but seems to 
be an equivalent 
for the description of Jesus' Sonship of God' (262). 
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f-. obp cc vo6 is also to be attributed to Luke's editorial activity and reflects his tendency to deal with the delay of the parousia". The emphasis now falls completely on the exalted status of the Son of Man; 
5. The use of 8e is for stylistic reasons, the change of *r 6' v ut 6' vTob 6C V0P 60 7C 0 1) ... KOCOTIJICVOV into gaToct 6 ut'6 ý Tob &vOp(A)7coj) 
KOC 011 ftE V0ý is required by grammar. 
The crucial question in this verse is what timing Luke has in view with an 6 'r o6 
v6v. In the light of Luke's use of 6c 7r 6' -r o6v6v elsewhere, it is clear that the time 
indication cannot be taken with strict literalness'9. The term is used proleptically. 
Does it refer to the resurrection", the ascension 21 , or to the saving event as a 
whole 22 .9 That which is envisaged is a period in the near future in which the Son of 
Man will be seated at God's right hand, without further reflection on the moment 
of its inception (the emphasis is on the exalted status of the Son of Man). With how 
much precision would Luke expect his readers to take the terminus a quo? It may 
not be totally irrelevant to point out that Luke preserves the saying in a pre-Easter 
context, that is, before its actual fulfilment. Perhaps, then, we should not insist on 
too much precision and take the time indication in general terms. We may catch 
the statement intention best if we paraphrase the saying 'it will not be long, before 
you see ... ' or, 'you will very soon see But then again, Luke is writing with 
hindsight; did he never ask about the fulfilment of Jesus' prophetic word? 
An investigation of v. 69 alone does not solve the problem. Obviously Luke's 
larger perspective must be taken into account. But it should be noted that in 
comparison with Mark Luke's description is hardly a convincing reinterpretation 
of the saying in favour of the ascension, as e. g. G. Lohfink and E. Franklin would 
II- have it". The effect of the excision Of KOCII EPXOAEVOV ftE-ra T(A)V VC(PC, 
ý(; )V 
-r o f) o D' pavo6 is that the vindication of the Son of Man is brought back to the 
immediate future, but in this respect the difference between Mark H Matthew and 
CE infra p. 211. 
Contra Lygre (1975) 32-33.43-44. 
20 Vielhauer (1965) 173; Hay (1973) 66; Dupont (1984) 224-230. 
2 'Lohfink (1971) 237; GrAsser (1979) 114; Maddox (1982) 108; Plevnik (1991) 331- 
347. 
22 Cf. Fitzmyer (1985) 1463: 'the transit to the Father that is about to begin in the 
passion and death confronting Jesus'. 
23 Lohfiink (1971) 237; Franklin (1975) 28-29. 
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Luke is one in emphasis only. If Luke had wished to make an allusion to the 
ascension he could have done so much less ambiguously. If the ascension were the 
occasion of Christ's exaltation, why then did he eliminate the clouds, instead of 
reinterpreting them in conformity with the ascension cloud, in the same way he 
treated the Markan parousia clouds to conform them to his own cloud motif (Mk 
)249 13: 26 H Lk 21: 27 . 
Lk 23: 42-43 Regardless of whether the penitent criminal hoped that Jesus 
would raise him from the dead in the age to come or that Jesus would take up his 
soul into heaven, the petition ýto remember him (for good)' (Ps 105: 4 LXX) 
expresses the conviction that Jesus' imminent death would not be the end and that 
his royal authority would go beyond the constraints of death. If ctiý -r1jv 
Paa 6ý e tice v (Y ou is the correct reading ('remember me when you come into your 
kingdom')", the reference in all probability is to the period immediately after 
Jesus' death, when Jesus would enter into his kingdom (= realm) (cf, 24: 26 
7C Oc OE iv ... K(X'1 EWOLOEiV Elý TT'jV 80ýaV 0(1')TOf) 1U Etg TýV POC(jtXE1OCV). 
But the textual evidence is suspect and a good case can be made for adopting the 
reading C'v rf ,9 
P(x(YtXetq aou`, which opens up the way for an eschatological 
interpretation: 'when you come in (or with) your kingship (Aram. i. e. 
as king, that is, at Christ's return in glory at the parousia (so explicitly in D: ev Tp- 
TlAepqe Týg Ueuae(og (jou)". Full force can then be given to the adverb 
aý ge pov in Jesus' reply: it is not in the distant future, but now, at the hour of 
death, that the criminal will experience the fulfilment of his request: that same day 
24 Supra p. 132 n. 165. 
25 p75 BL sa'ss boP'. This reading is accepted by Metzger (1994) 154 and by 
.9 
poc(itleiq aou as an Ehrman (1993) 233-235, who treats kv -rf I orthodox 
corruption'. Further: Leaney (1966) 285; Grundmann (1984) 434; Fitzmyer (1985) 
1510; (1989) 228 n. 15; Evans (1990) 873; Nolland (1993) 1150. 
26 XA C*. 2 W0T (070) ft. 13 33 M. Aj lat sy (samss boP'). The reading is followed by 
Plummer (1922) 535; Lagrange (1921) 591; Jeremias (1967) 770-771; Schneider 
(1977) 485; Ernst (1978) 75-76; Marshall (1978) 872; Petzke (1990) 192. The 
reading eii a E: 10 civciý -r ývPa cF Ueiav looks like a harmonisation to the more 
conventional phraseology, in particular to Matthean diction (Mt 5: 20; 7: 21 (2x); 
-(24, )25; Jn 3: 5; Acts 14: 22). See infra 18: 3; 19: 23; Mk 9: 47; 10: 23,24,25; Lk 10. 
p. 249. 
27 Note that the phraseology is reminiscent of Lk 9: 26 H Mk 8: 38: 0' -r av (the Son of 
Man) c' AO,, q kv -rifi 60'ýin au'r o6 (cC Mt 16: 28 diff. Mk 9: 1 H Lk 9: 27; Mt 25: 31). 
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he will be with Jesus in Paradise, the intermediate resting place of the souls of the 
righteous dead waiting for the resurrection 28 . 
The difficulty of the present saying lies in its wider christological implications. 
That Luke does not seem to know of a descensus ad inferos is one thing". A more 
serious problem is how Jesus' entrance into Paradise at the day of crucifixion 
(aýftcpov) relates to his resurrection 'on the third day' (Lk 9: 22; 18: 33). J. T] 
Fitzmyer thinks that 'we can only speculate about how long an interval Luke may 
have considered between Jesus' death and burial and his entrance into glory' (it is 
not stated in the Gospel tradition at what time Jesus actually rose from the dead, 
only that he appeared 'on the third day') and suggests to take the adverb 'today' 
seriously (read: literally)". This is possible. On the other hand, Luke lays a certain 
emphasis on the 'today' of salvation elsewhere in his Gospel (2: 11; 3: 22; 4: 21; 
5: 26; 13: 32,33; 19: 5,9), which suggests that he uses the term in a technical sense. 
Perhaps then we must take the 'today' of 23: 43 as a standard designation for the 
time of messianic salvation, which begins with the resurrection and exaltation of 
Jes US3 '. As in 22: 69 ffrom now on') Luke does not seem to be particularly 
concerned in exact chronology. Either way, the saying cannot be said to conflict 
with the primitive exaltation kerygma 32 . 
Lk 24: 26 The critical issue in this verse revolves around the question 
28 On the contemporary Jewish conceptions of Paradise, see Bousset (1966) 282- 
285.488-489; Volz (1934) 413-418; Jeremias (1967) 765-773; Bietenhard (1951) 
161-186; cf. Bill. 2,264-269; 4/2,1118-1165; HJP 2,540-543.546 n. 11. 
29Bieder (1949) 57-70. 
3' Fitzmyer (1989) 220-221. CE also Jeremias (1966) 329. 
3' Ellis (1974) 268; Schweizer (1986) 240. 
32 Contra Schmithals (1980) 227, it cannot be maintained that the expression 'your 
kingdom' presupposes the ascension of Jesus. Jesus' entry into Paradise could 
involve the assumption of his soul only. On the level of Luke it is quite clear that 
Jesus' body was in the grave immediately after death. 
On the treatment of this verse in the early church, see Holzmeister (1931) 51-54. 
The passage is not attested in Marcion [WH 2,68-69; Harnack (1924) 
236]. 
Bertram (1927) 202 and Fischer (1980) 102 see here evidence of the primitive belief 
of an ascension to heaven immediately from the cross. On Lk 
23: 42-43 see further 
Larraflaga (1938) 538-543 (in response to Bertram); Bieder (1949) 57-63; Grelot 
(1971) 201-222; Berger (1976) 399-400 Anm. 546; Nolland (1993) 1149-1150 
(literature); Brown (1994) 1000-1013. 
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whether Luke regards the Messiah's 'entrance into glory' (cf. 2 Bar 30: 1)33 as an 
event (from the perspective of the Emmaus disciples) still in the future (i. e. either 
at the ascension or at the parousia) or as an already accomplished fact in the past 
(i. e. at the resurrection)3,4. Since the emphasis seems to be on the first part of the 
clause (the issue at stake is the suffering of the Messiah, not his exaltation- 
vindication), there is much to say for paraphrasing the verse as follows: 'Was it not 
necessary that the Messiah should suffer these things before entering into his 
glory? ' (cf. NEB), thereby leaving the question open when he would enter into 
glory (only that it would be subsequent to the passion)". Yet if the wider Lukan 
context is taken into consideration it seems that we can be a little more specific 
about the terminus a quo of the Messiah's entrance into glory. Lohrink" has 
pointed out that the structure of the verse under consideration reflects a typical 
statement pattern (Aussageschema) found elsewhere in Luke-Acts (Lk 24: 46; Acts 
3: 18; 17: 3; 26: 23; cf. 14: 22), and he observed that in each case the second member 
of the clause (each time a resurrection statement) refers to a past event. Lolifink 
then suggested that ctuelftiv eig TT-jv 86ýocv ocu'-rob is a Lukan stylistic 
.1 
ý11, Cpq variation of the traditional &vctcrrývoct E_'K VCKP6V (TI9- TP'ITj_ C 
)37 and 
there seems to be no cogent reason to question this verdict. 
However, Lolifink seems to press the argument beyond its limits when he 
contends that, as far as Luke is concerned, ctaeX0eiveiý -rq v80Eava u"r 0 DO is 
" Supra p. 101 n. 240. 
34 We are concerned here with Luke's view, not that of his sources. The Lukan 
narrative context must be determinative to establish the meaning of the verse. 
There is no cogent reason to regard v. 26 as a relic of an older view, according to 
which Jesus ascended to heaven straight from the cross (i. e. without death and 
resurrection), as suggested by Bertram (1927) 203; Wilder (1943) 313. 
Cc 
Conzelmann (1977) 189 Anm. 2. There is nothing irregular in speaking of Christ's 
post-death state without explicit reference to the resurrection (e. g. Phil 
2: 8-11; 1 
Tim 3: 16). See Fitzmyer (1984) 410-413. 
35 Stiicto sensu only the (divine) necessity of the impending passion and vindication 
is described as a past event. The imperfect Het does not automatically make the 
following verbs events of the past as well. That the passion is considered as a past 
event is clear from the context, but only by implication. 
36 Lohfink (1971) 236-239. 
37 Lohfink (1971) 238: 'Lukas hätte es als schlechten Stil betrachtet, den 
Auferstandenen vor den Emmausjüngern und gleich darauf vor den 
Aposteln (vgl. 
24,46) mit genau der gleichen Formulierung sprechen zu lassen. 
' 
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a resurrection statement and not an exaltation statement". This judgement stands 
or falls with the assessment of Luke's wider treatment of resurrection, ascension 
and exaltation. The texts Lohfink adduced to corroborate his thesis (Lk 22: 69; 
23: 43) cannot bear the weight, as we noted above, and positive evidence that Luke 
relocated the exaltation to the ascension is absent, at least in the texts we have 
discussed so far. 
Therefore, it seems to be a more natural interpretation to suggest that, for Luke, 
Jesus' resurrection is in some way connected with his 'entrance into glory' as an 
already accomplished event". That is, at the resurrection Jesus entered into a new 
mode of existence. If we are right in suggesting that, in the earliest theology, the 
resurrection of Jesus implied his exaltation to heaven (i. e. to glory), then there is 
nothing irregular in this verse. If, finally, this line of interpretation is correct, the 
underlying implication (but no more than that! ) is that on the Emmaus road Jesus 
appears as already having entered into his glory, i. e. he appears 'from heaven' 40 . 
3. The Book ofActs (Acts 2: 32-36; 5: 31; 13: 30-37) 
Apart from the ascension story in the opening chapter of the Book of Acts (Acts 
1), three resurrection and exaltation texts deserve particular notice, two in the 
speeches of Peter in Jerusalem (Acts 2: 32-36; 5: 31), one in the missionary speech 
ascribed to Paul in Pisidian Antioch (13: 30-37)41. 
Acts 2: 32-36 Peter's Pentecost discourse (Acts 2: 14-40) follows the 
basic structure of a primitive missionary speech 12 . The exordium 
(vv. 14-15), linking 
the speech to the Pentecost event (vv. 1-13), is followed by a text from Scripture to 
3' Lohfink (1971) 238-239. 
39 Cf. also (with some differences) Lygre (1975) 7-17. 
" Lagrange (1921) 606; Fitzmyer (1984) 422; (1985) 1538-1539.1566; (1989) 218. 
41 Some authors take the phrase 6 
OcO' ý ... 
ý80caacv '1O'V noci8oc OC6-cob 
'Iijao6v (Acts 3: 13) as a reference to the resurrection-exaltation of Jesus 
[Wilckens (1974) 38-39; Lygre (1975) 119-120.122-123; Hahn (1979) 136 (+ 
Anm. 28)]. This is of course possible, given the following antithetical 65 v 6ge iq fLe v 
7r oe pe8 do Kar e KT A. In the pmsent narrative context, 
however, it is also possible 
that the glorification/vindication of Jesus takes place in the miracle performed 
[Schneider (1980) 3171. Either way there is here no reference to the ascension. 
42 Dodd (1936) (synopsis inside the backcover); Wilckens (1974) 32-37; Zehnle 
(1971) 19-60 [literature in Schneider (1980) 951. 
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interpret the event from a biblical perspective (vv. 16-21 = Joel 3: 1-5 LXX). Then 
follows a kerygmatic section on Jesus and his resurrection (VV. 22-24), immediately 
followed by another proof-from-Scripture section, which proves the resurrection 
with the help of a messianic reading of Ps 15: 8-11 LXX (vv. 25-32), and the 
heavenly exaltation of Jesus and the subsequent outpouring of the Spirit with the 
help of Ps 109: 1 LXX (vv. 33-36). Conventionally, the speech closes with a call to 
repentance (w. 37-40). 
At first sight the speech seems to contain a quite straightforward reference to the 
ascension understood as the occasion of Jesus' exaltation to heaven: ou' yap 
Aa ul 8av6P il e 11 ý -c o '0' ýoUp cc vo0ý (v. 34a), the obvious implication being that 
Jesus (the Messiah) did go up to the heavens. This statement is immediately 
followed by one of the rare full quotations of Ps 110: 1 in the NT (vv. 34b-35). 
Various authors have suggested that -z'fi 8eEto 'u' v 'i o f) 0 P, o f) 6*W0r, 11 ý (v. 33a) 
and 6cve', Pij P-tq -cobq obpavoljý ... KOCOOU 6K8eEt6v ILou (v. 34a) are direct 
references (at least in the present literary context) to the event described in Acts 
1: 9-1143. If this is so, we have here quite a significant and possibly early example of 
the ascension understood as exaltation or session at the right hand 44 . 
There are, however, several indications in the text which suggest an alternative 
interpretation of the words. 
First of all, the concern of the present context is to explain the miraculous events 
of Pentecost, in concreto to clarify what this has to do with Jesus of Nazareth. The 
argument is in two stages. At the first stage it is demonstrated that God has 
vindicated Jesus by raising him from the dead; this is documented with Ps 16: 8-11 
(15: 8-11 LXX), which is taken to mean that Jesus (the Messiah) was kept from 
corruption 45 . At the second stage, to avoid a possible misunderstanding of 
the 
resurrection as a mere restoration to life (this would not of itself link the experience 
of Pentecost to Jesus! ), Ps 110: 1 is cited to declare that Jesus was exalted to heaven 
4' Davies (1958) 29; Lohfink (1971) 229; Kra**nkl (1972) 150; Friedrich (1973) 67; 
Schmitt (1979) 156; Weiser (1986) 333; Zmijewski (1994) 145; Barrett (1994) 149. 
" Under the reasonable assumption, of course, that Luke is in agreement with 
what he presents as verba Petri! Contra Haenchen (1977) 189, who 
holds that Luke 
simply failed to assimilate a conflicting relic of tradition. 
45 Cf -248. Schmitt (1973) 229 
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(the place where he must be to be able to communicate the Spirit to his disciples) 
and from there has poured out the Spirit. -rf W .98eCi& 
has been put forward for the 
sake of emphasis; as most commentators acknowledge, it is local" rather than 
instrumenta147 . Luke thereby puts forward the literal-realistic interpretation of the 
sessio ad dexteram and takes this to be a crucial element in the argumentation. 
Secondly, given the use of i)*Ow (v. 33; cf. Phil 2: 9), the resurrection context 
(vv. 32,33; cf. Eph 1: 209- 2: 6), the traditional appeal to Ps 110: 1 (vv. 33,34,35)4' and 
the close link of the exaltation and the bestowal of the Spirit (v. 33), there need be 
no doubt that the NT exaltation kerygma lies at the background of Acts 2: 32-359. 
Thirdly, if the conjunction oi5v (v. 33) is given full (illative) force, Tq- 8CEtcx ... 
, rob Ocob 6*(A)Octý repeats in different words what has already been said or 
implied, viz. that 'this Jesus God has raised (from the dead)' (v. 32)50. 
Fourthly, the phrase 6cvE'IPi1 ctiý -uol')ý oUpccvoDq is distinctly un-Lukan. 
Elsewhere, Luke never uses &v cc P (x tv (o in connection with the ascension and he 
has an outspoken preference for the singular o6pocvOq instead of the plural 
46 BDR 199; Thayer (1889) 647; Seeberg (1903) 126 Anm. 1; Lake, Cadbury (1933) 
25 n. 33; Haenchen (1977) 184 Anm. 6; Bertram (1972) 609 u. 34; Lindars (1961) 43; 
Conzelmann (1972) 33; Lohfink (1971) 226-227; Kriinkl (1972) 149-150; Hay 
(1973) 71 n. 82; Wilckens (1974) 152; Lygre (1975) 105; Gourgues (1978) 164-169 
(cf. 168 n. 6); Loader (1977) 202; Schille (1984) 113; Schneider (1980) 275; Pesch I 
(1986) 124; ZmIjewski (1994) 145-146. 
47 Bauer 349; Holtzmann (1901) 37; Loisy (1920) 210; Grundmann (1964) 39; 
Wikenhauser (1961) 46; Dupont (1984) 210 n. 1 (referring to an earlier article); 
Voss (1965) 133; Rigaux (1973) 68; Bruce (1990) 126; Barrett (1994) 149. 
48 It is disputed whether ufl 8eEtd o, 69v rob Ocob ý*(oMq (v. 33a) is an 
allusion to Ps 110: 1. Some authors think of the influence of Ps 15: 11 LXX 
-r c pn v0 -r Tj -c eqývri. -q 8eEt6: aouE -z 6Xoý (sign ificantly, the quotation of Ps 
16 in vv. 25-28 stops exactly at this point, obviously in view of what comes next). 
Unfortunately, this observation does not settle the issue: the author either 
preserved Ps 15: 11c for v. 33, or left the passage out, because it was redundant in 
view of the much clearer reference of Ps 110: 1 in v. 33. Others refer to 
Ps 117: 16 
LXX 8EEta iKupioo 15*wuEv (note its context! ), Bill. 29 619; Lindars (1961) 171; 
Rigaux (1973) 68. 
49Lohfink (1971) 226-229; Gourgues (1978) 173-178; Weiser (1986) 330. 
10 0V' (Irav-reý ýfteiý 6apev ftapTupeý) refers to the resurrection [1: 22 
gap-rupa &vaaTaaewý awcou; cE 3: 15; Blass (1895) 
58; Holtzmann 
(1901) 37; Schneider (1980) 275; Bruce (1990) 1261, rather than to 'r o 6'r 0v -r 0' v 
'Jin(yof)v (Acts 1: 8 9crea0c ftou jtap-rupeý). On the Lukan witness motifq see 
Wilckens, (1974) 145-149. 
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11 51 OUPOCV01 . uke is likely to have taken up this phrase from his source, 
presumably from a Jewish-Palestinian milieu5'. Since Luke did not assimilate the 
words to his own idiom we may assume that he uses the traditional wording, which 
the hearers/readers would easily recognise as such (a modern author would use 
quotation marks). 
Fifthly, the fact that Luke uses traditional material is confirmed by a comparison 
with other texts. The ideology of Acts 2: 32ff. draws very close to Eph 4: 8-10, where 
the 6cvocPoct*vw ctiq 6*oý from Ps 68: 19 is used in connection with Christ's 
resurrection-exaltation and the subsequent giving of the Spirit. One is reminded 
also of the Johannine connection of glorification and bestowal of the Spirit (Jn 
15: 26; 16: 17; cf. 14: 16; 7: 39; cf. 20: 22). Considering the intrinsic connection of 
exaltation and outpouring of the Spirit in the present context, there is much to say 
for the view that Acts 2: 32ff. remotely alludes to Ps 68: 19539 and one more example 
of the heavenly journey type of ascension (note the use of the active mode! ). i. e., a 
temporary journey to heaven in order to return with the gift of the Spirit 
(anabasis-katabasis pattern). Its function is distinctly different from that of a 
rapture (Entrfickung), which ends one's earthly life. 
The above mentioned observations easily fit the form-critical pattern of the 
Easter faith which we discovered in the pmvious chapter. If our assessment of the 
evidence is correct, Acts 2: 33 confirms rather than contradicts our suggestion that, 
in the earliest preaching, the heavenly journey type of ascension is reserved for the 
Easter event. 
51 Of the 37 instances of oupocvoý in Lk, only rive are in the plural (10: 20; 11: 2; 
12: 33; 18: 22; 21: 26),, three of which correspond to the plural of Mt ([11: 21; 18: 22; 
21: 26). Five times Luke changes the plural into a singular (3: 21,22; 6: 23; 11: 13; 
15: 7). Only in one case Lk has a plural against Mt-Mk (12: 33); 10: 20 is 
unparalleled. Of the 26 instances of oupavog in Acts, only two have the plural 
(2: 33; 7: 56). Of the latter text the tradition-critical question is still unsolved, see 
Sabbe (1979) 241-279. According to T6dt (1959) 274-276 and Perrin (1967) 178- 
179, Acts 7: 56 is pre-Lukan. See for the use of o f) pav0ý also Torm (1934) 48-50. 
52 Kretschmar (1954) 216; Fitzmyer (1984) 434. 
53 Chase (1902) 151; Cadbury (1933) 408-409; Knox (1948) 85f.; Kretschmar 
(1954) 216 et passim; Moule (1956/57) 206 n. 3; Lindars (1961) 39.42-44.51-59; 
Dupont (1984) 199-209; Gourgues (1975) 303-327; (1976) 5-24; (1978) 174-177; 
Barrett (1994) 149-150. 
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A further comment on the conclusion of the argument stated in v. 36 is 
appropriate: 
A(jyaX6ý oo'v ytvwaice-cw -zaq olKoý 'IcTpLzýx 6-rt K(xi 
Kuptov (XDTOV ruct XPIGTOV ý7rotTjaev 6 OEOq, -robcov -UO'v 
'ITIGOi5v Ov i)tteiq P-, (3-rCCA)PwGC(TC. 
The theology contained in this verse is probably traditional. One is reminded of 
early Christian confessions such as Rom 1: 4 and Phil 2: 9, according to which Jesus 
was granted a new status from the resurrection-exaltation onwards. Although the 
theological message of the Lukan birth narratives (Lk 1-2) is that Jesus is Son of 
God (Christ and Lord) from the beginning14, it is equally clear that Luke regards 
the resurrection-exaltation as a special event which gives Jesus a new status which 
he did not posses before. So Luke could formally agree with ý 7r oit Tj acv, although 
he probably would have chosen a different way to express himself if he were not 
bound by the wording of his source. Even if Luke takes up an early piece of 
Christian theology to give the speech an air of antiquity (even though this would 
not fit his own theology), on the level of Luke the idea seems to be that, at the 
resurrection-exaltation, it has become manifest who Jesus was 6c7u' 6cpXfiý, 
namely God's Lord and Messiah". 
The upshot of all this is that there is no justification for associating vv. 33,34 with 
the ascension forty days after Easter 56 . In line with the primitive resurrection- 
exaltation paradigm 6cvcP, 9 ctiý -cou'ý oupavouý is only a different way of 
describing Jesus' entrance into his eternal glory on the day of the resurrection (Lk 
24: 26; cf. Eph 4: 8-10; 1 Pet 3: 22) 57 - 
54 See Brown (1993) 31 etpassim; Dunn (1989) 51. 
" Marshall (1980) 80. 
56 Lohrink (1971) 228-229 has argued that Luke has reinterpreted the primitive 
kerygma. Luke inserted of") 7rdwreý ýgciý 6orficv jiap-rupEý (v. 32) between 
the reference to the resurrection and the exaltation, thereby indicating his belief 
that these were two distinct events. Luke accordingly reinterpreted the ý*Wocitý 
(in the primitive kerygma an invisible event) as a reference to the visible ascension 
of Acts 1: 9. But the issue is not whether or not resurrection and exaltation are 
distinct or not, but whether exaltation and ascension are one event. 
` Michaelis (1967) 356. CE Gourgues (1978) 167-168. Marshall (1980) 78, 
comments on v. 33: 'The resurrection is to be understood as the exaltation of Jesus. 
It was not simply a revivification but an ascension to be with God. Peter regards 
this as self-evident 
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Acts 5: 31 Once it is recognised that the exaltation event referred to in Acts 
2: 32-36 occurred on Easter, a similar line of interpretation presents itself for Acts 
5: 31". In response to the crucifixion (v. 30)" God (i') *w0 cit ý is now explicated as 6 
Oc k ... D' *wae v) has exalted Jesus as Leader and Saviour 'at his right hand"O. 
As in 2: 33,15*woev -T,. r^l 8F-C-L& ccikof) (v. 31) does not refer to the ascension 61 
but to the resurrection- exaltation. 
Acts 13: 30-37 In Paul's missionary speech in Pisidian Antioch (Acts 13: 16-41). 
the Christ event is summarised without reference to the ascension or the 
exaltation 62. It is Jesus' historical mission (vv. 23-29) and his divine vindication, in 
the resurrection from the dead (vv. 30-37). which are the focal points of the 
proclamation. Whether ocvocucTI(jocý '1q(jo, &v (v. 33) refers to the resurrection 
(raised from the dead)' or to the historical mission of Jesus (raised as a prophet)" 
Note the strong verbal and conceptual cormspondences: V. 30 6 fto'ý -cwv 
V-W1 7C a -VE, PWV 7111 (JL) V Tly CLP EV 1,9 Gob V ov 0116 iq8tC XE I Pit a (X U06 
KPEA0CU0CV, rEq ý-nil CUXou- (cf. 2: 36 -rof)-rov -rO'v 
'ITI(jobv Ov ýttEiq 
Ea, rccupwaovre); v. 31 -robcov 6 Oeo'q 6cpXijyov rcoct ow, 01poc (cf. 2: 36 Kalt 
IC .1%^ 8eýt& oc '-rob (2: 33 -ri- ov Uptov ... Kai xptu-rov) U,, *W(jCV -r,, q 1) 
bcEtý 0" 
A , UO6 OF-of) 4wee1q) [, cob] 606val Ac-rdvotav -r(A) IGP0ChX KCCII ocyEatv 
ocAotp-rtCov (2: 33 rýv -re 6, -K0CYYCXLCCV Tob -AVFUA0C-Zoý -Cou ocylou xapw, V 
ýýE-XCEV TOUTO 0 UACIý 1KC611 PX67CETE Koct 7C 0C P 0C Tob 7UCCTPOý9 
&KOUCTE). 
" The question whether il yetpcv (v. 30) refers to Jesus' historical mission [Zahn 1 
(1922) 203-204 Anm. 63; Bertram (1927) 192-193 Anm. 1; Bruce (1990) 172 
(perhaps)] or to his resurrection [Blass (1895) 87; Holtzmann (1901) 48; Lohfink 
(1971) 230; O'Toole (1979) 85-92; Marshall (1980) 119; Schneider (1980) 395 
Anm. 91; Pesch 1 (1986) 216-2171, does not seem to affect the line of our argument. 
A reference to the resurrection is more likely in view of the resurrection context. 
6' As in 2: 33 cf8eEt should be taken as a local dative, see Gourgues (1978) 169- 
172 (+ 172 n. 25). The v-1- TT. -I boEp oc-6, cob (D* gig p sa; Ir") is an ancient 
'M H EH and AE&'-, IA is also accidental ermr, Metzger (1994) 290. The confusion of A02j 
attested in Is 62: 8 (apparatus criticus Rahlfs 2.649; GO**ttingen LXX 149 352); Ps 
16: 15 (8 cEta for 86Ea in 0) [cf. Nestle in Metzger (1994) 2901. 
6' Lohrink (1971) 230-232; Schneider (1980) 397. 
62 On 6(poq ý-nll 11'ge'pocý TcAeloug v. 31, see supra p. 124 n. 110, and P. 205. 
i 63 Holtzmann (1901) 90; Haenchen (1977) 395 (+ Anm. 3); Lohrink (1971) 232-236; 
Kraiinkl (1972) 137; O'Toole (1979) 365-368; Marshall (1980) 226; Zedtwitz (1981) 
333-335; Schneider (1982) 137 Anm. 97; Schille (1984) 295-296. 
64 Blass (1895) 152; Wendt (1899) 240; Rese (1969) 81-86; Berger (1976) 411 
Anm. 586; Bruce (1990) 309-10; Barrett (1994) 645-646. 
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is immaterial to our purpose 65 . The point to be noted is that in the following verses 
the resurrection seems to build to the climax of the Christ event, the effect of which 
is the offer of salvation and justification (vv. 38-39). Such a contention is only 
meaningful if the resurrection is more than a mere resuscitation and constitutes the 
crucial turning-point in salvation history. The resurrection initiates the Messiah's 
eternal reign. Again this is the traditional resurrection-exaltation concept. A series 
of biblical exaltation-vindication texts is used in support of the resurrection: 
possibly Ps 2: 7 (v. 33), further Is 55: 3 LXX (v. 34), and Ps 16: 10 (which Luke 
employs as a resurrection prediction in 2: 27 as well! ) (v. 35). 
4. The Nature of the Lukan Post-Resurrection Appearances 
The most forceful objection to the thesis we are presently developing is that Luke 
does not seem to give a clear impression that he understands the post-Easter 
966 appearances as appearances of the already exalted Lord fmm heaven Yet this 
seems to be the necessary corollary to the foregoing analysis. 
The issue is a complex one. What are, e. g., the criteria against which the nature of 
the appearances can be measured? And what examples would Luke have at hand 
upon which he could model his narrative? In the Jewish rapture tradition the 
motif of a post-rapture appearance is not constitutive to the rapture Gattung67 . In 
Graeco-Roman antiquity, on the other hand, we find a large repertoire of stories 
about divine men appearing after their 'disappearance' and about gods who freely 
associate with people, not infrequently without being recognised as visitors from 
another world. Would they provide a plausible context of understanding for the 
post-resurrection appearances of Jesus? 
In his stimulating analysis of the post-resurrection appearance stories in the 
gospel traditiong J. E. AlsUp68 has made a comparative analysis of the hellenistic 
0eioq 6c v T1 p appearance stories and the Gospel tradition. After having studied 
" If v. 33 refers to the resurrection, though, we have once more an example of an 
exaltation text in support of the resurrection, rather than the ascension. 
66 The objection of Franklin (1975) 31-32. 
67 CC Bickermann (1986) 70-81, who, however, blurs the religion-historical 
distinctions. 
6' Alsup (1975). 
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the appearance traditions of Appolonius of Tyana, Romulusq Aristeas of 
Proconnesus, Cleomedes of Astypaleia, Alcmene, Peregrinus Proteus, and 
Demainete", Alsup concludes that the hellenistic appearance stories do not offer 
the conceptual background for the Gospel appearances, despite the strong formal 
correspondence and structural similarities: 
J... ) a formal analogy via the presence of similar motifs, concepts and 
forms of expression may well be an option, but closer consideration of the 
statement intention of the Ocioý &v7lp appearance story makes it 
impossible to consider these accounts as analogous in an essential sense. 
That is to say, both complexes share motifs like that of the figure in 
question being seen, recognized as a bodily reality, alive, interrupting a 
state of sorrow, causing a drift to rejoicing and dispelling fears, moving 
about or travelling, and engaging the participants in conversation, as well 
as the already mentioned disappearance motif, which is so key to the 
eeioý 6c v 71 p type; as formal categories they show a certain 
parallelization and correspondence. But these similarities resist their 
fusion into categories of identity since their statement intention as a 
vehicle within a particular thought-world demonstrates distinctions which 
are not parallel to one another' 70 . 
Alsup's estimation of the matter concurs with our own reservations expressed 
earlier about the 'transferability' of religion-historical conceptions from one 
religion into another". In his search for a plausible paradigm within the OT- 
Jewish tradition, Alsup then turns to the anthropomorphic theophany stories of 
the OT and the intertestamental literature (Gen 18; Ex X; Judg 6,13; 1 Sam 3; 
Tob 5,12; TAb B)72 . He identifies the following structural and 
formal elements in 
the OT theophany stories: 1. verbs of seeing, encounter and action; 2. reaction of 
the participants (recognition or non-recognition); 3. the identity of the appearing 
one; 4. response and address of the appearing one; 5. content of address; 6 
reaction and rejoinder; 7 culmination. On the basis of an analysis of the 
appearances recorded in Mt 28: 16-20; Lk 24: 36-49; Jn 20: 19-29; Lk 24: 13-33,35; 
Jn 21: 1-14; 20: 14-18, Alsup concludes: 'The OT anthropomorphic theophany 
stories did stand formally and essentially behind the conception of the gospel 
appearance stories - even though they are nowhere quoted directly - so that 
the 
6' AlsuP (1975) 215-238. 
7'Alsup (1975) 239. 
71 Supra pp. 59-60. 
7' Alsup (1975) 239-263. 
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formulation of the latter took place as a conscious reflex, a deliberate reaching 
back to this OT traditional complex, and that to the exclusion of other possibilities, 
to give them a definite form of expression and thereby also direction of 
statement'73. 
Alsup's conclusion is pertinent to our own investigation for various reasons. First 
of all, it should be noted that the theophanies discussed by Alsup are all in a sense 
I appearances from heaven'. This is of course an essential component of the 
theophany Gattung. Secondly, the theophanies under consideration are 
anthropomorphic, which means that the character who appears is virtually 
unrecognisable as a heavenly being. Thirdly, Alsup identifies both the Emmaus 
story (Lk 24: 13-33,35) and the appearance to the disciples (Lk 24: 36-49) as 
anthropomorphic theophany storieS74 . Fourthly, Alsup arrives at his form-critical 
73 Alsup (1975) 265 (with the text italicised). Likewise Goppelt (1978) 290-291 (note 
that Goppelt was Alsup's Doktorvater). See further the discussion in Guillaume 
(1979) 83-92. 
74 See the Text-Synopsis inside of the backcover of Alsup's book. The Emmaus 
story (Lk 24: 13-33,35): 1. verbs of seeing, encounter and action: c'yytaaý 
aoveTcopeuc, ro (v. 15); oi 8c 6(pOocAjaoi ... (v. 16); 
67cTaatiav ... 
k(OPaKCVCCt 
(v. 23); ýA0ov (v. 23); a0T6V860 UK 6 It 80V (v. 24); 6c n ýA 0ov (v. 24); ýyytacv 
... k7ropcuovTo 7copeue(YOat (v. 28); ciaý). Oev (v. 29); K(XTOCKXtOýVat 
(v. 30); (J(pffil (v. 34); Z reaction of the participants: TOC) gi) cirtyv6vat (v. 16); 
k-neyvwaocv (v. 31); kyv(bcFO11 ocu"*roiý (v. 35); 3. the identity of the appearing 
one: (XUTOý ['IT1(Yof)qJ (vv. 15,21,25,28,29,30,31); au (v. 18); &vhp 7cpoyll*rilý 
(v. 19); 6 KDptoý (v. 34); 4. response and address of the appearing one: ci'Tlev 
(vv. 17,19,25); 8ti1pAqvcuaev (v. 27); e6'A6yT1aev (v. 30); 8tilvotyev T. 
yp oc (p ag (v. 32); 5. content of address: r tv eg ot' A6yot... ; (v. 17); noia; (v. 19); 
(A) 6C V Onr 01... (v. 25); -r. yp cc (p aiýTa -n e pli e oc uc o f) (v. 27); T oc ýyp oc y 6c ý 
,q 
686) (v. 35); 6. reaction and rejoinder: of')ic e'yvwý; (v. 18); rh (v. 32); -r&a kv 'rl 
'N 8P "L ' IT] a0 f) (V. 19); K Ot P6 't OC ... Koctoftevil (v. 32); (vv. 17,19,25); 7 culmination: 
oc(pocwroý kyevcro 6c7r ocbT6v (v. 31). 
The appearance to the disciples (Lk 24: 36-49): 1. verbs of seeing, encounter and 
action: 90*rq EV Ite0q) al'yr6V (v. 36); HoKouv nvebfta OewpEiv (v. 37); 
18e*re ... 18cTe (v. 39); 2. reaction of the participants: nToTiftvTcý 
8E KOC" 
cla(popot yevOAcvot (v. 37); 9Tt 45E 
6C7Ct(JTO1)VT(A)V a6-T6v (v. 41); 3. the 
identity of the appearing one: au`roý (vv. 36,39); 4. response and address of the 
appearingone: AaAouvTG)v (v. 36); ebucv ab*roiý (vv. 38,41,44,46; [ELUClilaoc 
I Tr: 'T(XPOCY? 16VOL ... 
810C -TI 
7rp ý i)pfxq v. 441; 5. content of address: T' 0 
8tc&), oytcrpo't; (v. 38); ky(j eiljLt au"rog (v. 39); 7cvc'&ft(x ... o, 
6 K (v. 39); E'_ Xc -t c 
T, pp('jcF11uLov kv-ca8c; (v. 41); bei 7uXqp(Aývoct navToc 'TCC YCYPOCWtCVOC 
(vv. 44,46); 6ILck ftap-rupeý (v. 48); ky6 6ciuoaT6, U6) (v. 49); 6. reaction and 
rejoinder: 9Tt U 6c7rtcrTouvrwv 
(v. 41); 7 culmination: [EEi1yccyrv (v. 50); 
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classification on the basis of the text in its present (Lukan! ) form. This text bears a 
strong mark of Lukan redaction", so that we may safely assume that Luke 
consciously patterns the appearances after the theophany model. Tentatively it 
may be suggested that if Alsup's categorisation of the resurrection appearances in 
Luke 24 as theophany stories is correct, it follows that Jesus' appearances are ipso 
facto manifestations from heaven". 
Exegetical indications in the text itself to corroborate this hypothesis are few, if 
any. Admittedly, commentators have not been slow to search for evidence in 
support of the thesis that the Lukan appearances are manifestations of the already 
exalted Lord from heaven, but it must be conceded that the harvest is meagre. 
Because the critical issue revolves around the nature of the appearances during the 
forty day interval, we must discard Paul's Damascus road experience from the 
outset. This heavenly manifestation to Paul, ranked on the same level as the other 
post-Easter appearances by Paul himself (1 Cor 15: 8), has its own interpretative 
problems, which we will turn to at a later stage of the investigation. Thus we must 
concentrate upon the appearance stories of Lk 24 and Acts 1 themselves. So much 
is clear, that in Luke's description Jesus' resurrection body was of a different 
nature than his pre-resurrection body, given his capacity to make sudden 
entrances and disappearances (Lk 24: 31,36, cf. v. 51). It was a body of flesh and 
bones (Lk 24: 39), but more than that. One cannot avoid recalling the Pauline 
description of the resurrection body as a u6agoc 7EV C UROCT IKOV (I Cor 15: 44)", 
but this does not rule out the possibility that Jesus was in some state of transition 
during the forty days. 
Sometimes an appeal is made to the Lukan redaction of Mk 16: 5. Luke adds that 
the disciples "did not rind the body -r o6 Ku pio6 '19 aoW (Lk 24: 3). This is the 
&L 6a -cq & -x ' oc 0r Ca v (v. 51)]. It should be noted that Alsup puts vv. 50,51 between 
brackets. The classification of w. 50,51 as the culmination part is rightly disputed 
by Parsons (1987) 52. Vv. 36-49 are a thematic unity; w. 50-53 is an independent 
unit requiring a formal classification of its own. 
75 We need only refer to the studies of Wanke (1973); Guillaume (1979); 
Dillon 
(1978), and the commentaries ad loc. 
76 Cf. also Berger (1976) 497 Anm. 222. 
77 That Jesus was not immediately recognised by the Emmaus disciples may not be 
relevant here, because this was caused by an act of 
divine blinding (Lk 24: 16,31). 
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first time in the Gospel that Luke uses the full expression 6 Ku ptoý 'j-q (j o f) ý. If 
this is deliberate, it may have some significance that he does so at this particular 
point of the story, namely at the very dawn of the resurrection". Luke may have 
felt it appropriate to call the risen Lord 'the Lord Jesus' from the resurrection 
onwards". But the textual status of the reading is disputed" and the argument 
probably overly subtle". 
Again, we should ask ourselves what kind of evidence we expect to rind. A 
comparison with the Gospel of Matthew, which, as we noted above, closes with an 
appearance of the exalted Lord", is most illuminating. The scenery has many 
parallels with Luke. Note the following points of agreement83: 
v. 16 the reference to the eleven disciples (Lk 24: 33; against the twelve 
in Jn 20: 24); the motif of the mountain (cf. Acts 1: 12); 
v. 17 the motif of disbelief (Lk 24: 41); the aorist use of 6p(Xw (Lk 
24: 39; cf. Jn 20: 20); the motif of 7r po (jK6 v 71 atý (Lk 24: 52); 
iý 18 cýoual(x is materially paralleled in 8Uvagtý (Lk 24: 49); the 
authority of Jesus as the motivation to go in Matthew, parallels 
with the empowering 'from on high' in Luke (Lk 24: 49); 
V. 19 the name of Jesus (Lk. 24: 47); the universal mission (Lk 24: 47); 
the reference to God the Father (Lk 24: 49; cf. Jn 20: 21); 
v. 20 Kocit [18obj ky('&) (Lk 24: 49); a reference to the Spirit (Lk 24: 49; 
cf. Jn 20: 22); the promise of abiding divine presence (Lk 24: 49). 
Unlike Mt 28: 16-20, there is no explicit reference to the exalted status of the risen 
Lord in Luke-Acts. But then again, in Matthew Jesus is recognised as such through 
his words. Does not the authoritative teaching of the risen Lord in Luke-Acts offer 
a suitable analogy? Besides, it should not be overlooked that Christ's appearance 
'from heaven' at the end of Matthew's Gospel was ambiguous enough to allow 
room for doubt (Mt 28: 17)! But are these arguments really convincing? 
Perhaps we should follow a different line of argumentation. C. K. Barrett and 
" So e. g. Guillaume (1979) 19 (cautiously); cE Moule (1966) 160-161. 
79A 
similar explanation is proposed by Zmijewski (1994) 39 vis-a-vis Acts 1: 6, but 
there we are on still less firm ground, since we do not have there the combination 
KUPtOý 'IIJU06ý. 
The reading is disputed by Kilpatrick (1990) 210; Ehrman (1993) 219. 
It is, however, interesting to note that in the gospel tradition the expression 
occurs further only in Mk 16: 19. 
82Supra p. 160. 
83 See Hubbard (1974) 102-107. 
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C. H. Talbert have both suggested that Luke was writing with an anti-gnostic or 
anti-docetic bias84. This becomes most clear in the appearance stories, where the 
physical reality of the resurrection is stressed time and again: Jesus is not a ghost 
(Lk 24: 37). he is capable of eating fish (24: 43), he departs to heaven in bodily form 
(24: 51), and so on. Tentatively, then, it may be suggested that Luke purposely 
toned down precisely the elements we are looking for, to avoid the false impression 
that Jesus' resurrection was spiritual. To counter docetism it was necessary to 
stress the fully human/bodily nature of the appearances. This leaves little room for 
supernatural flashing lights, thunderbolts, a halo, light effects, etc. as we rind in 
the apocryphal gospel tradition". This would also clarify why Luke preferred to 
pattern the appearance stories on the analogy of the anthropomorphic theophany 
stories, and not on more spectacular disclosures of divinity (as e. g. in Ex 19: 17-20). 
We must conclude, then, that there is no principal objection to a categorisation of 
the post-Easter appearances recounted by Luke as 'appearances of the already 
exalted Lord from heaven"'. 
5. Summary and Conclusions 
The theory that the Lukan ascension story is the result of a radical 
reinterpretation or 'historicising' of the primitive exaltation kerygma (Ps 110: 1), 
either along the lines of Mk 16 or along the lines of the Fourth Gospel, falls short of 
convincing proof. For Luke, the exaltation of Jesus, traditionally articulated with 
the help of the symbol of the session at the right hand of God, took place on the 
day of the resurrection, not forty days later on the day of the ascension. Luke 
reserves Ps 110 exclusively for the interpretation of the Easter event (resurrection- 
exaltation). To read the Lukan ascension story in the light of Mk 16: 19 is 
theologically unjustified and anachronistic. Luke does not vote for the Johannine 
Barrett (1961) 62-64; Talbert (1966); (1968) 259-271. 
E. g. EvPe 9: 35-10: 42; EpAp (Eth) 51 (62); Codex Bobiensis (k) on Mk 16: 3. 
16 So Weiss (1901) 692; Michaelis (1944) 73-96; (1967) 355-356; Tom (1938) 404- 
411; (1939) 303-306; (1940) 129-131; Benoit (1961) 404-405; Bietenhard (1951) 66- 
67; Robinson (1957) 134-136; Goppelt (1978) 294 Anm. 31; Fitzmyer (1984) 422; 
(1985) 1538-1539; Maile (1986) 46; Bruce (1990) 103; Hampel (1990) 366 (+ 
Anm. 100! ). 
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option either. Unlike the Fourth Evangelist, Luke dates the exaltation on a 
calendar day, so to speak. He never speaks of the ascension of Jesus in terms of a 
return to heaven (katabasis-anabasis)", and he does not describe the ascension on a 
heavenly ascent pattern (anabasis-katabasis for the revelatory or redemptive 
purposes)". 
The basic flaw in the theory that, for Luke, the ascension marks the moment of 
Christ's exaltation is that it is not sensitive to the proper distinction of 'forms' in 
which ascension language was employed in the ancient world and by Luke. A 
complicating factor that has emerged in the course of the present investigation is 
the imprecision with which ascension language is being used in the modern debate. 
The persistent speaking of the ascension without taking into account the semantics 
proper to the 'forms' employed, tends to ignore the differences between the various 
formal categories, and the diversity with which the particular writers fill these 
forms with content. The 6c v a' Pa (Y tý of Jesus in the Fourth Gospel, e. g., is not 
interchangeable with the 6evalTig*tý of Jesus in Luke-Acts. And even where 
N rapture' language is used with reference to Jesus (I Tim 3: 16; Rev 12: 5), we 
should be very cautious for over-interpretation and illicit harmonisations. The 
wide variety of ascension language should prevent us from assuming that all the 
NT writers were bound to utilise ascension or rapture language with the scenery of 
Acts 1: 9-11 in the back of their minds. Luke consistently presents the event of Acts 
1: 9-11 in terms of an Entrfickung. For the resurrection-exaltation complex (the 
Easter event), he also employs ascension language (in the comprehensive sense of 
the word), but he does so (in the line of his sources! ) with the conceptual and 
terminological tools of the heavenly journey type of ascension, in which Christ is 
the active participant and takes his rightful seat in heaven, from where he is 
actively involved in the affairs of his church. Such a conceptualisation 
is far 
removed from the rapture type of ascension, which puts Christq as 
it were, 
" Luke does not seem to think of Jesus in terms of pre-existence, see 
Brown (1993) 
141-142 etpassim (see index 751 s. v. 'Preexistence of Jesus'); Dunn 
(1989) 50-51; 
Kuschel (1990) 407-420. 
" This would be simply reading back a Johannine conceptuality 
into the text. So 
Bengel (1891) 434 sursum receptus est; Swete (1910) 6; Bernard (1930) 
153 
('resumption'), 156-157; Geldenhuys (1951) 646; Walvoord (1964) 11. 
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temporarily on a sidetrack, waiting for the parousia. The proper classification of 
forms proved to be particularly helpful in our understanding of Acts 2: 32M, which 
at face value seemed to allude to the event described in Lk 24: 50-53 and Acts 1: 9- 
11, but which on closer scrutiny appeared to be a solemn description of the Easter 
event as found elsewhere in the early church (Eph 4: 8-10 etc. ). Luke never confuses 
the two categories. Forty days separate the two conceptualisations! To Luke, Jesus 
is manifested as the Exalted One from the resurrection onwards and he does not 
postpone the exaltation forty days. The post-resurrection appearances described in 
the Gospel and Acts are all appearances of the already exalted Lord 'from glory' or 
'from heaven', in which Christ temporarily condescended to human conditions. 
That they are devoid of supernatural accompanying phenomena such as clouds, 
light flashings and so on, may reflect Luke's 'anti-docetic tendency' to avoid the 
suggestion that the risen and exalted Lord was a nveufta or (pawraapa. 
Although Luke ties resurrection and ascension into a fixed chronological scheme, 
the ascension can be spoken of as an 'exaltation' only in an attenuated sense. 
Unless Mk 16: 19 draws from a source, the longer ending of Mark seems to be the 
earliest (second-century AD) witness to the rapture-ascension of Jesus interpreted 
as sessio ad dewteram Dei. That from a very early stage of tradition the Lukan 
ascension narrative was read as a narrative report about Christ's session at the 
right hand of God must have been a virtually unavoidable consequence of the two 
stories being part of the canon (both conclude the life of Jesus with an ascension, 
thereby using the same terminology). Many early interpreters of Luke have 
(unconsciously or not) read the ascension story with Mk 16: 19 and current dogma 
in the back of their minds and in doing so practised 'canonical criticism' avant la 
lettre. Ultimately this has led to the artificial distinction of the various stages of 
Christ's humiliation and exaltation in the dogmatic handbooks of old protestant 
orthodoxys'. Whatever one may say about the validity of such a harmonistic 
reading for the construction of a systematic theology, this is not what 
Luke and the 
primitive church were concerned about. 
However, it should not go unnoticed that this is only part of the story. 
The 
" See Heppe (1958) 387-403. 
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primitive exaltation kerygma, in which resurrection and ascension were one event, 
survived in a period in which Luke-Acts had already received canonical status". 
An author such as Jerome apparently did not notice any discrepancy between an 
ascension on Easter Sunday and one forty days late? '. This seems to indicate that 
Acts 1 was not universally read as a report about the sessio ad dexteram. If the 
early church regarded the resurrection as the moment of coronation or 
enthronement, we have also a plausible explanation for the fact that only from the 
fourth century AD onwards the ascension festival was celebrated as a distinct 
feast"'. 
This being said, we must turn to the remaining question: what is the role of the 
ascension in Lukan theology, if it is not in the first place an expression of Jesus' 
exaltation? How does it relate to the expectation of the parousia? What does it add 
to Luke's understanding of the Christ event and to christology in general? 
" See Lohfink (071) 98-109. 
91 Jerome, DieDomPasch (AMar 3/2,416.418; CChr. SL 
78,550). Cf. also 
Tertulliang AdvIud 13,23 (PL 29 636-637) (but probably unauthentic). 
92 SUpra p. 28 n. 70. 
Chapter 6 
THE RAPTURE CHRISTOLOGY OF LUKE-ACTS (11) 
1. Introduction 
The question to be addressed in the present chapter is: what is the positive role of 
the ascension within Luke's wider concept of christology and salvation history, if it 
is not (or not in the first place) a narrative description of Christ's ewaltatio ad 
dexteram Dei? Is it only an artistic creation from the hand of Luke to provide the 
Jesus story with an appropriate finale and so 'scarcely more than an editorial 
winding-up of the series of incidents following the resurrection', as C. H. Dodd once 
put it? ' Is the ascension story only a conventional literary means to get rid of the 
main character of Book I to clear the scene for Book 11? If Luke's ascension story 
served a literary-aesthetic purpose only, there would not be much sense in looking 
for an underlying theological (or christological) motif that inspired Luke to 
incorporate the story. Yet this is an assessment not many scholars have been 
prepared to make. There are good reasons to assume that the ascension story (also) 
has a polemical or tendentious function. It should be noted, for example, that a 
large segment of the narrative in Acts I reflects a concern to correct some 
misunderstandings (e. g. 1: 3-4,6-8,11). And the repeated stress on the visibility of 
the ascension (Acts 1: 9-11) seems to be more than a stylistic ornamentation 
required by the rapture Gattung. Regardless of whether or not Luke used source 
material, the crucial question is: how is it that the ascension story has come to be 
described as it is, in this particular wording and with these particular points of 
' Dodd (1968) 123 n. 1 with reference to Mk 16: 19 and Lk 24: 51. As for Acts 1: 9-11 
he comments: 'In Acts i, 9-11 alone it [= the ascension] is shaped into a real 
narrative, the main motive of which seems to be given in the concluding words of 
the angelic pronouncement' (loc. cit). 
2 This is not to say that Lk 24 and Acts 1 have no historical core, but that 
is simply 
a different question. 
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emphasis? 
What, then, were Luke's aims and objectives? What was (were) the critical 
issue(s) he wished to tackle? Which doctrinal misconception(s) did he seek to 
correct? And, how does the ascension story help to establish the point? In other 
words, what is the apologetic value of Luke's 'rapture christology'9. 
Unfortunately, the seamh for the Sitz im Leben des Verfassers of the ascension 
story is surrounded by a number of methodological intricacies. Much depends 
upon hypothetical reconstructions of the eschatological views of Luke and his 
supposed readership, the date of composition of Luke-Acts and its assumed 
purpose, and the development of early Christian theologising in general. There is a 
long and complicated trace from the early days of the Church to the time of Luke- 
Acts and criteria to outline the development with reasonable confidence are either 
lacking or inadequate. Any attempt to come to grips with the issue of the Lukan 
Sitz im Leben is - this must be clear from the outset - inevitably speculative. 
The question of the date of Luke-Acts is perhaps the least difficult. I am inclined 
with a significant body of modern scholarship to date Luke-Acts in the 70's or 80's 
of the first century AD, at any rate after the Jewish war and after the fall of 
Jerusalem and the destruction of the temple'. Since these events were traditionally 
regarded as signs of the End, it should cause no surprise to see a renewed interest 
in apocalyptic-eschatological speculations in this very period. As we noticed in 
chapter 2, it is in the post-70 AD period that the Jewish-apocalyptic rapture 
speculations gained popularity. In this respect one can hardly avoid the conclusion 
that rapture thinking was as it were ln the air' and that Luke has accurately 
caught the mood of the time. 
' With e. g. Bruce (1990) 9-18 (who changed his earlier judgement). To avoid 
repetition of the arguments pro et contra see the NT introductions, the 
commentaries on Luke and Acts, and the literature cited in Mattill, Mattill (1966) 
147-152. Suffice it to say at this point that I am unconvinced by the arguments put 
forward in support of a dating of Acts in the early 60's (62 AD) by Robinson (1976) 
86-117, and Hemer (1989) 365-410. They do not seem to acknowledge sufficiently 
the 'distance factor' which determines the overall pattern of Acts. The earliest 
possible date is not necessarily the actual date. 
4 Bill. 1,949. It is instructive to see how Luke's contemporary, Flavius Josephus, 
interprets the destruction of the city and the temple with apocalyptic imagery, see 
Josephus, BJ VI v, 1-3 (271-309). 
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We have already pointed out that there is a strong connection between Jesus' 
ascension and his parousia. As we noted in chapter 2, this interconnection is 
inherent to the Jewish beliefs about the afterlife, the earthly-oriented eschatology 
and Jewish anthropology. From a first-century Jewish perspective, then, it does 
not cause any surprise to see that as soon as Jesus was gone the angeli interpretes 
started lecturing on the parousia' (Acts 1: 11; cf. also 3: 21). To put it in the most 
general terms: the ascension is a confirmation of the certainty of the promise of the 
parousia. Jesus went up to heaven not to remain there forever, but to return on the 
Day of Judgement. 
But exegesis cannot (or at least should not) stop here. To establish more precisely 
hojv ascension and parousia are interconnected it is necessary to cross-examine the 
texts on their statement intention. As we know from common day parlance, 
language may take on a completely different connotation if its context changes. 
Inasmuch as meaning is closely connected with the context in which it stands (both 
the linguistic context and the life situation of the author, that is! )', it is of crucial 
importance to know in what particular geistesgeschichtfichen surrounding Luke 
penned the ascension story. What was Luke's theological concern in telling the 
ascension story? Should the ascension story be perceived as a response to a 
misplaced form of Nahenvartung and is it Luke's intention to say that the parousia 
is not an event to be expected in the near future? ' Or is the emphatic affirmation 
of the certainty of the parousia to be understood as a response to critical minds 
who denied that there would be any parousia at all (cf, 2 Pet 3: 4)? 8 Or is the 
0V angelic promise that 'this Jesus ... will come in the same way 
(o5-rwý 
-rp07rov) as you saw him go into heaven' (Acts 1: 11) perhaps a response to a 
(Gnostic? ) spiritualising tendency which asserted that the parousia had already 
taken place in the spiritual realm (cf. 2 Thess 2: 2? )9. With such questions in mind 
we must now try to describe what Ludwig Wittgenstem would call the 'language- 
' Not, it should be noted, on his sessio ad dexteram! 
6 See Thiselton (1979) 75-104. 
7 Pesch (1971) 33-34; Conzelmann (1972) 26-27; Graiisser (1979) 112-117; Haenchen 
(1977) 149-150-157-158. 
1 Wilson (1968) 277. 
9 Cf. Talbert (1970) 176-178. 
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game' (Sprachspiel) of the ascension". 
2. The Ascension and the Closure of the Time of Jesus 
In his Gospel, Luke puts special emphasis on the presence of salvation in the 
earthly ministry of Jesus, more than the other synoptic evangelists doll. 
The notion of the fulfilment of the OT messianic promise in Jesus runs as 
a continuous thread through the Lukan infancy narratives (Lk 1-2), 
especially through the Magnificat (Lk 1: 46-55) and the Benedictus (Lk 
1: 68-79)". At Jesus' presentation in the temple, Simeon declares that (in 
this child) his eyes have seen God's salvation (Lk 2: 30). When Luke 
introduces John the Baptist, he extends the Isaiah quotation from Mk 3: 3 
to include the words rcull o*eToct 7r&(jix oocpE To' awTilptov Tou 
0e of) (Lk 3: 6 = Is 40: 5 LXX). There is a dramatic outburst of the activity 
of the Holy Spirit - promised and expected in the end-time - in the first 
four chapters of Luke 13 : Luke records that John will be filled with the 
Holy Spirit (Lk 1: 15); Elizabeth, filled with the Holy Spirit, prophesies 
(Lk 1: 41), and so does Zechariah (Lk 1: 67). Simeon is guided by the Spirit 
(2: 25-27). The Spirit descends in visible form (awfiwrtK6 el8et) on 
Jesus at his baptism (Lk 3: 22). In his programmatic sermon in the 
Nazareth synagogue Jesus claims that the prophetic words of Is 61 have 
been fulfilled in the audience's presence (Lk 4: 21): The year of the Lord's 
favour is now (Lk 4: 19). Later on in the ministry of Jesus, Luke reports 
Jesus' message to John the Baptist, about the messianic blessings present 
in his ministry (Lk 7: 22 =Q Mt 11: 4-5). After the return of the Seventy[- 
two] Jesus declared that he had watched 'Satan fall from heaven like a 
flash of lightning' (SLk 10: 18 NRSV), a sure sign of his defeat. A blessing 
is pronounced upon the eyes that are privileged 'to see what you [the 
disciples] see' (Lk 10: 23 NRSV). In Lk 11: 20 (= Q Mt 12: 28) Jesus 
interprets his exorcisms as proof of the present reality of the kingdom of 
God"'. The presence of salvation is also expressed in Luke's special 
emphasis on 'today' ((j T) lite po v), which is a keyword in his Gospel (MGM 
891-892) and which refers to the time of messianic salvation present in the 
ministry of Jesus". In Acts 10: 38 it is recalled by Peter 'how God anointed 
Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Spirit and with power; how he went 
" On the significance and relevance of this concept for biblica interpretation, see 
Thiselton (1980) 357-427. 
" Marshall (1970) 116-187; Bovon (1978) 255-284 (Forschungsbericht); Baarlink 
(1984) 171-186. 
12 See Brown (1993) 235-499.617-695; Fitzmyer (1981) 303-448. 
13 See Stronstad (1984) 36-46. 
" Perhaps Lk 17: 21 also envisages a present understanding of the Kingdom of 
God, but a good case can be made for a futuristic interpretation (see the 
commentaries ad loc. ). 
" Flender (1968) 135-137; Baarlink (1984) 180. 
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about doing good and healing all who were oppressed by the devil, for 
God was with him' (NRSV). 
But for Luke and his readers the period of Jesus belonged to the past, not to say 
the distant past; it is a closed epoch, at any rate (Acts 1: 1-2,21-22; 10: 37ff.; cf. Lk 
1: 1-2). Jesus is no longer physically present among his followers - those who claim 
to be him are impostors (Lk 21: 8; cE Acts 5: 36-37; 8: 9-10). By the time Luke wrote 
Acts the Jesus event had become 'PhAnomen der Geschichte, as H. Conzelmann 
put it16. 
Unlike the other Evangelists, Luke provides the earthly life of Jesus with a clear- 
cut finale, a sharp line of demarcation in time and place. The first and most 
obvious function of the ascension story is that it describes the final leave-taking of 
the risen Lord. The ascension concludes the last apostolic christophany (Lk 24: 36- 
53; Acts 1: 4-11), it concludes the period of post-resurrection appearances (Lk 24), 
and it concludes the public ministry of Jesus as a whole (beginning with his 
baptism by John), as is clear from Acts 1: 1-2,21-22. The ascension, in other words, 
rounds off an era in salvation history. This closing function is most prominent in 
Lk 24. In Acts 1 the perspective broadens in that the ascension opens up a new 
period, the period of the Church". 
Yet to say that the ascension functions as the dividing line between two epochs in 
salvation history - self-evident as such an assertion may be - catches only part of 
the truth. Luke's focus is more on that which connects the two periods than that 
which divides them". The function of the forty days leading up to the ascension is 
to ensure the continuation of Jesus' preaching. They are a 'last rehearsal' before 
" Conzelmann (1977) 173 (see also 30.156.158.172-174); Haenchen (1977) 107-108: 
'Er [= Luke] wagte unerschrocken, das Erdenleben Jesu als etwas Vergangenes zu 
behandeln ( ... ) ... er mußte den historischen 
Abstand dieses vergangenen Lebens 
mit den Mitteln des Historikers Überwinden. All das hat Lukas tatsächlich 
durchgeführt, und so ist sein Evangelium das erste 'Leben Jesu" (following E. 
Käsemann); Grässer (1977) 188-189. 
17 In his Histotia Ecclesiastica, Eusebius treats the ascension (a' va Äq *t g) of Jesus 
as a standard calendar date to date events in the early Church, see 
HistEccl 11 i 
(prologue) (2x); H i, 3; H xiii, 3 (quoting Justin, Apol 126); IH v, 2 (2x); 111 xxix, 2 
(quoting ClemAlex, Stromata IH 25); M xxxix, 10; cf. also 1 xiii, 4. 
" From the larger study of Luke-Acts this is already clear from the Jesus-Paul, 
Jesus-Peter parallelisms. 
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the Church is launched into the mission of the world on the day of Pentecost, ten 
days later. 
3. The Apologetic Function of the Forty Days 
With the exception of Acts 1: 3, no attempt is made in the NT to affix 
chronological boundaries to the post-resurrection appearances. Christ's 
appearance at a mountain in Galilee recorded in Mt 28: 16-20 cannot be dated with 
any precision, but probably falls shortly after the resurrection (reckoning with the 
time needed for the disciples' travel from Jerusalem to Galilee). In the longer 
ending of Mark (Mk 16: 9-20)'9 the various appearances and the ascension seem to 
have taken place on the day of resurrection, although the composite makeup of the 
appendix requires some caution. In the Fourth Gospel the appearances stretch out 
over little more than a week (cf. Jn 20: 1,19,26). And if we may read the appendix 
to the Fourth Gospel (Jn 21) as a continuation of the preceding narrative, the 
period of appearances lengthens into a few weeks at the most (the only time 
indications are found in 21: 1,14). Except for the appearance to Paul, to which we 
will turn later, the post-Easter appearances took place within the relatively short 
time-span of a few weeks or months after the resurrection. We may safely assume 
that in general opinion the post-Easter manifestations of the risen Lord were 
restricted to the early days of the Church and that the period of special 
appearances had come to a close. Paul, at any rate, seems to have considered 
Christ's appearance to him to be the last one (1 Cor 15: 8)". 
Luke-Acts sides with the tradition of the early Church in restricting the duration 
of the appearances. in Acts 1: 3 the post-resurrection appearances occur within the 
" As far as we know, the original Gospel of Mark did not record appearances at 
all. Mk 14: 28 and 16: 7 cryptically hint at a future post- resurrection manifestation 
of Jesus, but it is not clear whether this is a reference to a post-Easter appearance 
(as Matthew obviously took it) or the parousia. 
21 If we may take 9aXa -r ov in a temporal sense. So e. g. Grosheide (1957) 
390 n. 27; 
see also Roloff (1965) 49.51.55-56; Dunn (1975) 101. At any rate,, at the time of 
writing, it was simply historical reality that the appearances had come to an end. 
StrauB 2 (1864) 154 put it nicely: 'Die dem. Paulus zu Theil gewordene 
Erscheinung blieb die letzte in ihrer Art, die Pforten des Himmels, die den 
erhöhten Christus aufgenommen, hatten sich geschlossen und sollten sich erst am 
Ende der Welt zu seiner glorreichen Wiederkunft wieder öffnen'. 
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time-span of forty days, that is, approximately six weeks. According to Acts 13: 31, 
Jesus appeared to those who had come up with him from Galilee to Jerusalem ýTclt 
q 21 71 pe P (x ý 7r Xetouý, 'in the course of many days' 
During the forty days, Jesus delivered his final instructions to his disciples. This 
reminds us, as we noticed above, the rabbinic emphasis on reliable instruction"I 
and in particular the forty-day scheme of the Jewish rapture traditions of Ezra and 
Baruch, who instructed their disciples before they were taken up, to ensure that 
their teaching would survive after their departure. 
That there is a note of continuity in the forty days is confirmed by the content of 
the instructions: during this period Jesus taught his disciples -r (X 7rep't -rýý 
P(xcFtXeit'aý -rof) Ocob (Acts 1: 3), and in so doing reiterated on what he had 
taught them during his pre-Easter ministry (Lk 4: 43; 8: 1; 9: 2,11960; 10: 9911; 
16: 16) as a preparation for what the Church would preach afterwards (Acts 8: 12; 
19: 8; 20: 25; 28: 23,31). 
The function of the forty days of instruction is clearly related to the role of the 
apostles as eyewitnesses. It is to them that Jesus appeared and to them that he 
entrusted his teachings. Luke insists that Jesus had chosen them 'through the Holy 
Spirit' (Acts 1: 2)23, thereby suggesting that their authoritative position in the 
Church was a divine ordinance. The forty days, then, are some sort of 'guarantee 
device' of the authentic apostolic witnesS24. In view of the threat of heresy and the 
danger of corruption of the gospel message which threatened the Lukan 
community (cf. Acts 20: 29-30), the question of the authenticity of the gospel must 
have become acute at some point of time. Now that Jesus was no longer physically 
present on earth, how could his teachings be kept from corruption and heresy? 
The forty-day scheme of the Jewish rapture traditions Provided Luke with a rit 
scheme to make clear that the twelve apostolic eyewitnesses were the legitimate 
representatives of the gospel message (Acts 1: 22; 10: 41-42; 13: 31). The true gospel 
is the apostolic gospel, the gospel which was entrusted to the Twelve. 
2' Lohfiink (1971) 177 (+ Anm. 40) translates correctly: 'eine gr6fiere Zahl von 
Tagen hindurch'. 
22 Supra p. 125 n. 118. 
23Supra p. 121 (+ n. 196). 
24 Talbert (1966) 17-32. 
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This authenticating motif, incidentally, is what Luke has in common with the 
(later) Gnostic claims of post-resurrection instruction. Both Luke and the Gnostics 
attach special significance to the post-resurrection teachings of Jesus. But whereas 
in Luke-Acts the teaching envisages continuity of what was publicly known of the 
earthly teaching of Jesus, the Gnostics exploited the post-resurrection period of 
teaching to convey new and secret teachings. 
The authenticating function of the forty days may provide an explanation for 
Christ's appearance to Paul on the Damascus road, an event which Paul himself 
did not hesitate to add to the official list of apostolic christophanies (I Cor 15: 8; cf. 
1 Cor 9: 1) but which clearly falls outside the constraints of Luke's forty-day 
scheme. The fact that the Damascus event is significant to Luke as well is clear 
from the fact that he has Paul relate the story no less than three times (Acts 9: 3-9; 
22: 6-11; 26: 12-18). The way he describes the appearance, however, makes one 
think of a visionary experience - the Lukan Paul calls it an oup ot vtoý0 7r -r aot Oc 
a 'heavenly vision' (Acts 26: 19)21 - rather than a physical appearance of Jesus in 
line with the resurrection appearances. 
To understand the issue correctly we must remember that, strictly speaking, the 
function of the forty days is not to date the ascension but to delimit the period of 
apostolic instruction". This may reveal the issue at stake. What distinguishes Paul 
from the Twelve is not in the first place the timing of the appearance - the Twelve 
apostles had seen the risen Lord before, Paul after the ascension (or before or after 
Pentecost for that matter") - but the different function of the appearances to the 
Jerusalem apostles from that of the appearance to Paul. Luke's periodisation has 
to do with the origin and authenticity of the Christian kerygma. For Luke, the 
Jerusalem apostles are the authentic and legitimate custodians of the faith". Paul 
does not belong to the Twelve, he is not an apostle in this restricted sense 29. He 
` Cf. Burchard (1970) 92-93.129-136. 
26 Supra p. 123. CE Roloff (1965) 192: 'Der Leser erfährt hier [= Acts 1: 1-141 
nochmals in geraffter Form, worin denn die Zurustung zu dieser gap-rupta 
besteht: darin nämlich, daß ihre Träger, die zwölf Apostel, in einmaliger Weise 
Gemeinschaft mit dem Auferstandenen hatten' (italics mine). 
27 As Fitzmyer (1981) 194; (1984) 422 suggests. 
28 See Talbert (1966) 17-32.49-56. 
29 It is only with reluctance that Luke calls Paul an 'apostle' (Acts 14: 4,14), 
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does not meet the (Lukan) qualifications set out in Acts 1: 22". From Paul's own 
statements in his letters as well as from the Book of Acts we know that his claim to 
apostolic authority and the content of his preaching were under constant attack 
(Gal 1-2; 1 Cor 9: 1-2; 2 Cor 11: 5; 12: 11; 1 Thess 2: 3-6; Acts 21: 20-21,28; 28: 17; cf. 
24: 5; 25: 8; 23: 29). Seen in this light, it is possible that Luke's presentation strikes a 
polemical note, presumably in defence of PaU131 . He makes it clear that the 
Kerygma stems from the Jerusalem apostles: they were fully instructed concerning 
the kingdom of God during the forty days and hence are the authentic witnesses; it 
was not Paul who invented the Christian proclamation nor was he to be regarded 
as an innovator. Luke reassures his readers that the Christian kerygma as it was 
proclaimed by Paul goes back to and has the full support of the Jerusalem 
community". 
It is difficult if not impossible to say whether the appearance to 'more 
than rive hundred brothers and sisters at one time' (I Cor 15: 6 NRSV) 
falls inside or outside the forty days of Acts 1: 3 33 . Assuming that Luke knew of this 'mass appearance' (which is by no means clear! ), he may 
have suppressed it for theological reasons. So large a number of 
appearances would admittedly strengthen the reality of the resurrection, 
but it would also run counter to the theological point he wishes to make, 
viz. that the (pre-ascension) appearances were intended for the instruction 
of the apostolic witnesses. And if it was a post-ascension event, it would 
not fit very well to the nature of the ascension as concluding the last 
appearance. 
whereas Paul himself on various occasions made a point of it (Gal 1: 1; 1 Cor 15: 9; 
Rom 1: If. ). On Luke's view on the apostolate, see inter alios Roloff (1965) 169-235; 
Jervell (1972) 75-112; Schneider (1980) 221-232 (literature 221-222! ); Haacker 
(1988) 9-38. 
" Note that his name is absent from Acts 13: 31 and that Luke subtly distances 
Paul as preacher of the Gospel from the apostolic witnesses (v. 32). 
31 In defence of Paul, because of Luke's otherwise positive treatment of Paul; cC 
Roloff (1965) 199-211.232; Burchard (1970) 135-136. That the Lukan Paul is 
subordinate to the Jerusalem apostles speaks for him rather than against him. 
3' This is of course not to say that Luke wrote Acts simply as a defence for Paul. 
We rather must reckon with a complexity of motives and concerns. On the wider 
issues involved in the purpose of Acts, see inter alios Mattill (1970) 108-122; 
Minear (1973) 131-150; O'Toole (1977) 66-76; Schneider (1977) 45-669- (1980) 139- 
145 (literature 139); Maddox (1982); Marshall (1983) 289-303; Gasque (1989) 346- 
347. 
33 For the various positions, see the commentaries ad loc. 
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4. The Ascension and the Expectation of the Parousia 
By the time Luke came to write Acts it was a historical reality that the promise of 
the imminent parousia of Jesus had not been fulfilled. Despite the strong element 
of imminent expectation in the teaching of John the Baptist, Jesus and the early 
Christians", the fiery baptism announced by the Baptist had not taken place, nor 
had Jesus made his glorious appearance on the clouds of heaven; the 'turn of the 
ages' had not occurred, at least not in the obvious meaning of the term. Although it 
is probably an oversimplification to say that the delay of the parousia had caused a 
deep crisis in early Christianity -a growing number of scholars express their 
surprise that the eschatological problem did not cause a deep crisis! " - the loss of 
hope in the imminent parousia has put its imprint upon early Christian 
theologising (2 Thess 2: 1-12; 2 Pet 3: 1-13). To rind out where Luke stands and how 
his rapture christology confronts the 'eschatological question' we will turn to 
Luke's expectation of the parousia and his understanding of the interim period. 
The eschatology of Luke is a vast and most complex subject". Apart from the 
non-controversial recognition that Luke's eschatological perspective is different 
from the earliest sources in so far that he reflects more consciously than his 
predecessors upon the interval which separates the time of Jesus from the final 
consummation at the end of history, no scholarly consensus exists on such issues as 
Luke's attitude towards the problem of a delayed parousia, his understanding of 
the nature of the PocaUcta -rof) Oeo6, his hopes and expectations about Israel, 
34 Dunn (1990) 309-340. 
35 Including Conzelmann! See Conzelmann (1993) 348: 'Das Ausbleiben der 
Parusie wurde da und dort tatsächlich als Problem empfunden (2. Thess 2,1-12; 
2. Petr 3,1-10); es löste aber keine Grundlagenkrise aus. Die Frage, die sich dem 
- Wie wurde die Kirche mit der durch Historiker stellt, lautet deshalb gerade nicht. 
die Parusieverzögerung bewirkten Erschütterung der Grundlagen ihres Glaubens 
fertig? Sondern die Frage lautet umgekehrt: Warum brach keine Krise aus, 
obwohl die frühe Kirche die Parusie Jesu in Bälde erwartet hatte? 
'. 
3' A Forschungsbeticht is found in Bovon (1978) 11-84. Older literature on Lukan 
eschatology is found in Mattill, Mattill (1966) 301-303; 
Mills (1986) index s. v. 
Eschatology. Of the literature since 1980 we mention: Gaventa (1982) 27-42; 
Maddox (1982) 100-157; Sabourin (1982) 73-76; Giles (1981) 65-71; 41 (1982) 65- 
71; (1982) 11-18; Baarlink (1984) 95-220, esp. 169-220; Barrett (1985) 1-17; Bruce 
(1988) 51-63; Ellis, 'La fonction de l'eschatologie dans l'evangile de Luc', 
in: F. 
Neirynck (1989) 51-65.296-303 (additional note 'Eschatology in Luke 
Revisited'). 
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the role of the Spirit in salvation history, and so on. Luke does not offer a 
systematic treatment of these matters. To uncover his views we are to a large 
extent dependent upon scattered utterances, veiled allusions, alleged editorial 
operations on his sources, and so on. It is therefore not surprising to see that 
Lukan interpreters in the past have come to widely divergent reconstructions of 
Luke's eschatological conception. According to H. Conzelmann" and E. Grasser", 
Luke completely abandoned belief in the imminence of the parousia and 'de- 
eschatologised' the original kerygma. In an attempt to provide a lasting solution 
for all generations to come he projected the End to the distant, unknown future 
and advanced the ascension as a replacement (Ersatz) for the imminent coming of 
Jesus. This means that in Luke's eyes the ascension had a strongly 'retardierende 
Funktlon, 39. Graiisser maintains that 'der innerhalb des Neuen Testaments nur bei 
Lukas breit ausgebaute Topos der Himmelfahrt ein kräftiges Indiz dafür [ist], wie 
uneschatologisch Lukas im Grunde denkt"'. A. J. Mattill, on the other hand, 
labelled Luke-Acts as 'apocalyptic in nature, Luke's Gospel as 'probably the most 
apocalyptic of all four gospels' 41 , and he went so far as to contend 'that is was 
precisely because of his imminent hope that Luke penned his two volumes"'. Mattill 
does not comment on the role of the ascension in this context, but one might expect 
that the significance attached to the ascension as a delaying factor would need to 
be qualified to a greater or lesser extent. In fact, many scholars would deny that 
the ascension has anything to do with a delay or an eschatological problem at all. 
Before we can investigate the particular role of the ascension vis-a-vis the 
eschatological question we must have a general idea of the various components on 
which Luke's eschatology has been built. The following points present, in my view, 
a fair presentation of Luke's eschatological concerns. 
First of all, Luke retains belief in the parousia in its traditional form, i. e. as a 
public, visible event in the future (e. g. Lk 9: 26; 12: 40; 17: 24,30; 18: 8; 21: 27; Acts 
Conzelmann (1977) 87-127. 
Graiisser (1977); (1979) 99-127. 
'9 Graiisser (1979) 115. 
41 Graiisser (1979) 116 (italics mine). 
41 Mattill (1979) 6. 
42 Mattill (1979) 233 (italics mine). 
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1: 11; 3: 20; cf. 10: 42; 17: 31). This stands even if there are traces here and there of a 
so-called 'vertical (individual) eschatology". 
The evidence for such a vertical (individual) eschatology put forth in 
support of the theory is however far from compelling. In the Parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus (SLk 16: 19-31), where immediately after death a 
separation takes place between righteous and unrighteous, Luke is 
supposed to stand under the influence of a Platonic worldview. But the 
argument rests on the assumption that Hades is the final state of the dead. 
The evidence, however, can be satisfactorily explained within the bounds 
of traditional OT-Jewish eschatology, where Hades designates the 
intermediate state of the righteous and the unrighteous dead prior to the 
final judgement (I En 22; 4 Ezra 7: 75-101; cf. Jude 6-7; 1 Pet 3: 19-20). 
Lazarus, it may be assumed, is on 'the happy side of Hades' (Mattill). He 
is in Hades, not in Gehenna! " 
This explanation would apply also to Jesus' promise to the penitent 
criminal (Lk 23: 43) which we discussed supra pp. 175-176. A stronger case 
can be made for Stephen (Acts 7: 55-60). If the underlying implication is 
that Stephen immediately after his martyrdom went to heaven (the text 
seems to suggest this! ). Stephen's fate would be exceptional (not every 
person is so privileged! ) but not impossible in the light of first-century 
Jewish martyrology45 . At any rate, Luke does not give us a hint that 
Stephen's case should be generalised. The same conception is found in the 
Book of Revelation, where we have the martyrs under the altar (i. e. in 
heaven) (Rev 6: 9-11) and the righteous and unrighteous dead in Hades 
(e. g. 20: 13). Luke's individual eschatology (if present) is marginal and it 
certainly does not obliterate a futurist eschatology46. 
Secondly, there is a firm element of imminent expectation in Luke's Gospel. Luke 
transmits, without any apparent sign of embarrassment, some of the harshest 
Nahenvartungslogia preserved in the Jesus tradition (Lk 9: 27 H Mk 9: 1; 21: 32 H 
43 So e. g. Barrett (1964) 32-38; Dupont (1984) 358-379; (1973) 37-47; (1973) 99 
147; Schneider (1975) 78-84.89-90.94-98. 
" Cf. also Nolland (1993) 829; Bruggen (1993) 311. 
45 Cf. Kellermann (1979). 
46 See further Ernst (1978) 78-87, who concludes 'dafl sich eine Individualisierung 
der Eschatologie bei Lukas zwar andeutet, eine systematische Rellexion liegt 
jedoch nicht vor. Es kann auf keinen Fall aus den behandelten Stellen [Lk 12: 16- 
21; 12: 4f.; 16: 1-9,19-31; 23: 42f. 1 gefolgert werden, die individuelle Eschatologie 
habe die allgemeine verdrängt, sie hat sich nicht einmal gleichwertig neben jene 
gestellt' (86-87). Maddox (1982) 103-105 detects also a small element of individual 
eschatology in Luke-Acts, but he notes that 'it is not a matter of Luke's having 
adapted traditional eschatological language in the direction of 
individual 
eschatology, but rather that he has accepted, to a quite small extent, an alternative 
way of thinking that is set beside his statement of the traditional, apocalyptic 
eschatology' (104). See further Mattill (1979) 34-40. 
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Mk 13: 30; 22: 18 H cf. Jn 6: 53)". The apocalyptic-eschatological preaching of John 
the Baptist is replete with the expectation of the impending eschatological wrath 
(Lk 3: 7,9,17). The Seventy(-two) disciples are to announce the imminent coming 
of the eschatological. kingdom of God (Lk 10: 9,11; cf. 21: 3 1)49 . And in the Parable 
of the Unjust Judge (SLk 18: 1-8), which comes immediately after a set of 
eschatological. instructions (Lk 17: 20-37), God is promised to act 'quickly, speedily' 
(ý v -r aXet9 18: 8) on behalf of his elect, viz., at the parousia of the Son of Man". 
Thirdly, it is equally clear that the imminence of the parousia is not a central 
premise of Luke. His concern lies elsewhere. Although the absence in Lk 22: 69 of 
the wordsKoclt ipX6 Ae vov AF, -c cc uwvve (p vro -u^ o i') p oc vo6 (Mk 14: 62 
Mt 26: 64) does not necessarily reveal Luke's embarrassment about the non- 
occurrence of the parousia", it does make clear that the centre of interest has 
changed. As Luke transmits the saying, the emphasis falls completely on the 
present exalted status of Christ (i. e. the period between resurrection and parousia). 
Note that the notion of imminence is virtually absent in the Book of AC t S5 2. 
Fourthly, Luke seems in fact to reckon with a longer interval between the 
departure of Jesus and the final consummation. As a number of Lukan scholars 
" Despite the many attempts to soften the uneasy directness of these sayings 
(including the Lukan parallel Lk 9: 27! ), they seem to suggest quite clearly that 
Jesus expected the parousia to happen within his own generation. The history of 
interpretation of Mk 9: 1parr. has been described by Kiinzi (1977). 1 take 'not taste 
death until they see' (Mk 9: 1 H Lk 9: 27) as a litotes for 'certainly live to see', and 
N some of those present' to denote an event distant enough to allow for the death of 
the majority of by-standers, i. e. the parousia. Bruggen (1988) 192-193; (1993) 200, 
also understands the saying to refer to the parousia, but spiritualises 'not tasting 
death' along the lines of Jn 8: 51-52. 
48 Cf. Mattill (1979) 57: 'It would be difficult to imagine a stronger apocalyptic 
message of imminent judgment through the Messiah than Luke's John preaches'. 
49 See Kfimmel (1945) 9-13 and esp. Mattill (1979) 70-79, who stresses the note of 
urgency in the mission of the Seventy(-two) in view of the imminent parousia. 
" The crux of the Parable on the level of Luke is of course the need 
for 
steadfastness and perseverance. Yet this should not undo the notion of 
imminence. 
So Conzelmann (1977) 77 Anm. 2. 
The attempt of Mattill (1972) 276-293 to interpret Acts 10: 42; 
17: 31, and 
24: 15,25 in terms of Naherwartung rather than Fernerwartung is unconvincing. 
Bovon (1978) 58 rightly comments: 'Si Luc avait vraiment voulu souligner 
cwý, comme I'a fait 11imminence il aurait pris la peine d'ajouter rocXU ou 'cn` 
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prudemment l'auteur de l'Apocalypse (Ap 22,20)'. 
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have demonstrated, Luke's portrait of the Church, its organisation and structure, 
reflects a concern to define the place of the Church in the present age, and marks 
(to put it with due caution) a first step towards 'early Catholicism' 
(FrOkatholizismus). Luke's special interest in the organisation of the Church is 
not for historical reasons only. He clearly wants to provide a model of what the 
churches of his time and afterwards should be like 53 . This is evidence of a changed 
attitude. Furthermore, a number of editorial modifications reflect a concern to 
account for the delayed parousia". In the Lukan redaction of the Markan 
apocalypse Luke separates events of his own time (persecution of the Church, the 
rise of false messiahs, the fall of Jerusalem) from the eschatological 
consummation". The reader is instructed that o u'r, eý0Ewý -r 0 -r cAoý (Lk 21: 9). 
19: 11)-6 Luke explicitly rejects a misguided form of Naherivartung (Lk F, and 
categorises it as a false doctrine (Lk 21: 8). In the Parable of the Unfaithful Slave 
the main character says: XpoviCct 6 rcuptog go-o EpXcoOoct (Lk 12: 45, with 
minor alterations also in Mt 24: 48), an affirmation which Luke tacitly seems to 
admit"; in the Parable of the Wicked Tenants he adds that the owner of the 
vineyard went abroad Xp0vouý 'tic avoUý (Lk 20: 9). 
Fifthly, surveying Luke-Acts as a whole, there seems to be a certain tension 
between the imminent expectation and the delayed parousia. Although Luke would 
certainly be the first to admit that he ranked among those 'for whom it is not to 
know the X'ý ic(xtpo" of the eschatological consummation (Acts 1: 7), the ýPOVOI I 
fact that he passed on Naherwartungslogia such as 9: 27 (Mk 9: 1) and 21: 32 (Mk 
13: 30) without significant alterations could indicate that he still expected the 
parousia to occur during the lives of at least some of Jesus' contemporaries I-C tvEý 
.r6vaDro6(! ) ýa -c 11 r, 0 -r w v; ýy P- veM oc O', c Tj 1, that is, in Luke's own lifetime or 
shortly thereafter5'. And texts that are usually put forth in support of a 'delay' 
53 Childs (1984) 225-227. 
Graiisser (1977) 178-198. 
See the commentaries ad loc- 
56 Although the saying makes good sense in its historical setting, it must have 
evoked a strong sense of recognition on the part of Luke's readers. 
5' The point of the parable is not that the master does not 
delay his coming, but 
that the servant in question fails to act in accordance with this 
fact. 
58 Mattill (1979). Also Talbert (1970) 184-185. 
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theory (e. g. Lk 12: 38945; 13: 6-9; 19: 11912; 20: 9; 21: 8) may account for the 'delay' 
that had already occurred at the time of Luke - if Luke wrote in the 70's or 80's of 
the first century AD the duration of the interval had already mounted to almost 
half a century! - and need not necessarily be extended very much beyond his own 
time". After all, it is most unlikely that Luke would preserve these Jesus logia if he 
knew that they had been rendered obsolete by the subsequent course of events. The 
fact that he did not remove the sayings or reformulate them so as to soften their 
prima facie meaning suggests that he may not have given up hope of their 
impending fulfilment60 . At any rate, it is not justifiable to insist that Luke 
61 
eliminates the imminent expectation 
Finally, however, it should not go unnoticed that the most perplexing 
Nahenvartungslogia are found in the Gospel of Luke (not in Acts! ), and that these 
are a secure part of the Jesus tradition prior to Luke. The Book of Acts, where 
Luke is less bound to sources, breathes a different atmosphere. It would not be 
wholly out of place to say that Luke passes on the imminent expectation because 
this was too firm an element of the Jesus tradition to be ignored by an author 
whose intention it was to give 'an orderly account of events that have been fulfilled 
among us' (Lk 1: 1 NRSV). But Luke writes as an independent, self-conscious 
author and from a (chronological) distance, and these factors must have Coloured 
his understanding of the effects of the eschatological preaching of Jesus. It is 
perhaps best to say, with W. G. Kiimmel, that Luke marginalises the imminent 
expectation without completely abandoning it"'. 
" Mattill (1979) passim; Franklin (1975) 14-15.19-20; 'Statements about the delay 
in the coming of the parousia are to explain why this event has not yet happened 
and to counteract the problems that this has caused, rather than to persuade his 
readers to a further delay and to anticipate a history that projects into the 
future' 
(26). 
6' Authors in defence of this position are instanced by Graiisser (1979) 101 Anm. 108 
(C. H. Talbert, H. -W. Bartsch, H. Hegermann, 
W. Schenk, A. J. Mattill, C. 
Burchard). 
6'Conzelmann (1977) 88. 
12 Kummel (1974) 426: 'Lukas hat die Naherwartung an den Rand geschoben, 
ohne sie v6llig aufgeben zu wollen Or, as 
Wilder (1943) 311, aptly put it long 
ago: 'It is true that like the Fourth 
Evangelist he [= the author of Luke-Acts] 
transmits the tradition of the Church with regard to the parousia and 
the 
Judgment but his heart is elsewhere'. 
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Having set out the broad parameters of Lukan eschatology we must now turn 
once more to Luke's rapture christology to see if and how it influences the 
eschatological problem. If, as we have discussed above, Luke has borrowed the 
various components of his rapture christology from the Jewish rapture tradition, 
the next question is whether the rapture-preservation paradigm perhaps provides 
an interpretive clue to Luke's approach to the eschatological problem. 
It is my contention that the Jewish rapture-preservation paradigm has provided 
Luke with a 'biblical' precedent for the eschatological problem, with which he 
could respond to various critical questions. This point may be made clear by 
noting the following parallels. 
First of all, just as historical figures like Enoch and Elijah were taken up into 
heaven to remain there until the end-time, so Jesus had departed to heaven until 
his parousia. As much as Enoch and Elijah had not yet made their reentry on 
earth, so the promise of Jesus' return still awaited consummation. 
Secondly, the fact that the Jewish-apocalyptic rapture speculations were built, 
without exception, around historical figures of the distant past (Enoch, Elijah, 
Moses, Ezra, Baruch, Phinehas, Melchizedek) would effectively discourage Luke's 
readers to maintain an overly stressed Nahenvartung. 
Thirdly, the rapture-preservation paradigm is concerned with the course of 
salvation history at large. The comparison suggests that the Christian community 
should reckon with a long interim period. The forty days of instruction by the risen 
Lord are preparatory to a longer period of his physical absence. After all, one does 
not instruct one's disciples for forty days if one expects to return shortly 
afterwards. 
Fourthly, the Jewish apocalypses seem to have been written in the conviction that 
the End was near (4 Ezra 4: 26,33-50; 8: 61; 11: 44; 2 Bar 85: 10) and in a sense 
reflect the same tension between 'promise' and 'fulfilment' as we rind in early 
Christian belief63. 
63 Here we must stress that the problem of the delay of the parousia 
is not a 
specifically Christian problem of a later date. Already pre-Christian 
Judaism has 
its own problem of a 'delay' of divine promises (Hab 2: 3; cf. 
Ezek 12: 21-28); see 
Strobel (1961). And from the time of the apocalyptic-eschatological preaching of 
John the Baptist, that is, already during the earthly ministry of Jesus (! ), the non- 
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Fifth5 in line with the Jewish-apocalyptic conviction that the course of history 
stands under God's firm control, Luke not only emphasises (negatively) that the 
exact timing of the eschaton is God's prerogative (Acts 1: 7) but also (positively) 
that it is God's expressed will that the parousia had not yet taken place (Acts 
3: 2 1)64 . The rapture theme, with its emphasis on divine action, must have been 
particularly helpful in stressing God's initiative in what had happened to Jesus. 
This theocentric aspect sheds its light on the significance of the interim period, 
since - if it is God's will that the End has not yet come - the Church is not living in 
a vacuum period which has escaped God's control. Rather it may live in the 
assurance that the interim is divinely-planned and that God has a specific purpose 
for his Church to fulfil, viz. the mission to the world (Lk 24: 49; Acts 1: 8). 
5. The Ascension and the Outpouring of the Spirit 
The almost unavoidable corollary to Luke's rapture christology is that Luke 
advocates an 'absentee christology', i. e. a christology that is dominated by the 
65 (physical) absence andpresent inactivity of the exalted Lord . In his study on the 
use of Ps 110 in early Christianity, D. M. Hay has signalled the tendency in the 
early Church to regard the session symbolism of Ps 110: 1 as a symbol of passiVity. 66. 
One can imagine that this would apply a fortiori to the rapture-preservation 
paradigm. The ascension opens up an interim period in which Jesus is absent. 
Since the ascension Christ does make his presence known but he does so in 
spiritual wayS67. Christ is not actively involved in the course of history, or at least it 
is not Luke's main concern to develop this theme, unlike, for example, the author 
of HebrewS68. Since the ascension Jesus seems to have been put on the sidetrack as 
occurrence of the day of judgement may have been an issue. 
See our discussion supra pp. 138-139. 
Cf. Moule (1966) 179-180; MacRae (1973) 151-165. 
66 Hay (1973) 30-31. 
67 According to the Book of Acts, Jesus now acts through his name (Acts 3: 16; 
4: 10,30; cfi 19: 13), through the Spirit (Acts 10: 19; 11: 12; 13: 2; 15: 28; 16: 6-7; 
19: 21?; 20: 22-23; 21: 4,11), through visionary experiences (Acts 9: 10,12; 
10: 3,11,17,19; 12: 5; 16: 8-10; 18: 9-10; 22: 17-18; 23: 11; 26: 19) and through angelic 
interventions (Acts 5: 19; 12: 7,9,23; 27: 23), but these are all intermediary 
experiences. CE also O'Toole (1981) 471-498. 
68 Cf. Dunn (1990) 224-225: 'In earliest Christianity, in the Synoptic tradition and 
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it were, waiting for his glorious comeback at the parousia (cf. I Thess 1: 10). 
However, the Book of Acts does not strike a note of despair or disillusion. Luke is 
far from suggesting that with Jesus' departure salvation has moved beyond the 
reach of man or that the Church of his time is living in a salvation-historical 
vacuum. On the contrary, the message of salvation realised by God in the life, 
death and resurrection of Jesus is now being proclaimed everywhere and salvation, 
forgiveness of sins, the working of the charismata, etc. are the present experience of 
the Christian community. All these have been made possible through the gift of the 
Spirit by the exalted Lord. 
The much-debated question whether Pentecost has eschatological 
significance to Luke may be answered confidently in the positive, provided 
that the terms of definition am clear. In the OT expectation the 
outpouring of the Spirit belongs to the new age (Joel 3: 1-5 MT/LXX; Ezek 
36: 26-27). That this is so for Luke is indicated by his treatment of the Joel 
passage in Acts 2: 17, where Luke (or his source? ) replaces rcai Earcct 
fteTa *rocbTcc (Joel 3: 1 LXX) by tuxli cwcFT(xt ýv Toctq cuXOCToctý 
ý10pcetq (cf, Is 2: 2 LXX)69 . thereby making explicit the eschatological 
ring already present in the Joel prophecy. But to Luke the 'last days' is 
equivalent not to 'the Day of the Lord' at the end of history, but to the 
whole period of the Church: it is the entire course of events from 
resurrection to parousia which constitutes 'the last days'. 'Eschatological' 
should not be confused with the 'eschatological consummation. Similarly, 
the universal mission of the Church has eschatological significance 71 , but 
again the timetable has undergone redefinition. The command for 
universal mission implies a relatively long interval to enable the Church to 
accomplish its task. After all, the command for universal mission 'until the 
extremities of the earth' (Acts 1: 8) is incomprehensible if the parousia was 
expected to occur within a few weeks or monthS71. 
It is axiomatic in biblical scholarship to regard the ascension of Jesus as conditio 
sine qua non for the outpouring of the Spirit72 . But in the light of all that 
has been 
in Acts hardly any [present! AZ] role is attributed to the exalted Christ'. 
69Lohse (1968) 50 n. 40. Haenchen (1977) 181 thinks EaToct pe-roc is original since 
in Luke's theology the outpouring of the Spirit does not initiate the end-time. But 
this is a case of special pleading. The reading is almost certainly a scribal 
harmonisation to Joel 3: 1 LXX, see Metzger (1994) 256. 
70 So Hiers (1974) 154-155; Chance (1988) 87-113; see also Barrett (1988) 65-75. 
7' A related question is whether in Acts 3: 19-21 we have evidence of belief in a 
hastening of the parousia by the conversion of the Jews. See Haenchen (1977) 207. 
Cf. 2 Pet 3: 12; Bill. 1,599-601; cf. 4 Ezra 4: 34,38-39,42. See Behm (1967) 993.999; 
Bauernfeind (1980) 474-475. 
72 Wilder (1943) 310: '... the ascension has its chief significance in the gift of the 
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said before on the form-critical classification of the ascension as a rapture 
(Entrfickung) and on the need to avoid reading Luke through Johannine glasses, 
the affirmation that the ascension is a necessary prerequisite to Pentecost is 
ambivalent. With the exception of Acts 2: 32ff., texts that are usually brought up in 
support of an affirmative answer are from the Fourth Gospel (Jn 16: 7; cf. 7: 39; 
14: 18), not from Luke-Acts. This means that we may run into the methodological 
fallacy of letting Luke speak with a Johannine voice if we say that 'the ascension is 
conditio sine qua non' without further qualifications. What do we mean by the 
ascension? And in what sense is it a necessary condition? The underlying problem 
may emerge more clearly if we restate the question as follows: what is, in Luke's 
eyes, the connection between the rapture event (Acts 1) and the outpouring of the 
Spirit upon the disciples (Acts 2)? 
One thing is clear from the outset. For Luke ascension and Pentecost are not 
simply two more or less casual dates on the chumh calendar. He clearly wishes to 
connect the ascension to the gift of the Spirit at Pentecost on a deeper level. A 
comparison of the first reference to the ascension (Lk 9: 51) with the introductory 
words of the account of Pentecost (Acts 2: 1), both of which are Lukan 
compositions (! ), suggests that Luke has consciously parallelled the two events: 
Lk 9: 51 'Eyeve-co 8e ýv T6 (jup7cXTjpob(jO(xt T' Cpa cc 
T 6C V OCX 71 fL* C (A) ý (X 1) T0 1) K*r 
Acts 2: 1 Kalt ýV Vý (JVfLT1ATjPOf)GO(Xt TýV ýfLgPOCV Týq Ti 6 
7[EVTTIKO(Y*rllq K*r)u. 
The close connection is clear from Lk 24 and Acts 1 as well. Both in the Gospel's 
finale and in the opening chapter of Acts the ascension is immediately preceded by 
the promise of the Spirit (Lk 24: 49; Acts 1: 8). In Acts 1: 5 Pentecost is promised to 
occur ou ttc-ra noUo'cq -rau-raý f1gepaq". Luke does not doubt that it is the 
exalted Lord in heaven who pours out the Spirit upon the believers. The crucial 
question is: how does Luke understand the relationship between the two events? 
First of all we must turn once more to Acts 2: 33, where Jesus' heavenly exaltation 
Holy Spirit so made possible, as in Acts 233 and elsewhere'; Robinson (1962) 246: 
ýthe Ascension ... prerequisite to 
Pentecost (Acts 2: 33; 1: 4-8)'; Graham (1963) 61: 
'the Ascension ... is the precondition of the gift of 
the Spirit... '. 
730n the v-1. Ciwý Tý ý 7EEv-rijKo(jTfi ý, see supra p. 129 n. 141. 
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at God's right hand (-rT- 0 8cEtd 09v TOI& OcOf) 6*woclý) is followed by his 
I- receiving of the Holy Spirit (, cTiv *re ýnccyyeXtictv To6 irvcugaToý Tou 
q ocytiou Xapril)v 7capce To6 7rocTp6q) and the subsequent pouring out of the 
I Spirit upon the believers (kEe'Xecv To6To 8 t)gE-tq JKOCIIJ PXC7UETE Kat 
6CKO DCT C). 
As we concluded in the previous chapter, this exaltation text does not refer to the 
ascension scene of Acts 1: 9M, but, in line with the early Christian kerygma, to 
Christ's heavenly exaltation at Eastej74. Strictly speaking, then, it is the heavenly 
exaltation, not the ascension, which is the necessary precondition to Pentecost: the 
crucial point is not that Jesus had to be in heaven (or: had to leave the earth) to 
pour out the Spirit, but that he had to receive there an exalted status, which would 
qualify him as the divinely appointed 'baptiser in spirit'. 
If this line of interpretation is correct., the connection between Jesus' final 
departure and the subsequent outpouring of the Spirit must be described in 
different terms than Johannine theology. According to the Fourth Evangelist, 
Jesus had to leave the earthly scene before the Spirit could come, because the 
Spirit is Jesus' representative (14: 18,28; 16: 7). In Luke-Acts, the connection 
between Jesus and the Spirit is developed in a slightly different direction: Jesus 
must be exalted to heaven because it is only as the Exalted One that he can pour 
out the Spirit upon the Church. 
This fits nicely into the resurrection-exaltation complex. If Luke had no story on 
Jesus' ascension after forty days, the conclusion that he regards the exaltation (= 
the session at the right hand of the Father at Easter! ) as conditio sine qua non for 
Pentecost would still stand. So where does the ascension rit in? 
Here we may recall the influence of the Elijah story on the ascension narrative 
75 
In 2 Kings 2 we rind a straightforward connection between the ascension of Elijah 
and the subsequent passing of his spirit to his pupil Elisha. This parallels the 
ascension of Jesus and the outpouring of the Spirit at Pentecost. As the public 
ministry of Jesus was inaugurated by the descent of the Spirit in visible 
form upon 
74 SUpra chapter 5. 
75 See inter alios Pesch (1971) 15-16; Dillon (1978) 177-179; Brodie (1987); (1990) 
78-85.172-174. 
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him (Lk 3: 21-22), so the period of the Church is initiated by the outpouring of the 
Spirit 'upon all flesh' (Acts 2: 17) on the day of PenteCoSt76. Luke seems to make a 
double connection: on the one hand he connects the Jesus' ascension to his 
parousia, on the other hand he connects the ascension to the outpouring of the 
Spirit upon the disciples. To put it differently, Luke exploits the rapture- 
preservation paradigm for christological reasons, the rapture-transmission of the 
Spirit connection of the Efijah-Elisha cycle for salvafion-historical 
(soteriological/ecciesiological) reasons. The ascension and parousia are primarily 
concerned with what happens to Jesus; Pentecost with what happens to the 
Church. The ascension marks the transition point at which the Jesus event 
continued to be effective along two separate lines, i. e. ev oupocv6 (where the 
risen Lord was being kept in preservation) rcalt ý-Kit yýý (through the Spirit 
working in the Church). 
6. The Question of Sources 
Up to this stage of the investigation we have dealt with the ascension from Luke's 
point of view, and we arrived at the conclusion that the ascension narrative 
functions as an integral part of Luke's theology of salvation history. But we cannot 
ignore, of course, the question of sources. Granted that Luke is the first and only 
NT writer who tells the story of Jesus' visible ascension after forty days, did he 
draw the whole (or part of it) from (an) earlier (written or oral) source(s)? Is the 
ascension story Luke's free composition or did he simply conserve what he found 
in his sources with little or no redactional modifications, to convey two opposite 
poles? Now that we have identified the OT Scripture (Gen 5: 24; 2 Kings 2; Mal 3; 
Sir 48-50) and the Jewish-apocalyptic rapture tradition (Enoch apocalypses; 4 
Ezra; 2 Baruch, etc. ) as significant sources of inspiration for Luke's narrative 
presentation, it is time to pose the question whether (and if so, to what extent) 
Luke had points of contact in the Jesus kerygma of the early Church 
77 
. 
" Dunn (1970) 23-54. A survey of scholarship on Luke's pneumatology is found in 
Bovon (1978) 215-254. 
77 To avoid a needless confusion of terms it is necessary to distinguish 
between 
tradition, compositiong and redaction. By 'tradition' I mean material present 
in the 
oral or written tradition of the early 
Church before Luke, by 'composition' an 
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The quest for sources is beset by numerous complicating factors. The other 
gospels do not have a corresponding narrative that would provide us with a 
constant to measure the redactional activity of Luke". Luke has the habit of 
rewriting his sources to such an extent that they are practically irrecoverable if 
such a constant is lacking. A number of studies have shown that the style and 
vocabulary of Lk 24 and Acts 1 are thoroughly (if not totally) Lukan, and there is 
no need to repeat the fine work that has been done in this area". One should be 
careful not to attach too much significance to vocabulary and style statistics as a 
tool to uncover source material. Style research and word statistics may be of help 
to establish whether or not a given passage forms an integral part of the style and 
idiom of the author (in the case of Acts 1: 1-5 an important argument against 
interpolation theories) but not as a means to separate tradition from redaction". If 
Luke has used sources it is not very likely that we can distil them from the present 
text itself to any satisfactory degree. 
A number of authors have tried to explain the forty days as an element of 
tradition". However, building upon the 1962 article of Ph. H. Menoud", G. 
Lohrink has argued with a fair degree of plausibility that the notion of the forty 
days is better explained in terms of Lukan redaction". Unlike the resurrection 'on 
invention or literary creation by Luke, by 'redaction' a Lukan reformulation 
(editing) of traditional material. 
" The theory of Goulder (1989) 794-796, that Lk 24: 50-53 is Luke's re-writing of 
Mt 28: 16-20 fails to convince. As I argued supra pp. 112-113, the motifs of 
proskynesis and joy come from Sir 50: 21,23 and i: poGFicuvTIG av (Mt 28: 17) is 
probably pre-Matthean. With regard to his overall thesis that Luke used the 
Gospel of Matthew, I remain equally unconvinced and still prefer the 'old 
paradigm'. 
79 See the statistics in Larrailaga (1938) 219-269; Lohrink (1971) 163-210; 
Guillaume (1979) 228-248; Parsons (1987) 142-143. 
'0 This is one of the weaknesses of V. Larrafiaga's study. On the basis of style and 
word statistics he argued with a fair degree of conviction that the ascension 
narratives are thoroughly Lukan. Writing in the pre-redaction-critical era, 
he 
could of course not foresee that only three decades later G. Lohrink would conduct 
a similar line of reasoning to argue that the passage was only Luke's. 
" Harnack (1908) 30; Benoit (1961) 399-400; Haenchen (1963) 158-160; Leaney 
(1968) 418; Roloff (1965) 195; Pesch (1971) 13-14; Schmithals (1982) 2. 
11 Menoud (1962) 148-156. Cf. supra pp. 27-28. 
83 Lohrink (1971) 176-186. 
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the third day' and Pentecost 'on the fliftieth day' Luke does not date the ascension 
A on the fortieth day'. The number forty should rather be seen in the light of Luke's 
tendency to introduce theologically significant, round numbers into his narratives 
in ACtS84. In an attempt to uncover the mechanics of Luke's choice of the number 
forty, Lolifink insisted that the candidate number had to be sufficiently close to the 
fiftieth day (Pentecost) to bring out the close chronological connection of ascension 
and Pentecost (Acts 1: 5 ou ftcTa noUaq rawraý Tjftkpaý); further it had to 
be a round number with no claim of chronological exactness, since Luke did not 
have an exact date at his disposal; it should be a biblical number, since in texts of 
this sort Luke tries to write in biblical (LXX) language; and it should be a sacred 
number, which qualified for christological and salvation-historical purposes. The 
only number that met these requirements, according to Lolifink, was forty". With 
Lohrink and others, I hold Luke responsible for fixing the interval at forty days". 
In the light of our pmvious discussion, however, I am inclined to think, beyond 
Lohfink, that Luke has been inspired to use this biblical number more specifically 
under the influence of the Jewish-apocalyptic rapture tradition. That is not to say, 
that Luke drew the number 40 directly from 4 Ezra or 2 Baruch. Both the idea of a 
period of final instruction by a great teacher and the biblical number 40 were 
conventional enough that Luke could have made the association himself. Besides, 
in the pre-Christian Moses tradition, the ascent of Moses on Mount Sinai and the 
forty days are already standard companions. 
84 Lohrink (1971) 178-179, points out that Luke's account of the growth of the 
Church is dominated by the principle of multiplication: from the initial 12 to 120 
(10 x 12) to 3000 and 5000. After the mention of 5000, when the principle has been 
sufficiently established, the numbers lose vividness. In Greek there is only fto pta 
and pu pta8eý (Acts 21: 20! ). 
" Lohl-ink (1971) 185: 'Sie [= the number fortyl war in idealer Weise geeignet, den 
Zeitraum der Erscheinungen als hervorgehobene, heilige Zwischenzeit vor der 
Geistsendung zu kennzeichnen. Sie bot ferner den Vorteil, daß eine Differenz von 
neun Tagen blieb, in der die Nachwahl des Matthias untergebracht werden 
konnte; zugleich konnten die neun Tage dazu dienen, die Vorbereitung 
der 
Gemeinde auf das Kommen des Geistes zu betonen (Apg 1,14)'. For similar lines of 
reasoning (in addition to the article of Menoud cited above) see 
Enslin (1928) 64- 
66; Leaney (1968) 417-419. 
86 Menoud (1962) 154-156; Lohrink (1971) 176-186; Dbmer (1978) 112-113; Maile 
liewski (1994) 42. (1986) 48-54; Zmi 
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Related to this is the argument that F. Hahn has advanced. In his review of 
Lohrink's Die Himmetfahrt Jesu Hahn submitted that the alternative dates of the 
ascension in Gnostic circles may suggest a traditional basis for the forty days in the 
Lukan ascension narrative, since it was unlikely that they were all dependent upon 
Luke-Acts, as Lohrink held". But on closer scrutiny this argument cannot stand. 
Not only is the notion of the forty days a fixed part of a larger (Jewish-apocalyptic) 
scheme, but a delimitation of the post-Easter appearances must have been an 
unavoidable consequence of the historical fact of the cessation of the appearances 
and of the limited number of christophanies in the tradition of the early Church. 
Anyone who knew the appearances had come to an end could speculate on the date 
of the last appearance. The alternative ascension dates are either independent from 
Luke (but not earlier than Luke) or attempts to correct his chronology in the 
interest of tracing gnostic teachings back to the risen Lord. 
Two features in the narratives themselves may point to tradition. First of all, we 
have already raised the possibility (but it is obviously no more than that) that the 
notion of proskynesis was drawn from a pre-canonical appearance tradition". 
Secondly, the precise geographical description of the location of the ascension 
(C' (a q 7c p 0' q Bil 0 cc vtav, Lk 24: 50) seems to reflect an accurate knowledge of local 
geography". Bethany does not seem to have a theological significance in the Gospel 
(apart from 24: 50 the name only occurs in 19: 29, where Luke simply uses what he 
found in Mk 11: 1)9'. What Luke would know from Mark is that Bethany was in 
the vicinity of Jerusalem and situated on the Mount of Olives (Mk 11: 1; Lk 19: 29; 
Acts 1: 12). The only apologetic interest Luke would have in the mention of 
So Hahn (1974) 425. 
Supra p. It 8 n. 79. 
Supra pp. 113-114. 
9' The suggestion of Conzelmann (1977) 86, followed by Pesch (1971) 15, that Luke 
consistently wipes out references to Bethany is an overstatement. 
Of the 4 instances 
of Bethany which Luke found in Mark, 11: 1,11,12; 14: 3 (8: 22 v. 
1. is secondary), he 
1x retained Bethany (Lk 19: 29 // Mk 11: 1, contra Mt 21: 1); Ix struck 
Bethany (Lk 
7: 36; contra Mk 14: 3 // Mt 26: 6), and Ix changed Bethany into Mount of 
Olives 
(Lk 21: 37, contra Mk 11: 11 (12) // Mt 21: 17). The Johannine references are 
unparalleled (Jn 1: 28 Y. I. is a different Bethany! ); 11: 1,18; 
12: 1). CC also Lohfink 
(1971) 175-167. 
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Bethany would be that it fits his Jerusalem-centred perspective"', but that still does 
not explain why he chose Bethany. Why not simply 'outside the city' or 'on the 
mount of Olives' as in Acts 1: 12.9 We should therefore not exclude the possibility 
I that the mention of Bethany (or better: the precise location z' ca ý -K p6 
BTI 0 ot vta v) is an element which Luke inherited from tradition92. But it needs to 
be stressed that these two features (the motif of proskynesis and the exact location 
of the event) are insufficient to prove the existence of a pre-Lukan ascension story. 
At most they point more generally to a post-Easter appearance tradition. 
Outside the gospel tradition there is not much comparative material at hand to 
come up with firm conclusions. Occasionally ascension/rapture motifs are applied 
to Jesus (I Tim 3: 16; Rev 12: 5) but no dependency can be demonstrated. This is 
complicated by the fact that ascension language is often used in the context of the 
resurrection-exaltation paradigm, which for this reason cannot be taken as 
evidence. 
Further we could study the non-canonical ascension stories to see whether these 
have left traces of an independent and pre-Lukan ascension story. Most of the 
material has been studied by Lohfi*nk and his conclusions were negative". In 
response to Lohrink, M. C. Parsons has argued, in his monograph on the departure 
of Jesus, that the tradition-historical quest should concentrate on the following 
texts: Mk 16: 19; Codex Bobiensis (k) on Mk 16: 3, and Barn 15 : 994 . Are these 
instances convincing proof to demonstrate the existence of a pre-Lukan ascension 
story? 
Mk 16: 19 In its pmsent form this verse postdates Luke-Acts. However, the 
Markan appendix may contain source material which comes from a pre-Lukan 
stratum. Much has been written on the question of sources of Mk 16: 9-20.1 tend to 
regard the dependency hypothesis as the most satisfactory solution, i. e. I consider 
the Markan appendix as a compilation drawn from Luke-Acts and the Fourth 
Gospel", although I doubt whether this is a direct literary dependency. Perhaps 
9'Supra p. 114 (+ n. 46). 
92 With e. g. Meyer 1 (1924) 32; Nolland (1994) 1227. 
9' Lohrink (1971) 98-146. 
94 Parsons (1987) 144-148. 
95 As far as v. 19 is concerned, dependency on Luke-Acts is assumed by: Davies 
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the material reached the author through oral tradition (which accounts for the 
summarising character of the passage), though the ultimate source of this tradition 
was Lk 24 (and Acts)". If, however, Mk 16: 19 were independent from Luke-Acts", 
this would not automatically mean that we have proof of an independent rapture 
tradition, since it is not clear whether the source antedates Luke and whether it 
was accessible to him. At any rate, the pre-history of Mk 16: 19 is much too clouded 
to be a reliable guide for the question of sources of Luke's ascension story. 
Code-x Bobiensis (k) on Mk 16: 3 This Old Latin MS is usually dated in the 
fourth/fifth century AD, while the text that it preserves may go back to a second- 
century papyrus (in Greek? )9'. At Mk 16: 3 the text says: 
Subito autem ad horam tertiam tenebrae diei factae sunt per totam orbem 
terrae, et descenderunt de caelis angeli et surgent [surgentes? surgente eo? 
surgit? ] in claritate vivi Dei simul ascenderunt cum eo; et continuo luxfacta 
est. Tunc illae accesserunt ad monumentum. 
What we have here is clearly a visible ascension of Jesus on the day of the 
resurrection. Lohfink has pointed to the striking analogy with the Gospel of Peter 
(EvPe 9: 35-42)9". It cannot be denied that they are at least in a very similar 
geistesgeschichtfichen milieu. A visible ascension on the day of the resurrection is 
also found in EpAp (Eth) 18 (29) (tr. Schmidt 60); EpAp (Eth) 51 (62) (tr. Schmidt 
154). Codex Bobiensis does not take us further back than the second century AD. It 
does not prove the existence of a pre-Lukan ascension story. 
Barn 15: 9 We have discussed this text already in chapter 4100. Lohrink's 
suggestion that the verse under consideration is dependent upon the scheme of 
Luke-Acts' fails to convince, as Parsons has demonstrated. However, Parsons' 
own suggestion that Barn 15: 9 'reflects an ascension tradition of independent 
(1958) 43; Lohfink (1971) 120; Donne (1977) 560; Gnilka 2 (1979) 352-353. 
96 The reverse, Luke-Acts dependent upon (proto-)Mk 16, was defended by 
Linnemann (1969) 255-287, but her thesis has not won much scholarly support. 
See the critique of Aland (1970) 3-13. 
97 Hug (1978) 128-153 defends independence. Likewise (cautiously) Fitzmyer (1985) 
1586; Fuller (1980) 157; Berger (1976) 474.509.619; Pesch (1984) 545; Parsons 
(1987) 145-146. 
9' See Metzger (1992) 73; (1977) 298; Aland, Aland (1982) 193. 
99 Lohfink (1971) 128-129 (following the lead of A. Harnack and R. Bultmann). 
"I Supra p. 174. 
101 Lohfink (1971) 121-125. 
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stature [from Luke-Acts]"" is equally open to criticism. The critical question, in 
my view, is: does Barn 15: 9 reflect an independent rapture tradition. As far as the 
text in its present shape is concerned the answer must be negative. It must be 
strongly doubted that (pocvepwOe1q refers to the post-resurrection appearances 
of the gospel tradition. A more likely interpretation is that it refers to Christ's 
manifestation in the heavenly world during his journey through the heavenly 
world. The scheme 'res u rrection- man ifestation-ascen s ion I points to a cosmic 
christology along the lines of IT 
103 
im 3: 16 . To what extent the verse under 
consideration relies on sources we cannot tell. What we have here is a reminiscence 
of the original Easter kerygma, in which Jesus' resurrection was understood in 
terms of his heavenly exaltation. Barnabas, then, moves entirely within the sphere 
of the primitive Christian exaltation kerygma and cannot be taken as proof of a 
pre-Lukan rapture (visible ascension) tradition. 
Both the internal (exegetical) and external evidence, then, is negative. An 
alternative approach would be to make an inventory of what Luke would know 
from tradition and to compare this to what we have in Luke-Acts. 
There can be little doubt that Luke is responsible for the larger framework. A 
prima facie comparison of Luke with the other evangelists and other NT traditions 












B. post-Easter appearances 
C. 40 days of final instructions 
A rapture 
E. temporary preservation in heaven 
R Pentecost 
G. parousia 
With the resurrection-exaltation complex (A), the post-Easter appearances 
and the parousia (G) we are on common Christian ground. And although 
Luke is 
the first author to dramatise the 'first Christian Pentecost' (F) 
it is common 
... Parsons (1987) 147. 
103 SUpra pp. 172-173. 
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opinion that Luke here builds on tradition as well 104 . The 'unfitting' elements (C-E) 
are precisely those of the Jewish rapture traditions. Since the rapture-preservation 
paradigm was in existence before Luke wrote (or before Christ's ascension for that 
matter! ) Luke is likely to be responsible for having superimposed the rapture- 
preservation paradigm upon the traditional pattern. In doing so he was able to fill 
in the gap between the various isolated units to form a single movement of 
salvation-history, or better, he defined their mutual relationship more precisely. 
Luke is the first and only NT writer to narrate Jesus' ascension on a cloud forty 
days after the resurrection. It cannot be positively demonstrated that there was 
ever a rapture narrative before Luke. Luke's editorial hand has been too heavily at 
work to recover what was before him with any confidence, especially if we allow 
Luke the freedom to add what J. Fitzmyer calls 'apocalyptic stage-props' (1iterary 
clouds, redactional angels'). This is not to say that Luke has 'invented' the 
ascension. Although the precise contours of the tradition are not clear we do have 
the building-stones: Luke knew of the post-resurrection appearances, especially 
those in the vicinity of Jerusalem (and in Galilee as well, but he seems to have 
suppressed them); he also knew that this special period had come to a close. He 
knew that Jesus' presence in heaven would have a fixed duration to end at the 
parousia on the clouds. He knew of the experience of the Spirit in the early 
community and that it was the exalted Christ who had poured out the Spirit. Seen 
in this light, we arrive at the conclusion that a good case can be made for a 
traditional basis of the ascension story. The character of the narrative (it describes 
a final departure in the context of a post-resurrection appearance) and the few un- 
Lukan elements in the story would point to a post-Easter appearance tradition, 
which Luke has remoulded with great care into the present ascension narrative. 
But it cannot be too strongly emphasised that we find ourselves in the sphere of 
hypotheses and conjectures. 
7. Conclusions 
Before passing to the final conclusions vis-a-vis the Lukan ascension story we will 
104 See the commentaries ad loc., in particular Schneider 
(1980) 243-247; Barrett 
(1994) 109-110. 
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briefly summarise the central theses of this chapter. Unlike chapter 3, which was 
more exegetical in nature, this chapter studied the ascension in its larger context. 
We approached the ascension with the assumption that to understand the 
function of the ascension it is necessary to take into account the larger framework 
in which it is embedded, in concreto, with reference to the resurrection-exaltation 
complex (which we studied in chapters 4 and 5), the post-resurrection 
appearances, the forty days of final instructions, the parousia and Pentecost. 
Luke is not only an outstanding historian and a good storyteller, he is also a 
committed theologian and evangelist. A major theological concern underlying 
Luke's rapture christology is found in Luke's theme of salvation history. Luke's 
It rapture christology' serves, at least in part, as a biblical response to the problem 
of the 'delay' (non-occurrence) of the parousia, in that it views the various stages 
of evolving salvation history as an organic unity. Luke grounds the delay of the 
parousia in the will of God (Acts 3: 21). In Acts 1: 6-8 the question of the timing 
remains unanswered. Instead, the disciples are instructed about their present 
concern, the mission of the world in the power of the Spirit. This is typical of Luke. 
Without denying traditional eschatology, he manages to shift the focus back to the 
present situation of the Chumh. To Luke, the length of the interval separating 
resurrection from parousia does not constitute a basic problem, because the 
present (regardless of how long it will continue) is eschatologically qualified and 
the outpouring of the Spirit is an eschatological event,, or at least an anticipation of 
the eschaton. 
The forty days are a bridging period between two qualitatively different eras in 
salvation history, the period of Jesus and the period of the Church. 
The Jewish rapture-preservation scheme provided Luke with a comprehensive 
design which enabled him to tie the bmad lines of salvation history together, to 
I streamline' as it were the various components of salvation history. 
The Elijah 
tradition enabled him to connect the ascension with the parousia and the 
outpouring of the Spirit. 
Luke cannot be accused of having in)yented the ascension s ory, most of 
the 
individual components were traditional. The larger paradigm, howeverg 
is Luke's. 
Chapter 7 
SummARY, FINAL RENIARKS AND CONCLUSIONS 
In the present investigation we have built on the form-critical assessment of the 
Lukan ascension story (Lk 24: 50-53; Acts 1: 1-12) as a rapture story 
(Entrfickung. verzdh1ung)'. Through an analysis of the form, structure and ftinction 
of the OT and intertestamental Jewish rapture traditions we arrived at the 
conclusion that first-century Jews and Christians (including Luke and his readers) 
were not unfamiliar with the idea that some privileged people of outstanding piety 
had been taken up alive into the presence of God: Enoch, Elijah, Moses, Ezra, 
Baruch and a few other elect ones were registered (albeit with varying degrees of 
consent) on the list of biblical rapti. When Luke puts Jesus into the rapture 
category he seems to do so with these illustrious Jewish examples in mind. Like the 
others, Jesus is marked as one who belongs to the heavenly world. 
Luke's primary source of inspiration was the biblical story of Elijah's 
&vaATI la* tý into heaven and his expected return at the end time (2 Kings 2: 1-18; 
Mal 3: 22-23; Sir 48: 9-12; 1 Macc 2: 58). Luke's terminology to describe Jesus' 
ascension (6cvaXaftPa'voftat, Acts 1: 2,11,22; iivaATIfL*tý, Lk 9: 51) and the 
nature of his eschatological activity (&nOicaoia-rTilat, Acts 1: 6; 
&7roica, raa-raatý, Acts 3: 21) are clear echoes of the language traditionally used 
in connection with Elijah. The stress on the visibility of Elijah's departure to 
heaven (2 Kings 2: 10), the subsequent passing of the spirit from Elijah to Elisha as 
a means of empowerment for his future task (2 Kings 2: 9-10), and the promise of 
his eschatological return 'to restore all things' (Mal 4: 5; cf. Sir 48: 12) are themes 
which, each in their own way, have put their imprint upon Lk 24 and the opening 
1 Throughout our inquiry we have assumed the authenticity of the so-cafled 
'longer 
text' of Lk 24: 51,52. For a defence of this position, see the Appendix. 
2Supra chapter 2. 
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chapters of Acts'. The broad parameters, then, of Luke's rapture christology 
(ascension, pentecost, parousia) are fully comprehensible within a 'biblical' context 
of understanding. 
At this point it is necessary to put in a methodological proviso. The focus of the 
present investigation has been almost exclusively on the ascension in its Jewish and 
Christian setting. I have attempted, as much as possible, to read Luke's ascension 
story 'from the inside', i. e. through the eyes of a first-century Christian who stands 
in the OT-Jewish tradition. This strategy was motivated by the consideration that 
the 'monotheistic principle' almost inevitably must have led to a reappraisal of the 
meaning and function of rapture in comparison with the heathen rapture stories. 
That this working hypothesis proved to be correct, has been, I think, established 
with sufficient proof. Up to the period pertinent to our investigation, 'monotheistic 
raptures' did not carry the typical heathen connotations of deification and 
immortalisation, nor has the rapture phenomenon become a standard reward for a 
pious life as was the case in the Graeco-Roman world. In the OT-Jewish tradition 
rapture remains the privilege of only a few eleet4. 
The sure affirmation that the Lukan ascension story is patterned on a Jewish 
(monotheistic) set of assumptions, however, does not automatically force us to deny 
the influence of the Graeco-Roman or Hellenistic rapture traditions upon Luke's 
narrative presentation. After all, the rapture repertoire of Greeks and Romans was 
infinitely larger than that of Jews and Christians put together. It must have been 
virtually impossible for (non-Jewish) Greek readers to set aside the rapture stories 
of their own tradition while reading about the ascension of Jesus, and there is no 
reason to think that Luke eschewed the comparison with e. g. Romulus or Heracies. 
We must reckon with what G. Schneider observed with respect to the Lukan 
preface (Lk 1: 1-4) and the Areopagus speech (Acts 17: 22-31), that 
Luke works 
Supra chapter 3. 
Paul's teaching on the rapture of the Church to meet the Lord in the air 
(6cp7rayllo0jac0a kv vc(pC'Aoctý, 1 Thess 4: 17; cf. 1 Cor 15: 51-52) and his 
ecstatic rapture into third heaven/paradise (2 ýCor 12: 2-4) 
lie outside the scope of 
the present investigation. For the questions involved, see the commentaries ad 
loc. 
and the literature cited them. On 2 Cor 12: 2-4, see 
Tabor (1986); Lfidemann 
(1994) 95-106. 
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here with the principle of duality (Zweigleisigkeit)'. 
However, after all due allowances have been made, the validity of the central 
affirmation of the present thesis stands: the Jewish rapture stories provide a much 
more adequate context of understanding for the Lukan ascension story than the 
Graeco-Roman stories. Whereas the parallels with Graeco-Roman tradition are 
formal (common rapture terminology - unavoidable to anyone writing in Greek! - 
and common motifs), the Jewish rapture stories, especially the Elijah tradition and 
the rapture stories preserved in 4 Ezra, 2 Baruch and 2 Enoch, correspond on a 
more structural level. We have seen that, in the course of time, rapture 
speculations became part of a more comprehensive set of apocalyptic- 
eschatological beliefs with a more or less fixed narration pattern. It is this larger 
model - the sequence of final instruction s- raptu re- p reservatio n-esc hatological 
return - which places the Lukan ascension story firmly in the context of the Jewish 
apocalyptic tradition. 
A second proviso is necessary here. Although the rapture traditions preserved in 
4 Ezra, 2 Baruch and the Enochic literature resemble, in many respects, the Lukan 
ascension story, the dates commonly assigned to these apocalypses preclude the 
correspondences to be explained in terms of an immediate literary dependency. 
Luke-Acts antedates these writings, at least in their final shape. It is possible (and 
perhaps likely) that Luke knew of the traditions contained themin in an earlier, 
pre-redactional form, but this is difficult to prove. In the final resort, however, this 
question is not as crucial as it may seem at first, since the raw materials of what we 
called the 'rapture-preservation paradigm' were provided by the OT Scripture 
(Gen 5: 24; 2 Kings 2: 1-18; Mal 3: 22-23; Sir 48: 9-12). Its further development in 
the intertestamental period involved a clarification of what was implied in the 
biblical tradition. 
Luke has employed the rapture-preservation narration model to highlight the 
salvation-historical contours of the Jesus kerygma. The position of the ascension 
texts at strategic points in the narrative suggests that the ascension has a 
structuring function. From Lk 9: 51 onwards the events take place sub specie 
'Schneider (1977) 48 (Anm. 18). 
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ascensionts; in Lk 24: 50-53 and Acts 1: 1-12 the ascension marks the transition 
from the period of Jesus to the period of the Church; in Acts 1: 11 and 3: 21 the 
ascension is connected with the parousia. Luke's primary concern was not to 
dramatise Easter but to clarify the inner unity which binds the events of salvation 
of the past, present and futum together. In utilising the rapture-preservation 
paradigm he managed to tie the broad lines of salvation history together, to 
N streamline', as it were. ) its various component parts into a single scheme. To Luke, 
ascension and parousia belong together, not simply as events at two ends of the 
poles, but as an organic unity. The ascension is, as J. A. T. Robinson once put it in a 
sermon, 'the advance notice of the end". 
Different from Lolifink, we found no reason to charge Luke with having distorted 
or misunderstood the early apostolic preaching of Jesus' resurrection and 
exaltation. In line with his sources, he regards the resurrection-exaltation on Easter 
Sunday as the occasion of Jesus' institution to heavenly glory or at least as the 
moment when Christ's heavenly status became clear (depending on the force given 
to C -a ot il aev in Acts 2: 36). Luke sharply distinguishes the resurrection-exaltation 
from the ascension and never presents Jesus' &v &XT11t*tý (Entrfickung) as the 
occasion of his e-xaltatio ad deweram Dei (as Mk 16: 19 does! ). The post- 
resurrection appearances recorded in Luke-Acts are all manifestations of the 
already exalted Lord from heaven; the ascension rounds off the last appearance'. 
The Sitz im Leben of Luke's rapture christology is the problem of the delay (non- 
occurrence) of the parousia and the subsequent questions. 
In a time when the 
Jesus event had become a distant past and the imminent expectation of the 
parousia had faded away, the rapture-preservation paradigm enabled 
Luke to 
maintain the certainty of the promised parousia while, at the same 
time, giving 
meaning to the present situation of the Church by grounding 
the 'delay' in the will 
of God (Acts 3: 21). The continuity of Jesus and his teaching and 
the authenticity 
of the apostolic message -a pressing issue as time proceeded - 
were secured 
through the forty days of instructions. With the help of the 
Jewish rapture 
tradition Luke has given a biblical rationale for the 
interim period before the 
'Robinson (1964) 9. 
7 Supra chapters 4 and 5. 
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parousia: as the great historical figures of Israel's distant past were taken up into 
heaven and have dwelt there ever since, so Jesus would be there until the parousia. 
But just as Enoch, Elijah, Moses and the others did not leave their disciples and 
descendants behind with empty hands, but ensured that their teachings and 
heavenly revelations would survive, so Jesus instructed the apostles (the witnesses) 
during a period of forty days to ensure his teaching would continue after his 
departure. 
An important question still to be resolved is: what type of christology comes to 
expression in the ascension story? To answer this question we must forcefully resist 
the tendency to read later dogma into the text. The neat three-stage act of 
exaltation held to by old-protestant orthodoxy (resurrection-ascension-session at 
the right hand) may accord well with the perspective of canonical criticism, but it 
represents a line of interpretation which draws closer to Mk 16: 9-20 than it does 
justice to the authorial intentions of Luke. 
Some interpreters have argued that Luke's christology, unlike that of the Fourth 
Evangelist, has a 'subordinationist' undertone". Whether this is a correct 
assessment of Luke's theological enterprise in toto remains to be seen. The 
ascension story, however, certainly does reflect a 'subordinationist' concern. The 
emphasis is not so much on what Jesus did, as on what happened to him (he was 
carried up, he was taken up, he is being preserved in heaven, etc. ). Since it is God 
who acts upon Jesus, Jesus is marked as someone of outstanding piety, but 
nonetheless as someone subordinate to God. Here we are confronted with a basic 
weakness in the rapture category from the Christian perspective: the rapture- 
preservation paradigm did not lend itself easily to a high christology. The 
comparison with Enoch and Elijah could in the end turn against itself: Enoch, the 
pre-Israelite, was popular in predominantly sectarian circles; the prevailing 
opinion saw Elijah only as a precursor of the Messiah; the Pauline antithesis of 
Law and Gospel would see in Moses an anti-type rather than a type of 
Christ. 
Ezra, Baruch and the other raptured saints were relatively insignificant in the 
biblical tradition, and so on. Furthermore, the comparison with these historical 
I CE Vielhauer (1965) 20-22; Braun (1971) 173-177. CE also MacRae (1973) 156C 
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figures would group Jesus with them, without making it clear that 'more than 
Enoch or Elijah is here'. And the eschatological emphasis could easily draw the 
focus away from the present activity of the exalted Christ. It is not wholly 
incomprehensible that scholars like J. A. T. Robinson and F. Hahn have argued that 
the earliest recoverable attempts to define the meaning of Christ were couched in 
terms of a rapture christology, and that only on further reflection (albeit at a very 
early stage) this had to make room for a high (exaltation) christology. However, we 
have not been able to affirm this hypothesis. On the contrary, if we are right in 
suggesting that Luke is responsible for having superimposed the rapture- 
preservation paradigm upon his sources, then historically the development has 
been the other way around. But does this mean that Luke has introduced a low 
christology at the expense of a high christology? I do not think so. The primary 
focus of the ascension story is salvation history, not christology. One must see the 
whole before one can judge the particulars. Luke's overall presentation is coloured 
by the early Christian christology. The inherent weakness of a rapture christology, 
the suggestion that Jesus is not more than Enoch or Elijah, is sufficiently 
counterbalanced by Luke's firm belief in Jesus' present Lordship by virtue of his 
resurrection-exaltation. This implies an active though distant rulership in the 
present and the outpouring of the Spirit at Pentecost is a dramatic illustration of 
the risen Lord's present activity9. 
A question of minor significance in view of our goal to penetrate into the 
specifically Lukan understanding of the ascension of Jesus is that of sources. The 
evidence for sources is weak and fragmentary. The overall paradigm reflects the 
hand of Luke. It is clear that the central affirmation that Jesus had been taken up 
into heaven, however, was not a Lukan invention. The early Christian conviction 
that Jesus was in heaven at God's right side (hence, has ascended thither) goes 
back to the earliest stage of Christian reflection. The constituent parts of Luke's 
rapture christology (the post-resurrection appearances, the biblical number 40, the 
closedness of the period of appearances, the conviction of Jesus' future return on 
the clouds of heaven) all have a firm basis in the Christian tradition prior to 
Luke. 
Cf. also P. 215ff. 
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It would, however, be precarious to attempt to reconstruct the exact content of the 
alleged sources (as e. g. R. Pesch did). Luke has a tendency to reword his sources to 
such an extent that they are practically irrecoverable. A few ingredients in the text 
seem to point to a post-resurrection appearance tradition as the source of the 
ascension story. This is in accordance with the character of the ascension as a final 
departure, but at the present state of scholarship it is difficult to say more than 
this. 
Finally, we must answer the question of the abiding relevance of Luke's rapture 
christology. Granted that Luke's worldview is no longer ours, can the Christian 
community still preach on the ascension with any confidence? I believe we can. 
What matters is the conviction that Jesus is now in heaven (i. e. with God) and that 
one day He will return. This is a conviction which was universal in the early 
church. Luke's ascension story is a narrative exposition of this truth. That Luke 
formulated this the way he did - with all the restrictions and outmoded perceptions 
that first-century cosmology laid upon him - cannot be held against him. What 
matters is the message, not the medium! " With Luke and his community, the 
modern church is still living between promise and fulfilment, still waiting for the 
final consummation of the divine promises. Seen in this light, the words of the 
angels are directed not only to a small gmup of Galilean followers of the first hour, 
but also to the church in the present day: 'This Jesus, who has been taken up from 
you into heaven, will come in the same way as you saw him go into heaven' (Acts 
1: 11 NRSV). 
10 To object that they are inseparable is simply bad rhetoric. A very instructive 
discussion of the issue is found in the summary part of Bietenhard (1951) 255-272, 
and has been the subject of many scholarly and popular treatments of the 
ascension (see infra Bibliography A). Bietenhard concludes 
'dafi bei den 
Apokalyptikern die Kosmologie zum Kerygma gehO**rt, dafl sie bei den Rabbinen 




THE TEXT OF TnE ASCENSION NARRATivEs 
(LK 24: 50-53; ACTS 1: 1-299-11)1 
1. Introduction 
It is by no means an exaggeration to claim that the tendency of modern textual 
critics and exegetes is to regard the long disputed text-critical issue of Luke's final 
pericope (Lk 24: 50-53) as more or less settled in favour of the authenticity of the 
so-called 'longer (non-Western) text' (i. e. containing the phrases KCA aVC(PC'PCTO 
iI, )2 etq -rOv oUpavOv v. 51 and npocmuvi'luavreq avrov v. 52 . Typical of the scholarly 
consensus is the almost unanimous adoption of the disputed words by modern 
Greek text editionS3, modern translationS4 and exegetical studies', a trend which is 
'An earlier draft of this article has been published in NTS 42 (1996) 219-244. 
2 Above all, the analyses of Larrafiaga (1938) 43-50.145-213; Jeremias (1967) 138- 
145, and Metzger (1994) 162-166, have helped to establish a scholarly consensus. 
Cf. further Benoit (1961) 393-398; Guillaume (1979) 224-248 (both following 
Larrafiaga); Dillon (1978) 182-184. 
3 NA 26,27 ; UBS' (within brackets); UBS2-4 (unbracketed; from a (D) rating to a (B) 
rating). Further: Orchard (1983) 297; Hodges, Farstad (1985) 288-289; Boismard, 
Lamouille (1986) 408; The American and British Committees of the International 
Greek New Testament Project (ed. ) 2 (1987) 255. 
The shorter text is still read by Greeven, Huck, Lietzmann (1981) 281. 
4 So NRSV (1989). See further Table I in: Parsons (1987) 31 and Comfort (1990) 
103-104. In addition (Dutch versions post-1980): Het Nieuwe Testament Herziene 
Voorhoeve-uitgave (1982) 178; Groot Nieuws BUM (1983) 114; Denaux, Vervenne 
(1986) 318; Het Boek (1988) 934 [its predecessor, Het Levende Woord (1976) 165 
adopted rcat avegepero etý ro'v oupavov 'en werd in de hemel opgenomen', but 
rejected irpourtwfluavreq ax)-rbv (as RSV 1971)]. 
' For instance (post-1980): Kesich (1980) 253; Betz (1982) 688; Nielsen 2 (1983) 
267-268; Fitzmyer (1984) 416-417; (1985) 1590; Sabourin (1985) 386.404; Weiser 
(1986) 332; Schweizer (1986) 249; Maile (1986) 31; Kremer (1988) 245; Tiede 
(1988) 444; Wiefel (1988) 413; Goulder (1989) 796-797; Petzke (1990) 206-207; 
Johnson (1991) 404; Bruggen (1993) 417; Korn (1993) 132 Anm. 16; Nolland (1993) 
1224. 
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not least inspired by the fact that the disputed words are attested in the oldest 
surviving copy of the Gospel of Luke, Papyrus 75 (p75 = Papyrus Bodmer XIV), ' an 
early third-century7 MS closely affiliated with Codex Vaticanus (B)'. In the 
opening chapter of Acts the textual situation is not essentially different. Despite 
continuing scholarly debate concerning the antiquity and origin of the Western 
text tradition (infra), in general, contemporary scholarship supports the 
'Alexandrian' text. 
This consensus, however, has now been forcefully challenged. First, in his literary- 
critical study on the Lukan ascension narratives, M. C. Parsons has questioned the 
text-critical opinio communis by making a strenuous effort to explain the longer 
text of Lk 24: 51.52 in terms of a Tendenz on the part of the scribe of P", whom he 
19191 held responsible for having addedKocit avE(pEpE-ro etý -cov oupocvov and 
7rpoaKu v il o cc v -T Eý cc 6 -r 6v to his copy for polemical purposes, that is, to oppose 
a gnostic christology that denied the bodily ascension of Jesus'. His thesis was 
recently taken up and modified by B. D. Ehrman, who regarded the longer text as 
I an orthodox corruption of Scripture' (that is, an addition by an orthodox scribe to 
counter a heretical misunderstanding of the text) in order to strengthen the 
orthodox emphasis on the bodily ascension of Jesus'O. If Parsons and Ehrman are 
' Martin, Kasser (1961) 2 vols. Stricto sensu, the siglum P" designates both Bodmer 
papyri XIV-XV, but we use it also when we refer to Luke (= Bodmer XIV) or John 
(= Bodmer XV) individually. Furthermore, we do not always differentiate between 
the scribe and his text. Where relevant, it should be sufficiently clear from the 
context whether the scribe or his text is meant. Bodmer XIV contains Lk 3: 18-22; 
3: 33-4: 2; 4: 34-42; 4: 44-5: 10; 5: 37-6: 4; 6: 10-7: 32; 7: 35-43; 7: 45-17: 15; 17: 19- 
18: 18; 22: 4-24: 53. 
7 Martin, Kasser (1961) 13: '... une date ... entre 175 et 225 ... 
la supposition la plus 
probable'; Aland (1963) 33 (Anfang 3. Jh. ); Martini (1966) 44 (between 175-225 
AD); but cE the reservations of Duplacy (1989) 21-38: '... ne pas oublier que la 
datation 'debut du 1W siecle' n'est pas une ýconstation' sur laquelle on pourrait 
construire un edifice inebranlable, mais une hypothese que son serieux n'empeche 
pas de demeurer approximative et sujette a revision' (27). 
8 According to Edwards (1976) 211, there is a 92% (! ) agreement between p7' and 
B. 
Parsons (1986) 463-479 = (1987) 29-52. 
" Khrman (1993) 227-233. In contrast to Parsons, for Ehrman the heresy to be 
attacked is not so much gnostic, but docetic in character: the orthodox scribe who 
inserted the words opposed a high christology by stressing the human aspects of 
the ascension, see Ehrman (1993) 255-256 n. 145. 
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right, it is hardly justifiable to classify the final pericope of the Gospel of Luke as 
an , ascension narrative"'. The colourless 8tea -r il &n ' Oc U"r 6v would be a highly 
inadequate term to describe the ascension of Jesus. Second, a growing number of 
scholars reckons with the possibility that the Western text tradition occasionally 
stands nearer to the original text than the Alexandrian (non-Western) text, so that 
individual Western readings should be taken more seriously". In some cases the 
present 'rehabilitation of the Western text' (Boismard and Lamouille) goes hand in 
hand with a defence of the authenticity and priority of the Western text in toto 13 , or 
occasionally even with the revival of the 'double recension theory', a century ago 
vigorously defended by F. Blass 14 , Th. Zahn" et a1ii, to date (albeit considerably 
modified and with strong reservations against the original hypothesis) given new 
life by M. Black, M. WIICOX169 E. Delebecque 179 W. A. Strange", and especially by 
M. -E. Boismard and A. Lamouille". In regard to the origin of the ascension 
narratives these hypotheses are particularly fascinating, since the ascension 
narratives in Luke-Acts are handed down in two clearly distinct text-versions 
(infra), a phenomenon which has given rise to a variety of solutions. E. J. Epp, e. g., 
The shorter reading is also supported by (post-1980): Bouwman (1988) 52; 
Boismard, Lamouille 2 (1990) 142-143 (= Act 11); Evans (1990) 916.927-928 [but 
led by the older study of Menoud (1954) 148-156! 1; Williams (1990) 22. 
" Brun (1925) 91; cf. Guillaume (1979) 226 (un simple recit d'apparition'); 
Boismard, Lamouille 3 (1990) 36. 
12 So above all Black (1967) 28-34.277-280. The history of scholarship of the 
Western text has been summarised by: Klijn (1949); (1959) 1-27.161-173; (1969); 
Epp (1966) 1-21; Metzger (1994) 222-236; Griisser (1976) 163-186; Boismard, 
Lamouille 1 (1984) 3-10; Parsons (1987) 118-124; Strange (1992) 1-34; Head (1994) 
87-91. 
13 For a recent defence of the priority of the Western tradition over against the 
Alexandrian tradition in Lk 24, see Amphoux (1991) 21-49. 
14 Blass (1894) 86-119; (1895) 24-32; (1896); (1898) 96-189. 
" Zahn (1916); 2 (1900) 339-360. 
16 Wilcox (1979) 447-455. 
17 Delebecque (1980) 628-634; (1986). 
" Strange (1992). Following BlaB, he defends the thesis that a large number of 
Western readings originates from marginal annotations of the author of 
Luke- 
Acts, which, as he never managed to publish a definitive edition of 
Acts, were 
subsequently (with varying degrees of success) incorporated 
into the body of the 
text by the final (second-century) editors of Acts. This would account 
for the 
presence of Lukanisms in the Western text. 
"' Boismard, Lamouille (1984) 2 vols.; (1990) 3 vols. 
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once cautiously suggested that 'if the 'Western' text ivere the original text of the 
gospels and Acts ... could it then not be argued with considerable persuasion that 
the notion of the ascension of the risen Christ as a visible transfer from earth to 
heaven was only a secondary and later development in early Christian thought? "' 
If Epp is wrong, the textual problem is still of great interest for the study of the 
tradition-history and the Wirkungsgeschichte of the ascension narrative. On the 
other hand, were Luke responsible for both versions, the question of these two very 
different (if not contradictory) narratives becomes all the more pressing. Could 
Luke have written a text like that of D? To answer these questions, a critical 
reexamination of the texts in the light of external evidence, transcriptional 
probabilities and Luke's style and theology is essential. Third, irrespective of the 
question whether the sophisticated source theory of Boismard and Lamouille in the 
end can stand the critical test (the authors themselves believe they have presented 
biblical scholarship 'une solution elegante'), " by linking the text-critical questions 
of Acts (and of the ascension narratives in particular) to the age-old problem of 
source- and tradition-criticism, they have given a Neuansatz, which demands 
critical reexamination. With a view to the far-reaching consequences in the area of 
form- and tradition-criticism as well as in the area of Lukan theology, a critical 
reexamination of the issue is not only desirable, but indispensable. 
2. Lk 24: 50-53 
Before entering into a discussion concerning the nature of the variants, the 
following prima facie observations are of import. First, with the exception of the 
9 
Georgian versions, the external attestation of rcalt 6cvc(pcpe-ro ctq -ro-v 
o6pav0v and -n poa ru v il a oc v -r F, q oc wr 6v is highly consistent: MSS without the 
longer reading in v. 51 equally lack the longer reading in v. 52, and vice verSa 
22. 
From this observation it seems reasonable to surmise that the variants were widely 
felt to require the same treatment and that the rationale 
for the diverging text 
tradition is to be sought in a deliberate textual emendation rather than 
in a 
2' Epp (1981) 144-145. 
2' Boismard, Lamouille 2 (1990) 142 n. 1. 
22 Textual witnesses are drawn from Aland (1967) 158; 
Synopsis, UBS' and NA 27 
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coincidental omission". Second, the omissions are a purely 'Western' affair24 . That 
the omission is also witnessed by the prima manus of Sinaiticus (N), does not tell 
us much, since this MS preserves here - provided that it is not an instance of 
accidental shortening -a conflate text". This is also the case in the Sinaitic Syriac 
('he was lifted up from them'), which omits 8-L' vA Ea-rij and eiq ro'v oupavov, but 
retains an expression corresponding to Kall 6cv6(p9pe-ro and thus indirectly 
supports the longer text. The longer text, on the other hand, is attested by both 
Western and non-Western witnesses. Third, Augustine seems to be acquainted 
with both the longer (ConsEv 3,83; PL 34,1214; Sermo 242; PL 38,1140) and the 
shorter text (EpCath 10,26; CV 52,261). If Augustine's shorter reading is 
authentic", the Alexandrian and Western tradition of the ascension narrative 
apparently have fused together at some early point in church history. 
In his previously mentioned study, M. C. Parsons has made the suggestion that 
text-critical inquiries should be pursued by the evidence of concrete texts,, in 
concreto p75 and D, since 'it is safer and sounder, methodologically speaking, to 
deal with real texts which are accessible in facsimile and published form, than týo 
deal with a hypothetical and somewhat contrived category known as text-type'27 . 
Yet in practice considerable reservation should be expressed to his proposal, since 
an immediate comparison of p75 with D would considerably unbalance the 
" Contra the suggestion of Kilpatrick (1990) 330; Snodgrass (1972) 375; and some 
members of the UBS-Committee [see Metzger (1994) 1631, that the eye of the 
scribe was distracted by the repeated NKAIA (v. 51). 
24 It should be recognised that a classification according to text-types (Alexandrian, 
Western, Caesarean and Byzantine) is surrounded by many methodological 
difficulties. The borders between the various text-types are fluid and the MSS 
themselves are not always homogeneous. Nevertheless we can be reasonably certain 
of the existence of the 'Western' text (apart from its tendentious nomenclature of 
course). I am here indebted to ProL B. Aland (Munster) for some helpful 
comments and corrections. Cf. Metzger (1992) 284-295, and the stimulating article 
of Epp (1989) 84-103 (proposing new designations for classifying papyri). 
25 Contra Ehrman (1993) 228, who exaggerates the significance of this 'minor 
agreement'. With D Sinaiticus omits ic(xt 6cve(pepero eiý -ro'v oi)pavov, 
but 
with B retains npo arcov Tj aa vc eýa i), c 6 v, cf. Graffe (1888) 531; 
Plooij (1929) 45; 
Larrafiaga (1938) 145-146; Aland (1967) 171. 
26 Its authenticity has been questioned by Graffe (1888) 522-541 and 
is discussed by 
Larraftaga (1938) 148-165. 
27 Parsons (1987) 39.40 (italics his). Cf. Rice (1984) 3 (comparing B and D). 
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evidence, since the fifth-century Codex Bezae is likely to represent a much more 
complicated textual history than the much older p75.28 The Old Latin tradition 
however pmvides ample evidence of what the Vorlage of D must have looked like. 
Under the assumption that the process of reconstruction leads back to a coherent 
primitive text, a comparison between P" (or rather its Vorlage, based on a collation 
of p7' and B) and the restored primitive Western text (restored on the basis of the 
Old Latin tradition) seems to do more justice to the complex history of text- 
tradition, in that it accents the differences between the two versions as sharply as 
possible, and that in the oldest recoverable era of textual history. 
1. Papyrus Bodmer XIV - Codex. Vaticanus 
(50) 'EE1n'y(xycv 8c ocikobý cwý npoý BTIO(xviav, Kcc't knocpcxý" 
, raý Xcipocý ocf)-rof) cx'), Xoyil(jcv ocxkouý (51) ical P-'ycvc-ro F-v Ty 
Ci)XOYP-iV (XI)TO'V (XUTOI')ý 81CUT11 dC7r' (Xl')-r6V KOC't CCVC(PEPCTO 
III ciý -TO'v ol)p(xvOv (52) Koclt (Xl)TO'l 7UPOCYKI)V7J(J(XVTEý CCUTOV 
x)7rEa-rpc*ocv ctiq 'Icpouacc. Xýg ftec('x X(xp&q pey('xX71q" (53) Kalt 
Tl(j(xv 81 oc n(xvre)q kv C(; ) tEp(; )31 E 1) xoyof)vrEq r0V OE 0V [&p T) V1 32. 
2. Codex Bezae (Scrivener) 
(50) 'EýI'IyocyEv 
-raý xcipaý ql)) 
CO, Oyciv OCUTOV 
67[c(JTPEIP(XV clý 
9 71 (J OC V8t ('X 7r OC VT6 
be at')-cou'ý c'ýG) npo'ý BT10ocvtocv, ý7rocpocý 8E 
LoyTlcFev ocu'Tot)q (51) Kali ýygvE-ro ýv -r6 
al)Tot)q &7rCuTil &7c' al)-rd)v (52) KOCi OCUTOt 
'Icpouaa, Xýft ttcT(X X(xp6: q pcyOCXilq (53) Kali TI 
kv T6) tEp6 atvof)vrcq r6v Oc6v. 
(50) eduxit autem eos foras ad bethaniam lebans autem Manus (51) 
benedixit eos etfactum est cum benediceret eos (52) discessit ab eis et ipsi 
reursi sunt in hieruslem cum gaudio magno (53) et erant semper in templo 
laudantes deum. 
3. Primitive Western Text (Boismard and Lamouille) 
" Generally speaking, the study of Codex Bezae is complicated by the fact that 
Codex Bezae in Acts presents a text of a different character to that of the four 
gospels [see Parker (1992) 248-2491. But this does not affect the conclusions of the 
present investigation. 
29 P" has 6c ir ap oc ý, an obvious error of the scribe of p75; the same error is attested 
in Jn 4: 35 and 7: 49. 
30 The absence of lie y aX il ý in B* is obviously an unintentional error. The missing 
word is inserted in the margin. 
31 'Ev -r dt) icp (A) is accidentally omitted in A% WW 32 'AftTI v (A B 
C2E) T 063 f13 Maj lat syP, ' bo's') is a liturgical addition introduced 
by one or more copyists. 
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(50) 'E C T) Y ccY Ev 86 (XDTOUý 9CW (EWý) TCP6ý B-qO(xvt(xv, Koc', 
67C (X P OC qT Oc ýX6iP Oc ý C& TO 6E6, X OY Tj Gcv cc j'T ouq (51) Kai 
iYEVE-To E"v T (; ) ClUoyciv (xl). [ O'v (X6-ro' ItI- 1) ý (X 7C 6GT Tj OC 7r (X 1) T (A) V 
(52) Koct (XU-rOl 0' 7[CCFTPE*(XV 61ý 'lepol)(j(XXT'Ift lle*ra Xapaý 
fte y ocX qý (53)K(x't I'l cy(xv 8tobc 7rocvT O'ý C' V T(J? LE pq) cctvol)VTCý TOV 
OEOV. 
Comparison of 2 and 3- There is ample evidence in the Old Latin tradition 33 that 
Codex. Bezae here faithfully reproduces the primitive Western text. With the 
exception of some variations of minor significance 34 . there are no substantial 
differences between 2 and 3. 
Comparison of I and 3-A comparison of P`-B and the primitive Western text 
shows the following divergencies: the subtraction or addition (depending upon 
one's perspective) of 1. the adverb 9ý (o; 2. the preposition ev wý (v. 50); 3. KOCI 
&ve(pCpe, ro etig -rO'v o6pavOv (v. 51); 4.7upo(YKuvTI(YocvTcg ocu'-ro'v (v. 52); 
further 5. the replacement of 8t6a -rTI by 6cneu-ril or vice versa (v. 51); and 6 the 
variation between ocivo6wreg and eIU)LoyofJv-ccg (v. 53). Eberhard Nestle 
argued at the time that the disputed Western readings should be rejected or 
accepted en masse". This is, however, only justified if we can detect an inner unity 
or consistency which holds them together. As far as I can see, the variae lectiones 3- 
5 are indeed logically connected, K(X iaV6 (P EP6T0EIgT 0' Vo u' pav6v being 
their common denominator. For them acceptance or rejection en masse is 
reasonable. The variae lectiones 1,2 and 6 seem to require individual treatment. 
ad I The adverb 9ýw (foras) is attested by D lat, and absent in P" IN B 
C* L1 33 579 1582* pc ae sys, P. Aýw occurs 7x after a verbum compositum 
with iE- in Luke-Acts (Lk 4: 29; 13: 28; 20: 15parr.; 22: 62parr.; Acts 7: 58; 
33 abde ff I Augustine, EpCath 10,26. On the Old Latin versions see Metzger 
(1977) 285-330. 
39A " The inversion eirapaý 8c (D) instead of icall 6napaý is typical of Codex 
Bezae [ 118x according to Yoder (1961) 14, and the mverse, rca i pro 8c 81x, Yoder 
(1961) 371. Zuntz's count [(1972) 2111 is obviously mistaken. The omission of 
oc U -r o6 (D W W) is accidental. It is attested in VL (manus suas, manibus suis). 
The 
augmented ij6. X6yij(jev (N DWT pc) is a purely orthographic variant of 
cU, X0yij aev (cf. BDR 672)* 
3' Nestle (1909) 250: 'Ich frage, darf man in Vers 52 D und Genossen recht geben, 
um in Vers 53 dieselbe Zeugengruppe zu verwerfen? und welche 
Verstärkung 
gewinnt das Gewicht von D in Vers 51 durch den Zutritt 
des N*? Die beiden in 
Schillers Tell vertretene Standpunkte: der Starke ist am mächtigsten allein. 
Vereinigt iverden auch die Schwachen mächtig, gelten sie auch 
für die Textkritik? '. 
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9: 40; 16: 13) against 16x in the rest of the NT (Mt 10: 14; 21: 17; 21: 39; 
26: 75; Mk 8: 23; 11: 19; 12: 8; 14: 68; Jn 6: 37; 9: 34,35; 12: 31; 18: 29; 19: 4,5; 
Heb 13: 13; Rev 3: 12). Excision of ýýw is easier to understand than 
insertion: without Aýw the sense remains unaffected, with 9ýW prep. and 
adv. accumulate awkwardly e"ýw E"wý 7rpoý), which copyists 
must have found redundan t36. 
ad 2 The absence of E'wý in D lat perhaps results from misunderstanding 
the expression E" (o ý 71 p 6' q+ localiS37. In the NT e" wý followed by a prep. + 
localis is typically (and exclusively) Lukan (Acts 17: 14; 21: 5; 26: 11)". 
V tiC311 ew4; is therefore almost certainly authen The vJ ciý B-qOocvtocv (A 
C3 Wc f13 I 0T 892 1006 1342 Maj) is more weakly attested than -xpoý 
BT10avtocv (p75 XB C* DL 133 579 1582* pe) and is therefore secondary 
(this variant does however not change the meaning of the sentence, cf. 
BDR 207.2). The omission of any prep. (i. e. of both ct and -n p 6' ý) in W* 
e is either accidental or (as with the omission of 9 (o) an attempt to 
relieve the redundancy of adv. and prep. 
ad 6 On intrinsic grounds it is difficult to determine, whether 
e DX 0y0 f) Vr 8 (p75 XBCL sy, P sa bo geo) or oc iv o bwr eý (D abde fl' 
I r' Aug) is original. CCtV0i5VTCq KOCI c6Xoyobvucq (A C' WA0T 
063 f1,13 28 33 157 180 205 565 579 597 700 892 1006 1010 1071 1241 1243 
1292 1342 1424 1505 Maj [(F) HI Lect aur cfq vg sy" arm aeth slav 
[Hesychius]) seems to presuppose both readings and is therefore most 
likely the result of conflation". Haenchen suggested that c U'. X oyo6v -r cý 
had been replaced by aivobwreý in order to avoid a 'doublet"'. A 
majority of the UBS-Committee preferred e D' Xoyo6v -c cý with a view to 
42 its stronger external attestation 
36 With Marshall (1978) 908; contra Fitzmyer (1985) 1589. 
37 Cf. Larrafiaga (1938) 409-416. 
38 In the LXX C" wý -X p 6' ý occurs only in Gen 38: 1; Ezek 48: 1; cf. 48: 2-8 (8x). 
Further in Polybius M 82,6; X11 17,4; DiodS H 43,2. 
39 Jeremias (1967) 144. 
40 Contra Kilpatrick (1990) 35, who suggests the differences may have arisen by 
homoeoteleuton (OTNTEE ... OTNTEE). 
4' Haenchen (1977) 71: 'Lukas hatte ... die Eigenart, eine soeben gebrauchte 
Vokabel alsbald zu wiederholen. In Lk 24,51 hatte er für jenes Segnen, mit dem 
der zum Himmel fahrende Christus von seinen Jüngern scheidet, 
das Wort 
e vA o ye tv verwendet. Dasselbe Wort benutzt er dann in 24,53 aufs neue, obwohl 
ev, io; vovvreý- rov Ocov hier 'Gott preisend' meint. D und it lesen nun 
dafür 
das sinngleiche aivovvrej rov Ocov. Damit verschwindet 
der Anstoß, daß von 
den Jüngern eben jenes evA o rei v ausgesagt wird, das soeben dem zum 
Himmel 
fahrenden Herrn zugeschrieben war'. 
42 Metzger (1975) 163-164. Guillaume (1979) 227 n. 3 comments on aivo6 wr e ý: 'il 
s'agit d'une glose explicative. Barth (1921) 463 suggested 6uXoyo6v-req and 
ocivobwrcý were translation variants of a common underlying 
Aramaic 
expression, which in the course of transmission both 
found their way in the text (as 
in TR). But the text is too decidedly Lukan (no underlying source is 
detectable) to 
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As already noted, with the phraseKoc 
It 
6cvP_(pCpP_-co c' 191 Iq zov oupavov stands 
or falls the classification of the pericope as an ascension story. Gerhard Lohfink 
has demonstrated how the element of proskynesis in Hellenistic rapture stories is 
closely associated with the idea of an ascension'. From a form-critical perspective 
it is thus quite well understandable that a text-critical operation on KOC It 
6cve(pe'pe-ro eiq -cov oupavov (be it an excision or an insertion) almost 
automatically affects the position of npo aKuvij uocv-u eq OC ý. [ 10 V 44. Within a mere 
departure scene the worshipping of Jesus makes little or no sense. This is 
confirmed by our earlier observation that the text tradition keeps the two phrases 
I closely together". The second variant closely related to the reading rcat 
6cv c (p cp er o K-rX. is the change of 8tc(j-rTj into & 7r 60T Tj or vice versa. Both 
readings make sense in their literary context, but it seems that 8tC(j-rTl has the 
much better claim to authenticity, for the following reasons. L The replacement of 
some verb by a form Of &ý0iOTTIftt is attested elsewhere in Codex Bezae (Mk 7: 6 
6c7rEXw; Lk 1: 38 &7repXogat; 22: 41 &7co(j7raw); 2.8t- 6&7r' a6, r6v is lectio 
difficilior. As in Acts 1: 9 D (6e7ETjp0ij &7c 6' 6(pOaXft6)v ab'T6v vs. ý701POIJ KOCIL 
VE (P 6). Tj 6 7c eX ot PEv oc i) T6v 6c 7r 6T CD v6 (p 0 oc. XIL6 v oc 6' T6 v), the unusual prefix 
8t- is likely to be replaced by 6cn- so as to match stylistically with the following 
6c7c' oci)Td)v and to harmonise it with the current idiom (Lk 4: 13; 13: 27; Acts 
5: 38; 12: 10; 15: 38; 19: 9; 22: 29; 2 Cor 12: 8; 2 Tim 2: 19; Heb 3: 12); 3. a (p iaT Tj fLt 
is the more conventional technical term for describing the closure of an appearance 
of a heavenly being46 , and therefore more appropriate 
in the Western text than in 
the non-Western text. If K(X'1 6CVC(Pe'pezo icTX. were omittedg the insertion of 
6cneaTil 6t7r' ocuT6v would be an apt compensation for the text-critical 
operation. Yet on the basis of internal evidence of Lk 24: 50-53 alone, at least two 
preliminary conclusions seem possible: either a scribe excised the disputed variants 
take this suggestion seriously. 
Lohrink (1971) 171-174. 
Epp unfortunately restricts his analysis to the variants of v. 51. 
4' Another rationale for excising 71 po arcov 'a ccwu cý oc '-c 'v may be that 
in the 71 U0 
only other instance of proskynesis in Luke (Lk 4: 7,8), the 
Lukan Jesus explicitly 
objects to it. 
46 CC Lohrink (1971) 170-171. 
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in order to remove the chronological discrepancy with Acts 1 (compensating his 
operation to some degree by using a more conventional departure term), or 
someone inserted the words to provide Lk 24 with its own ascension story. Under 
the influence of Westeott and Hort, scholarship has long opted for the latter 
solution. Westcott and Hort, observing that there were several instances where the 
otherwise expansionist Western text quite unexpectedly preserved a shorter text 
(i. e. shorter in comparison with their 'Neutral text), which for this very reason 
was likely to represent the original text (the so-called 'Western non- 
interpolations"'), concluded that rcalt &vE(pepp--ro Ftq -zov oUpCCv6v and 
TcpoarcuvýcFav-cEq ab-ro'v were non-Western expansions of an original shorter 
text. All other texts had been enlarged, while only the Western text escaped 
interpolation and thus preserved the original text. Their judgement has dominated 
the scene until the sixties of our century. 
3. P' and Text-Critical Tendency Ctiticism 
When in 1961 the Papyrus Bodmer XIV (P) was published, containing all the 
disputed Western non-interpolations of Lk 24, including the longer texts of the 
ascension narrative, it at first seemed as if the rejection by Westcott and Hort of 
the longer readings had received its deathblow and the matter had been definitely 
settled in favour of the Alexandrian text. Kurt Aland, e. g., stated that with the 
discovery of P" 'die Bedeutung des ägyptischen Textes in seiner 'reinen' Form, wie 
ihn etwa B im Evangelienteil darbietet, ... aufs neue und nachdrücklichste 
unterstrichen (ist)` and said that 'sich ein Zeuge wie P" in den allermeisten Fällen 
seinen Konkurrenten überlegen erweist '49. The papyrus provided in any case 
indisputable evidence of the existence of the Alexandrian text (and of the longer 
50 
text of Lk 24: 51,52) at the end of the second century AD . In addition to 
its age, 
the quality of the MS was an important argument to take its testimony most 
seriously. p75 was widely felt to be a very accurate document". 
Colwell was 
WH 2,175-177. 
Aland (1967) t56. 
Aland (1967) 172. 
Fee (1974) 19-45. 
Martin, Kasser (1961) 2-29; Martini (1966) 42-45; Aland (1967) 303-316; 
Klijn 
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convinced that A p75 ... seriously intend[s] to produce a good Copyf'52 and that 'in P" 
the text that is produced can he explained in all its variants as the result of a single 
force, namely the disciplined scribe who writes with the intention of being careful 
and accurate 53 . Birdsall (collating p4' and p75) concluded that '... in orthographY 
p75 is clearly an instance of a careful transmission, not influenced by Atticizing 
tendency in this respect', 54 and '... a relatively careful exemplar of a sound and 
faithful philological tradition'55 . Metzger, more boldly, believed 'the textual 
i 156 significance of this newly acquired witness is hard to overestimate ... . And 
Martini, in the most important monograph on the subject so fail', judged: 'il 
papiro puo' essere considerato con una sufficiente fiducia generica nella sua 
testimonianza. "' Yet, despite the general mood, the initial enthusiasm was toned 
down by voices who claimed that Aland cum suis had exaggerated the importance 
of p15. K. W. Clark, e. g., observed the presence of some substantial divergences: 
'Many of them are mild changes, but they all form a cumulative exegetical mood. "9 
And even Martini was not willing to extend his conclusions without further ado to 
the Western non-interpolationS60 . The most heavy attack on p15 was, as already 
stated, launched by M. C. ParsonS61. Following the lead of G. E. Rice 621 who was 
(1969) 37-38. 
Colwell (1969) 114. 
Colwell (1969) 117. 
Birdsall (1976) 50. 
Birdsall (1976) 51. 
'Metzger (1992) 41. 
57 Martini (1966); summarised (in Latin) in (1966) 192-196. 
" Martini (1966) 57. 
'9 Clark (1980) 118. 
6' Martini (1966) 151: '11 fatto che p75 si allei pienamente con B in tutti questi casi 
J= Western non-interpolations] ben noti non permette di per se altra conclusione se 
non che essi non sono in B di origine recensionale, ma strettamente tradizionale, e 
che si trovano nell'archetipo p75 -B e appartengono perciO' a un testo 
della piu' alta 
antichita. Ogni ulteriore considerazione riguardante la loro ammissione o 
esclusione da un testo critico esula dall'ambito degli argomenti utilizzati 
in questa 
ricerca e va condotta sulla linea comparativa indicata nel numero precedente, 
tenendo sempre presente che in critica testuale nessuna considerazione 
di ordine 
generale deve mai forzare la decisione nei casi singoli, che rimangono 
sempre da 
giudicare nella loro individualita e quasi 'personalita". 
" For what follows, see Parsons (1987) 29-52, esp. 44-49. 
62 Rice (1984) 1-16; (19S5) 39-54. 
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convinced that he had detected a unifying principle 63 underlying the Western non- 
interpolations in the attempt to tone down Luke's portrayal of the apostles' 
unbelief", Parsons reversed Rice's thesis (and, different from Rice, extended his 
conclusions to vv. 51,52 as well) by claiming that the longer text of all Western non- 
interpolations of Lk 24 is the result of the redactional activity of the scribe of P". 
who used the text of the Gospel for his own apologetic purpose, viz. to heighten 
Luke's christology as a response to gnostic influences. On the basis of an 
examination of some 'singular' and 'sub-singular' readings of P" (in his order Lk 
17: 14; 16: 30931; 9: 34,48; 11: 31; 23: 3; 16: 19; 22: 47; 24: 26,27; Jn 6: 19; 8: 57; 
11: 12), Parsons defended the authenticity of all the Western non-interpolations 
(i. e. the authenticity of the shorter texts): 
'By including the longer texts, the scribe of p" was able: (1) to specify 
whose body was gone (24.3) [sciL -rob Kuptou 'ITI(jobj; (2) to supply a 
glorious and unmistakable reference to the resurrection at the empty tomb 
(24.6) [o I')K C'a-rtv (08c, &, XXa i1yepOill; (3) to provide apostolic 
confirmation of the empty tomb (24.12) [6 86 HC'TPOý KTX. 1; (4) to 
furnish a greeting of peace from the risen Lord (24.36) IK(X't XEYEt 
aWroiý- cipilvTj 6juiv]; (5) to stress the continuity between the 
crucified Christ and the risen Lord (24.40) [KOCI T06TO Ei7r('A)V 98EtEEV 
OCDTOiý Taý XCipaý Kai TOU'q Tco8aqj; (6) to emphasize both the 
corporeal nature and exalted state of the body of the risen Lord by 
making explicit reference to Christ's Ascension into heaven (24.51) IKOCIt 
&ve (p Cpc -r oeiq -r 0' vo 1) p oc v0v]; (7) to record the appropriate attitude 
of worship of the bodily ascended Christ by the disciples (24.52) 
j7rPO(YKUVIjCFOCVTEq all-rOVI. "' 
63 Responding to criticism on Westcott-Hort's deliberate selection of Western non- 
interpolations by e. g. Aland, Aland (1982) 28 Anm. 6; Metzger (1994) 165. 
64 Rice (1984) 15: 'The B text of Luke presents an unbelief on the part of the 
apostles, an unbelief that persists in the presence of evidence testifying to the 
resurrection. The Western text, led by D, alters Luke's account of these events and 
presents reasons for the unbelief, which can be seen in (1) the blocking of the 
tomb's entrance by an immense stone, (2) the role of two mysterious women, (3) 
the omission of the clear declaration of the resurrection given by the two men in 
shining clothing, (4) the omission of Peter's visit to the empty tomb, (5) the role 
played by the Emmaus disciples, and (6) the post- resurrection appearance to the 
group in Jerusalem'. 
65 Parsons (1987) 48 (added Greek mine). Parsons determines the Sitz im Leben of 
p75 in third-century Egypt, against the background of the struggle with Christian 
gnosticism. Taking up the suggestion of J. M. Robinson that the Bodmer Papyri are 
to be identified with the Dishna papers, Parsons cautiously suggests a possible link 
with Nag Hammadi, only 12 miles from the site of discovery of the Bodmer Papyri 
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In what follows I will be offering a critique of the tendency hypothesis as 
defended by Parsons (and Ehrman). Leaving aside the fact that, in comparison 
with e. g. Mark and Matthew, the Lukan resurrection and ascension narratives are 
distinctly 'tendentious' in themselves, and that the supposed expansions' bear an 
uncomfortable resemblance to what we otherwise know of the theological outlook 
of the author of Luke-Acts, the tendency hypothesis fails to convince for the 
following reasons. First, although the variants in vv. 51,52 are usually classified 
among the Western non-interpolations, it must be stressed that the text-critical 
issue of the ascension narrative has a Sonderstellung as against the other Western 
non-interpolations. The high material consistency with the Western variants in 
Acts 1- one gets the impression one and the same scribe or reviser is responsible 
for alterations in both Lk 24: 50-53 and Acts 1: 2,9-11 (infra) - makes it 
methodologically more sound to compare the textual variants in the light of the 
textual variations in Acts 1, rather than treat them as part of the otherwise not 
unproblematic category of Western non-interpolations. To put it differently, it 
should by no means be taken for granted that the alterations in the final pericope 
(Lk 24: 50-53) originate from the same motive or even stem from the same hand as 
the other variants of the final chapter. They must be studied in their own terms 66 . 
Second, to determine the particularities and tendencies of a given scribe, any 
investigation should in the first instance pay full attention to the singular readings. 
Sub-singular readings are generally more ambiguous and should only have 
supportive evidence 67. p7' has 57. singular readings and 47 sub-singular readingS61. 
Of all the instances brought up by Parsons in defence of his Tendenz hypothesis, 
[Parsons (1987) 47-481. 
66 Even those who argue for some underlying principle connecting the Western 
non-interpolations are cautious: cf. Rice (1984) 1-16 (in defence of the longer 
texts). Even Amphoux (1991) 21-49 in his text- and style-critical analysis of Lk 24 
(claiming Western priority for the rest of chapter 24) does not extend his 
conclusions to the Western non-interpolations of vv. 51,52: '(the Western Non- 
interpolation of V. 51 1.521) ne concerne deja plus la composition de ce chapitre; ce 
qui est en jeu est plU^tot I'autonomie de cette fin de livre ou son enchaimement avec 
le 'tome' suivant' (39-40). 
" So Colwell (1969) 108. On the terminology of 'singular' and 'sub-singular 
readings', see Epp (1976) 153-173, esp. 160ff. 
68 Statistics based on Martini (1966) 184-187. 
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only Lk 16: 30; 24: 26,27; Jn 6: 19; 11: 12 are singular readings, i. e. only three texts 
from Luke (none of them a Western non-interpolation) and two from the Fourth 
Gospel. Heeding Martini's warning that conclusions regarding Bodmer XIV 
(Luke) cannot be automatically applied to Bodmer XV (John)69, only two 
questionable Lukan instances are left, a rather meagre foundation on which to 
build a Tendenz hypothesis. Third, it is diffIcult to see how one single MS could put 
virtually the entire MSS tradition on the wrong track. Fourth, regardless whether 
the variants concerned are 'singular' or 'sub-singular readings', on intrinsic text- 
critical and exegetical grounds none of them is sufficient to prove a theological 
tendency on the part of the scribe of p75 , as the following will demonstrate 
71. 
1. Parsons rightly discards Lk 17. -14. The singular reading OeXw, 
KaOupiaOil-re Kal ei)Ogwý i-KaOupia0ijaccv is obviously a textual 11 1 1) 8 
emendation of a scribe other than that of P" under the influence of Mt 
8: 13 71 . 
2. In Lk 16: 30,31 p7' replaced the (&no' vcKp6v) nopeoffig' for the 
more familiar (6&7rO' vE1<p6v) kyEpOTI (significantly, the nearest 
corresponding expression 6c n 0' -r 6vv cKp 6) v) ýy6p Oq is a Mattheanism 
(Mt 14: 2; 27: 64; 28: 7) (see under 4). To harmonise his new text with v. 31, 
.q 
by the synonymous 'y'pOTI (the reverse in Mt he replaced 6cvocari- CC 
17: 9,23; 20: 19; Lk 9: 22). It is quite arbitrary to link this v. L with Lk 24: 6 
(not singular! ). Despite Parsons' suggestion that Jn 11: 12 is evidence of 
p759S preoccupation with the resurrection, the v. L seems to be no more 
than a logical harmonisation to the conteXt72. 
3. Parsons suggests the omission of a Wc o 0' ý in Lk 9: 34 gives the 
impression of Jesus entering the cloud alone: 'This variant reading would 
then serve to heighten the mystery and exaltation of the transfiguration 
narrative in Luke where Jesus and the inner circle of disciples enter into 
the cloud f73 . But 
if S09 p75 had better have replaced a6 -r o 6' ý by au -r 6v or 
a corresponding expresSion74 . Now his text remains somewhat ambiguous, '0 71 aav as EIaeX0Eiv may still have the unmentioned subj ect of k (p oP T1 
" Martini (1966) 152 n. 6. See on p75 in John: Porter (1961) (cf. DALA 22 (1962) 
4424); (1962) 363-376; (1967) 71-80; Clark (1980) 157-164; Schnackenburg (1965) 
153-171; Edwards (1976) 190-212; Delobel (1977) 317-323. 
70 We will here proceed pragmatically, by restricting our analysis to those 
instances 
brought forward in some way or another by Parsons. 
71 Parsons (1987) 44-45; Martini (1966) 61.171; Fee (1974) 32; Fitzmyer (1985) 
1154. Contra Clark (1980) 118, who (inadvertently? ) holds the scribe of p75 
responsible for the expansion of the text. 
72 Colwell (1969) 121. 
73 Parsons (1987) 45 (his italics). 
74 As actually in 1604 eiae 10 eiva6, r o' v. 
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(scil. the disciples) or (better) the preceding aý -r o uý ý (sciL at least Jesus, 
Moses and Elijah) as its logical subject. The removal of oci')Tolý)q (if not 
simply an error) is an unhappy attempt to improve the ambiguous syntax 
of its copy, an operation many other scribes felt necessary to undertake 
(see the apparatus criticus of NA 27) . Exegesis, not christology, provoked 
textual alteration 75 . 
4. Methodologically, the demonstrative force of harmonisations with 
Matthew is at least debatable. That harmonisations such as Lk 9: 48; 
11: 31; 23: 3 prove that the scribe of p75 was using a copy of Matthew's 
gospel or was at least very familiar with it769 is not the issue here. In order 
to classify a given harmonisation as 'tendentious', it must be demonstrated 
that it is more than only a stylistic harmonisation (either deliberate or 
unintentional). Thus the idea that 'it would be entirely possible to argue 
that the scribe of p7' has borrowed the phrase 'He is not here, but he is 
risen' [the Western non-interpolation of Lk 24. -61 from an available copy 
of Matthew' does not explain for what purpose (if any! ) he 'borrowed' the 
phrase: to 'heighten Luke's Christology' or simply to complement his text 
with a formula he and his community were familiar with. Likewise, the iU 
Jn 6: 19 (the variant case ending of OaXccacya) is a harmonisation with 
Mt 14: 25 (a comparison between v. 25 and v. 26 proves that ýnlt Tflý 
OaXocacyTlý is an exact synonym of ýTcll -rT'lv OaXau(jocv) and has no 
argumentative force. 
5. The variant Lk 24: 26 (EtaeXftiv ciý -rýv Pa(YUctiav instead of 
eiae, Xftiv eiý uf1v 8oýav) is a clear instance of Matthean diction 
creeping into Luke's textual tradition 77 . 
The expression EtaEXOeiv Etý 
,rývPaatXeiav occurs in Luke-Acts only in Lk 18: 24. )25 (= 
Mk 10: 25) 
and Acts 14: 22 78 , 
but is a favourite expression of Mt (Mt 5: 20; 7: 21 (2x); 
18: 3; 19: 23,24; further only in Mk 9: 47; 10: 23,24,25; Jn 3: 5). p75 has 
80E cc v in the margin. It appears that the 'original text' (containing the 
unusual 80ýoc), was altemd in the Vorlage of p75 under the influence of 
Mt into the more familiar P oc aiXEI oc. The scribe of p755 careful as he was, 
took up PaatXcia from his copy, but, suspicious of this 'singular 
reading', wrote 86ý oc v in the margin 79 . 
6. The confusion of npoepXottoct and npoaepXottat is not 
CE Martini (1966) 140. 
So the inversion r6na 1811 ov -r o 6, r o 9: 48 (P" Df 205 579 1342 1506 pc 
lat) 
Mt 18: 4; aý6-cflv pro cci)-cok 11: 31 (p45,75 1424 pc d vg") = 
Mt 12: 42; the 
omission of a 6, r 6) 23: 3 (p7l lat sa bo"') = Mt 27: 11 (however a6 -r 
is read by AB 
W efl, 13 1006 1342 1506 Maj lat sy mae) and a6 -r 0' v pro a0 -r o U' 8: 21 (p7' b) 
Mt 12: 48. The latter is in the Lukan context mistaken. 
77 Parsons (1987) 46 says: 'This word, glory, may serve as a theologically 
'loaded' 
term for the scribe and may represent in a succinct way the mood of 
the 
resurrection narrative', but then adds: "It is difficult to move 
beyond the point of 
conjecture, but the possibilities of this variant are multifarious. 
' 
78 = traditional, cf. Schneider (1982) 165 
Anm. 16. 
79 Cf Martini (1966) 141. 
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uncommon in the NT MSS (see Mt 26: 39; Mk 
1 
14: 35; Lk 1: 17; Acts 12: 13; 
20: 5,13). The substitution in Lk 22: 47 of 7c pocpXo pa t ('to go before as a forerunner or leader', Lk 1: 17) by TcpoagpXogat (p75 FH 0233 pc) is 
either a transcriptional error or due to a misunderstanding of the acc. 
a 1) -r o 0' ý. Reading 7c poi0 (constructio a koýq refers to " XXoq TIPXET09 U 
ad sensum); reading 7rpou1'1pXc-ro, to 'Jesus and His disciples'. The 
figurative meaning Parsons attributes to 7rpo(7cpXofta1 ('come to or 
approach a deity') - reflecting an assumed tendency to elevate Luke's 
Christology - would require a dat. sg. a6 -r 6 (scil Jesus) (cE Bauer). 
7. Equally unconvincing is the mentioning of the Rich Man's name in Lk 
16: 19 as an argument in support of the shorter text of Lk 24: 3 (i. e. without 
,cob rcu p I'L ou 'lil ao f)): 'The addition shows that p" would not be averse 
to interpolating a name to give explicit identification to an unknown or 
ambiguous figure. This observation could have some significance for the 
variant at 24.3, where the words -r ob Yi) ptou 'ITI uo6 may be added for 
much the same reasons as Nei) qq at 16.19"'. A more likely explanation is 
that 6v Ofta -r t Nc 0 71 q (an accidental shortening of 
ONOIýMTININETHZ, ovofta-rt Ntvcuilq) is drawn from the Sahidic 
tradition" (note that P" and sa both are of Egyptian provenance! ), and 
this simply because it was a current tradition. 
8. The inversion in Lk 24: 27 (-ra -xept cawrou ev 7raGatq -ratq 
ypayaiq instead of e'v 7cacFatq 'ratq ypayatý Ta 7rcPt CaOTOO is, 
as Parsons admits, exegetically not unambiguous. If the inversion is 
fiberhaupt intentional (which should be strongly doubted), is Ta 71c pit 
ýawrob then placed before the Scriptures 'to elevate the place of Christ 
in the early church"' or is kv -n aaatqraiqypayaiq placed at the end 
for the sake of emphasis". 
9. That in Jn 8: 57 p7' reads icalt 'Appaag 66paiccv cc; instead of 
1K U11 'AppaUg 66 pa-Kaq; hardly proves a textual alteration on 
tendentious grounds on the part of p75.84 p75 is not singular (it is also 
attested by X* 0124 sys sa ac' pbo) and there are at least three alternative 
explanations: a. As in 10: 7 and Lk 16: 19, the v. 1. originates from the 
Sahidic tradition; b. It is no more than a stylistic assimilation to v. 56, 
where Abraham is subject (Iva J'Appaceg] 18.9 -rTlv ýA'Pav Týv 
ý gT1 v). c. It is due to a visual error (KAIABPAAME OPAKAE EIHEN). 
As a preliminary conclusion, it will be observed that the case for a tendency on 
the part of the scribe of P" does not pass a critical test. Although the NIS is by no 
" Parsons (1987) 46. But contrary to Lk 16: 19 the identity of the person in Lk 24: 3 
(even with the shorter reading) is quite clear! 
" See Grobel (1963) 373-382; Fitzmyer (1962) 176 n. 23; (1985) 1130.1135-1136 
(with bibliographic references). Perhaps the v. 1. Jn 10: 7 
(0' Ir ot ftTI V) (p75 sa aC2 mf) 
is to be explained in similar terms. 
82 Parsons (1987) 46. 
83 King (1965) 239. 
" Contra Metzger (1994) 193. 
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means a faultless copy of its original, its testimony deserves the fullest possible 
credit because of its age and its quality. In comparison with the Western text, 
which is demonstrably 'tendentious' elsewhere", P`-B no doubt represents the 
I purer' tradition. Theoretically, this does not yet rule out the possibility that the 
Alexandrian text is a (late first-century or early second-century) 'recensional text' 
(8tOpOwatq), but conclusive evidence is lacking. Accordingly, there can be little 
91 191 doubt that icccit bcv c (pe pe-ro cig -rov oupotv ov (v. 51) and 7C PO(JKUVTI G(XVTEý 
cc 6 -r 0' v (v. 52) were from the very beginning a constitutive part of the original text. 
This conclusion is corroborated by a consideration of internal probabilities in 
favour of the longer text of Lk 24: 50-53, such as 1. The chronological tension with 
Acts 1: 3 would naturally invite a textual excision; 2. Removal Of Ka "avE (P EPE -r 0 
ciýc 0' voUp cc v0v destroys the structural balance of the pericope"; 3. Acts 1: 2 
(in the non-Western tradition and in Codex Bezae! ) reads like a natural flashback 
to the ascension. Before however giving our final judgement upon the matter - as 
yet it has not been demonstrated that the Western text is distinctly un-Lukan! - we 
need to discuss the variants of Acts 1, to broaden our perspective. 
4. Acts 1: 1-2 
Acts 1: 1-2 is part of the Proemium (Acts 1: 1-5) of Luke's 'second book', in which 
he, following the conventions of his time, resumes the content of his np6. roý 
XOyoC, before proceeding with his story. Text-critically, the debate centres 
primarily around the question whether &veX Tj g(p Oq in v. 2 belongs to the original 
text87 or not", and if it does, where it should stand. That in the Book of Acts 
Codex 
" We need only refer to Menoud (1951) 19-32, and Epp (1966). 
But see the 
reservations of Barrett (1979) 15-27, who argues that the 
Western text develops 
what is already in the text (e. g. the assumed 'anti-Judaistic tendency') 
to make the 
stories more vivid and interesting. At least for the ascension narratives 
this does 
not hold (see infra). CE further Head (1993) 415-444 for a general 
discussion. 
"The pericope consists of three two-membered clauses: 
1. 'E ý, q' yaycv... Ica! ... 
E, ? LOYq GeV (v. 50); 2.8tE(yTq ... 
KOC iE tý TOV OupavOv (v. 51); U &VE(PEPETO 
3.6ireaTpe*av ... K all il (Y cc v 
(vv. 52,53) [cE Jeremias (1967) 145; Metzger (1994) 
162; Marshall (1978) 9091. But note the valuable criticism of Ehrman 
(1993) 258 
n. 184! 
87 Larraftaga (1938) 174-207 [followed by Guillaume (1979) 227-2281; 
Creed (1934) 
176-182; Metzger (1994) 236-241; Riekert (1981) 179-187; 
Parsons (1987) 126-134 
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Bezae and the primitive Western text preserve a very distinct text, hardly requires 
documentation". As in the previous paragraph, we will therefore pursue our 
investigation along the lines of a comparison between Codex Vaticanus (which 
predates the only two extant papyri of the passage, p16 and P"), Codex Bezae, and 
the restored primitive Western text. 
1. Codex Vaticanus 
(1) Tov ftev np6kov loyov buoiTj(j('xgTjv 7cEp't navc(A) v 
OCO(PUE, CDV ýPýWZO I11CFObq 7COICiV TE K(XI 8t8occFKEtv (2) Xpt 
Ilq IIACPOCq CV'rCtAOCfLCVOq TOlq OC7[0(JTOXOiq 8tO'C 7UVr:. UACC-rOq 
6cyiol) ou"q CEEXEEa-ro &VEXIMPOTI. 
2. Codex Bezae 
(1) To'v ttev np6-rov ý, oyov c'notiloattilv 7rep-t 7uav-rwv, w 
OEO(pt, XE9 WIV ýPýOCTO 'ITJG06ý 7rOtEiV TE K(X't 8t8OCGKEtV (2) ocXpt 
Tiq ýAc OCJIEVOý rotý Oc7roGT, )ý, oiq 8ta P(xq 6CVEXTIA(P()TI ýVTCU` 0 
7rv E UILOCTOq (Xyt0t) OUq kCCXEýOCTO KOC't ýKC)LEDGE K71PU(J(YCtV T6 
eu0cyycxtov. 
(1) Primum quidem sermonemfeci de omnibus o theofile quae incoavit ihs 
facere et docere (2) usque in eum them quem susceptus est quo praecepit 
apostolis per spm sanctum quos elegit etpraecepitpraedicare euangelium. 
3. Primitive Western text (Boismard and Lamouille)90 
(1) Tov gev 7ipi; )-rov Äoyov g'7[Ot'qGOCgqV 7[Epit 7[OCV'Zü)Vg W9 
Oeo(ptÄc, w'v lipgoc-ro o"' 'Ill(joüý notEiv -re rai ötöaaKEiv (2) 
AIMEP% TOU'g &7U0O-ZOÄOUg ýZEXEgaT0 ÖICC 7[VEUIIOCT0g V ýq9 
OCYIOU KCtt ýVETEtiX0C-CO KlIPU0GütV TO EUOCYYEXIOV. 
Comparison of 2 and 3- The text of Codex Bezae (D d; preserved with minor 
variations also in sy"g sa mae) is evidently conflate". With the B-text it preserves 
(1988) 58-71. 
Coppieters (1902) 133; Ropes (1926) 256-261; Clark (1933) 2; Enslin (1928) 62; 
Wilder (1943) 311; Bouwman (1988) 52. 
'9 See Rius-Camps (1993) 59-68.219-229 for a general treatment of the variants 
between the Alexandrian and Western tradition in Acts 1: 1-14. 
90 Here we follow the reconstruction of Boismard, Lamouille 1 (1984) 123-124. 
For 
older attempts, see Larrafiaga (1938) 182-188; (1934) 311-374, esp. 327-331. 
Recent 
reconstructions of the primitive Western text are made by: Epp 
(1981) 142-143; 
Bouwman (1988) 46-55. 
9' The article before 'III (Y o6ý (omittunt B D) should certainly be retainedq 
Metzger 
(1994) 236; BDR 260.1; Barrett (1994) 66 (omission of 6 by haplography). 
9' Holtzmann (1901) 23; Ropes (1926) 256-261; Clark (1933) 336; Plooli (1929) 13 
(51); Haenchen (1977) 145 Anm. 2; Metzger (1994) 238; Boismard, Lamouille 2 
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WT -f (xXpt '94 T, pie pa4 (usque ad diem), 6c vcIý g(p OTI (which is moved forward for 
clearness' sake 93) , and kvTEOMAEVo4. With the Western tradition it preserves 
I KOC I kKC ý, ED G6 KTJ P0C UGGEIV T ej)(Xyy "XIOV94. Its conflate character is 
confirmed by the fact that Kalt ýKCUCU(jp- KTX. coordinates poorly with the 
preceding sentence. It is unlikely to be construed with 6cvP-XijfL(pOTj (awkward 
sequence! ) or iv-retXccAevog (intolerable grammar). The least unsatisfactory 
solution is to connect it with ýýeXCýoc-co, but this leaves much to be desired 
where syntax is concerned as it seriously destroys the balance of the sentence. 
Comparison of I and 3- First, the most striking difference between the B-text and 
the primitive Western text is the absence of 6cveXýIiyffil in the latter, thus 
lacking an explicit reference to the ascension". Second, in the Western text the 
election of the disciples (e EcIeEaToTobý& 7c oaT6Xou ý) is the main subject of 
the sentence (together with the command to preach), while in the B-text this is no 
more than a note in parentheses (o DO gkýeý, CEaT o). Third, whereas the content of 
vT eiXa fte vog is left undefined in the B-text, the Western text gives the content 
of the instruction, viz. Kqpt)(YaEtv To Euccyyatov (whereby ývE-rclla-co 
coordinates with cE ck eEa -r o). Fourth, according to the B-text, the former book 
1 11 W covers 7cept navT(ov ... (0 V 
qpýCCTO IIJCFObg 71016V TE KOCII 8180'CGKEtV 
(perhaps implying that the second book is concerned with its continuation), with 
axpt epag ... &vel 'A(pOTI (= the events 
described in Lk 24) as its TIg ýft- TI 
terminus ad quem (accordingly evTctAa fte vogToig ot 7c oa -r o ). oig KTX. refers 
to the post-Easter instructions of the Risen Lord). The Western text specifies the 
day of the election of the disciples (Lk 6: 13fl) as the beginning of Jesus' public 
ministry ('... which Jesus had begun to do on the day he had chosen the apostles') 
(1984) 2-3; Bruce (1990) 98-99. Contra Harris (1891) 154-155; Weiss (1897) 53; 
Hilgenfeld (1898) 620; Zahn (1916) 241, and recently Delebecque (1980) 628-634ý 
who identify the primitive Western text with the text of Codex 
Bezae [at first also 
Blass (1895) 41-42, who later rejected this view, (1896) xxxiii-xxxiv]. 
93 As D does elsewhere in e. g. Acts 2: 14,45-46; 12: 7; 13: 15; 13: 31. 
"' CE the comprehensive presentation of textual evidence by 
Larrafiaga (1938) 175- 
179; further Ropes (1926) 2-3.256-261 and the apparatus of NA 
27 and UBS4. 
91 As in Augustine, ConsEv 4,8 (PL 349 1222); EpFund 9 (PL 42,179); 
ContFel 1,4 
(PL 42,521); EpCath 11,27 (PL 43,409). Further gig t; Ps-Vigilius, 
ContVar 1,31; 
3,71. 
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and apparently situates the election and the (pre-Easter) command to preach the 
gospel on one and the same day. In contrast to the B-text, it does not have a 
terminus ad quem. The result is that we have two carefully constructed but 
substantially different versions, which cannot be explained by accidental omission. 
This raises the question whether the B-text is an attempt to improve or correct the 
primitive Western text (A. C. Clark) or vice versa? " On the level of syntax, the 
primitive Western text seems to make good sense and, although somewhat 
overbalanced, hardly needs improvement. On the other hand, on the level of 
content it is defective, because it conflicts with Luke's presentation. Whereas there 
is no doubt Luke formally could have written K(Xi I 6KEIEUGE KTIPUGCFEtV To 
C0 ()C YYCýt0V 979 its authenticity is refuted by the fact that it contradicts the data 
of his Gospel: Luke has no tradition which places the election and command to 
preach on one and the same day (he must have had either the occasion of Lk 9, or 
[more likely] Lk 24 in mind). Neither can Luke's Gospel or Jesus' ministry be said 
to have begun at that point! The origin Of Kalt iK6XEU0C KTIPUGCFEIV To 
E6 ocyy EXtov is more likely to be sought in a scribal interpolation from Lk 24: 47 
or Mk 16: 159. Reasoning from the B-text, on the other hand, it is easy to see how 
this text could be transformed into the primitive Western text: the remote position 
of &vc. XTUL(p0ij, the problematic dating of the ascension after forty days (vv-2.3), 
the awkward separation of ou'ý 6ýeXcýa-ro from -roiý anoa-roXoiý, the 
undefined content of ýwretlapcvoýq and the ambiguity as to what 81-a 
" So Delebecque (1982) 80 n. 7. 
97 The phrase would, with Delebecque (1982) 79 ['Prologues' (1980) 630-6331 match 
perfectly with Acts 28: 31. In the NT YcXeuw occurs 7x in Mt and 
further 
exclusively in Luke-Acts. Luke's use of the verb rcil pUaa ca does not 
differ from 
the other NT authors: Luke-Acts 17x against 43x in the rest of the NT 
(MGM). 
The absolute icil pUaa (A) -r 0' c UayyE. Xtov occurs only in Mk 13: 10 
(no par. ); 14: 9 
(no par. in Lk; some MSS add -rob-ro harmonising with Mt 26: 13); 
[16: 151. Mt 
always adds a further qualification; Mk does so occasionally 
(1: 14 Tob ftob). 
Though the exact phrase Y,, q pua (Y eiv -c 6 e, & oc yy eX iov does not occur 
in Luke- 
Acts, it has a corresponding phrase (Lk 8: 1 rcil puaawvKaiE6aYYEXtC0 Re v0 
-rýv PautWav -rof) Ocob). Luke (as anyone else! 
) could have found the 
combination of icqpucF(jcL) and cuayy6', Xtov in the early church: 
Gal 2: 2; Col 
1: 23; 1 Thess 2: 9. Theoretically, the addition in Acts 1: 2 could be Lukan. 
91 Cf. Larraftaga (1938) 181. According to Chase (1893) 4, an originally 
Syriac 
interpolation by the Bezan scribe from Mk 16. 
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nveufta, coý ocytou re rs (ewretXagevoý ... 8t& -KVEDtLc(roq dytou or 8tcc 
7zV6DA(XTOý ocytol) ... eXeCaTo ? ), all these must have contributed to textual 
alteration. Starting-point was the excision of 6cvcX7jftyOTj, by which procedure 
the Western scribe harmonised Acts 1: 2 with the Western text of Lk 24: 51. Having 
removed the main verb &veXijp(pO1j, the indicative ýýe. XEEaTo was the first 
candidate for taking over its function (accordingly the dative is substituted by the 
accusative). The ambiguous P_vTeU6cpevoq (participle brought back to the 
indicative) was then clarified by the command to preach and bt& nvcuparoý 
cc ytou definitively settled to qualify Jesus' election of the disciples. The B-text, in 
addition, has all the marks of being a Lukan text. For Luke the ascension is 
terminus ad quem of Jesus' earthly career (Acts 1: 22 6'6)ý (v. t &Xpt) 
ljpcpaý 11 gavEAj It(p 071 a (p gCo v; cE Lk 9: 51); &Xptgý pc p ot Lukan 71 TI 
(Lk 1: 20; 17: 27); the separation of o 10 qCC F-X CC cvc o from -r oiý 6c ic oa -r 0Xoiq 
concurs with Luke's style elsewhere". The corollary of all this is that the textual 
question of Acts 1: 1-2 must be decided in favour of the Alexandrian text. The 
Western text is distinctly un-Lukan and represents an unhappy attempt by a 
scribe or reviser to rewrite the verse so as to remove stylistic flaws and to 
harmonise the opening verses of Acts with the Western text of Lk 24: 50-53"'. 
5. Acts 1: 9-11 
Whereas the original text of Acts 1: 2 made a reference to the ascension in a 
passing comment, vv-9-11 give a detailed description of the event. 
Again, the text 
of the Alexandrian and Western tradition differ considerably. 
Haenchen (1977) 146 Anm-1- 
Parsons (1987) 132-133, argues that another way of solving the textual 
issue is to 
examine the surface structure of vv. 1-3. Its structure seems 
to be controlled by the 
acting and teaching of v-1 (A BBAA B): v. 1 
A Jesus acts (goteiv) -B Jesus 
teaches (80(X(jretv); v. 2 B Jesus teaches (ivcrtXo'cpcvoý) -A 
Jesus acts 
(6cve. XT1ft(pO'q); v. 3 A Jesus acts (napeocil(yev ... 
6ir-cavolLcvoý) -B Jesus 
teaches (, XCywv rM nepill Poc(Y'LXclocý cob 
Ocob). However, the passive 
form of 6cvF., X11j&(pOij weakens this argument considerably: 
Godq not Jesus, is 
acting. 
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1. Codex Vaticanus 
(9) lc(x 1Ta 10) T oc Et' 71 (1) va6T(; ) v 7r 6v -r (, ) v 101 ý 7r 71 p Oil K(x 1vr, (p c 11 v UnclocDev a U'-c' &7r 0, -rd)v 0, (P 0 OCX fLci -r6v (10) Koci . ýv oto 
ov 
(A) 
919-I oc-rcvt 'Cowreý llcFocv ciý rokv oupavo, v Tcopcoopevou OCUTOD9 Kat 
t8o av8pcý 8uo 7roepelaTTIKEtcFav ocuTotq ýv F-, (JOTj(3E(jt 
XCUK(Xiq, (11) 01 KOCI EtnOCV' OCV8pEq IP0CX0, oCjotq Ti EOTTIKaTE 
P). E7roVTEq ctq To-V ou, pavov; 06-10ý 6 'ITI(Yobq 6 6(vaxTjfLyOclq 
6C(P, 6g6v Fiq -cO'v ol)pccvokv OLTwq Lxcuoc-roct o"V TP07rov 
Hcauccaoc 
CCU, -rokv 7ropeDogevov etq -rov oupavov. 
2. Codex Bezae 
9 (9) KauTa cillowroý CCU-rob vc(pg?, Il 6-xcpC0. cv a6ro, v i(Cci 
6C7rTj POT] &7rO' 0' (PO00, ft6V OCUT6V (W) KCC'l 6ý 6CTCVtC0VTr-q II(JOCV 
ciq To'V ol)p(xvo%v 71opcoogEvou a6Tot-)q Kott i8ob av8pcý 860 
7r0CPEt(3TIjKEtCF0CV CCUT0iq 6V kJOýTt ; ýCIJKfnq (11) 011 KC('l E-1710CV' 
If px, 91 av8pcq Ip0CXI,, X0Cio-Lq uI C' CJTTIKOCTE E: VC 7c 0VTcqCt Tov 
oupcevov; ouvog 6 'ITJ(Jobý 6 6cvaxTjA(p0c, tý 6C(p, f)A6)V ou'rwý 
II% Urn)(ye-rat o5v -rPo7rov E, OECCCJCCCJOE CCU, To, v 7ropEDOAEVOV ctý Tov 
oup(xvov. 
(9) Et cum haec dixisset nubes suscepit eum et leuatus est ab oculis eorum 
(10) et ut aspicientes erant in caelo abe unte eo et ecce viri duo adsistebant 
eis in ueste candida (11) qui et Axerunt uiri galilaei qui statis aspicientis in 
caelum iste ihs qui adsumptus est a bobis sic enim ueniet quemadmod 
modum uidistis eum euntem in caelum. 
3. Primitive Western text (Boismard and Lamouille) 
9 (9) T(XÜTOC Ei7UOVTOý (XUTOÜ VEWEÄ'n ý7CE), aß£V OCUTO'V KOCI 
6C7Z11pOT1 (XIU' (XU'T(2ýV (10) KOC't (ýg ÜTEVt(OVTEg 191GOCV Eig TO'V 
Oi)potvo, v IZOPEDOIMEVOI) (XUTOU9 K(X ttö0U 
öuo avöp« 
. 
ng (11) 01 K(XI £'171(XV' 7[(XPEtCFTljr, EICF(XV OC'ÜT0ig EV k(76ýTt XEDKI- 1 
ir 
CCVÖPEý POC). tÄ(XiOtg Tt kCYT1IKCCTE ýgßÄE7UOVTEg Eig T 0' V 
p ýg(i)V 05T(Ä g OUpaVOV; OUTOg 6 'ITICFOÜg 6 ÖCV(XÄ'qll(p09'tg (X(p' 
kÄEUCFETCCt OV TPO7U0V ýOCOC(JCCCFOE OCýTO'V 7[OPEDOJAEVOV Etg TOV 
oupavov. 
Comparison of 2 and 3 - The following variae lectiones are obvious cases of 
accidental transcriptional errors or idiosyncrasies on the part of the scribe of 
Codex Bezae: v. 9 rcai)-r& is a simple case of contraction of K(x't 
+ T(X6, r(X I02; 
67r6poc, Xcv (exclusively attested in D; d has suscepit) is due to an accidental 
The inversion a 1), c 6) vPXe -n 6v -c wv (cf. NAII) is an idiosyncrasy of B. 
Blass (1895) 26 explains Ka6-ra as a contamination of the Eau-ra of 
Luke's first 
edition (P = Western text) by a supralinear Kali drawn 
from Luke's second edition 
(a = Alexandrian text). 
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transposition of P and X, an error not untypical of the scribe of Codex Bezae 103 . 
&7cO' 0(p6aXg6v c&I)T6)v is a conflate reading"', mediating between the 
Alexandrian (&716 T6v 0ý000cXft6v ocu'T6v) and the primitive Western text 
(which read only 6c n' cc 6T6v, as e. g. attested by Augustine, ContFel 1,4; CV 25, 
804). The excision of the article (-r 6) v) is probably due to the influence of the Latin 
text (d) on the Greek text of Codex Bezae (ab oculis eorum)'O', although it is not a 
06 1 grammatical error' . P-vPXEnOV'r8q (instead of kftpX-) is an orthographic 
variant, if not accidental, reflecting the tendency to suspend the assimilation for 
the sake of etymological clearness (BDR 19). 
Comparison of I and 3- V9 The most substantial difference between the 
Alexandrian and the primitive Western text is situated in the first part of the 
pericope, where the change of both subject and verb results in two different 
pictures of the ascension: according to the B-text, Jesus was first lifted up 
(inýp0q, elevatus est) and then a cloud took him away (67rCxapev, suscepit) 
from the sight of the disciples, suggesting that Jesus' body was elevated some 
distance in the air before the intercepting cloud hid him from their sight 107; 
according to the Western textfirst a cloud enveloped Jesus (v c (pCITI 67rCXccPcv 
103 Acts 17: 18 (YOVE PaXXOV/(YUVEX(X POV; 20: 15 TE a P- 
EX a po ILE v/7r(xpepaXoftev, cf. Delebecque(1982)81 n. 8; Boismard, Lamouille 1 
U (X 
(1984) 12; Epp (1981) 137 n. 8. Cf. also Chase (1893) 9. In the NT 
*7r o0' 
XX (A) is 
only attested in Acts 6: 11, in which it has (as in Appian, BeflCiv 1,74 13411; TSim 
3-3; Dan 3: 9 0 v. 1.; Josephus, Bell V 10,4 [4391; MartPol 17: 2 12x]) a figurative 
sense: 'heimlich anstiften' (Bauer, s. v. ). The suggestion of Meyer 1 (1924) 
41 
Anm. 2, that 0" nCPaXev is not a scribal ermr, but a deliberate change ('die Wolke 
schob sich ihm unter') fails in that he (wrongly) attributes the medium sense to 
the 
active form (see LSJM 1875). 
104 Ropes (1926) 5 n. 9; Plooli (1929) 14 (52); Metzger (1975! ) 282 (no longer 
in the 
second edition! ). 
"' Boismard, Lamouille 1 (1984) 16. 
106 Contra Delebecque (1982) 81 n. 8; Boismard, Lamouille 1 (1984) 16, who hold 
the article as indispensable. The article is equally absent 
in Lk 19: 42; cf. Acts 
26: 18). There is admittedly a slight difference in meaning, as without 
the article 
& -n 0' 6 (p 0 aX ft6 va 0' -r 6v may be an idiomatic expression 
for 'from them, while 
with the article the expression has a more ad 
litteram sense (BDR 2596)* 
107 Unless, of course, we are to understand the second clause as an 
epaxegeticum 
('he was lifted up, that is, a cloud took him away'). 
In that case the Western scribe 
simply made explicit what the text already 
implied and thus prevented the text 
from being misinterpreted. 
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ab, rov, suscepit 108 (Peshitto adds: 'and he was hidden)'" and then Jesus (while 
within the cloud)"O was taken away (&nTlpffij, sublatus est) from the disciples, 
suggesting that the disciples saw no more than that a cloud covered Jesus and that 
he disappeared from them"'. The variation of c(xbua einWv and EtinovToý 
aWro6 corresponds to the variation of the grammatical structure of the main 
sentence"'. Significant is the use of a different verb, 6 7c aip (o in the B-text against 
ocnocipw in the Western text (cf. the corresponding substitution in Lk 24: 51 
That according to the Western text the disciples did not 
actually observe Jesus' body rising from the earth, corresponds to the non- 
attestation of two phrases accentuating the visibility of the event, scil. 
c 7ý 6v -c (, ) v oc f) -r (2) v and 6c 7r 6r(; ) v6 (p 0aX g6) va i') T 6) v. For the latter phrase 
the Western text has only &7r' au"u6v, which complements &, nil p, 011 and thus 
harmonises with Mk 2: 20 (6c 7c ýp Oil 6c 71 ' oc u -r 6v Mt 9: 15; Lk 5: 35). V. 10 Given 
the de-emphasis on the visual aspect, the question as to what ciý 'r 6' vo i) P cc v 0' v 
should be connected with, may for the Western scribe be well decided in favour of 
reading (6' ý aTcvtCowreý ý GO&V ek T6 V 00' POcv O'V) " PED09" ou au"131 
"' 'TxoXocgPOCvw does not normally mean 'envelop', but 'take up by getting 
under' (LSJM 1886) [Herodotus, Hist 1,24; Plato, Rep 5,453; Josephus, Ant XI vi, 9 
(238)]. But it should be noted that composita with the prefix 6 -no often carry the 
connotation 'underhand, secretly' (LSJM 1875 FM with reference to 6, no0e(o, 
onoOwneo(o, 6noKopiiýoftat, 6nopvuftt, but many other examples could be 
adduced) so that the prefix 6 7c o in the Western text is not necessarily strictly local. 
LSJM 1886 in addition gives the meaning 'take up, seize, come suddenly upon'. 
vc (p CX il 6 7r CX aPcva 6' -r o' v may accordingly be translated as 'a cloud took him 
away secretly' or 'a cloud suddenly came upon him' [so Epp (1981) 1381. Ropes 
(1926) 5 n. 9, and Plooij (1929) 14 (52), translate: 'and a cloud enveloped him' (my 
emphasis). 
`9 Ropes (1926) 292. 
"' There is of course the grammatical question of the subject of 6c7clipOTI. Was 
Jesus taken away from them, or (maintaining the subject of the first part of the 
phrase) was the cloud taken away from them? But this does not essentially affect 
the narrative picture. 
... Schneider (1980) 196 Anm. g: 'Die Wolke hUllte demzufolge Jesus ein, und 
innerhalb der Wolke wurde er'von ihren Augen weggenommen". 
112 The nominative participle zafka etin6v in the B-text corresponds to the 
(unexpressed) subject of knilpOTI, scil. Jesus, whereas the use of the absolute 
genitive reiiirovToq ocwro6 is the proper way to distinguish the subject of the 
main sentence (scil. ve(pEXTI) from the subject of the genitive construction 
(scil 
the speaker, Jesus). 
_ 
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i. e. Awje they were gazing at the sky, while he was going' (thus cautiously 
distinguishing between what the disciples see and Jesus' going up) rather than 60ý 
6C-rcvtcov'reý 'Gav t% 11 T1 (C q TOV OU'PaV6V 7COPEUOft6VOU au-rob) 'as they 
were seeing him go to the sky'. The difference is slight, but suggestive! It is only in 
the interpretive words of the angels that the disciples are admitted to have seen 
(Heaaaaft) Jesus nopeuoftevov eiq -rov oupavov (v. 12). But for the 
Western scribe 8v -rponov precludes the reader from taking these words in 
massive objectified terms: 'in the same way', that is 'mysteriously, in a cloud' 113 
The sg. C'v kaOý-rt Xcuq- 
.9 
in the Western text is a harmonisation by the scribe of 
.1 
)U4. D with Lk 24: 4 (kv k(j()ý. rt &(jrP(Xn. ZOU(7T VIP' The omission of the 
second eiqc6voupav 6' v (D 2495 pc gig vg"s bo"s) is due to an accidental 
om iSSion116 rather than to a deliberate excision"'. 
How do these two different versions relate to each other? E. Delebecque"' has 
defended the thesis that the text of Codex Bezae in Acts 1: 9 represents an attempt 
at rectification, occasioned by two stylistic discrepancies in the original text. 1. The 
reviser must have regarded 6n 61 aPev as perplexing, as it could be taken in this 
... It seems then that the Western scribe is more consistent than Epp (1981) 142- 
143 believed! There was no need to wipe ciý -r 6' vo6p cc v 6' v as 6vrp6 7r ov 
prohibited misunderstanding, and they are words of the angeli interpretes after all! 
114 'E vka0ý, c tAc uicin- is attested by P` DE Maj gig sy. The dat. pl. ka Oý aeut 
(except Lk 24: 4 v-1- only hem in the NT; further 2 Mace 3: 33; 3 Mace 1: 16; 
Eusebius, HistEccl H 6,7; Philo, VdMos 3,18) is not from C'uOqatq [so Bruce 
(1990) 104; Thayer (1889) 252; the nom. ga&qatý is not attested prior to the 
second half of the second century AD], but from 6uOilý (1 Ezra 8: 68,71; 2 Mace 
8: 35; 11: 8; Lk 23: 11; 24: 11; Acts 10: 30; 12: 21; Jas 2: 2,3), 'wobei die Dativendung 
zur Verdeutlichung gleichsam nochmals gesetzt ist' (instead of ýaOýatv), see 
Bauer, s. v.; BDR47.4. The authentic reading is therefore ýv ýaOqae(yt Xeurcociý 
(p56c XABCT 81 323 945 1175 1739' pc lat; Eus). As for D, it might be 
considered whether the Latin column (in veste candida) has influenced the reading. 
"' The choice between PX 67c ovTeý (p74 X* BE 33 81323 945 1241 1739s 2495 aý 
and ig P1 e ir o vr eý (P" Kc ACD (ý v PX-) T Maj Eus) is difficult to make, since 
both readings are evenly balanced in the MSS tradition and both readings are 
possible. Metzger (1994) 245, UBS4 and NA 27 leave the matter undecided, by 
reading [kftJPXc7rovTeq; Schneider(1980) 196Anm. i, opts for the simple form. 
116 Haenchen (1977) 156 Anm. 6; Metzger (1994) 245 (by the Committee's 
majority); Parsons (1987) 134. 
117 So Ropes (1926) 6, - with reservations also Epp (1981) 139. 
"I Delebecque (1982) 79-89, esp. 79-82. 
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context only in its literal sense (prendre par en dessous, sub capere) (Herodotus, 
Hist 1,24; Plato, Rep 5,453), but in that case it is no more than a synonym of the 
preceding knoclpw (soulever). The emphasis in the last part of the sentence must 
be on the complementary 6c-xO' -r6v 0(pO(xXfL6v ocU'-r6v, but the preposition 
6c7rO' fits poorly to i)neXapev. 2. In addition, the double 6cno' -r(D-v oY000+6v 
ocb-r6v and PXen6v'rcov a6-r6v are superfluous: 'On peut estimer en effet que, 
si Jesus est soustrait a leurs yeux, 6c 716 -r 6v6 (p 0 oe Xjit6 va6T6v, c'est bien parce 
que les apotres etaient en train de regarder, PXenowrwv a6-r6v. Etait-ce 
reellement utile de dire cette evidence? "'9. There am, however, some criticisms that 
must be levelled against the idea that the Western text is a mere stylistic 
'improvement' of the B-text. 1. For the exact translation of D' 71 EXapcv, see our 
comments supra p. 258n. 108; 2.6en 6' 6(p0ocXft6v ocu'-r6v is, as already suggested, 
a conflate reading; 3. It is really the question whether the B-text as it stands is as 
troublesome as is assumed, as far as grammar and style are concerned. The present 
text has a perfect chiastic structure, which hardly needs improvement... and the 
seemingly superfluous stress on the visual aspect is in line with Luke's redactional 
purposes and is theologically motivated"'; 4. Form- critically, the Western text 
seems to be influenced by and harmonising with (Mk 2: 20parr. and esp. with) Lk 
9: 28-36parr.: Jesus is leaving the scene in much the same way as Moses and Elijah 
departedfrom the Transfiguration scene, that is in a mysterious cloud in which they 
simply vanish. In the light of what we observed in Lk 24: 51,52 and Acts 1: 2, the 
differences between the two text-types go beyond the merely stylistic level: they 
reflect a critical tendency and are motivated by factors from outside, in concreto, 
the question about the bodily nature of Jesus' ascension. The corollary of this is 
that B is either a perfectly successful amelioration of the Western text (thus 
introducing an 'orthodox' emphasis on the bodily ascension of Jesus) or D (or the 
primitive Western text) is a corruption of the B-text (removing an offensive, while 
all too physical, portrayal of the ascension). 
"' Delebecque (1982) 80. 
71 1c0 P- u ov 120 BXenovrwv ab-r6v (A) k7c 'pOq (B) (rcal) ve(pXil " n'XaPev a'T' 
(BI) 6cno' -r6v (5(pOocXft6)v aind)v (A). 
121 See Lohfink (1971) 186-187.193-194.200-202. 
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6. Conclusions 
An overwhelming majority of textual witnesses, beginning from P", whose text 
gives little or no indication of being 'tendentious' (contra Parsons and Ehrman)'2', 
supports the Alexandrian (non-Western) text of Lk 24: 50-53 and Acts 1: 1-2,9-11; 
support for the so-called 'shorter (Western) recension' is confined to only part of 
the (otherwise divided! ) Western tradition. Both text traditions - this needs to be 
stressed - provide a coherent narrative picture throughout their text, so that the 
differences between the two in all likelihood have arisen on purpose, that is, on 
tendentious grounds. The conclusion that emerges from the preceding analysis is 
that in all three textual units (Lk 24: 50-53; Acts 1: 2,9-11) a development (or 
corruption for that matter) from the B-text to the Western text gives a more 
convincing (while more consistent) explanation of the evidence than the reverse. 
The Western reviser quite consistently removes stylistic, chronological and 
theological obstacles throughout the whole narrative and thereby creates a new 
'demythologised' 12' narrative picture, conform to his own theological (or more 
precisely, christological) outlook: he removes any suggestion that Jesus ascended 
physically - with a body of flesh and bones - into heaven 124 . That leaves us with the 
final question of the text-critical inquiry: what is the Sitz im Leben of this rigorous 
textual operation? As we noted above, the provenance of the primitive Western 
text is still hotly debated, and it seems unwise to anticipate conclusions. The other 
way around would be to inquire in what geistesgeschichtlichen milieu this 
reinterpretation of the ascension could have taken place. The differences between 
the two versions are far too considerable to hold Luke responsible for both 
versions. Nor is it likely that Luke corrupted his own text (which excludes the 
priority of the primitive Western text). So where does the Western version fit in? It 
appears from second- and third-century sources that belief in a physical, 
"' Likewise Head (1993) 112-113. 
123 Not in the modern 'technical' sense of the word of course, because the Western 
scribe still remains within the confines of a 'mythological' world-view 
(three- 
decker universe etc. ). What he 'demythologises' is not the underlying world-view, 
but the christological affirmation that Jesus went bodily into heaven. 
124 The objection that Codex Bezae does not delete Mk 16: 19 as well [Epp (1981) 
143-1441 does not affect our argument, since it is not the Bezan scribe who is 
responsible for the textual emendation, but one of his 'Western' predecessors. 
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observable ascension was a belief under criticism in gnostic and docetic circles"'. 
From what we know from Irenaeus, it appears that for instance the Alexandrian 
gnostic heretic Basilides (mid-second century AD)q propagated the idea of an 
invisible (nonphysical) ascension (Irenaeus AdvHaer 12494; PG 7,677). According 
to Filastrius, the heretic Apelles contended '... ipsum (= Christ) in caelum sine 
carne ascendisse' (Filastrius, Haer 47; PG 129 1164). Cf. ActJ 102 (16) (ed. Bonnet 
1,202; Junod-Kaestli 1,215). Irenaeus' repeated stress on the visibility of the 
ascension (cf. Irenaeus AdvHaer 11091; PG 7,549; IH 4,2; PG 79 856; Dem 84; PO 
12,720; AdvHaer 11 32,3; PG 7,828) is at least in part an attempt to refute 
heretical views like those of Basilides cum suis. Similar concerns to stress the 
physical nature of the ascension in response to gnostic and docetic heresies"' could 
easily be adduced from third-century Fathers 127 . Although it would be 
unwarranted to attribute the Western ascension text directly to the influence of a 
heretic like, say, Basilides, it appears that the second- and third-century 
christological controversies provide a most plausible setting in which a radical 
reinterpretation of the ascension narrative such as undertaken by our 'Western' 
121 scribe could take place . Unless other evidence comes up, we must come to the 
conclusion that the view that the 'Western' ascension version is a 'heretical 
corruption of Scripture' remains to be preferred. 
"' See e. g. Holzmeister (1931) 44-82; Larrafiaga (1938) 492-601; Davies (1958); 
Lohfink (1971) 98-146; Hengel (1993) 112-119. 
"Of course they only make more explicit what Luke's text already said; but the 
fact that they stress this particular aspect of the ascension, suggests an apologetic 
context, where the physical nature of the ascension was an issue under criticism. 
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